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ABSTRACT

The main focus oi this study is an empirical examination of the stability of company 

failure prediction models based on accounting information. Stability of forecasting in 

failure prediction models is tested using industry relative ratios and unadjusted ratios. 

Three homogeneous economic periods are defined : expansion, recession, and 

recovery. The stability and quality of forecasting models developed in these three 

different economic environments is tested using the industry relative ratios previously 

derived. The study also compares the stability of forecasting of both the industry- 

specific models and the aggregate model for each of the five years before failure. 

Specific industries include Contracting. General-Engineering. Textile. Other 

Manufacturing, and Miscellaneous. Finally, the ability of economy-wide indicators 

and year-dummies proxying calendar events to predict failure is examined.

Industry adjusted and unadjusted ratio models, business cycles models (adjusted and 

unadjusted ratios) and specific industry models are reported. Each model is developed 

using multivariate discriminant analysis. An examination of the stability of 

forecasting in failure prediction models in terms of the classification accuracy, 

proportional chance criterion, expected cost, relative cost ratios, and Conover 11 «̂ 711 

T test is performed. Finally, comparison graphs for each model are plotted.

Industry relative (mean) ratios were preferred to unadjusted ratios because they 

reduce the heterogeneity of companies' data. This results in improved stability of 

forecasting both in the within-sample (ex post) and out-of-sample (ex ante) context. 

Subsequent, industry relative ratios are used to control for industry differences and 

different economic environments are used to control for time-inconsistency. The 

empirical findings of the study are that use of industry relative (mean and median) 

ratios and business cycles provides more stability and gives better predictive ability 

than use of unadjusted ratios and uncontrolled economic environments. In general, 

segmentation of the sample according to industry produced models thut performed



better than ones based on aggregate data across industries. Because each industry has 

different financial characteristics we conclude that industry-specific models should be 

developed if data is available. We find that industry specific and different economic 

conditions models are robust with respect to variation in prior probability and 

misclassification costs. In the context of failure prediction, accounting information 

appears to be more useful than macro-economic variables. The 4 macro-economic and 

II year-dummy variables are shown not to play an important role, adding only 

marginal discriminating power to the models.
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Chapter I. Introduction

1.1 Historical Perspective

During the past two decades, many authors have attempted to develop robust 

corporate failure prediction models. The intention of these studies has been to explain 

the causes and symptoms of bankruptcy and to provide useful data to investors for 

reducing the risk of investment, to lenders as reference for finance and credit, to 

regulators for assistance in public policy making, to decision makers for directing 

management improvement, to auditors to provide a basis for opinions, and to other 

groups as well. Early financial analysts used to distinguish between failed and non- 

failed firms using univariate comparisons of financial ratios. Beaver |l9f*6| was the 

first scientific study to compare group means for 30 financial ratios. However, two 

years later. Altman | I96X| moved researchers away from the univariate use of ratios. 

He applied multivariate statistical methods able to deal with combinations of two or 

more variables. This innovation resulted in the increasing use of multivariate 

discriminant analysis |M DA|. Later studies. Edmister 11V72|; Deakin |I9 7 2 |;  Blum 

|I974 |; Libby |I975); and Taffler |I9 7 7 | all used MDA to develop their individual 

models. To date there are probably in excess o f 1(H) studies that have applied MDA to 

the prediction and analysis of corporate failure. Several more recent studies for large 

firms see Martin |I977); Ohlson 119X0); Mensah |I9X3); Zmijewski ||9X 4 |; Casey 

and Bartczak 119X5); Zavgren 119X5. I9XX|; for small firms see Keasey and Watson 

| l9X7b|; and Storey et al. 119X7) have used logit and probit techniques which provide 

a conditional probability of an observation belonging to a certain class, given the 

values of the independent variables for that observation. Another interesting extension 

of the logit techniques has been provided by Lau |I9X2| use of a multi nomial logit 

analysis to categorize four different states of financial distress rather than the simply
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binary bankrupt and non-bankrupt. Most recently, both Marais. Patel!, and Wolfson, 

[19X4] and Frydrnan. Altman, and Kao [ 1 VK5| used recursive partitioning analysis. 

The field is still innovating Bamiv and Raveh (19X9) who used non-parametric 

analysis have presented an impressive classification tool.

All of these previous studies report success in using individual firms' financial ratios 

to distinguish between bankrupt and non-bankrupt firms. Although some of these 

models have met certain statistical success in both explaining and predicting 

bankruptcy, the within-sample classification results using statements one year prior to 

failure are somewhat inconsistent with those of the out-of-sample. The instability of 

predictive ability between ex post (within-sample) and ex ante (out-of-sample) results 

is perhaps the most problematic issue in the field of corporate failure prediction. 

Moyer (1977), Mensah (I9X4| and Wood and Piesse |I9 8 7 | have shown that 

bankruptcy prediction models are not stable over time. That is. the estimated 

statistical coefficients change from time period to time period. A possible reason is 

that accounting ratios are unlikely to be stable throughout such a time period and 

across so many different industries due to changes in inflation, interest rates, and 

phases of the business cycle which may be responsible for the differences in 

classification results from estimation to forecast periods. Therefore, there are a 

number of ways to cope with this instability problem. For example. Dambolena and 

Khoury |I9X0] used the variation of the ratios instead of their values as a measure of 

their stability. Altman and Izan |I9X4|. Izan |I9X4|, Platt and Platt |1990 | proposed 

using industry relative ratios to control industry variation. Using a sample of 

Australian and American companies they presented stable classification results 

between within-sample and out-of-sumple. Mensah | 19X4] used phases of a business 

cycle to deal with the variation of American companies in different economic 

environments and proved that accuracy and structure of classification models differed 

across different economic conditions and industrial sectors. This thesis focuses on this 

key issue of the stability of predictive classification between ex post (within-sample)
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and ex ante (out-of-sample). In this thesis, use of industry relative ratios and 

consideration of phases of business cycles simultaneously to control time series and 

across-industries instability problems are investigated as the way to develop failure 

prediction models. Another theme of the investigation is to adjust for industry- 

specific differences in the aggregate model.

1.2 Objective of the Research

The objective of this study is to develop a class of stable business failure prediction 

models. To examine the effects on stability of forecasting between ex post and ex ante 

samples using industry relative ratios compared to unadjusted ratios. To investigate 

models based on different phases of the business cycle, specifically, attention is 

focused on the interaction o f industry and business cycle effects. In addition, the study 

examines the difference between specific industry models and an aggregate model. 

The specific objectives o f the study are:

I : To test if the stability of business failure prediction between ex post and ex 

ante samples can be improved over time and across industries by using 

industry relative (mean and median) ratios.

2: To test if the stability of business failure prediction can be improved with 

respect to different phases of the business cycle: expansion, recession, and 

recovery using industry relative (mean), industry relative (median), and 

unadjusted ratios as compared to an aggregate model.

3. To test if the stability of business failure prediction results can be improved by 

using an industry-specific as compared to an aggregate model.



The principal objective of this study is to examine whether the stability of a model 

forecasting business failure/distress can be improved over time and across industries 

using industry relative ratios as opposed to unadjusted ratios. Furthermore, the 

stability of forecasting with different phases of business cycles is also a major issue in 

examining failure/distress prediction models. It is frequently believed that financial 

characteristics are different for each different type of industry over time. The stability 

of a prediction model developed from the sample of one industry may not be 

appropriate when applied to another industry. Therefore, industry-specific models are 

developed on the basis of 41 financial ratios. 4 macro-economic variables, and II 

year dummy variables. This study will also present the results o f a univariate analysis 

and tests of the normality of the financial ratios used.

1.3 Importance of the Research

This study contributes to the existing research in several ways. First, this study 

highlights whether industry relative (mean and median) ratios can improve the 

stability of a prediction model over time and across industry. Edmister |I972 |. 

Sudarsanam |IVKI|. and Sudarsanam and Taffler (I985J have found that the mean 

values of some accounting ratios vary from industry to industry. Izan |19H4) 

suggested the use of industry relative (median) ratios to reduce the impact of industry 

effect; Altman (19H3, 19X41 recommended that an adjustment of ratios is required to 

take into account industry differences and heterogeneous nature of failed firms. Foster 

||yXft| discusses the use of this approach to control industry differences in the 

financial ratios. Platt and Platt | I9y<)| found that using industry relative (mean) ratios 

can yield more stable forecasts of financial status across time periods. The Platt and 

Platt results arc an important motivation for developing a class of appropriate models 

and for examining the stability of forecasting failure prediction model.
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Second, this study concentrates on different economic environments which can be 

expected to have an impact on the stability of corporate failure prediction models. 

Mensah |19K4J stated that the accuracy and structure of corporate predictive models 

differed across different economic environments. The accuracy of the model may 

improve if the models are re-examined over different time periods, such as 

expansionary, recessionary, and recovery periods. Different prediction models seem 

appropriate for companies in different industrial sectors even for the same economic 

environment. This is because of a lack of sufficient data within a time period, say 

recessionary period, for each specific industries. There are a number of ways around 

the stability problems over time across industries. One is to estimate industry-specific 

models. Another is to adjust for industry specific-differences in the aggregate model. 

We establish that the best and more appropriate way to develop a class of stable 

failure/distress prediction model is the use of industry relative ratios and the 

consideration of separate economic environments simultaneously.

Third, several researchers have concentrated their failure prediction effort on 

industry-specific models. For example. Meyer and Pifer [IV70] and Sinkey (1975) 

focused on commercial banks. Altman (19731 on railroads. Mason and Harris |I979 | 

on construction companies, Collins |I9X0| on credit unions. Pantalone and Platt. 

|l9H7b|; and Korobow, et al.. (1976) on commercial banks. Pantalone and Platt 

|19X7a| and Barth et ul., (1985) on thrift failure. Platt and Platt 11990| state that 

focusing on one industry is analogous to using industry relative ratios in samples 

including several industries. This study presents a comparison between the empirical 

result of using an industry relative ratio aggregate model and single industry model 

(Textile Industry).

Fourth, we investigate whether the prediction model developed from the sample of 

one industry may not be appropriate to upply to another industry. For example, 

companies in contracting may fail for reasons different from those in the Textile
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industry. Therefore, it may be possible to improve the accuracy of the prediction of 

financial failure by taking into account industry differences. The sample used to 

develop the discriminant functions for each specific industry is based on the 16 broad 

classification industrial sectors.

Fifth, several authors (Dambolena and Khoury. (19X0) and Rose. Andrews, and 

Giroux. |I9X2|) have suggested incorporating a macro-economic variable into the 

study of failure prediction. Cressy |199l) used the economy-wide year-dummies on 

the potential for small firm bankruptcy to examine the differential impact of time or 

more precisely of temporal economy-wide effects on bankruptcy probabilities. Not 

too many previous attempt has been made to explore the effects of macro-economic 

variables on individual large firm bankruptcies. This study also concentrates on using 

four traditional macro-economic variables (interest rate, annual inflation rate, real 

GNP. and industrial production) as well as year-dummies in the development of 

industry-specific failure prediction models.

Sixth, realistic prior probabilities are estimated from Department of Trade Companies 

Annual Reports (1974-19X5) with consideration of the costs of classification errors. 

Also proportional chance criteria, relative cost ratios, and Conover |I 9 7 I | T test are 

used for significance tests and model efficiency measure.

In conclusion, there is a need to develop a class of stable predictive models. Using 

UK financial ratios, macro-economic, and dummy variables as presented above, 

forecasting stability can then be examined with respect to the use of industry relative 

ratios and unadjusted ratios, separate business cycles and industry-specific models. 

Specifically, this study is intended to investigate the predictive ability of fuilure 

prediction models
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1.4 Hypotheses of the Research

Corporate failure prediction models are developed based on financial ratios. The 

independent variables to be used in model development fall into three groups. (I) 

Models are developed from each set of individual financial ratios both with the 

industry relative ratios and unadjusted ratios. (2) Models are developed based on three 

business cycles using industry relative (mean and median) ratios and unadjusted ratios 

as compared an aggregate model. (3) Models are developed with 41 financial ratios, 

macro-economic variables, year dummy variables for each industry-specific and the 

aggregate samples.

The first set of comparisons analyses models are developed with industry relative 

ratios and unadjusted ratios in the ex ante sample. The related hypotheses can be 

stated below :

H,: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between the 

industry mean ratios (IK K I) and the model of unadjusted ratios (UK) in the ex 

ante sample.

H2: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between the 

industry median ratios (IKK2) and the model of unadjusted ratios (IIK) in the 

ex ante sample.

Hv There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between the 

industry mean ratios (IKKI) and the model of industry median ratios (IKK2) 

in the ex ante sample.

The second set of comparisons analyses models are developed bused on business 

cycles in the expansionary phuse. The related hypotheses cun he stated below.
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H< There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between the 

industry mean aggregate model (IK KIA(t) and the model of industry mean 

ratios in the expansionary phase ( IKK IB I ) of the business cycle.

Hfti There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between the 

unadjusted ratios aggregate model (UKAfi) and the model of industry mean 

ratios in the expansionary (IKK IH I) phase of the business cycle.

H7: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between the 

industry median aggregate model <IKK2A(;> and the model of industry 

median ratios in the expansionary phase (IKK2HI) o f the business cycle.

H#; There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between the 

unadjusted ratios aggregate model (l)KA(i) and the model of industry median 

ratios in the expansionary phase (IKK2HI) o f the business cycle.

The third set of comparisons analyses models are developed based on business cycles 

in the recessionary phase. The related hypotheses can be stated below.

Hv: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between the 

unadjusted ratios aggregate model (HKA<*) and the model of unadjusted 

ratios in the recessionary phase (HKB2) of the business cycle.

H|„: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between 

the industry mean aggregate model (IK K IA fil and the model of industry 

mean ratios in the recessionary phase (IKKIH2) o f the business cycle.

H4: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of Financial ratios between the

unadjusted ratios aggregate model and the model of unadjusted

ratios in the expansionary phase (IJKHI) of the business cycle.
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H j2: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between 

the industry median aggregate model (IKK2A<i) and the model of industry 

median ratios in the recessionary phase ( IKK2K2) of the business cycle.

H |3 : There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between 

the unadjusted ratios aggregate model (tIKA<*) and the model of industry 

median ratios in the recessionary phase (IKK2R2) of the business cycle.

The fourth set of comparisons analyses models are developed based on business 

cycles in the recovery phase. The related hypotheses can be stated below.

H |4 ; There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between 

the unadjusted ratios aggregate model lllK A (i) and the model of unadjusted 

ratios in the recovery phase (IIRR3) of the business cycle.

H |v  There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between 

the industry mean aggregate model (IK K IA (t) and the model of industry 

mean ratios in the recovery phase (IK KIRJ) o f the business cycle.

H |ft: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between 

the unadjusted ratios aggregate model (HKA(t) and the model of industry 

mean ratios in the recovery phase (IKKIH3) of the business cycle.

H 17: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between 

the industry median aggregate model (IKK2A(t) and the model of industry 

median ratios in the recovery phase (IKK2H.1) of the business cycle.

H 1 1 : There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between

the unadjusted ratios aggregate model (IJRA(i) and the model of industry

mean ratios in the recessionary phase (IKKIK2) of the business cycle.



The fifth set of comparisons analyses models are developed with different industry- 

specific and the aggregate samples. The related hypotheses can be stated below.

H |V. There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios, macro

economic and year dummy variables between the unadjusted ratios aggregate 

model and the model of C ontracting (Con) industry samples.

H20: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios, macro- 

economic and year dummy variables between the unadjusted ratios aggregate 

model and the model of Oeneral-Kngineering (CJE) industry sumples.

H2i; There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios, mucro- 

economic and year dummy variables between the unadjusted ratios aggregate 

model and the model of Textile (Tex) industry samples.

H22: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial rutios between the 

industry relative ratios model and the model of u single (Textile) industry 

sample.

H23; There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios, macro- 

economic und year dummy variables between the unadjusted ratios aggregate 

model and the model of O ther M anufacturing (O ther) industry samples.

H24; There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios, macro

economic and year dummy variables between the unadjusted ratios uggregute 

model and the model of Miscellaneous ( Mis) industry sumples.

H |x: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between

the unadjusted ratios aggregate model (URA (i) and the model of industry

median rutios in the recovery phase (IRR2B3) of the business cycle.
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The statistics for the comparisons are presented in chapter 7-9 with discussion of the 

results. Conclusions are stated in chapter 10.

Chapter 7
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Chapter 9
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1.5. Limitations of the Research

The limitations of this study are in relation to the nature of data applied and to the 

sample used. These limitations include:

1. Generalizability of the results is limited to firms from the U.K. the Datastream 

data base, and the years study from 1974 to 1985.

2. Palepu ( 19MA) suggests that the use of non-random samples makes the reported 

predictive results unreliable. Nevertheless, in an empirical context Zmijewski 

11984) found that, although non-random samples gave rise to biases, the biases 

did not appear to materially affect the overall classification rates. (Keasey and 

Watson. 1991). Therefore, results developed based on the matching approach 

in this study may differ from the nature of those from a random sample, and so 

may not be generalizable to all firms on the basis of previous researcher s 

findings.

3. The accuracy and reliability of the model developed from the use of industry 

relative ratios is limited to the Datastream data base, the muin source of 

information from U.K.. for IA broadly classified sectors, 41 financial ratios for 

each firm.

4. Observations were placed into five groups: Contracting. General-Engineering. 

Textile. Other Manufacturing and Miscellaneous, to derive industry specific- 

models. Consequently, conclusions derived from certain industries may not be 

applicable elsewhere.

5. The model developed from each specific industry is limited to a sufficient 

sample of available failed firms. Alunan |I9K3| suggests thut 15 to 20 is the 

minimum number thut is required in each group for a reliuble statistical 

analysis to be possible. However, contracting und generul-engineering
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industries are below by this minimum. Other manufacturing and 

miscellaneous industries are too broadly defined to represent a single industry. 

Therefore, this thesis will concentrate on the limited applicability across 

industries, the textile industry may be the only applicable case to interpret the 

empirical result comparing the different between the industry relative ratios 

and a single industry.

Some of these limitations are endemic to this type of research study. Any empirical 

study is limited in its generalizability unless the study samples cover the complete 

population.

1.6 Outline of the Chapters

This thesis is separated into ten chapters. Chapter I describes the introduction, 

objectives, importance, limitations, hypotheses of the research, and outline of each 

chapter.

Chapter 2 presents the methodology of model selection, including the univariute 

approach, multivariate approach (discriminant analysis), conditional probability 

approach (logit and probit analysis), classification tree (rule induction) and non- 

parametric approach, probit. and survival analysis.

Chapter 3 focuses on the methodology of choosing independent variables and 

dependent variables, incorporating the development of a theory for financial failure, 

selection of independent ratios, cash flow ratios, macro-economic variables, price 

level adjustments, the definition of company failure and sample derivation.

Chapter 4 reviews the economic and industry influences, containing the definition of 

business cycles, industry influences, prediction und stability, how to develop a class
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of stable industry relative ratios, alternative methods to select industry relative ratios, 

and developing industry-specific models.

Chapter 5 describes this thesis methodology, research design, sample selection, data 

analysis-introducing the objective and assumption of multivariate discriminant 

analysis, evaluating the significance of independent variables, incorporating prior 

probabilities and misclassification costs, validation techniques.

Chapter 6 introduces the statistical problems of outlier, data distribution and 

transformation, normality testing, correlation analysis, univariate (profile) analysis, 

and the industry and economic environmental effects.

In chapter 7. the results of examining the forecasting stability of failure prediction 

models between the use of industry relative ratios and unadjusted ratios are presented, 

examines the stability of forecasting between the within-sample and out-of-sample 

predictions.

Chapter H examines three different economic environments (expansionary, 

recessionary, and recovery periods) between the use of industry relative (mean and 

median) ratios and unadjusted ratios.

Chapter 9 compares each specific industry model and the aggregate model, and tries 

to develop each specific industry model.

Chapter 10 is the finul chapter. It introduces a summary, und the main conclusions of 

this thesis, and suggests further ureas for reseurch.
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Chapter 2. Statistical Approaches to Modelling

2.1 Introduction

Ratio analysis has been used for decades for a number of applications, including 

credit risk appraisal and failure/distress prediction purposes. There is a substantial 

body of prior literature employing various statistical methods to develop failure 

prediction models. To aid understanding such statistical approaches to modelling 

corporate failure we will review the following techniques for model selection. Table 

2 .1 displays a summary of the statistical approaches to modelling.

2.2 Univariate Approach

In a univariate approach a single financial ratio is used in the prediction process as an 

indicator to distinguish the performance of failed firms from non-failed firms. The 

procedure is to compare the means of ratios of the failed group and of a control group 

over time (for example, five years prior to failure) to identify the best ratio for failure 

prediction. One reason for the employment of the univariate approach in the early 

studies was partly the lack of computer programs that easily calculate more complex 

statistics. As a result, most authors, at least up until Altman | l9ftH|, contributed to the 

univariate approach. However failure is a multidimensional process which is unlikely 

to be fully reflected in a single ratio, A single ratio is susceptible to faulty 

interpretation and potential confusion. Therefore. Altman |l9ftX| was the pioneer in 

using multivariate methods
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Tabl« 2-1 A Summary of the Statistical Approaches To 
Modelling Corporate Failure

Suurwc; Thia Study
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Beaver |1966] and Tamari (1966) were the two important persons in the univariate 

analysis from I960 to date. Among the previous authors, Tamari | I966| analysed the 

accounts o f 2X Israeli manufacturing companies that went bankrupt or nearly bankrupt 

in the period 1956-1960 and found that for several years prior to their liquidation they 

had lower ratios than the other industrial companies, and that in most instances the 

ratios showed a downward trend in the period examined. Especially marked was the 

drop in the ratio of net worth to total liabilities, net profit to turnover, and the quick 

ratio.

These findings, however, did not apply completely to all the companies o f his sample. 

The current ratio of one company in his sample had an increase prior to bankruptcy. 

Only 12 out o f the 28 failed companies had all three constituent ratios fulling. Tamuri 

119661 concluded that: "the analyst cannot rely on single ratio alone in measuring the 

degree of risk". Therefore Tamari constructed an index that can be expressed as a 

combination of six ratios with the following percentage weightings:

Equity Capital + Reserves /  Total Fund 25
Profit trend 25
Current Ratio 20
Value of Production / Inventory 10
Sales /  Trade Receivable 10
Value of Production / Working Capitul 10

He found that his index provided fairly good criteria for separating fuiled from non- 

failed firms. 75‘tf- of failed firms hud fewer than 35 points on the scale, whereas good 

performance firms had more than 46 points. The scale comprised ratios from four 

main financial structures (solvency, profitability, liquidity, and efficiency). Each of 

them acquired approximately the sume weighting in the index und comparison 

between the failed and non-fuiled firms indicated a clear discriminating ability.
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Discussion: The choice of ratios was based solely on his judgement and without 

rigourous statistical analysis. However, he did demonstrate the positive association 

between adverse ratios and business failure.

Beaver 11966. I96X| employed empirical research in business failure prediction using 

a univariate analysis. Beaver was the first one to be comprehensively concerned with 

the univariate analysis to predict corporate failure. The objective of Beavers study 

|I9 6 6 | was to examine the predictive usefulness of accounting ratios. He used 

Moody's Industrial Manual, supplemented by a list of publicly owned firms from Dun 

and Bradstreet. and produced 79 failed firms in 3K different industries which had 

failed between 1954 and 1964 compared with a similar 79 non-failed firms. The 

selection of non-failed firms was based on a paired-sample design according to the 

same industry, asset sire and the corresponding year. The aim of employing the 

paired-sample design and selecting criteria was to have "control" over the effects of 

industry, sire and economy-wide conditions that otherwise might blur the relationship 

between accounting ratios and failure.

Some industries have a higher failure risk than  others, and it can be shown that 

larger firms have a lower failure risk than small firms with a smaller capital base. The 

equally weighted means of 30 financial ratios were collected for five years before 

failure based on the popularity and success in previous studies. Thirty accounting 

ratios were then grouped into six "common element" (numerator or denominator) 

groups and one ratio was selected from each group including: (I). cash flow /  total 

assets, (2). net Income /  total assets. (3). total debt / total assets, (4). working capital /  

total assets. (5). current ratios, and (6). no credit interval. I & 2 are profitability. 4 & 

5 are liquidity. 3 is solvency, and 6 is efficiency on the basis of the classification as 

presented. He compared the means of ratios for the failed and non-failed firms over 

the five years period prior to failure. Beaver called this comparison of means of ratios 

for two groups a profile (univariate) analysis. It examines if there are observuble
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differences in the ratio mean of the two sets of groups. In general, he used the 

dichotomous classification technique in terms of Type I and Type II error, and found 

that financial ratios proved useful in the prediction of bankruptcy and bond default at 

least five years prior to such failure. He determined that ratios could be used to 

separate correctly between failed and non-failed firms to a much greater extent than 

would be possible by random prediction.

The cash flow to total debt ratio was the clearest warning predictor both in the short 

term and the long term since it had the smallest mis-classification rate. A deterioration 

in this ratio indicates that a firm is generating decreasing levels of cash flow in 

relation to the burden of debt it is carrying. Employing this ratio only 10 percent of 

the failing firms had been classified as non-failing in the first year before failure and 

22 per cent in the fifth year before failure. Capital structure ratio ranked second, 

liquidity ratios third, while turnover ratios were the worst predictors. He was aware of 

the problem of sample bias and also pointed out that it is desirable to use all available 

information, not just one piece of evidence at a time, in any model seeking to describe 

the behaviour of the firm.

Discussion: One limitation of the comparison of the financial ratio means is thut it 

examines only one point of the distribution. Differences between the means could be 

induced by several extreme observations in either one of the groups examined. Apart 

from these extreme observations, there could be almost complete overlap in the 

distributions of the ratios of both groups. Beaver |I966| made several different 

contributions in this fuilure prediction:

I. Beaver | l% 6 | defined failure as the inability of a firm to pay its financial 

obligations as they muture. He claimed thut failure occurs if any of the 

following events are observed: ( I)  bankruptcy. (2) bond default. (3)
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overdrawn bank account, (4) non-payment of a preferred stock dividends. 

Subsequent research considered bond default as financial distress.

2. The dichotomous classification test was applied to each of the mean or median 

values of the ratios in the estimation sample to derive a cutoff point. A cut off 

point was determined to minimize the total misclassifications by visually 

inspecting the ordered values of each ratio. Each determined cut-off point in 

the first subgroup (the estimation sample) was used to classify the firms in the 

second subgroup (the validation sample) as failed or non-failed. The mis- 

classification rates for five ratios for each of the five years before failure are 

13%, 21%, 23%, 24%, and 22%, respectively. The cash flow to total debt and 

the net income to total assets ratios classified with similar success in each of 

the three years prior to failure. In his paper. Beuver discussed the success of 

the dichotomous classification test in terms of Type I and Type II errors. He 

used u cut-off point to minimize the total number of mis-classifications 

resulting in different percentages of Type I and Type II errors. In particular. 

Type I errors (misclassifying failed firms as non-failed) were always more 

expensive than Type II (misclassifying non-failed firms as failed). Using a 

mean univariate model implies predicting failure if the ratio is greater than the 

cut-off point and predicting non-failure if the ratio is less than the cut-off 

point.

3. Likelihood ratio analysis was used, the probability that an observed value of a 

ratio would appear if the firm was failed. P(R/F). or non-failed. P(R/E). If the 

likelihood-odds ratio in favour of failure is greater thun (less than) I, the user 

of the ratio, will feel thut the firm is more (less) likely to fuil. The higher 

(lower) the likelihood ratio, the stronger (lesser) the feeling. If the likelihood 

ratio is exactly I, the prior feelings of the user are unchanged after looking at 

the ratio and the posterior-odds ratio will be numerically equul to the prior-
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odds ratio. (Beuver. 1966) suggests that a user after looking at accounting 

ratios should have grounds for changing his prior feeling.

Although the univariate approach has been subject to some shortcomings, especially a 

lack of integration of the various ratios. Beaver's model achieved remarkable success 

in financial failure prediction. However the univariate approach does not create clear 

signals. Zavgren | l l>X3| observes that different variables can give conflicting 

predictions, thus the approach cannot give clear indication for decision makers who 

have to consider several aspects of a company's situation. Furthermore, it seems 

instinctive that a firm is a multidimensional institution that no single ratio could 

describe. Beaver suggested that:

"It is possible that a multi-ratio analysis, using several different ratios and/or rates of 
change in ratios over time, would predict even better than the single ratios."

2.2.1 ( ie n e ra l  C o m m en ts  on the  U n iv aria te  a p p ro a c h

The main limitations of the univariate analysis are listed below:

1. There is no guidance on how to select the initial sample of ratios, i.e, selecting 

the financial ratios used is based simply on the researcher's perception and the 

result does not rely on a robust statistical test. As a result, both the consistency 

between the results of the various studies and the appropriate definition to 

select the predictors has been criticized.

2. It is not clear how to select u reduced sample of ratios. As the classification of 

firms takes place on a univariate basis, there is the potential for conflicting 

classifications from the various ratios because of a lack of consideration of the 

inter-relationships between ratios. The univariate approach cannot provide a 

method of reducing a initial large ratio set to a certain number of
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representative ratios and so excluded redundant ratios.

3. Most of the univariate studies on failure prediction have not considered how 

they will be used in practice, or whether the unassisted human decision maker 

is able to achieve superior predictions (Keasey and Watson I W l ).

4. Altman (IW»K| criticized univariate analysis on the grounds that "a univariate 

study can only consider the measurements used for group assignments one at a 

time". The MDA technique has the advantage of considering an entire variable 

profile of the object characteristics simultaneously rather than sequentially 

examining its individual characteristics. Hence the univariate approach is 

unlikely to be fully reflective of the symptom of failure.

2.3 Multivariate Techniques

2.3.1 D iscrim inan t A nalysis

Multivariate techniques consider a combination of two or more ratios simultaneously. 

The classic technique is Multivariate Discriminant Analysis (MDA). MDA shows 

which ratios are most important in predicting failure, what weights should be attached 

to the selected ratios, and how the weights should be decided, in developing a single 

index. In general. MDA classifies a company into one of failed or non-failed groups 

based on a statistic (Z score) that is a weighted combination of independent variables 

that best distinguishes failed from non-failed firms. There are many studies to date 

which huve applied MDA to the business failure prediction. These studies are 

included in the following analysis.
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2.3.2 E a rly  a n d  R ecent S tudies

Allman (I96X) was the first to use Multivariate Discriminant Analysis to assess the 

usefulness of financial ratios as an analytical technique for failure prediction. One of 

the main advantages of using MDA in failure prediction is the potential of analysing 

two or more financial characteristics profile of failed and non-fuiled firms 

simultaneously rather than sequentially examining its individual financial 

characteristics. Altman |1968| selected the initial sample including 33 manufacturing 

firms which failed during the 1946-1965 period and 33 non-failed firms paired based 

on industry, asset size and the corresponding accounting year from Moody's industrial 

Manual. The mean asset size of these firms was $6.4 million, with a range of between 

$1 million and $25.9 million. The failed firms' group was defined as having filed a 

bankruptcy petition under Chapter X o f the National Bankruptcy Act. His 

interpretation of failure is more limited than that used by Beaver. Twenty-two ratios 

were then calculated for each firm on the basis of their popularity in the literature and 

potential relevance to the failure study. These ratios were classified on a prior basis 

into five standard categories including company liquidity, cumulative profitability, 

leverage, solvency and activity ratios. From these variables, five ratios were best 

selected by the stepwise procedure. Altman then built a final multiple discriminant 

model applying accounting ratios one year prior to failure. The resulting discriminant 

function Z score was determined us:

Z - 0.012 X | ♦ 0.014 Xj + 0.033 X 3 +O.OO6 X4 ♦ 0.999 X5 
Z ■ index indicating whether firm’ is in potential bankrupt group or non- 

bankrupt group;
Xj X2t ... X5 ■ descriptor variables (financial ratios)

With
X | -  working capital /  total assets 
X2 * retained earnings / totul ussets 
X3 -  EBIT / total assets
X4 ■ market value equity /  book vulue of total debt 
X5 = sales /  totul assets

The variables were ranked by their relative contribution (meusured by the 

standardized discriminunt coefficients) as X3 X5 X4 X2 and X j respectively. With
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* 3  and X5 measuring profitability and activity, being the two ratios contributing 

most to discriminating power. The cut-off point between the failed firms and non- 

failed firms is Z ■ 2.67, all firms having a Z score o f greater than 2.99 clearly fall into 

the "non-bankrupt" sector, while those firms having a Z below I .Ml are all bankrupt. 

Firms attaining Z-score between I .Ml and 2.99 were in the "zone of ignorance" or 

"grey area". Altman then performed several tests to examine the significance of the 

model. Variables except sales /  total assets were significant at the 0.001 level. The 

significance test rejected the null hypothesis that the observations came from the same 

population.

The final criterion used to establish the best model was to observe its accuracy in 

predicting bankruptcy. A series of six tests were performed. The initial sample of 33 

firms in each of the two groups is examined using data one financial statement prior 

to bankruptcy. The model was extremely accurate in classifying 95 per cent of the 

total sample correctly for the first year prior to failure. The corresponding results were 

H3% for the second year. The type I error rate was ft per cent, while the type II error 

rate was only 3% for the first year. The classification accuracy of failed firms was 

worse than that of non-failed firms, and deteriorated rapidly. Altman also examined 

the predictive ability of financial ratios from the financial statement issued two years 

prior to failure. Not surprisingly, the predictive ability was less than that for one year 

prior to failure-the total mis-classification rule was 17 per cent, with a type I error 

increased greatly from ft per cent (first year) to 2H‘# and a type II error increased 

slightly from 3% (first year) to ft‘*.

Third, for testing potential bias. Altman split his original sample into five different 

subsets for testing. The t-test of the significance of this results rejected the hypothesis 

that there was no difference between the groups. To test the discriminant model on 

secondary samples of failed and non-failed firms, a new 25 failed firms whose asset 

size range was the same as that of the initial failed group was selected to test the
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upward bias in the validation sample. Twenty-four of these twenty-five firms were 

correctly predicted to be failed. The correct classifications were 96%. superior to the 

initial sample (94%). The second validation sample included 66 non-failed firms 

which had "suffered temporary profitability difficulties" but did not become failed 

during 1958-1961. It was selected without regard to asset sire. The discriminant 

model correctly predicted 52 out of the 66 (79 per cent) of the sample firms. The 

predictive ability dropped significantly to only 48% three years prior to the failure. 

The t-test for this result was significant at the 0.001 level. This is the only hold-out 

test that was undertaken by Altman.

Finally, the long-range predictive accuracy of classifying firms for three, four, five 

years prior to bankruptcy declined rapidly. The results showed that the bankruptcy 

prediction model proved almost useless more than three years prior to the failure 

event. Blum 11974. p. 13) has criticized the Altman model because the prediction 

ability declined to less than 50 per cent three years prior to failure. Altman finally 

concluded that all of the observed five ratios prior to failure showed a deteriorating 

trend as failure approached and that the largest change in the majority of ratios 

occurred between the third and the second years prior to failure.

Comment:

1. A discriminant function for the first year prior to bankruptcy was built and this 

function was used to examine the predictive ability for two. three, four, and 

five years prior to failure.

2. Altman's ex-post validation of the model is the only hold out test. It is not a test 

of the predictive power because prediction requires inter-temporal validation, 

while explanation restricts only in cross validation test.
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3. Joy and Tollefson 11975) argued that Altman's population prior probabilities do 

not reflect the real-world rates of failed to non-failed firms because Altinan 

compared his results to the 5<)/50 chance criterion used by Beaver. Altman 

also does not consider the costs of misclassifying firms.

4. Eisenbeis (1977) pointed out that the distribution of independent variables is 

not multivariate normal. The two groups dispersion matrices are not equal. 

The selection of the groups definition, the reduction of dimension, and 

interpretation of the significance of individual variables were not carefully 

considered or evaluated by Altman. He did not even test for the univariate 

normality of his variables.

Beaver 1I966|. Altman | I96X| and other authors adopted financial ratios to assist the 

failure prediction with medium and large asset size firms, they ignored small firms 

due to the difficulties of obtaining a data set. A study on failure prediction for small 

business is Edmister's 119721. The objective for Edmister was to examine the 

usefulness of financial ratio analysis for predicting small business failure. A sample of 

42 firms which defaulted on small business loans was matched with a sample of non

defaulting firms. The mean total asset size of the firms was $164,940. Three 

consecutive annual financial statements were available, within the years I95X-I965. 

2X0 similar firms which had submitted only one financial statement prior to when the 

loan wus granted were selected for further tests. Nineteen rutios were initially selected 

in five different ways, numely: level of ratios, relative level of rutios to the industry 

average ratios, three year trend of ratios, three year average of ratios, and a 

combination of relative trend level, upon the basis of either being generally advocated 

by theorists or because they have been significant predictors of business failure in 

prior empiricul research.

Five hypotheses of ratio analysis were tested by Edmister us follows:
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1. A ratio's level is a predictor o f small business failure;

2. The relative level of the borrower's ratio to the average ratio of other small 

businesses in the same industry is predictor of small business failure;

3. The three-year trend of each ratio is a predictor o f small business failure;

4. The three year average of each ratio is a predictor of small business failure;

5. The combination of the industry relative trend and the industry relative level 

for each ratio is a predictor o f small business failure.

In order to test all the hypotheses, three sequential years' data were collected from the 

Small Business Administration |SBA) and from Robert Morris Associates |RM A | 

during 1954-1969. Using a stepwise discriminant procedure, these 19 ratios were 

reduced to 7 variables in the final discriminant function. On the estimation sample, 

the total correctly classified 93% for one year prior to failure; there was a type I error 

of 15% and a type II error of 5%. Although no hold-out sample was used, he did carry 

out simulation tests providing the statistical significance of above classification 

results. For example, variable was not allowed to enter the function if its simple 

correlation coefficient between a variable and any other variable already in the 

function was not greater than 0.31.

Comment; Edmister concluded that;

I. One single financial statement is not sufficient for the development o f a 

discriminant model, at least three consecutive financial statements are required 

for effective analysis of small businesses.
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2. The predictive ability of ratio analysis depends upon the choice of analytical 

method and the selection of ratios;

3. Although Edmister's classification results are quite good, they may be due in 

part at least to his data transformations (e.g.. converting ratios into zero-one 

variables).

4. Edmister's extensive use of the industry data in a multivariate context is his 

other contribution. His function should be more stable than those of his 

predecessors, since the highly correlated variables have been eliminated. 

However, since financial ratios for small businesses usually are dispersed 

widely, it is difficult to obtain a meaningful data set without some sort of 

adjustment.

The purpose of Deakin's |I9 7 2 | study was to propose an alternative business failure 

model to the ones developed by either Beaver or Altman. Two criteria were 

employed. First. Deakin was to capture the best o f both of these studies by employing 

the 14 ratios Beaver used and to search for the linear combination of these ratios with 

greatest predictive accuracy. Second, a sample of 32 failed matched with 32 non- 

failed firms on the basis of industry classification, asset size, and year of financial 

information provided were selected from the years 1964 through 1970. The prediction 

results for the original sample appear to be an improvement over Altman's model. 

However, prediction results for a hold-out sample were dramatically lower. Deakin 

concluded that the application of MDA techniques to accounting data could be used 

to predict financial failure up to three years prior to the event with a fairly high degree 

of accuracy.

A second sample of 32 failed firms were combined with a random sample of 32 non- 

failed firms, druwn from Moody's Industrial Manual for the years 1962-1966, Deakin
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hoped to improve upon the univariate classification accuracy and employed a 

discriminant function which incorporated all Beaver's 14 accounting ratios and 

searched for the linear combination of these ratios with greatest predictive ability. 

Deakin found that these ratios possessed greatly significant discriminant ability in the 

first three years prior to failure. The middle year, that is. application of the second 

year discriminant function, was found to have the greatest prediction power. Mis- 

classification rate was observed to be high in the fourth and fifth year before failure. 

Given the relatively small sire of his samples, he suggested that further testing is 

required before a conclusive judgement about his model can be rendered.

Comment: Deakin's model lacks a priori and empirical reasoning, prior probabilities 

and costs of mis-classification were also ignored altogether and no was attempt m ade 

either to test for the normality of ratios or to test for the relationship between them. 

His analysis uses a different discriminant function for each year and some 

independent model validation processes. It is hard to generalire the finding because of 

the small sample sire and the statistical limitations. However, in his sample selection. 

Deakin made no uttempt to reduce the dimensionality of his initial ratios.

The purpose of Blum's 11974| study was to develop a failing company model to aid 

the antitrust division of the Justice Department in assessing the probability of business 

failure. He selected I IS firms which failed during the years 1954-1968 and 115 non- 

failed firms paired by industry, sales, employees, und fiscal year. Datu were drawn 

from balance sheets, income statements, and stock market prices for eight consecutive 

years prior to the year of failure. He demonstrated the firm as a reservoir of liquid 

assets and used a cash flow model to develop the theoretical framework. Blum 

selected twelve variables depending on liquidity, profitability, and variability of cash 

flow framework. Twelve non-rutio variables were used to test a non-ratio version of 

the model. The model correctly classified failing firms und non-failing firms with un 

accuracy of approximately 93 to 95 per cent of companies in the hold-out sample ut
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the first year prior to failure. HO per cent at the second year prior to failure, and 70 per 

cent at the third, fourth, and fifth years before failure. These classification of the hold

out sample were considered a good indicator of the predictive accuracy of the 

computed functions. The overall accuracy rates for the fourth, fifth, and sixth years 

are quite similar. In addition, except for the first year prior, the Type I and Type II 

errors have relatively stable and realistic values across the three ranges.

Comment:

1. The Type I error was more frequent than the Type II error for the first year 

prior to failure. The cost of Type II error may be greater than that of Type I 

error. Also, prior probabilities were not considered and total classification 

errors was smaller than Beaver's.

2. Blum's model seems to have been mis-specified because it incorporated 12 

non-financial ratios which were subjectively classified into three groups, and 

no attempt was made to reduce the variables or to study the nature of their 

distribution. Blum also pointed out that some ratios changed over time.

3. Variables were not possibly ranked by their standardized discriminant 

coefficients because of multicollineurity. His study also has some of the same 

statistical limitations as the other studies reviewed.

Moyer |I9 7 7 | re-examined the originul Altman's 11W»K| model and found that model 

parameters are sensitive to either time span used to develop the model or the firm 

sizes which were represented in his originul samples, or both. His re-examination 

suggested thut only modest parameters were applied to his new duta [1463-1973). 

Altman's ||yfiH | model is not generally suitable when applied to a sample of lurger 

firms outside the original sample period. Moyer used different time span datu set to 

re-examine the Altman's originul model. It was found thut somewhut better
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"explanatory" power could be obtained from the model when Altman's second most 

important variable, sales / total assets variables, and market equity / book value of 

debt are eliminated from his model. It could be that the significance of these variables 

are sensitive to the sample data examined.

Lis 119721 the first UK researcher, developed a 4-variables discriminant function with 

ratios based on Altman | I96K|. He used 30 major quoted manufacturing, construction 

and retailing firms that failed between 1964 and 1972 and 30 non-failed firms 

matched by industry, assets size and year. The model is given by the last year prior to 

failure:

Z ■ 0.063X |  ♦  0.092X2 ♦  O.57X3 ♦ 0 .0014X4 
Where

X | ■ net working capital / total assets
X2 ■ earnings before interest and tax /  total assets.
X3 ■ retained earnings /  total assets, and 
X4 ■ net worth /  book value of total debt

His model misclassified one-failed firm and 5 non-failed firms first year prior to 

failure. His model can predict accurately as far as three years prior to failure.

Comment: Lis was the first author to use MDA approach outside the USA and 

provide stimulation for further work in the UK. However, the results of his model are 

subject to the same criticisms as the Altman's model.

Tisshaw 11976) developed a model for predicting failure employing privately owned 

UK manufacturing companies. His failed sample comprised 31 large privately owned 

manufacturing companies failing in the IK month period to June 1976. and each of 

these firms was loosely matched by size, industry and year end with two "healthy" 

firms on the Jordan database to provide the solvent group. He carefully selected the 

Ml financial ratio set and reduced the original set of HO ratios to a more manageable
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size applying a conventional stepwise LDA approach to produce the following five 

ratios:

X | -  EBIT /average total liability 
X2 ■ profit before tax /  sales 
X3 -  net capital employed /  total liabilities 
X4 -  quick assets /  net capital employed, and 
X5 ■ quick ratio.

By adjusting the cut off point he misclassified only one type I and one type II error. 

He further recommended adjusting the cut-off in practical application for prior 

probability odds 1:5. By using approximately 2(MX) unquoted industrial companies he 

found that 22‘# had Z score below the resulting cut-off as failing and a further 11 per 

cent in a 'grey area'.

Comment: The importance of his study clearly illustrated that the MDA approach for 

prediction failure can be employed to the much muligned accounts of unquoted 

companies in the UK. However, he did not validate the discriminant function from the 

initial sample to the forecast sample. His sample design receives the same criticism as 

those of previous studies.

Tu ff le r (1977, 1981, 1983)

This UK model was described in Taffler and Tisshaw (1977) in a study of auditor 

behaviour in the going concern decision area. Failure was defined to include the cases 

of liquidation, winding-up by court order, entry into receivership and reconstruction 

with government Financial assistance as a distinct choice. A total of 23 companies 

met this criterion between 1968-1973 as well as satisfying a number of other 

requirements. The non-failed firms were selected on a random statistical basis 

because he considered that such an approach produced a better representative sample 

of the larger population of non-failed firms. He did not incorporate industry and sire 

into the analysis. 61 "healthy" firms' accounts over the five year period 1968-73
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which he finally selected a group of 45 non-failed firms. Any ratios were excluded 

from further analysis when they were still significantly non-normal. Finally he then 

employed only 54» of the traditional ratios. Taffler used principal component analysis 

to display five interpretable components measuring: profitability, financial leverage, 

quick assets, working capital position, working capital turnover. Using a traditional 

stepwise linear discriminate analysis to procedure a five ratios model as follows:

X | ■ EBIT / initial total assets
X2 ■ total liabilities / net capital employed
X3 ■ quick assets /  total assets
X4 ■ working capital /  net worth
X5 ■ stocktum.

Five ratios derived from each highest factor loading are produced. Taffler made a 

comparison between the initial sample set (61 "healthy" firms) and later reduced 

sample set (45 "healthy" firms). He found that the function derived from the latter 

(restricted set of healthy companies) provides a better discriminant ability, and he 

then employed on that function. In determining the best cut-off Z score, he used 

subjective estimates made by investment analysts at a firm of stockbrokers, and 

reached a ratio of 1:10 for failed and non-failed groups, and of 40:1 for mis- 

classification costs. Taffler then used the ratio of prior probabilities of group 

membership to set the cut-off level. He argued that the ultimate decision (to invest or 

not. to lend or not) will consider the cost, while the Z score model only provided 

decision makers with a reference point to make their final decision.

Using a Lachenbruch |1W»7| hold-out test he found that his model classified all but 

one of the original firms correctly. His model's effectiveness was found to deteriorate 

rapidly when far away from the failure: only 50 and 35 per cent of failed companies 

were correctly classified three and four years prior to failure. Tuffer's model appears 

worse than the original Altman's |IV6N), but Taffler |IVMI| raises the stationurity 

argument in explanation of this poor prior-year predictive power.
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Taffler (1913) tested the model's true ex-ante predictive ability using a more recent 

period from 1969 to 1976. The failed sample included 46 firms which were quoted on 

the London Stock Exchange as failing in the X year period to the end of 1976. The 

"healthy" firms were matched on 1:1 basis by size and industry but not by year with 

the latest year available being used. He defined "healthy" firms because a continuing 

operating firm does not necessarily have a good financial health. Using a traditional 

stepwise linear discriminant analysis to build the final discriminant model which 

incorporated 4 ratios were ranked by the Mosteller-Wallace percentage contribution 

measures in brackets:

X | -  profit before tax /  average current liabilities
X2 * current assets / total liabilities
X3 -  current liabilities / total assets
X4 -  the no-credit interval

The prior probabilities odds were re-adjusted at 1:7. thus resulting in a cut-off point of 

-1.95 (Ln 1/7 x l/l) . The model correctly classified 98. 96. 100** of all. failed and 

non-failed companies of the initial sample. The model was able to classify the failed 

and non-failed firms correctly up to three years prior to the actual event.

The objective of Earl and Marais 119K2| was to develop a Bank of England prediction 

model by comparing the usefulness of the flow of fund variables with the traditional 

financial ratios which derived from balance sheet, profit and loss account statement, 

and sources and funds statement. Using the UK-quoted manufacturing and 

distribution sectors but excluding construction they selected a group of 38 firms 

which failed during the period 1974-1977 and 53 randomly selected continuing (not 

very healthy) companies from the Datastream sample of the top l.(NN) UK industrial 

companies for the period 1973-1977. 47 conventional ratios and 12 constructed from 

the sources and uses of funds statement were used to develop a linear probability 

function. The preferred model consisted of the following variables:
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Xj ■ current assets/gross total assets (liquidity).
X2 ■ 1000 / gross total assets in £'000 (size).
X3 ■ cash flow (profit before tax + depreciation) /  current liabilities, and 

(profitability)
X4 -  funds flow (funds generated from operations - net increase in working 

capital) /  total liability (long term debt + current liabilities) (funds flow).

The relative contribution in declining order was X j (profitability). X2 (size). X | 

(liquidity) and X4 (funds flow). The proportions classified correctly 95%. In total 

representing 92% of the non-failed and 97% of the failed group one year prior to 

failure. The results two years prior were 86%. H4% and 87%. and a deterioration to 

77%. 88% and 67% for the third year before failure. However, this test wus curried 

out on the original sample data and is likely to be upwardly biased; the classification 

accuracy rates for the second model were 93%. 91% and 97% for the first year. 87%. 

82% and 92% for the second year and 84%. 94% and 74% for the third year prior to 

failure.

These results were compared with the Taffler |I9 7 7 | and Deakin |1977|. Earl & 

Marais 11982| computed the coefficients of the latter two models using their data. The 

comparison revealed that the performance of their models in classifying correctly 

failed and non-failed firms are better than the models of Taffler and Deakin. In 

addition, funds flow variable added a considerable amount to the predictive ability of 

the model.

Comment: Taffler 11984. P. 209 | commented that there are a few points in this study 

which need notice : ( I ) the Bank of England model highlights the need for the analyst 

ulways to consider the percentage of the population labelled failing and to minimise 

this if his model is to have operational utility. (2) it demonstrates how much care 

needs to be taken in developing in the development of models. (3) it demonstrates 

how such techniques have now been tried by Central Banks. (4) it illustrates the vital 

importance of using validation samples in tests of model efficiency and the 

misleading conclusions that can arise from the resubstitution approach (ie. using the
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discriminant function derived from u given sample to classify the firms of the same 

sample).

The objectives of El Hennawy and Morris (1983) were to test whether the power of 

failure prediction models might be improved with duta one and five years prior to the 

actual event and to derive macro-economic and industry effects indicators. Data was 

drawn from the 1955-1974 Department of Trade computerized data bank of company 

financial statements. 44 manufacturing . construction and distribution businesses 

which failed between I960 and 1968. while a similar number of non-fuiled firms were 

selected on the basis of general financial soundness. The inter-temporal validation 

sample of 18 companies, covering the period 1969-1971. and comprising nine failed 

and nine sound companies. An original set of 96 ratios was reduced to 48 by 

eliminating those which had missing values, non-normal, and highly correlated 

variables. A stock market index was selected as a general economic indicator, and a 

cluster analysis was performed to allocate 19 industries into three broad industry 

sectors: manufacturing, construction, and distribution. In order to avoid 

multicollineurity problems the principal components analysis wus used and seven 

factors were produced. The discriminant run produced two five variable models 

which derived from data relating to both the fifth year and the first year prior to 

failure. The fifth year function derived from 86 firms had the following Z-Score and 

variables:

z  -  -4.86 ♦ 13.SOX, ♦  3.11X2 ♦ 4.803X, - 0.97X4 ♦ 0.6KX,

Where

X | -  profit before interest and tax / total assets (profitability).
X2 -  quick assets (i.e. current assets less stocks) /  current liabilities.

(liquidity).

X3 ■ quick assets /  total assets (assets position).
X4 -  quarrying and construction industry dummy, and
X j ■ distribution industry dummy.

measuring profitability, liquidity, assets position and industry.
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The second model, based on data of the first year derived from X8 companies, was:

Z -  <6.17+1 l.43X | + 14.07X2 + 0.5SX« - l.57Xa ♦  O.VMX4 
Where

X, •  operating profit before depreciation (flow of funds) / total assets:
X2 ■ long-term debt /  net capital employed;
X* ■ current assets /  total assets:
X4 ■ industry dummy for quarrying and construction;
X^ * industry dummy for distribution.

measuring profitability, capital gearing, assets position and industry membership. The 

importance of the constituent variables in each model was assessed by four different 

methods which were uniform in highlighting the power of the profitability ratio 

accounting for about three-quarters of the functions discriminating ability. The 

Luchenbruch U-test. cross-validation and inter-temporal validation approaches were 

conducted on the fifth and first year data set. Overall classification accuracy for the 

fifth year model was 91 per cent using the hold-out sample, and 94 per cent using the 

Lachenbruch U test. 94 and 97 per cent accuracy respectively for the first year model 

The authors further claimed that their models could lead to random sample 

classification rates of 9X and above when the ratios of prior probability odds of 1:10 

and 1:7 and of mis-classification costs are taken into account. They conclude that 

their results compared favourably with those of earlier IJK models, the profile of 

failing company will change as it approaches failure. The authors included an 

assessment of industry differences, macro-economic variables they found that the 

macro-economic variables do not appear to contribute any discriminatory power and 

that industry membership is an important factor. A model derived from the fifth years 

prior to failure can predict failure at least as well us a model based on information one 

year before fuilure.

C'omment: The work by El Hennawy and Morris was different from most of the 

curlier work due to the fact that both on statistical rigour of their study and the care 

with which it was conducted. It la interesting to note thut their work included the
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general economic and industry dummy indicators. However. Taffler 11484, P. 2 I5 | 

raised a number of questions relating to whether serious bias has been introduced by 

selecting as sound Firms those non-failed Firms with high rates of return on capital 

employed.

2 .3 J  (General ( '»mments On the Multivariate Studies

In summary, the major studies presented above have generally concluded that certain 

financial ratios are particularly useful in predicting failure for a period of 1-2 years 

prior to the actual event and that financial ratios of failing Firms change over time and 

across industries. The signiFicant Financial ratios used in each model are somewhat 

different, the results of hold-out validation testing are more or less ten or more 

percentage points lower than the model's ex-post results. The problem of unstable 

financial ratio is prevalent among most multivariate accounting and Finance studies. 

However, all these previous studies evoke different comments. Discriminant Analysis 

assumes that the ratios are multivariate normally distributed and covariance matrices 

for the variables are equal for the groups of failed and non-failed Firms. Few studies 

of failure have, however, examined the normal distribution condition. Linear 

Discriminant Analysis |LDA| should be employed when covariance matrices are 

equal. Otherwise. Quadratic Discriminant Analysis |QDA) should be applied. Both 

LDA and QDA are sensitive in their classiFication accuracies to differences in 

covariance matrices, sample size, and the number of explanatory variables. In theory, 

the classification accuracy of QDA should be greater than LDA when the covariance 

matrices differ across the categories. In pructice. the relutive performance of QDA 

declines when the sample size is small and the number of explanatory variables is 

large relative to the sample.



2.4 Conditional Probability Approach

To avoid the shortcoming of the MDA method, some authors and researchers have 

recently used conditional probability models. Two such statistical methods, probit and 

logistic regression analysis, have the function providing conditional probability of an 

observation belonging to a certain class, given the values of the independent variables 

for that observation. Both of these methods use the cumulative probability function 

and neither requires that independent variables be multivariate normal nor that groups 

have equal covariance matrices with respect to the assumption of the linear MDA. 

Using the conditional probability approach thus essentially avoids all the limitations 

of MDA.

Like MDA these methods weight the independent variables to obtain a score for a 

given observation. Where they differ from MDA is that the weights are applied to 

maximise the joint probability of bankruptcy for the known failed firms and the 

probability of non-failed firms. They provide the conditional probability of an 

observation belonging to a category, given the values for the explanatory variables for 

the observation in question. They are generally solved using the maximum likelihood 

method. These techniques require less stringent assumptions and allow the 

independent variables can be discrete (Eg. binary) since normality is not required. 

This is useful for macro or industry dummy variables etc used in analysis. Also their 

significant and individual contribution cun be assessed in some sense. Logit analysis 

has been increasingly used as a corporate failure prediction approach. Ohlson [ mx()| 

was among the first to use logit anulysis in financial distress studies. Other users 

include Martin 11V77|. Mrnsuh |I9H3|. Gentry. Newbold. and Whitford |l9K5b|. 

Casey and Bartczak |I9X5|. and Zavgren (19X3, I9XX|. Storey et al |I9X7|. Peel 

I IS)X7|. and Keusey and McGuinness 11 WO).
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Ohlson 119X0) used the maximum likelihood estimation of the conditional logit model 

to predict corporate failure. A sample of I OS failed industrial firms was calculated 

from the balance sheet, income statement, funds statement, and auditors' report for 

three years of data prior to the date of bankruptcy and collected from the Wall Street 

Journal Index during the time period 1970 to 197ft. Additionally, the failed firms must 

have been traded on the stock exchange or over-the-counter (OTC) during the three 

year period prior to the date of bankruptcy. Companies which did not report 

statements for the entire sample period were eliminated. Ohlson randomly selected 

the 205X non-failed industrial firms derived from COMPUSTAT for one year prior to 

failure to construct the logistic function.

Seven financial ratios were selected to develop his model in the following listing:

1. size ■ log (total assets/G NP price level index).
2. total liability / total assets.
3. working capital /  total assets.
4. current ratio.
5. net income / total assets.
ft. funds from operations / total liabilities.
7. changes in net income.

Another two failure indicator variables were defined:

X. OENEG = one if total liabilities > total assets, 0 otherwise, and
9. INTWO ■ one if net income < 0 ,0  otherwise.

These variables were selected on the basis of their popularity in the literature and 

perceived usefulness rather than from a theoretical basis or a dimension reduction 

technique to limit his variable list. Ohlson 119X0. pp. 11X | states that "no attempt was 

made to develop any new or exotic' ratios and no attempt was made to select 

predictors on the basis of rigourous theory". He noted that for bankrupt firms. 17 

percent of the financial statements for the first yeur ended before a bankruptcy filing 

were not issued until after the filing. In such cases, to avoid confounding results, he 

substituted the statements for those of the previous fiscal period.
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Three models were developed by Ohlson: models predicting failure within one year, 

within two years given no failure in the first year, and within one or two years were 

developed. All the variables in the model were significant at the 0.010 level except 

working capital / total assets and INTWO. The sire ratio was significant at the 0.01 

level in all three models. The likelihood ratio index (similar to R2 is multiple 

discriminant analysis) was 0.K4, 0.X0. and 0.72 for model 1. 2. 3. respectively. 

Classification errors were assessed using the same set of data from which the models 

were estimated rather than undertaking any hold-out tests. The classification accuracy 

for model I. 2. 3. was 96%. 96%. and 93%. respectively. His test was made using a 

hold out sample because Ohlson felt that his sample was large and this would reduce 

bias. Ohlson concludes that account submission lags are important and be found they 

could be quite considerable for companies showing high probabilities of bankruptcy 

(up to 13 months).

Comment : Ohlson |I9X0| suffers from the lack of theoretical determination of his 

model. He uses a conditional logit model to classify failing and healthy firms. But he 

selects the independent variables without benefit of theory, assuring problems similar 

to those observed for discriminant analysis. For example, assets size is a variable with 

high significance in his model, but is also a scale factor in other ratios. This renders 

independent conclusions about asset size impossible to assess |Lev and Sunder. 1979, 

pp 190-3). He also fails to use a matched sample technique, which would have 

controlled for implicit factors. In fact. Ohlson's model sustained error rates in the 

derivation sample of 12.4 percent of bankrupt firms and 17.5 percent of nonbankrupt 

firms. A hold-out sample was not employed.

Zavgren |I9M5| built a conditional probability failure prediction model which 

employs a dimension reduced data set. logistic analysis and an evaluation of the 

information content of the different functions for a five year period prior to failure.
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She assessed the previous authors (Altman |l9ftX). Deakin |I972 |. Blum 11974). 

Edmister |I972). Wilcox 11971.1973). Diamond |I976)> she found that they played 

loose with the assumptions of discriminant analysis. Results from MDA sometimes 

leads to inappropriate attempts to assess the meaning of individual coefficients. 

Hence, she believes that the logit method can avoid the criticism of the MDA method 

because it neither requires that independent variables be multivariate normal nor that 

groups have equal covariance matrices.

The sample selected in her study were drawn from those in the COMPUSTAT New 

York Exchange or Over-the-Counter and Research tapes. Forty-five failed firms were 

matched with forty-five non-failed firms on the basis of four digit industry code and 

asset size in the period I972-7X for which data is available I ft failed firms were 

matched with non-failed firms by the same procedure as used in the original 

estimation for hold out sample during the period of 1979 to 19X0. Zavgren employed 

the seven factors of two recent studies (Pinches. Mingo, and Caruthers 1973 and 

Pinches. Eubank. Mingo, and Caruthers 1975) and found them relatively stable over 

both short run and the long run. and developed a logit model by selecting at least one 

ratio from each factor with the highest factor loading.

One of the advantages of conditional probability models is that they allow 

interpretation of the significance of individual variable coefficients. She argues that 

the conditional probability model is superior to discriminant analysis because it yields 

a probability of failure rather than a dichotomous 0 -1 prediction, and this probability 

may be employed by a user who may be capable of varying levels of response to risk 

of fuilurc. Zavgren. in her model, asserted that the logit function provided 

significantly better probability estimates, and she found that the acid test variable was 

highly significant with u negative coefficient only in the first three years prior to 

failure for short-term prediction of failure, since un inadequate reserve of quick ussets 

can bring about bankruptcy.
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The profitability measure proved insignificant in any year. Financial leverage variable 

was significant for each of the five years. On the other hand, efficiency ratios such as 

the asset turnover, receivable turnover and inventory turnover were important 

indicators of financial distress for the longer-term (the fourth and fifth years) 

predictions because they measure the ability of the firm to use assets to full capacity 

and the concept that asset turnover measures efficiency in resource use. Receivable 

turnover and inventory turnover would both be expected to have positive signs for 

their coefficients; clearly when receivable turnover increase faster than inventory 

turnover or inventory turnover faster than sale turnover, failure looms.

She claims that her model compares favourably with other failure prediction models, 

the total mis-classification rates for the original sample were: (UK. 0.17. 0.2H. 0.27. 

and 0.20 for first year to fifth year prior respectively. The error rate for one year prior 

to failure was similar to Ohlson's | I9H0) and significantly lower than that reported by 

Altman. Mis-classification rate for the hold-out sample was 31 per cent for years one 

through five, respectively.

One important aspect of the Zavgren study is that she looks at the information content 

of the different year prior models by using information theoretic measures. She found 

the amount of information increases over the five year period to failure by an average 

IX per cent for the failed firms and Ift per cent for non-failed firms. However, it 

needs to be noted that the sample selection procedure included only companies which 

had complete and up-to-date information.

Zavgren'x (IVXS) study is especially interesting because it provides economic 

interpretations and may indicate the future area in bankruptcy prediction research.

Comment:
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I . There are advantages in using a logistic regression model rather than a linear 

discriminant model because it is relatively robust, i.e.. many types of 

discriminant analysis's underlying assumptions do not lead to logistic 

formulation. The linear discriminant analysis approach, by contrast, is strictly 

applicable only under the assumption that underlying variables are jointly 

normal and the two groups have equal covariance matrices. Logit and probit 

methods are not restricted by these assumptions.

2. Another advantage of logistic modelling relates to its use as an alternative to 

contingency table analysis. Gordon 11981) points out that logistic regression 

models have played a major role in biological and medical applications where 

cross-classified tables with large numbers of cells are typically replaced by a 

logistic regression among the variables.

However, it is somewhat doubtful whether the calibration of any such model could be 

verified in view of the sparseness of company failure.

2.5 Classification Trees and Nonparametric Approaches

Discriminant analysis (DA) and conditional probability models (e.g. Logit or Probit ) 

have been the most widely used methods for predicting company failure, as well as 

for other classification problems in finance and accounting. However, studies by Joy 

and Tollefson [I975|. Eisenbeis| 1977), Altman and Eisenbeis |I97X). Ohlson [1980], 

and Zavgren | 1985] comment on and/or criticize possible misapplication and potential 

misinterpretation of discriminant analysis in the identification of bankruptcy. The 

Recursive Partitioning Algorithm |RPA| and the Non-Parametric Approach |N A | 

appear to overcome some of the shortcomings and problems of traditional DA as well 

us other conditional probability methods.
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RPA is a computerized, iterative, non-parametric classification technique, based on 

Frydman |IY77), Gordon and Olshen |I97X). and Breiman et al 's | l yH4| pattern 

recognition, that estimates a classification rule as a sequence of binary partitions of 

the independent variables. At each step, the method divides a sub-sample into two 

groups by partitioning and selecting the independent variable that most improves the 

homogeneity of category tasks applied respectively to the two outcoming groups. This 

approach appears to overcome some of the shortcomings and problems of traditional 

DA as well as other parametric techniques (e.g. the zero-one linear probability 

model). The number of misclassification errors identified as well as the expected 

costs of misclassification are often smaller than those obtained with DA. the logit and 

probit analyses. It has attributes of the classical univariate approach to classification 

and multivariate procedures. RPA works in a forward stepwise procedure to select the 

independent variables that will classify failed and non-failed firms with the lowest 

mis-classificution cost. An appropriate cut-off is established. Barniv and Raveh 

1IVHV| described some properties of the non-parametric procedure are as follows:

1. The RPA classification rule partitions the variables space into a number of 

rectangular regions until the process stops when the terminal nodes appear 

The two group DA classification rule, on the other hand, partitions the 

variable space into only two half-plane regions.

2. No assumption of specific parametric distributions is required. Hence, 

qualitative (categorical) variables, as well as quantitative variables, can be 

treated.

3. Neither symmetric distribution nor equality of dispersion is required in order to 

employ linear discriminant functions. Smaller number of variables and equal 

group sizes seem to leud to less biased results. RPA or NA is unuffected by 

violation of the equality of group covariance matrices. If the missing dutu
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must be used to classify an object into one of several categories. RPA or NA 

can then cope with the missing information since the splitting point is not 

influenced by outliers (missing data).

4. The method will seek to minimize mis-classification costs and treat various 

costs of mis-classification.

5. The method is optimal for non-overlapping distributions of scores obtained 

from the two groups.

6. In the case of K > 2 ordered groups the procedure can be generalized in a 

straightforward manner.

7. A classification matrix is easily obtained, and costs of mis-classification could

be calculated.

Frydinan. Altman, and Kao |FAK. I9XS| employed a sample of SH failed industrial 

companies and randomly selected 142 non-failed manufacturing and retailing 

companies during the period 1971 to 19X1. They used 20 financial variables which 

had been found significant in predicting business failure as their variable set and fixed 

prior probability for bankrupt and non-bankrupt companies of 0.02 and 0.9X, as well 

as a variety of mis-classification cost estimates ranging from I to 70. For each mis- 

classification cost ranging from I to 70. they compared the performance of stepwise 

DA to RPA based on two classification trees. They found that RPA retains the joint 

positive attributes of multivariate information content and univariate simplicity. Since 

this methodology is non-parametric. neither symmetric distributions nor equal 

variance-covariances are required. The classification accuracy of RPA is superior to 

the DA in most initial and hold-out sample comparisons.

Comment:
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Unfortunately, this technique docs not provide an estimate the probabilities of group 

membership or a means of evaluating significance of variables. Because a variable 

may enter more than once at different stages of the partitioning process, it is not clear 

how to assess the importance of discriminators. Next, model over-fitting is also a 

problem. Frydman. Altmun. and Kao 11985) point out that it is difficult to ascertain 

the relative importance of variables. One might suspect that the first variable selected 

by the method is most important. However, the procedure is a forward selection 

technique that entered in the process bused on the forward stepwise selection 

technique that does not review the previous selection processes in light of recent ones. 

It is enlightening to exumine the univariate contribution, and once a variable is 

selected as the first splitting variable, the tree is constrained to include that measure 

first, the same variable may reappear twice as the partitioning process confuses the 

interpretations of importance of variables. Multivariate Analysis (DA) models are 

estimated by maximizing the ratios of between group to within group vuriance. and 

then ussign observations into the specified groups on the basis of specific error costs 

and prior probabilities. On the other hand. RPA technique does not provide estimate 

of the probability of group membership. "Changing the costs and priors might very 

well vary the variable selected for splitting"; hence. RPA models appear to be more 

sensitive to costs and priors than DA models | Frydman. Altman, and Kao I9H5|.

2.6 Survival Analysis

Keusey und Watson [1990] suggested this technique which assumes that the failure 

event should be time independent. Survival analysis should be thought of us an 

essentially univuriute technique - the variable of interest being the length of time a 

company has survived. This length of survivul variable cun then be regressed on a 

number of independent vuriubles using truditionul regression techniques. An 

introduction to this technique is provided by Cox und Outes | I9H4|.
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2.7 Summary and Conclusion:

This chapter reviewed the previous studies employing a variety of failure prediction 

approaches which have been published to date. These studies were divided into four 

broad groups. The first part reviewed the studies which introduced the pioneer authors 

using accounting information in failure prediction included Winukor and Smith 

(1935). Fitzpatrick 11931.32), Merwin |I942), Tainan |I9 6 6 |, and Beaver |l96 ft| 

studies. The second and third parts reviewed the multivariate discriminant analysis 

and conditional probability analysis, and the fourth part reviewed the non-parametric. 

recursive partition analysis, and other specific approaches. The following is a 

summary of the above reviewed studies

1. Failure prediction studies have followed u trend that started with univariate 

analysis, proceeded to discriminant analysis, and increasingly uses logit or 

probit analysis, and lately, the recursive partitioning or non-parametric 

approach. Usually the variety of failure prediction statistical techniques have 

been used in order to either build a more meaningful analysis or enhance a 

better predictive ability in terms of their distinguishing financial 

characteristics (their financial ratios, independent variables in the each 

methods). Nevertheless, most previous studies of corporate failure prediction 

models have been somewhat disappointing, because they have not carefully 

examined the data stability problems due to changes in inflation, time, and the 

nature of business cycles. These factors may have influenced the classification 

accuracy of the results.

2. Keasey and Watson 11991. p. 92| commented that the various statistical 

techniques are able only to optimally weigh the information provided. The 

applicability of the resulting predictive functions will be crucially dependent 

upon the assumptions made regarding the costs of misclassification and the 

structure and availability of the data.
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3. The stability of the financial ratios reviewed in the above studies have not been 

investigated in most previous failure prediction models. The availability of 

empirical evidence has shown that some accounting ratios may measure 

different financial attributes for different periods of time and for different 

sectors of companies. Therefore, a failure prediction model should develop a 

technique to control industry variation within heterogeneous sector conditions 

in order to avoid unstable financial ratios. The use of industry relative ratios, 

created by dividing a firm's ratio by the industry's average ratio, in this study 

will be introduced to alleviate the data instability problem.

4. Most of the previous studies were not exactly concerned with how the different 

macro-economic environments can be expected to have an impact on the 

stationarity of failure prediction models. A reason for suspecting instability is 

that the characteristics of extemul economic environments which might be 

expected to affect the financial condition of firms change over time. In order 

to cope with these instability problems, in this study, according to the degree 

of movement o f the business cycle period, the sample is divided into three 

homogeneous sub-periods based on the interest rates, inflation rates, and real 

(¡NP indices in this period from IY74 to 19X5 |see Table ft-IK)..

In theory. Platt and Plutt |IWO) say that the stability of the ex-post to ex-ante 

classification results are similar to those reported by single industry studies of 

commercial banks. Focusing on one industry is analogous to using industry relative 

ratios in samples including several industries since the relative position of firms 

within the industry is reflected by the relative position on any given financial ratios 

|p. 46|. None of the previous studies has examined the stability of forecasting from 

ex-post sample to an ex-ante sample between one single industry and udjusted ratios 

(using industry relative ratios). In this study, we will examine the results. In the next





C hapter 3 : Methodology For Choosing Independent 
Variables and Dependable Variables

3.1 Developing A Theory of Failure Prediction

Not too many theories have been developed for the prediction of corporate failure. 

Little serious consideration has been given to the interests and motivations of the 

agents involved in the failure process due to lack of comprehensive theoretical 

development. Generally, model's development has been data driven rather than theory 

led. Generally, little serious consideration has been given to the interests and 

motivations of the agents involved in the failure process |Keasey and Watson. 1990b). 

In terms of developing a theory of failure prediction, four categories can he discussed 

as follows: (I). theory as a stimulus. (2). factors affecting survival of business. (3). 

stuges of business fuilure. and (4). theoretical mathematical models.

3.1.1 Theory as a Stimulus

Ideally. Jones 119871 states, the researcher will draw on an economic theory in 

selecting those variables that will predict bankruptcy. A major criticism of many 

previous studies is the limited attempt made to develop any theoretical foundation in 

failure prediction that would identify the variables to be incorporated in the 

discriminant function. Cush flow models have been focused on fuilure prediction us a 

theory stimulus. In his pioneering work. Beaver 11966. p. K()| derived from his cash 

flow model four postulates concerning failure:

I . The lurger the reservoir of liquid assets, the smaller the probability of fuilure.
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2. The larger the net liquid assets flow from the operation, the smaller the 

probability of failure.

3. The larger the fund flow expenditures for operations, the greater the probability 

of failure.

4. The larger the amount of debt held, the greater the probability of fuilure.

But his selection of variables was not limited to his four postulates and included 

financial ratios on the basis of popularity and performance in other studies in order 

that he might provide generalized results as to what financial ratios are liable to be 

consistent predictors in fuilure prediction.

Lev 11974| commented on this issue as follows:

"There is no well-delincd corporate failure theory. Lacking such a fundamental 
theory, researches employ a trial and error piuccss of experimenting and a large 
number of measures to lest it. Such as univariate and multivariate and non- 
paramctric statistical techniques."

Ball and Foster |I9K2| have observed that sophisticated models of failure prediction 

quoted in the literature generally come from the statistical or mathematics literature, 

which are of little assistance in selecting predictor variables. They have reviewed 

hundreds of empiricul studies which classified the corporate financial reporting 

literature into four topic ureus: (a) corporate disclosure . (b) accounting method 

choice, (c) time-series analysis, and (d) financial distress analysis. They find, in the 

literature reviewed, that a frequent observation throughout is that a limited role is 

played by theory in explicitly guiding empirical research projects in corporate 

financial reporting. Statistical und mathematical models have not yet been able to 

express the richness of the institutional environment in which financial statements ure 

produced or used. They concluded thut "empiricists who require their reseurch to be
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explicitly guided by theories that relate to the institutional environment generating the 

data being examined would probably seek out research areas other than those 

examined in previous literature. Empiricists working in the areas examined have to be 

able to accept a relatively high degree of uncertainty in important research choices 

including the variables to examine, quusi-experimental design to use. and the 

inferences that can be drawn." As noted earlier, advances of theoretical reasoning play 

an important role for in failure prediction.

Unfortunately. Jones | I9H7. p. 135] quoted that most researchers after Altman | I96H) 

have not yet applied theoretical models to empirical research, and have jumped 

straight into a sophisticated statistical or mathematical analysis, and have not 

considered economic guide-lines to assist in selecting independent variable. A 

number of authors, for example. Beaver | I966|. Deakin 11972|. Blum 11974|, Mensah 

| 19K3). Casey and Bartczak 119841, and Gentry, etc | IVKSa], have recommended the 

ratio cash flow /  total debt to be useful in developing failure prediction theoretical 

models. However it appears that to date they have failed to prove cash flow value in 

empirical study especially defined it on the basis of their own subjective notion, 

respectively. To some extent, these studies intend not only to improve prediction 

accuracy but also to respond to popular assertions that cash flow information is 

especially useful in evaluating sovlency. The lack of theoretical foundation is not 

uncommon in accounting empirical studies. Of course, a more developed model tends 

to be highly illustrative and require strong assumptions regarding the soundness, 

computational abilities of economic agents and the efficiency of the capital markets. 

However, without identifying the externul or internal economic environment of 

company bankruptcy, it will be more difficult to determine the appropriate model 

from one period of data to another period of data based on various external economic 

cycle factors. More understanding o f the process whereby firms become bankrupt, 

rather than merely predicting it. must be considered jointly with external economic 

cycle. Jones 11 VH7| concluded that
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'Ideally, theory would suggest a casual link he I ween selected variables and rinancial 
distress; the proposed linkage could then he tested by an appmprialed constructed 
predictive model. Unlorlunately.. the lack of theory hits prevented tlte 
comprehensive use of this scientific appmach".

3.1.2. Factors Affecting Surviva l of Business

While businesses fail for a wide variety of reasons related to both internal and 

external factors, most analytical research done on failing firms uses ratio analysis as 

its foundation. In contrast. Argenti (IV76] produced a dynamic model o f business 

failure which is less dependent on traditional financial ratios than on the operating 

elements of the enterprise and its management foundation. The descriptive factors 

uffecting survival of business summarized by Argenti |IV 76|. identifies the causes 

and symptoms of corporate failure to be:

(A) Internal Factors:

I. Bad management manifested through.

a. Lack of responsiveness to change in technology
b. Bad communications
c. Misfeasance and fraud
d. Insufficient consideration of cost factors (research and development costs in 

particular)
e. Poor knowledge of financial matters
f. High leverage position-particularly harmful in an economic downturn

Bad management is the root reason for the failure of a firm. Dambolena and Khoury 

|IVMO) have categorised it on the foundations of Argenti's model in the 6 ways 

described above. The major element in bad management in an organisation identified 

by Argenti was the "autocrat" or "one man band" in which a dictator dominates the 

top management and rarely heeds the advice from his colleagues working within the 

enterprise. In this environment, most businesses were bom to die due to lack of a 

good leader from the outset. Some common types of bad management occur when a 

finn expands faster than it should. For example, if the expansion is not carried out 

effectively, or if the company docs not have access to adequate amounts of capital, it 

can easily cause a firm to deteriorate. The deterioration may come in the form of
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increased bad debts, increased production costs, or inability of management to control 

a larger organization. Argenti's view is that companies do not fail suddenly, but with 

clear symptoms of impending disaster. Many of these symptoms are bad management 

oriented and not financial ratios only. Argenti argued that financial raUos, because 

they were merely symptoms of business failure, are unable to yield significant 

insights into the underlying processes or causes of corporate collapse. Therfore, he 

recognised that financial ratios are open to various forms of manipulation and were 

therefore likely to become less reliable as failure approaches. Ross and Kami 11973) 

report that companies fail because of bad management. Altman 119H3J also states that 

the overwhelming reason of individual firm failure is managerial incompetence. 

Many writers mentioned above have examined the internal factors affecting survival 

of business which are attributable to and controllable by management.

(K ) External Factors:

I. Labour Unions: Too high a wage settlement causing the firm to pay its 

employees in excess of their marginal product.

II. Government Regulations which impede, in some instances, the functioning of 

the market system distorting in the process its signals to the corporate decision 

makers.

III. Natural Causes: natural disasters, demographic changes, etc.

Towlson (1977) also found that failure of companies arose from external factors 

including : (I) industry and economic trends: (2) economic and financial conditions: 

(3) technical obsolescence: (4) government policy. Therefore, external non-financial 

and non-quantifiable factors that affect the survival of business are those beyond their 

direct control. This study examines the link between measures of U.K. business 

failures and external factors related to the business cycle.
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Previous studies attempt to develop early warning systems that can be widely 

classified into two categories: first, there are those that are essentially a list of the 

causes and symptoms that failing companies are said to display, and second, those 

that select failing companies by financial data calculations. Foster |197X| states that 

there is a consecutive series of events that can lead up to liquidation: ( I)  Sales decline 

in major products. (2). Deferment of payments to short-term creditors. (3) Omission 

of preferred dividends. (4) Default on bond. (5). Filing of bankruptcy. This definition 

of his failure is consistent with Beavers |I966). In Richmonds paper. "Possible 

Future Insolvencies: Danger Signs and Avoidance", (1977). Indicators of possible 

future insolvencies as well as present insolvencies can be allocated to the three stages: 

management, trading, and accounting. Accordingly, the following list was separated 

by A. J. Richmond into three stages (see Table 3.1).

These stages of failure show the firm's position and nature of items in each of the 

three broad areas of lines. Previous theoretical models (for example. Beaver | I966|, 

Mensah (19X3). etc) did provide a justification for the usefulness of financial ratios as 

financial failure predictors. However, they lacked a theoretical foundation to specify 

which ratio was to be included in their research. A lot of time and effort was devoted 

to determine the different combinations of financial ratios, testing their discriminatory 

and predictive abilities by factor analysis and stepwise regression, and constructing 

the relevant multivariate discriminating models.

3.1.3 S tages o f  Business F a ilu re  F ro m  the F inancia l V iew point
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T ab le  3.1 S tages o f  B usiness F a ilu re

A. Management

1. Board Composition and balance
2. Collective responsibility of the board
3. Chain of responsibility and middle management

K. Trading

1. Overtrading
2. Competitive quoting /  erosion of margins
3. Outsize project
4. High gearing
3. Resistance to change /  technological advances 
f). Unwitting changes in the fundamental activity of the business 
7. Short-term borrowing for longer-term assets 
K. Deterioration of service

C. Accounting

1. Inadequate /  erroneous out-of-date accounts
2. Lack of cash flow budgets
3. Unsystematic payment of creditors and collection of debtors
4. Creative accounting and 'beneficial adjustments'.

Source: A.J. Richmond 11977)

3.1.4 Developing a Theoretical Mathematical Model

The gumbler's ruin model proposed by Wilcox |I9 7 I and 1973) is a statistical model 

that assumes a gambler has an amount of money that will either grow or to be deleted 

to zero by a series of independent trials. Wilcox views the firm as being equivalent to 

a gambler that becomes bankrupt when its worth falls to zero. Wilcox's model was 

based on a Markov process and the probabilities of u firm's failure. He expanded his 

initial theoretical model to be more reulistic by incorporating barriers to entry of new 

capital and management. He assumed that a firm has a given umount of capital and 

that changes in that capital were random.
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Wilcox observed 52 failed firms from 1949 to 1971 and employed Beaver's paired- 

sample design to make his analysis. He found that his own model's predictive ability 

was slightly higher than Beaver's but statistically insignificant. The attempts made to 

apply this model have been disappointing, perhaps due to the fact that the theory he 

used was too simple, since it assumed that cash flow results from a series of 

independent trials, without the benefits of any intervening management action. 

Whereas his theory specified a functional form for the probability of ultimate ruin. 

Wilcox found that this probability was not empirically meaningful. Although the 

theory provided a functional form for the probability of ultimate failure, he found that 

most of his sample's data violated the theory's assumptions and suggested additional 

hypotheses which would lead to improved failure predictors.

Faced with this problem, Wilcox |I976 | removed the functional form suggested by 

the theory but used its variables to construct his own prediction model. He found that 

the gambler's ruin model represented a straightforward conceptual framework from 

which fundamental risk parameters could be derived. The basic variables used in the 

gambler's ruin model were net liquidation value and the processes which caused it to 

change.

Wilcox adapted the classic gambler's failure problem to measuring business risk and 

focused on Net Liquidation Value (NLV) and the factors that cause it to fluctuate. 

NLV is. in the language of systems dynamics, simply a dollar level determined by 

liquidity inflow and outflow rates. The inflow rate in a given period was defined as 

net income less dividends. It was governed by u firm's profitability und management's 

dividend policy. While the outflow rate represented the increase each period in the 

book value of assets less the increu.se in the liquidation vulue of those ussets. The rute 

is determined by capital-budgeting decisions und current-asset controls. He assumes a 

gambler has un amount of money that will either grow or be depleted to zero by a 

series of independent trials. The compuny is considered us the gumbler by Wilcox.



When the inflow rate (gain) exceeds the outflow (loss) rate, NLV increases; when the 

opposite occurs. NLV decreases. When the flows are equal, the level remains 

constant. Using the empirical test results. Wilcox (1976) compared it with Beaver and 

Altman's classification tests.

Wilcox (1976) contented that his gambler’s ruin approach compared "very favorably" 

with Beaver's and Altman s models, especially since ( I ) his model did not represent 

the result of statistical searching; (2) his model was tested over a long period of time, 

during which inflation had altered typical financial ratios; and (3) his model was 

derived from a conceptual framework with implications for the managerial process.

3.1.5 A Comprehensive Theoretical Model

As a conceptual framework for business failure prediction, the following Table 3-2 

integrates the above theories und introduces the various stages of business failure. 

Failure/non-failure and ratios/non-ratios type indicators are treated both as a 

dependent/criterion variable and a set of independent/predictor variables respectively 

in the discriminunt model. Once the discriminating model, based on dichotomous 

grouped data developed by u statistical technique, is established, a new observation 

could be classified as a failed or non-failed firm by this model and then the 

classification accuracy of dichotomous groups could be predicted. Most of the 

previous studies have constructed their prediction models based mainly on this 

framework but with some degree of variation. These can be categorized as ( I ) the use 

of statistical discriminating and classification techniques. (2). the differences in 

research objectives and subjects, und (3) the selection of significant predictor 

variables. These variations have been incorporated into this conceptual framework in 

order to build a comprehensive model for financial failure prediction.
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It should be noted that differences do actually exist between research topics and 

objectives. Since different operational definitions of failure have been made, it is 

obvious thut different sampling designs must also be formulated. Foster [ 1978. 4ft 1-3) 

has noted that the term financial distress is so ambiguous that different researchers 

have used different criteria to define it. Especially in the not-for-profit sector of the 

economy it is a difficulty task. In the selection of variables, most previous studies 

have used different methods to determine which ratio or which combination of ratios 

should be included in the appropriate model, even if a variety of variables have lacked 

well-accepted theoretical underpinning. An examination of the previous empirical 

studies indicated that Wilcox (1971,1973, and 197ft), Blum 119741. Argenti 1197ft), 

Bull and Fosterl 1982), etc have developed theoretical models to select the more 

meaningful variables. But Scott |I9 8 I)  and Altman 119831 conclude that for all of 

these studies, results are difficult to assess.



T able  3-2 A C om prehensive  M odel F o r  F inancial F a ilu re  P red iction

Sunm . This study.
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3 .2  S e le c t in g  F in a n c i a l  K a tin s

3.2.1 Choosing Important Financial Ratios

Financial ratios derived from financial statements are used extensively by both 

practitioners and researchers. Practitioners are generally concerned with the 

evaluation of corporate performance through various financial ratio analysis methods, 

such as the study of the time-series of ratios and the comparison of a given firm's ratio 

with industry standards. Researchers in accounting, finance, and economics use 

financial ratios in the examination of various issues, such as the relationship between 

financial data and common stock characteristics (Lev & Sunder. I979|. However, in 

the failure prediction context, there are two principal reasons for using financial ratios 

They are:

I . To allow for the effect of the size of failed and non-failed firms on the financial 

variables being examined. Lev and Sunder 11979] said that use of ratios was 

"necessarily based on a hypothesis (either explicitly or implicitly assumed) 

about the relationship between the numerator variable (e.g.. sales) and the 

denominator size variable (e.g.. Working capital)." Control for size by ratios 

was only satisfactory in certain restricted conditions. Mcleay and Fieldsend 

( 1987) concluded that ratio remained tenable allowing for size and sector 

effects identified by Lee (I9H5| and Buijink and Jegers |I9X6|. However, 

there are other studies with opposite results, such as McDonald &  Morris 

(19X5. I9X6|.

2. To allow for industry-wide factors. Ratios aid comparisons between a subject 

finn  und its industry. In practice, ratio analysis of a single homogeneous 

industry's ratios will be compared with aggregate industry nonns which may 

be location measures, such as the industry mean and median ratios, and 

inferences about the single industry performance are based on the difference



between the single industry's ratios and the aggregate industry norm. In 

empirical research, control for size effects is done by dividing the firm's ratio 

by industry average ratios (Lev and Sunder. 1974). While location measures 

may be unified in normal distribution, they will not in the case of skewed 

distributions, rendering the choice of location variable problematic. |Barnes. 

19H7, p. 451).

Financial attributes can be measured through the use of financial ratios - where each 

ratio expresses a relationship between two accounting items or an aggregate of items 

that are contained in published financial statements. In many of the previous studies, 

financial ratios were selected by the following criteria:

1. Occurring often in the literature. The most popular ratios advocated in the 

literature are perceived by many to reflect the critical relationships.

2. Efficiency and good performance in previous literature or related studies:

3. Dependence upon a "cash-flow" concept: and

4. Consultation with financial analysts and practitioners.

The presence of any one of the criteria was a satisfactory requirement for inclusion in 

this study. In every instance, this study limited itself to testing existing ratios rather 

than to developing new ones (see Beaver 1966. Horrigan 1966. and Taffler 1977).

Cash flow framework has been used as a theoretical basis by Beaver ( I966|. Blum 

|I9 7 4 |. and Lau |I9K2|. Beaver classified a total of thirty ratios into the six groups: 

cash flow ratios, net income ratios, debt to total-asset ratios, liquid-assets to total- 

asset ratios, liquid-asset to current debt ratios, and turnover ratios. The ratio with the 

best classification and with the lowest percentage of classification error over the five



year period was then chosen from each of these six groups. Using the financial ratio, 

cash flow to total debt, and a properly cut-off score. Beaver was able to classify 

accurately X7 per cent of the firms in his hold-out sample one year before bankruptcy 

and correctly classified 7X per cent five years before bankruptcy. Other accurate 

indicators included net income /  total assets, total debt / total assets, working capital / 

total assets and current ratio. Beaver's..et al |196Xu) study can be regarded as a 

supplement of his 196b study. He employed the same data and methods to test the 

hypothesis that liquidity ratios were better than non-liquidity ratios in predicting 

bankruptcy. Beaver s 1l96Xb) third study included the analysis of the change in stock 

prices of bunkrupt firms. Both studies are consistent with the results of Beaver's 

11966| findings. Accordingly, he suggested that investors appear to use financial 

ratios in their investment decisions and that the stock market appears to anticipate the 

apparent future bankruptcy in the price o f a given company's stock.

Altman |I96X | used a multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) technique with earnings 

before interest & tax to total assets, working capital to totul ussets. retained earnings 

to total assets, equity ut market value to book value of total debt and sales to total 

assets as independent variables. In contrast to Beaver s study, the accuracy of 

Altman's predictions declined as the time span prior to bankruptcy. In his sample, the 

model proved to be extremely accurate in predicting bankruptcy, with 94 percent of 

the initial sample and 95 percent of overall firms in the bankrupt and non-bankrupt 

groups. The model's predictive accuracy decreased for the second year preceding to 

bankruptcy with an overall accuracy rate of 72 percent. Altman concluded that as a 

firm nears bankruptcy, all rutios tend to deteriorate. Altman 11970. reply| was 

convinced that Ratio analysis is an important tool for the financial manager and it has 

demonstrated an impressive ability to predict corporate bankruptcy by analyzing the 

characteristics of different groups o f firms.
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There are many appropriate ratios reported in the literature. Understanding is needed 

to ascertain a limited set of financial ratios. Naturally, different researchers often 

included different ratios. Hamer |I9M3) examined four variable sets : those selected 

by Altman |I96X |. Deakin (IV72|. Blum |I9 7 4 |. and Ohlson |I9H0) to see whether 

the classification accuracy was sensitive to financial ratios selection or not. using a 

sample of 44 failed and 44 matched non-failed firms. She tested four alternative 

variable sets on firms which failed from 1966-1975. For each of four variable sets, a 

linear discriminant model, a quadratic discriminant model, and a logit model were 

examined.

Nevertheless, each set included variables that measure the first three conventional 

categories: profitability, liquidity, and leverage, which are commonly used in 

discussions of financial statement analysis (Lev. 1974. Foster. I97X|. The 

classification accuracy of each possible pair of the four sets was compared using a 

chi-square test and examined for each year prior to failure. She demonstrated 

empirically that there were no significant differences in classification results achieved 

by using four different variables sets druwn from well-known prior studies, regardless 

of whether the logit or linear discriminant technique was used. She found that all four 

variable sets predicted bankruptcy with comparable accuracy. Eventually . results on 

the usefulness of specific ratios vary. She suggested that: the ability of models to 

predict fuilure is not particularly sensitive to the specific set of ratios used, nor to the 

choice of linear discriminant analysis as opposed to logit analysis. Since predictive 

accuracy does not appear to be affected by these choices, the anulyst should consider 

a variable set which minimize the cost of data collection |p. 304). In this study, 

selection o f independent variables is discussed in sub-section 5.1.2.3.



3.2.2. C ateg o riz in g  o r F in an cia l R atios and  R educing  th e  V ariab le  Set

Overlaps among financial variables can still be found in most of the recent studies. 

Eliminating such overlapping problem would aid the development of a useful set of 

financial ratios. Due to the lack of theoretical guidance, many previous studies in 

developing empirical fuilure prediction models have been forced to employ some 

statistical methods to cope with a multitude of variables. Accordingly, a statistical 

tool designed to summarize such inter-relationships is factor or principal component 

analysis. One of the functions performed by factor analysis is to group variables into a 

few factors that retain a maximum of information contained in the original variable 

set. Factor analysis is used when the research is concerned with discovering which 

variables in the data set form coherent subgroups that are relatively independent of 

one another.! A further explanation o f factor analysis is given later in sestion 5.2.5.1). 

A researcher may leave out ratios that were not independent. Jones 11S»K7| observed 

that using too many ratios can actually make a model less useful.

Zavgren | 19K3J points out that there is an implicit assumption that ratios that have a 

specified relation with the dependent variable in the sample set will have the same 

relation in the prediction set. A model that uses too many ratios may be over-fitted, so 

that it is highly successful in the classification of the sample data set. but less 

effective in application. In additional, a model with a lot of variables is likely to have 

significant multicollinearity and be difficult to interpret.

Foster 11M7K. p. 2H| states that the most widely employed cross-sectional tool is 

financial ratio analysis. Four traditional categories and ratios within each category are 

commonly used to reflect the generul financial characteristics of finns : ( I ). liquidity 

ratios, (2). leverage / capital structure ratios. (3). profitability ratios, and (4). turnover 

ratios. A study by Pinches, et al. (1973 hereafter. PMC| criticized the traditional 

classification schemes of financial ratios as ad hoc and ignoring the empirical 

relationships existing among financial ratios. They then attempt to develop an



empirically-based classification of financial ratios. Using factor analysis to determine 

the long term stability / change patterns during 1951-1969 in financial ratio patterns 

in the USA and to reduce a set of variables into a small set o f  derived factors. These 

factor patterns have the property of retaining the maximum amount of information 

contained in the original data set. Financial ratios were grouped with each of seven 

factors among 4<) financial ratios for a sample of 221 industrial firms. These seven 

patterns occurred in each year examined, accounting for a consistently high amount of 

the variance contained in the original data matrix. The classifications remained 

relatively stable over the 19-year period studies. A subsequent study by Pinches. 

Eubank. Mingo, and Caruthers [ 1975 hereafter. PEMC] showed the short-term 

stability of these factors. They also demonstrated that a hierarchical classification of 

empirical financial ratios can be constructed. According to their findings, financial 

ratios can be represented by seven factors:

1. Return on investment.
2. Financial leverage.
3. Capital turnover.
4. Short-term liquidity.
5. Cash position.
6. Inventory turnover, and
7. Receivables turnover.

These groups were reasonably stable over time. Three separate factor patterns of 

differences, such as cash position, inventory turnover, receivables turnover, were 

separately grouped from traditional classification. The above seven factors were 

reduced from 4X to 7 variables (an H5% reduction) and still accounted for 92% of the 

variation in the initial data matrix. The results of theses unulysis are summarized in 

Table 3-3
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Table 3-3 Data Reduction in Factor-Analy/.ed Financial Ratio Space

Study Variable Factor
Space

% Reduction 
Space

%Variation
Explained

Pinches and Mingo ( 19731 35 7 HO 63

Pinches.Mingo. 
and Caruthers 119731

48 7 85 91.92.87.92

Stevens (1973J 20 6 70 82

L ibby(19751 14 5 64 Not Reported

Pinches.Eubank. Mingo, 
and Caruthersl I975|

48 7 85 92

Source from: Chen and Shimerda 11981J. p. 53

Pinches und Mingo reduced their data set for bond ratings from 35 to 7 variable (an 

HO** reduction) and still accounted for 63% of the variation in the original data 

matrix. Stevens 119731 reduced 20 variables to 6 (a 70% reduction) and accounted for 

82% of the total variance. Libby (1975) reduced his 14-ratios set to 5 ratios (a 64% 

reduction) with very little loss in the prediction ability of the model. PEMC (19751 

reduced their data set from 48 to 7 variables (an 85% reduction) and still accounted 

for 92% of the variation in the initial data matrix. PEMC |I9 7 5 | also demonstrated 

that a hierarchical classification of empirical financial ratios can be constructed. 

Building on this, the extent of cross-sectional stability of ratio classification has been 

examined by Johnson 11979|. He compared the financial ratio patterns for retail and 

manufacturing firms in the yeurs of 1972 and 1974. He reported that a high degree of 

stability in terms of the consistency of factor loadings across the two industrial 

groups. Johnson also confirmed that decomposition measures obtained through use of 

information theory method provided another dimension of financial information not 

captured by the usual financial ratios.

Elsewhere. Laurent 11979) used Principal Component Analysis |PCA| to derive a set 

of ten financial ratios which explained 80 per cent of the variance in an overall set of 

forty-five financial ratios in his study of Hong- Kong companies. He found that only a
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few selected ratios and relatively independent ones have to be used instead of a much 

larger set;

Gombola and Ketz (1983) found that cash flow measures also represented a separate 

dimension of firm performance, although general price-level adjusted and specific 

price level adjustment financial ratios did not (Mensah. I983J. Gombola and Ketz 

|1983| followed on the work of Finches, Mingo and Caruthers (PMC, 19731. The aim 

of their study was to examine the impact of cash-flow measurement upon the 

classification patterns of financial ratios. They performed a factor analysis on a set of 

40 variables calculated on an historical cost basis and a general price level basis, 

using data on 119 manufacturing companies over a 19 year period. Then for each 

year, factor analysis was applied to the 40 financial ratios. They derived eight factors 

(those with eigenvalues >1.0), seven of which were substantially similar to the seven 

factors in the Pinches. Mingo, and Caruthers study, and the ratio with highest 

correlation with each factor during the typical year studies include;

( 1) Cash position (C P): cash /  current debt.
(2) Cash flow from operations (CFFO): cash flow /  total assets.
(3) Debt structure (DEB T): total debt / total assets.
(4) Short-term liquidity (S T L ): quick assets /  current debt.
(5) Return on investment (R O I): income / equity.
( f t )  Inventory intensiveness ( IN V ): cost of goods sold /  inventory.
(7) Receivable intensiveness (R E C ): receivables /  inventory,
(8) Capital intensiveness (Cl) : current assets /  total assets.

They found that cash flow and cash position ratios have different correlation 

structures compared with the ratios usually grouped under the liquidity category and 

the more careful calculation of cash flow data increased the importance of the 

information. Turnover ratio category is u relatively heterogeneous one. Nevertheless, 

the analysis of classification patterns for financial ratios will provide assistance in 

selecting potentially useful variables in decision models or behavioural analyses.



Ezzamel, et al |19X7| selected samples from the EXSTAT data in I971-I9K2 and 

included a large number of UK and overseas companies. Both orthogonal and 

rotations have been used in their studies. The ten financial patterns for UK 

manufacturing companies reflect five broad categories of a firms's financial position: 

(I)  total funds, (2) profitability. (3) working capital. (4) short-term and long-term 

liquidity, and (5) asset turnover. The financial ratios most highly correlated with each 

factor. Thus, in their conclusion, few carefully selected ratios can be used to represent 

the main financial patterns with relatively little loss in information.

Chen and Shiinerda 11VH1) presented a table contains 31 financial ratios that have 

been found to be useful in predicting financial distress. Using factor analysis, they 

found that the five studies they reviewed had similar factors to the seven obtained by 

Pinches. Mingo, and Caruthers (1973): Return on Investment. Capital Turnover. 

Financial Leverage. Short-Term Liquidity. Cash Position. Inventory Turnover, and 

Receivables Turnover. They point out that it would be better to select only the highest 

absolute factor loading ratio from each factor when developing further analysis and 

also found a variety of factor analyses seemed to parallel the results of Pinches and 

his colleagues. Many of the ratios included in the studies are highly correlated with 

one another.

3.2.3 The Use of Financial Ratios Fo r Predictive Purposes

Financial ratios are almost always used for predictive purposes, (either implicitly or 

explicitly), as indicators of a firm's financial and business performance and its 

characteristics |Barnes. I9H7|. The predictive ability of financial rutios has been 

indicated a good explanation in many kinds of business and economic events. Notable 

first pioneer work includes Beaver's |l9f>6| univariate analysis and Altman's |l9f>X| 

multivuriate analysis. Each of the financial ratios in Beaver's study was analysed and 

the cut-off point selected in order to maximise the number of accurate classifications
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for a particular sample. Altman used the well known multivariate discriminant 

analysis for credit, investment and going-concern evaluation. Financial ratios have 

been used in identifying the financial characteristics of problem banks. (Sinkey. 1975; 

and Pettway and Sinkey. 19X0) as well as the lending decisions and capital adequacy 

aspects [Dince and Fortson. 1972).

Different kinds of industries provide different types of ratios as a norm to demonstrate 

the causes of bankruptcy for failed and non-failed firms. It is necessary to establish 

that certain ratios values imply failure or non-failure, which requires a model to link 

given ratio values to those two groups. (Johnson. 1971). Although financial ratios 

have been developed in failure prediction for a few decades, there are no certain ratios 

that consistently show up in the different previous studies. Dev 11974) and Chen and 

Shimerda |I9K I| have analysed the main studies and tabulated the frequency of the 

individual ratios and the main factors included. They suggest that how financial ratios 

are selected needs to be considered. Which are the useful ratios for failure prediction 

and which are the significant ones 7 The published studies show that ratios are usually 

selected on the basis of their popularity in the literature together with a few initiated 

by the researcher | Barnes. 19X7).

Financial ratios also have been used to assess and forecast company risk. For 

example. Falk and Heintz |I975] used a partial order scalogram technique (industry 

financial ratio) to scale industries according to their degree of risk. Gupta and Huefner 

11972| used cluster analysis to relate ratios to established economic characteristics of 

the industries concerned. For the forecast company risk. Thompson |I976) measured 

the stock market systematic risk using the financial ratios. O'Connor |!9 7 3 | 

investigated the statistical relationship between financial ratios and rates of return on 

common stocks. He concluded that financial ratios are useful in forecasting future 

rates of return.
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3.3 Selecting Independent Variables

In this sub-chapter, we summarize the studies discussed in the following Table 3-4

Table 3-4 A Summary of Selecting Independent Variables

Source: This Study

3.3.1 Using ( ash F low As An Independent Variable

Beaver |I966J selected 79 failed and non-failed firms during the years 1949 to 1963. 

Using Cash flow /  sales, ( ’ash flow /  total assets. Cash flow / Net worth, ( ’ash (low / 

total debts as cash flow variables. He found that both in the short-term, and in the 

long-tenn. the cash flow to total debt ratio was the best single predictor with a I 3‘# 

rnis-classification error I year prior to failure, while the misclassification error for 

year 2 to 5 prior to failure were 21*#. 23*#. 24‘# . and 22‘*  respectively.
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Blum |1974) used 115 failed industrial firms and 115 non-failed firms randomly 

chosen from  the January 1969 index to COMPUSTAT during the years 1951 to 1967. 

He reported that the classification accuracy of the model was 7<)%-97% from 5 to I 

years prior to failure, and cash flow /  total debts variable generally received high 

rankings. Hold-out sample produced similar results. Altman, Haldcman. and 

Narayanan 11977] investigated cash flow /  fixed charges and cash flow /  total debts, 

and found that neither cash flow variables were significant in the best model, which 

had a 96% and 70% classification accuracy for the first and the fifth year prior to 

failure.

Norton and Smith 11979) employed cash flow /  sales |CF/TS|. cash flow/total assets 

(CF/TA), cash flow /  new worth (CF/NW), and cash flow /  total debts (CF/TD) as 

cash flow variables in applying linear multiple stepwise discriminant analysis. They 

revealed that CF/TA and CF/TD were part of the best discriminant model three years 

prior to failure, CF/TD was identified by regressions for inclusion in second 

discriminant analysis. The model achieved X7.7% to 66.7% classification accuracy I 

to 4 year prior to failure. A source of information ubout company failure is a 

corporate strategy analysis which will consider and emphasise the cash flow analysis 

IFoster, 19X6|. Accordingly, one might expect that cash flow data are primarily 

relevant in prediction of company failure. A number of succeeding studies also 

proved cash flow /  total debt to be useful in predicting bankruptcy.

In Mensah's (19X3) study, the cash flow / net worth was the most important ratio in 

discriminant (historical cost) model. The cush flow /  total debt, cash flow/total assets, 

and cash flow /  total sales variables loaded highly on factors not common to both 

failed and non-failed ex-post samples. However, those studies described above 

generally defined cash flow as income plus depreciation. The purpose for those above 

studies to employ cash flow ratio not only try to improve predictive ability but also 

react to prevailing declaration that cash flow has played a important role in predicting
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bankruptcy. The following studies generally defined cash flow as income adjusted for 

all accruals accounts.

Gombola et al. (1983) used 52 failed and 52 non-failed firms from Dun and 

Bradstreet's Business Failure Record during 1965 to 1977 period. Cash Flow From 

Operation (CFO) is defined by FASB as "working capital provided by operations plus 

or minus changes in the noncash working capital accounts, except for short-term debt 

(seasonal bank loans, non-trade notes payable, and the current portion of long-term 

debt). He used factor analysis and found that net income plus depreciation and 

working capital from operations had high correlation with one another. An eighth 

factor, cash flow, results from the factor analysis, in addition to the seven listed by 

PMC and PEMC. Cash Flow From Operation (CFO( ratios load on a separate factor 

during 1973 to 1977 period. Scores on CFO factor are significantly different between 

failed and non-failed firms only in first year prior to failure, and probit model is 

significant only for first year prior to failure. Decrease in predictive accuracy upon 

deletion of CFO factor is not statistically significant. Therefore. CFO is not 

significant.

Casey and Bartczak [I9X4| performed a univariate study of the predictive ability of 

cash flow from operation |CFFO| and related cash flow ratios. CFFO was defined as 

working capital provided by operations plus or minus changes in the non-cash 

working capital accounts, except for short-term debt. They examined 290 companies. 

60 of which had filed petitions for bankruptcy during the period 1971-1982. and 

matched them with 230 viublc (at least non-bankrupt ) companies chosen at random 

from similar industry groupings on the COMPUSTAT industrial tape. Three variables 

were computed: Operating Cash Row |O C F|. operating cash flow /  current liabilities, 

and operating cash flow/total liabilities.
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They found that although all o f the  variables were fairly good at classifying bankrupt 

companies, the classification rates for the bankrupt companies were 9tWfc. 92%, 113%, 

HH%. and 85% from the first year to fifth year prior to failure using operating cash 

flow. The corresponding classification rates for the non-bankrupt companies were 

poorer than for the bankrupt companies. 53%. 44%. 63%. 35%. and 40% for the first 

year to fifth year before failure. Therefore, they reported that operating cash flow data 

for a five year span could not discriminate between the non-bankrupt and bankrupt 

firms accurately. Furthermore, a combination of six traditional accrual-based 

multivariate discriminant m odels, including debt-to-equity and profitability ratios, 

forecasted bankruptcy more accurately thun any single operating cash flow ratio when 

they were looking at overall accuracy.

They hypothesized that cash flow  from operation |CFFO| variables were not 

appropriate in identifying non-bankrupt firms due to the distributions overlapping 

considerably, making it difficult to  distinguish between two groups, since successful 

companies may be losing cash flow  due to taking advantage of market opportunities 

or expanding their plants. Adding specific working capital variables, such as the 

change in account receivable, could  dispose of this perplexing element. However, in 

their stepwise discriminant analysis, they find that CFFO to total debt is a significant 

predictor variable only one year and two years prior to failure but not in earlier years. 

Casey and Burtczuk raise a question about the presumed vulue of cash flow for 

analyzing and forecasting a com pany's perfonnance.

Casey und Bartczak 119851 set out to determine whether the marginul predictive 

content of operating cash flow variables used in combination with accrual-based 

ratios to multivariate accrual models can lead to more accurate predictions of 

bankrupt and non-bankrupt firms. Discriminant analysis applied to a sample of neurly 

300 companies raises serious doubt about the reliability of operating cash flow as a 

financial indicator. 60 companies, bankrupt during the period 1971-1982, were
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1. None of the results improved the percentage accuracy obtained by the addition 

of cash flow variables, either in a practical or a statistically significant sense 

for the bankrupt, non-bankrupt, or total groups of firms.

2. The finding that Operating Cash Row (OCF) data do not accurately distinguish

between healthy companies and dying ones raises a question about the 

presumed vulue of cash flow data for analyzing und forecasting a company's 

performance.

3. Operating Cash Flow |OCF| data are not the Holy Grail that some have made

them out to be.

They noted that operating cash flow data does not provide significantly greater power 

over and above accrual-bused ratios. OCF could possibly perform better in corporate 

acquisition, loan defaults, and dividend omission aspects. This is probably because 

these decisions are less subject to the influence of political and/or other extramarket 

forces.

Gentry. Newbold. and Whitford's |I9X5u| purpose wus to determine whether cash- 

based fund flow ratios cun successfully clussify fuiled und non-fuiled firms. They 

initially redesigned the model to huve only eight mujor components. The eight net 

funds flow components are funds from operation (NOFF). working capital (NWCFF). 

financial (NFFF). fixed coveruge expenses (FCE), capital expenditure (NIFF), 

dividends (DIV). other asset and liabilities flows (NOA & LF). and the change in cush 

and marketable securities (CC). Each component is divided by totul funds flow and

matched with 230 non-bankrupt firms selected at random from similar industry

groupings on the COMPUSTAT Industrial Tape, with half of the sample used for

derivation and half as a hold-out. Casey and Bartczak 119X5) found that:
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used in a logit analysis with a derivation sample comprised of 33 failed firms (located 

in COMPUSTAT Annual Industrial Research File) and 33 non-failed firms matched 

by size, industry and specified three years of data over the 1970*1911 period. The 

inflows and outflows are characterized as due to one of eight comprehensive causes. 

The independent variables are the components of changes in cash.

Results from a derivation sample using one year before failure showed that the funds 

flow model correctly classified 79 percent of the failed firms and HK percent of the 

non-failed firms. A validation test, using a hold out sample of 23 companies rated by 

a financial service as financially weak and 23 matched non-weak firms, they were 

also able to classify 70 percent and 74 percent of financially weak and non-weak 

firms, based on data one year prior to failure. The primary finding is that cash-flow- 

based funds flow components offer a viable alternative for classifying failed and non- 

failed firms. However, the dividend funds flow component was statistically 

significant variable in the failed and non-failed classification model. Cash Row From 

Operations |CFFO| derived from Casey and Bartczak |I9 8 4 | in their study did not 

improve the classification of failed/non-failed companies.

Gombola. Haskins. Ketz. and Williams | I9K7| examined whether CFFO is important 

in predicting corporate failure after the mid-1970s. Gombola. et al evaluated the 

Casey and Bartczak | I9K5J and Gentry et al. 11995a| data set and did not find CFFO 

to be u predictor of failure. It would be due to the high collinearity between earnings 

und cash flow. They tried to test whether cash flow is a significant indicator of failure 

or not in bankruptcy prediction. Gombola et al. identify 77 failed firms in the period 

I967-I9KI. and a control group of 77 non-failed firms was also examined. The 

sample was divided into early (1967-72) and late (1973-MI) subsamples. The 

discriminant models examined were estimated by using combinations of the five 

variables with the highest loadings on underlying financial dimensions and four 

alternative funds flow measures.
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They conclude that cash flow from operation |CFFO) (calculated as working capital 

from operations plus / minus changes in current liabilities and current assets other 

than cash) is not significant, which is consistent with Casey and Bartczak. The 

marginal predictive ability of CFFO is not significant in all four years as well. They 

explained that the reason is probably due to lack of adequacy in CFFO information 

with their simplistic estimates based on income plus depreciation.

3.3.2 Adjusting Financial Ratios: Price Level Adjustments.

Many studies report that financial statement-based variables of distressed firms 

behave over time differently from those of non-distressed firms. Accordingly, it may 

be necessary for analysts to adjust financial ratios to obtain the greatest information 

value. Adjusted general or specific price-level adjustments variables may be useful to 

examine the value for bankruptcy prediction of historical data. Foster 119X6| reported 

that

"To dale, there is very little evidence that making adjustments to place all firms on 
a consistent set of accounting methods, or using a non-rrported accounting 
method, significantly improves the predictive ability ol multivariate failure 
prediction models"

Ketz 119781 compared General Price Level |GPL| and historical cost ratios in the 

prediction of bankruptcy. He employed stepwise discriminant analysis, which 

discards some ratios of the data sets. Ketz's result indicated that such methods can be 

effective in developing models that discriminate between bankrupt and non-bankrupt 

firms. He finally concluded that general price level data were useful when relative 

costs of mis-classification were considered.

Altman. Haldeman. and Narayanan AH&N |I9 7 7 | selected 53 failed firms and a 

paired sample of 5X non-failed firms by the industry group und year. They made effort 

to use footnote data and did several accounting adjustments to the firms in their
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sample. For example, they capitalized all non-cancellable operating and finance 

leases, deducted goodwill and intangibles from assets and equity, and consolidated 

captive finance companies with the parent company accounts as well as the 

information would allow. The pooling of interest method was used. The purpose for 

these adjustments was to make the model more compatible with recent financial 

reporting requirements imposed by the Financial Accounting Securities Boarding 

|FASB) or the Securities Exchange Committee |SEC). Nevertheless, they did not 

disclose their adjustment procedure.

Norton and Smith 11979] endeavoured to determine whether general price level 

(GPL) financial data would give better predictive power than historical cost data. 

They concluded that in spite of the sizable differences in magnitude that existed 

between general price level and historical cost financial statements, little difference 

was found in the bankruptcy predictions. General price level data were shown to be 

consistently neither more nor less accurate than historical cost (HC) data for 

prediction of bankruptcy |p. 721. Because stationarity issue has not been investigated 

in the bankrupt prediction, they suggest that the ex-post discriminating ability is often 

examined to provide an indication to the future usefulness of different models.

Mensah |I9H3] examined the usefulness of specific price-level adjusted (SPL) ratios 

by adjusting financial statement data using published specific price level indices. An 

originul (ex-post) sample of (SO firms was used to derive the best model, and a hold 

out (ex-ante) sample of 46 firms was used to derive the vulidution examination. The 

companies in the ex-post sample filed for bankruptcy during the period of 1975 to 

1978; those in the ex-ante sample in the 1979 to 1980. Non-failed firms were matched 

according to three-digit SIC industry classification and size measured in terms of 

sales. The initial set which consisted of 39 financial ratios, wus used to avoid any 

inadvertent bias popular in the previous studies in the literuture. Three types of 

models, one using HC ratios, another using SPL ratios, and a combined (HC/SPL)
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Mensah calculated the mean and standard deviation of each financial variable from 

Historical Cost (HC) data and estimated SPL values for the ratios. Two multivariate 

statistical methods, multiple discriminant analysis and logistic regression, were 

employed to derive the ex-post classification and the ex-ante prediction results. Since 

ex-ante prediction and not ex-post classification was the focus of his study, three 

different approaches, full model (selected stepwise), reduced collinearity model, and 

factor analytic model, were tried to determine their impact on the ex-ante prediction 

results. Mensah found the classification success of any single model was not 

statistically different from another's.

However, when mis-classification costs were considered, the SPL model was better 

than the other models. In a logit analysis, the estimated probability derived from the 

ex-post sample applied to the same hold-out sample, the model combining HC and 

SPL data was superior over a wide range of possible costs per type of mis- 

classification when costs were again considered. Mensah concluded that the evidence 

weakly supported the use of SPL data in bankruptcy prediction. In an overall sense, 

accuracy rates ranged from 6 3 »  to 9 2» . the volatility measures of SPL data were 

helpful in improving failure prediction. He realized that his study is subject to several 

limitations. Conclusions from the small hold-out (only 11 bankrupt firms) sample size 

bankrupt prediction might not be general. His findings can only be applied to the 

actual periods covered due to the stationarity issue. No formal failure prediction 

theory can be improved by his findings

model with both ratios, were derived to develop three different models which can

examine the possible predictive accuracy of the respective models in either the ex

post sample or ex-ante sample.
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3.3.3 Selecting  M acro-E conom ic V ariab les

Foster | l*JH6) has suggested that multivariate models could increase predictive power 

by incorporating macro-economic variables. In an attempt to discover which macro- 

economic variables are most related to bankruptcy. Rose. Andrews, and Giroux 

119X21 examine economic cyclical indicators, leading and coincident indicators, 

identified by the U.S. Department of Commerce (USDC) and the National Bureau of 

Economic Research (NBER). as well variables suggested by theories of the business 

cycles. It would seem reasonable that macroeconomic indicators also may be helpful 

predictors of individual firm failure, since any given firm may have a higher 

propensity to fail in times of economic recession than in times of economic 

prosperity. The most important leading indicators used by Rose, et al are:

1. Composite Index of Leading Indicators; and

2. Stock Prices: S&P 500 Composite Stock Price Index and Dow Jones 
Industry Average.

Among the key coincident indicators developed by NBER and USDC' and employed 

in their study are:

1. Composite Index of Coincident Indicators;
2. Gross National Product in both current and constant dollars;
3. Personal Income:
4. Personal Consumption Expenditures; and
5. Unemployed rate

Both leading and coincident indicators of the business cycle may be helpful because 

indices o f failure are inclined to be lagging indicators of the cycle.

A second possible approach is to employ variables suggested by economic theory 

focused upon multiplier interaction models and dynamic structural models of the 

cyclical process. Three groups were included:

1. Supply or cost-push theories;
2. Monetary theories; and
3. Savings-investment theories.
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A regression of the foregoing cyclical indicators and variables suggested by the 

business cycle literature comprised quarterly failure company data period from 1970- 

1980 in the form of failures per 10000 Firms. SAS forward selection was utilized to 

analyze the impact of macro-economic factors on the failure index and this resulted in 

a six-variable model incorporating lead-lag relationships had an high R squared of

0.912 and F values from the estimated equations. Six variables were significant for 

this equation. Two interest rates (prime bank rate and ninety days treasury-bill), the 

SAP 500 composite index, and three non-monetary demand and supply factors (gross 

private domestic investment/GNP, profits after tax/income originating in 

corporations, and retail sales /  GNP).

Macro-economic data in general is not accurate. Jones | I987J suggested that:

"Incorporating national economic indicators directly in a cross-sectional sample will 
he helpful in discriminating between failing and non-tailing Finns, since each 

firm will he operating under the same conditions. It may he useful however, to 
incorporate regional indicators or industry indicators if there ate legitimate 
regional or industry differences between linns.”

Even from a national perspective, however, macroeconomic variables may be useful 

in forecasting, since it will be useful to predict the general probability of bankruptcy 

(i.e.. the prior probability) before assessing the likelihood of individual bankruptcy. 

Thus, selecting macro-economic data used in a study should be as accurate as is 

available on the basis of the characteristics of corporate, industry, and regional 

indicators. Nevertheless, using macro-economic variables may be helpful in 

forecasting, since it will be useful to predict the general probability of bankruptcy.
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Decomposition measures are derived from information theory. Information theory has 

been upplied to accounting research in a number of studies. Theil |1969] applied 

information theory for financial statement analysis in particular. He was soon 

followed by many authors, such as. Lev 11969). Walker et al. 119791. Booth. (I9H3J, 

and Lincoln |I9K4|. Information theory was developed particularly in the field of 

communications engineering studies and is defined in probabilistic terms. The main 

components of infonnation theory include a specific set of events with a known prior 

probability of occurrence and a message used to revise the prior probability to a 

posterior probability (Babich. 1975. p. 1721. Theil |1969| defined information theory 

based on the financial statements. Theil states that

"Infonnalion theory pnividcs a practical and. in fact, quantitative measure of die 
information content of such a message, defined in tenus of the probability p 
before die arrival of the message".

Lev 119711 developed a thorough approach to the application of information theory, 

through decomposition measure, to financial statement analysis. His 1971 study 

suggested that significant changes (subjectively determined) in the proportional 

relationship among items of the financial statements may indicate future bankruptcy. 

He measured the information content of current and fixed assets, current and long

term liabilities (including owners' equity) so as to determine any systematic difference 

between failed and non-failed firms in the infonnation content. He found that

1. The averuge information measures were significantly larger for failed finns 

than for non-failed firms;

2. It cun be proved that measures indicute the stability of the relutive contribution 

of finunciul statement items over time. Failing firms ure expected to endure

3.3.4. U sin g  In fo rm ation  D ecom position  T heory
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larger and more change disproportionately in their current assets, fixed assets, 

current liabilities, and long-tenn liabilities than non-fuiling firms;

3. The balance sheet information measures consistently display the best predictive 

ability. Non-failed firms contained higher information measures than the 

failed firms.

4. The comparison of non-consecutive years tests indicated the longer the interval 

between balance sheet dates, the higher the predictive power of the 

information measures. Information measures can be used to discriminate 

between failed and non-failed firms for as much as five years before failure.

He concludes that no trend was detected in the information measures over the five- 

year span. However, since information decomposition measures are established from 

balance sheet data they may be compared only with balance sheet ratios. They are 

distance measures and therefore are directionless. Hence, they cannot discriminate 

between an increase and a decrease in a specific item or between very successful and 

failing firms without additional indicators |Theil, 1969, and Lev. 1971],

Booth | I9X3| defined insolvency as the control of assets exercised for the benefit of 

creditors. He used discriminant analysis to test two hypotheses. The first hypothesis is 

that;

A. The decomposition measures of failed firms are larger than those of non-failed 

firms based on:

1. The relative value of decomposition measure between failed and non-failed
firms for each year, and

2. The relutive average value of each decomposition meusure for ull possible
puirs.

The second hypothesis stated that;
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B. The coefficients of variation of the decomposition measures of failed firms are 

larger than those of non-failed firms based on:

1. The assets decomposition measure for the average, first . and fourth years 
before failure:

2. The equities decomposition measure for the average and all years before 
failure: and

3. The balance sheet decomposition measure for the average and second, third, 
and fourth years before failure.

Booth used discriminant analysis to test these hypothesis. K5 per cent of the sample 

was correctly classified. Type I error rate (18%) was higher than that of Type II 

(12%). Thirteen pairs of failed and non-failed firms were mutched from the year 1973 

to 1979 to test validation sample. He found that the classification accuracy was only 

50 percent, which is equal to chance. Type I and II error rate was equul (50%). He 

concluded that decomposition measures as variables in the model led to a significant 

inability to successfully classify non-fuiled firms. He speculated that the mis- 

classification of non-failed firms may have resulted from their diversity, particularly 

the inclusion of growing firms.

Booth and Hutchinson 11989] attempt to empirically investigate whether 

decomposition measures can distinguish between growing and failing firms. A group 

o f 35 firms, pair matched by industry and size during the period 1963 to 1979. were 

selected from Sydney Stock Exchange Research Department (SSERD). The total 

balance sheet, total assets, total liabilities and total equities were calculated for the 

decomposition measure. They tested three hypotheses in un attempt to discriminate 

between failed and growth firms. They conclude that the decomposition measure 

analysis of balunce sheet changes over time is unable to successfully discriminate 

between failed and non-failed firms. The stability of the assets decomposition 

meusure is consistently less for growing than failed firms.
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3.4 Selection of Dependent Variables

3.4 1. Bankruptcy As the Dependent Variable

Nearly all of the studies analysed here use bankruptcy as the dependent variable of 

interest. Jones (19X7) said that some users of bankruptcy prediction models are 

interested in bankruptcy primarily as a signal of severe financial distress. For 

example, investors and creditors may seek to avoid the losses associated with 

financial distress. A researcher may choose to use bankruptcy as a surrogate for 

financial distress rather than income level or liquidity position in order to avoid the 

tautological problems that could result when predictor variables and the dependent 

variable are based on the same financial statement (p. 133). Care must be taken when 

using bankruptcy us the dependent variable. Because companies that file for 

bankruptcy not only because they are experiencing serious financial difficulty but also 

for some other reasons. For example, a company may voluntarily file for re

organization or merger reasons.

3.4.2. Data Collection Sources

In research concerned with all firm types, u list of bankrupt firms is frequently derived 

from the Wall Street Journal Index (for example. Elam (1975); Ohlson |I9H0|; 

Frydman. Altman, and Kuo |FAK. I9X5|). from Moody's Industrial Manual (for 

example. Humer |19X3|). from COMPIJSTAT Industrial Tape (ire the U.S.) or 

Datastream and Extel card (in the U.K.M For example. Keasey and McCtuinness 

|I9 9 0 |. who examined firms deleted from the Datastreum). to derive the sumple of 

failed firms. Samples drawn based on the Wall Street Journal Index or Dutastream 

are likely to exclude small firms because only medium and lurge size firms will be 

listed in the Wall Street Joumul Index or Dutastream. The importance of this bias is 

undeniuble since small firms are especially prone to bankruptcy. Similarly, finunciul 

datu are usually acquired from the Dutustream or Extel card dutubuse. which will not



include small firms. However, the data base is criticized, when COMPUSTAT is 

used, for self-selection. A favourite working source of data is that it can provide a 

database easily retrieved by computer, which excluded very small firms. Thus, there 

is a trade-off between a universal data bank and an easily accessible data bank. 

Research studies admit this limitation that any conclusions should be limited to firms 

from a homogeneous population. Meanwhile, researchers should ensure that the 

sample has no major industry and time specific sampling biases so that the model is 

suitable to the decision makers' context.

3.4.3. Tim ing of Data

The timing datu for sample selection appears to be committed mainly by the need for 

satisfactory sample with which to work in model development and analysis. 

Awareness is necessary when collecting financial statement data disclosed near to the 

date of bankruptcy filing. Shelton | I9H7| stated

"having a lung timing of data for sample selection is criticized since different 
economic conditions may have been prevalent within lltc time span. Combining 
data from different economic conditions is perceived to threaten tltc validity of the 
models".

Ohlson 119801 criticized data collection which does not compare the company's 

bankruptcy date with the availability of company's final financial statements. The 

annual report most recently published prior to bankruptcy may have become available 

only after bankruptcy was filed. He found that the bankruptcy filing was disclosed in 

the annual reports (for the fiscal year before bankruptcy) for 17 percent of 105 

bankrupt fiirmv As a consequence, the average lead time span between the date of the 

fiscal year of the last relevant report and bankruptcy is quite long, approximately 

thirteen months in Ohlson's study.
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3.4.4. Matching Criteria

Once u sample of bankrupt firms is derived, a control sample of non-bankrupt firms 

must be drawn. For comparison of the population of failed firms with those of non- 

failed firms, researchers should identify those non-failed firms. However, failed firms 

are often disproportionately small and concentrated in certain failing industries. The 

following popular matching criteria are usually applied :

1. Data availability that permitted the calculation of ratios across firms and across 

years;

2. One failed firm was matched with one or two surviving firms having the same 

industrial sector and appropriate asset sire, and the corresponding year.

3. Industry classification was that used by Datastream or EXTEL (in the UK) 

based on homogeneity of production focused on the enterprise Standard 

Industrial Classification (SIC) scheme for defining industries;

3.4.5 Reasons Fo r Using the Matching Approach

Beaver | I9ft6| recommended that the matching approach design was selected to help 

provide a "control" over factors that otherwise might blur the relationship between 

ratios and failure. As noted by Lev 11974. p. 1411. the paired-sample method permits 

researchers "to control for various factors that are believed to be unrelated to the 

phenomenon investigated". The sire of u firm is also generally regarded as having 

some influence on the probability of failure. Therefore, most studies in this prediction 

area have attempted to eliminate this effect by matching according to the book value 

of total ussets. sales, and corresponding year. Altman | I96X| applied the MDA to the 

classification of two new sumples. One sumple wus of pairs matched as to assets; the 

second sumple wus unmatched. The accuracy rutc for the matched sumple calculated



Jones ||9H 7 | states that if the nonbankrupt firms were drawn ut random, there would 

probably be substantial differences between the two groups in term s o f industry and 

size. The result is that the model attempting to discriminate between failing and non- 

fuiling firms may actually be distinguishing between large and small firms, or 

between railroads and other industrials. For example. Beaver |I9AA|; Iran |I«M4|; 

Zuvgren |IVK5|; and Platt and Platt (IWO) used the frequent criteria to control for 

these perplexing influences by matching the failed firms with non-failed firms 

according to size, industry, and corresponding financial statement year. Such an 

approach deals with the issue of how to define the size of the non-failed sample. 

Ideully. the control sample should be a random sample of non-failed firms with data 

covering the same years as the failed sample. This rarely happens for a number 

reasons.

Keasey and Watson | IWI | stated that (I)  it is unclear what size of sample the random 

selection should have. (2) a random selection would be likely to result in the non- 

failed sumple containing different proportions of firms from particular industries and 

size bunds than the fuiled sumple. Hence, differences in the values o f the independent 

variables between the sumples could not be solely attributed to fuilure/non-fuilure. 

Keusey and McGuiness 11 W 0| also stated that

"Whilst there is debate over the benefits of mulching, given the actual occurrence of 
failure within an economy, we adopted a matching pmcedure for two reasons 
First, it keeps the data set manageable in terms of overall size. Second. ll»c 
matching process offers a method of dctemiining llie sample of non-failed linns. It 
is not clear what criteria slmuld be used If a matching approach is not adopted."
Ip. 120)

ut %  percent for one year prior to bankruptcy, while the accuracy of the unmatched

sample came to only 7*J percent.



Amit and Livnat (1990) state that an alternative classification method which explicitly 

considers economic attributes of every business segment of a conglomerate firm may 

enhance the cross-sectional analysis of financial ratios. Of course, one approach that 

seems intuitively appealing is to match each conglomerate firm with other 

conglomerates which operate in the same industries, have similar composition of 

assets, and similar economic characteristics.

Keasey and Watson [1991) state that most studies have dealt with sample derivation 

problem by matching the non-failed firms to the failed firms in terms of industry and 

size. Matching approach overcomes the issue of how to define the size of the non- 

failed sample. However, this solution also rules out size and industry as predictor 

variables. Additionally, the use of matching sampling will not reflect population 

proportions, as would be the case with random sampling. Palepu [ 19Kb. p. 31) points 

out that the use of non-random samples has three drawbacks that make the reported 

predictive results unreliable. Although non-random sampling does not affect the 

relative ranking of firms in terms of potential classifications, it does lead to biased 

classification probabilities. Nevertheless, in an empirical context Zmijewski |I9X4| 

found that, while non-random samples gave rise to biases, the biases did not appear to 

materially affect the overall classification rates. As Palepu | 19X6, p. X) says, "hence, if 

the purpose of the estimated model is only to rank probabilities, the above bias is 

unimportant. However, the estimated parameters are to be used to test hypotheses, the 

bias and inconsistency become important". Strict random sampling also leads to a 

sample largely comprising of non-acquired companies. From an estimating procedure 

perspective, this is inefficient. Hence. Barnes 11990) commented that most empirical 

studies decide to use a sample with an equal number of targets and non-targets. 

Unfortunately. Zmijewski |19K4| and Palepu |I9X6| did not address the stability 

problems. The clear implication is that they do not consider it to be a problem.
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However, there is considerable evidence that matching by industry, size. year, or 

other criteria is an appropriate control mechanism when the reseurch objective is to 

examine the statistical significance of individual causal variables. For example. Dun 

& Bradstreet [19X5] gives the following industry information on 1983 failure rates, 

[see Table 3-5]. Foster [19X6| suggested that differences do appear across industries 

in their observed failure rates. Incorporating these differences into a discriminant 

model could well improve its predictive ability. Finally. Keasey and Watson 

[ I991,p95] suggest that the use of sumple derivation procedure is to ensure that non- 

failed firms and failed firms have the same years’ data because failing firms are likely 

to delay the submission of their accounts, and this is a particularly acute problem with 

small failing firms, since it is not uncommon for the accounts relating to the 2-3 yeurs 

prior to failure never to be produced or to be unavailable until after failure occurs..

Table 3-5 Failure Kate Per KMHNIOperating Concerns

Manufacturing

Furniture 211
Transportation Equipment 1X0
Textiles 126
Food 93
Paper 71

Retail

Infant and Children's wear 227
Sporting goods 
Men's wear

116
112

Euting and Drinking places 65
Department stores 34

Source: The Dun and Bradstreet Corporation [ I985|

3.4.6 Sumple Selection

The fundamental procedure to the classification of companies as failed or non-failed 

was to define failure for the purpose of the study and to subjectively distinguish 

particular companies by this definition. Vurious definition of failure have been 

presented by different authors. For example. Altman [1983] defines failure by
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1. Failed firms and non-failed firms were matched in terms of the years of 

accounts used to form the financial ratios.

2. Matching took place in terms of company size defined in terms of total assets.

3. The firms were matched in terms of industrial sector defined in terms of the FT

All share industrial classification.

3.4.7 Selection of Non-Kuiled F irm s

Once a sample of bankrupt firms is obtained, a control sample of nonbankrupt 

companies must be drawn. Gilbert et al |I990) used three groups of firms. (I) a 76 

bankrupt firms. (2) a random 304 non-failed firms (each failed firm was randomly 

assigned four non-failed firms), and (3) 304 distress firms (four distressed firms were 

formed by randomly assigning to every failed firm), i.e.. firms which are identified as 

being financially weak but which did not go bankrupt, to discriminate between non- 

failed healthy and non-failed distressed firms. The distressed group contained firms 

that had negative cumulative earnings (income from continuing operations) over any 

consecutive three year period between 1972 and 1983 and this separated non-failed 

healthy from non-failed at risk firms. They concluded that a bankruptcy model 

developed using a bankrupt/random estimation sample can not distinguish firms that 

fail from other financially distressed firms. Further, the findings also demonstrated 

that bankruptcy models estimated from a sample comprising of a pool of problem 

firms performs poorly.

economic criteria to mean that the realised rate of return on invested capital is

significantly and continually lower than prevailing rates on similar investments. The

popular criteria used for sample selection were the following procedures:



Altman 1196XJ used a hold-out sample of failed-firms and marginal non-failed firms, 

selected on the basis that each company must have suffered losses in two or more of 

the previous three years. The model correctly identified 79 percent of the non-failed 

firms. Gentry. Newbold. and Whitford | l9X5a] used a hold-out sample of financially 

weak and non-weak firms based on National Organizations Credit Watch list. The 

model correctly classified 70 percent weak firms and 74 percent of the non-weak 

firms. Taffler 119X2] has argued that the control sample should only include non- 

failed healthy firms because non-failed distressed will have similar characteristics to 

the failed sample.

The number of failed firms, in the real world, are very small compared to the number 

of non-failed firms. If u random sample were selected from such a population, it 

would include an overwhelming majority of non-failed firms. The user of the failure 

prediction model only needs to ensure that the sample used to derive the model has no 

major industry biases because of its time frame. For example, in the early l9X0's, the 

toy industry in the U.K. lost a large number of firms. It is likely that a failure 

prediction model developed from data for that period will be biased by a toy industry 

effect.

If non-failed firms were collected at random with data obtaining the same years as the 

failed firms, there would be likely to result in the non-failed sample including 

substantial differences proportions of firms from particular industries and size value 

than the failed firms. The result is that the model undertaken to distinguish between 

failing and non-failing firms may actually be discriminating between large and small 

firms (size effect), or between textiles and investment sectors (industry, and 

accounting method effect) (also see section 3-4-3). In order to keep the dataset more 

munageuhle in terms of overall size and offer a proper method of determining the 

sample of non-failed firms, therefore, most previous studies have selected non-failed 

firms on the basis of a matching approach.
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Ideally, the control sample should be constructed by a random selection of non-failed 

firms. A stable and rigourous predictive model will be built from data from one 

sample of initial firms and will be tested using data from a validation sample inclusive 

of different firms. This approach is focused on a model's external validity and its 

likely practical value for decision-making. However, the generally accepted matching 

approach wus used to select the non-failed firms as follows:

1. Identifying the industry of a failed firm and matching with non-failed firms 

with the same industry code.

2. Within the same industry group, conditionally select the non-failed firm whose

asset size is approximately the same as that of the failed firms;

3. The non-failed firms are matched with the failed firms on the basis of the same

corresponding year of financial statement.

3.5. Definition of Company Failure

3.5.1 Company Failure

It may be helpful to understand company failure by setting out briefly the steps 

involved in bringing a company registered under the Companies Acts to its end. This 

is can be effected by a winding-up. removal from the Register under the provisions of 

Section 652 of the Companies Act. 1985, whereby the Registrar has jurisdiction to 

strike off the Register the names of companies believed to be defunct, or by 

dissolution by Order of the Court in connection with a reconstruction under Section 

427 of the Act. Three different kinds of winding-up are:



3.5.2. Compulsory Liquidation

A compulsory winding-up order in England is subject to a considerable measure of 

control by the Department of Trade and Industry, and an account of the liquidator's 

receipts and payments must be rendered to that Department every six months When 

the account has been audited by the Department a duplicate copy is filed with the 

Court and is "open to the inspection of any person" ICompany Act. 1985. S. 543J.

Upon the completion of a compulsory winding-up the Court can make an order 

dissolving the company; in practice, however, such an order is seldom made. The 

Registrar subsequently strikes the name of the company off the Register under the 

section 652.

3 .5 J  Voluntarily Liquidation

Voluntary liquidations may result either from a member's or creditor's voluntary 

winding-up order. A corporation may be voluntarily dissolved with the consent of the 

shareholders. The company must pay its debts in full within a period not exceeding 

twelve months: in such a case shareholders uppoint the liquidator and control the 

liquidation. This may be due to the corporation's inability to pay its debts as they fall 

due. or total liabilities may be greater than total assets (other than to shareholders). In 

a creditors' voluntary winding-up. an account must be laid before a general meeting of 

the company and of the creditors, and while a return of the meetings, with a copy of 

the account, must be sent to the Registrar (Companies Act. 1985 S. 595).

3.5.4 Receivership

This is the state of being bankrupt and in the charge of the official receivers. When a 

resolution to wind-up voluntarily has been passed by a company, the Court, on the 

application of the company or any creditor or contributor, may make an order 

directing that the winding-up shall continue, subject to the supervision of the court
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[Companies Act. 1985, S. 6()6j. Since creditors have had the right to apply to the 

court to determine any question arising in a voluntary winding-up. Consequently a 

Supervision Order is not frequently sought. Subject to the directions made by the 

supervision order which in England usually requires a report to be filed with the court 

every three months, the procedure, in practice, is similar to the case of a voluntary 

winding-up.

3.5.5 Definition of Company Fa ilure

Many definitions of company failure are encountered in the liternature. The definition 

of company failure has varied across empirical studies and from country to country. 

While mean ratio values differ across countries, (reflecting country-specific economic 

conditions). they have been shown to be significantly different for healthy and 

financially distressed firms |e.g., Altman. 1984|. Failure . insolvency, and bankruptcy 

have all been used to describe the same phenomenon of ceasing operations even 

though the three terms have different meanings. Altman [I9K3) defines failure by 

economic criterion to mean that the risk adjusted rate of return is significantly and 

continuously lower than similar investments. He ulso mentions other economic 

criteria used, including insufficient revenue to cover costs, and return on investment 

being below the company's cost of capital. Insolvency is a technical term that exists 

when a firm cannot meet its current obligations. This lack of liquidity, also described 

as insolvency in the equity sense, may be a temporary condition but usually 

precipitates a formal bankruptcy declaration. Finally, bankruptcy is the act of a formal 

declaration by u firm to the courts to either liquidate its assets or to attempt a recovery 

program. As the criterion for bankrupt and non-bankrupt firms, it is not surprising that 

different uuthors have used different causes of failure definition.

Several studies have forcused upon the legal considerations when defining an 

unsuccessful or failed business enterprise. These range from somewhat ull-inclusive



approaches such as Altman s (196X, USA], where failure was defined as those firms 

that filed a bankruptcy petition under Chapter X of the national bankruptcy act. 

Wilcox 11976] used a Chapter X or XI bankruptcy petition as his criteria for failure.

Technical definitions of fuilure were also employed in past research Beaver |1967| 

defined failure as: bankruptcy, bond default, an overdrawn bunk account, or non

payment of a preferred stock dividend (p. 71]. Deakin (1972) defined failure "to 

include only those firms which experienced bankruptcy, insolvency, or were 

otherwise liquidated for the benefit of creditors" (p. I6X). Foster 1197X. USA| defined 

the business failure as "declining share of major product m arkets, deferment of 

payments to short-term creditors, omission of a preferred dividend, and filing of a 

Chapter X or XI bankruptcy" |p. 4621. The Dun and Bradstreet Failure Record 119X3] 

listed several prime causes of business failure, such as "inadequate sales, heavy 

operating expenses, receivable difficulties, inventory difficulties, excess fixed assets, 

poor location, and competitive weakness". Taffler (19X2. U K | defined failure as 

"receivership, voluntary liquidation (creditors), winding up by court order or 

equivalent" (p. 343). El Hennawy and Morris (19X3, UK] defined failure as "a 

business which was liquidated, wound up by court or to which a receiver was 

appointed". Molinero and Ezzamel's 11991. UK] classification of failure as 

compulsory liquidation, voluntary liquidation, or receivership.

However. Chapter XI of the USA Bankruptcy Act is a voluntary proceeding in which 

a firm continues to operate while it attempts to work out a plan either for the payment 

of its debts or for a reconstruction of debtors' claims. When a firm files for bankruptcy 

on the basis of Chapter XI. the court provides a firm protection from luwsuits and 

from mortgage foreclosure. Under a USA Chapter X Bankruptcy Act filing, a trustee 

appointed by the court tukes responsibility for operating the firm. Filing of a Chupter 

X or XI bankruptcy does not necessurily mean thut the company is to be liquidated.
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Companies can appear again from bankruptcy proceedings as active survival and 

thereafter become fruitful and productive firms in their industry.

Faster 11978, USA] defined a Chapter X or XI in the business failure as very similar 

to the definition of receivership in the above section. Nevertheless, the symptom of 

failure in the bankruptcy sense indicates a incessant rather than a short condition. Any 

firms detecting themselves in the distress situation in which its total liabilities exceed 

a market value of total assets. This symptom is due to financial failure. Most young 

and small businesses' failures are heavily influenced by higher fluctuations of 

economic and interest on loan. For example, the inability of a firm to make a profit, 

the net income is not enough to pay the wages. In other words, the stage of impending 

approach is near to business failure.

Any definition of failure requires theoretical underpinning. Lack of conformity 

among studies in defining of failure means that it is inappropriate to compare the 

models developed, either directly or indirectly. Given these differences, it would be 

better to develop specific models for different types of firm failure, providing the 

necessary data is available. Before constructing a failure prediction model, decision 

makers need to take note of whether the failure prediction model fits the decision 

context.

In this study, failure is defined to include companies which have gone through either 

compulsory and voluntary liquidation or receivership. Failed companies which were 

discontinued through mergers or consolidation were not included in this sample, nor 

were failed companies which faced financial insolvency but continued in operation. 

This criterion is based on the negative cumulative earnings income from continuing 

operation over any consecutive two year period between 1974 und 19X5.
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3.6 Summary and Conclusion

Most theory developed in the literature is primarily devoted to the choice of 

appropriate dependent or independent variables for the prediction of bankruptcy 

models and to the development of a theoretical mathematical model. Not many 

previous researchers have made an effort to develop a comprehensive model for 

financial failure theory. Therefore, theory of failure yet exists which can be utilised 

by predictive models. Lev |I974) suggests that the main research effort should now 

be directed toward the testable theory of corporate failure". Foster |19X6| comments 

that "the absence of an economic underpinning to modeling has led to trenchant 

criticism of research on financial distress".

It is clear that variables other than traditional financial ratios have some predictive 

ability. The results of Casey and Bartczak | I9X4| and Gentry et al 119X5a| show that 

there is some benefit from researching the predictive ability of the variability of the 

cash flows. Dambolena and Khoury (19X01, Keasey and Wynarcyzk s 1l9Xft| used the 

profile of stability measures to improve the predictive results between failed and non- 

failed firms. Ketz (I97X), Norton and Smith |I9 7 9 | found that general price level 

adjusted ratios were useful for the prediction of firm failure. Mensah (19X31 used 

specific price adjusted ratios to provide an incremental information over and above 

that furnished by historic cost ratios. Keasey and Watson |I9X6| in their small 

business firms study found that the current cost value did not improve the predictive 

ability of the models.

The choice of variables to include in models typically has been based on their use in 

previous empirical studies. At present, there does not exist an underlying theory 

relating variable selection with the characteristics of decision makers that model 

builders in failure prediction area can access. To improve failure predictive ability
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rather than to examine economic theories of failure process, or to produce a model of 

business failure which relies on financial ratios and a variety of other independent 

variables but rather not on the basis of the economic cycles and its management 

structure, has been the prime concern o f researchers in this area.

The independent variables included in the selected model are often a small subset of 

those originally considered by the model builder. Foster (I9K6| suggests that "the 

model builder may believe that a variable should be included in a model but finds that 

it is not significant or is even excluded from a model. In his context, it is important to 

consider potential explanations for the variable being insignificant or excluded before 

deciding whether to re-estimate the model with the variable included".

The methodologies chosen in failed and non-failed studies have important limitations 

that should be considered in interpreting their results. Most prior studies have dealt 

with this limitation problems by matching the non-failed firms to failed firms in terms 

of industry and size. Such an approach shows the evidence that both industry and size 

groups contain critically different failure rates likelihood. Including these differences 

into a model could well improve its predictive power. The matching approach also 

needs to define the size of a non-failed sample. In the next chapter, we describe how 

important the economic and industry influences are in developing and examining the 

stability of a forecasting failure prediction model.



Chapter 4 Economic and Industry Influence

4.1. Economic Influences

Despite of extensive prior literature a sad feature of previous bankruptcy prediction 

studies using MDA of financial ratios is a lack of consistency both in the values of the 

coefficients reported and the relative importance of the ratios. Part of this 

inconsistency can be attributed to researchers' initial choices of different sets of ratios. 

Apart from the selection of different ratios in the final prediction models. Another 

methodological issue relates to economic influences. In particular, many studies have 

used methods which have ignored economic effects on the development of a model, 

and they pool data across different years without considering the underlying 

fluctuations of the economy. Economic fluctuations must have an impact on the 

forecasting accuracy of business failure prediction models.

Separating economic conditions into homogeneous periods may be a route for 

investigating the importance o f this. Business cycles used to have two marked phases: 

prosperity and depression, or boom and slump, with "peaks" and "troughs" marking 

the turning points in between. Today, it is recognized that there are four phases of 

business cycles ISainuelson. I ¥76. page 253). Each phase is characterized by different 

economic conditions (see section 4.1.2). For example, during the expansion stage 

employment, production, prices, money, wages, interest rates, and profits usuully rise, 

while the reverse is true in recession.
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4.1.1 The Definition of Business Cycles and Th e ir Effects

Business Cycles (BC) consist of recurrent sequences of expansions, downturns, 

contractions, and upturns in a great number of diverse economic activities. These 

movements are both sufficiently diffused and sufficiently synchronized to create 

major fluctuations in comprehensive aggregates of employment, inflation rate, real 

GNP. interest rate, credit availability, and real sales.

Burns and Mitchell 11946) defined the business cycles as follows:

"Business Cycles are types of fluctuation found in the aggregate economic activity 
of nations that organize their woric mainly in business enterprises; a cycle consists 
of expansions occurring at about the same time in many economic activities, 
followed by similarly general recessions, contractions, and revivals which merge 
into the expansion phase of the next cycle; the sequence of changes is recurrent 
hut not periodic; in duration business cycles vary from more than one year to ten 
or twelve years; they are not divisible into shorter cycles of similar character with 
dimensions approximating their own "

Given this statement, it would be reasonable to support the view that the survival of 

firms in general, and their tendency to fail in particular, would be influenced critically 

by the state of the business cycle. Rose. Andrews, and Giroux |I9H2| recommended 

macro-economic indicators may also be useful predictors of individual firm failure in 

the business cycle, since any given firm may have a higher propensity to fail in times 

of economic recession than in times of economic expansion. The fundamental 

hypothesis that guides the empirical analysis is that variables measuring the business 

failure rate are negatively correlated with changes in cyclical indicators. Thus, for 

example, poor business performance and lower profits are generally associated with u 

rise in liquidation when the business cycle remains in a recession or contraction stage. 

Therefore, one possible source of instability in multivariate models of bankruptcy is 

suggested by the fact that the rate of corporate failures rises sharply during economic 

recessions (Lev 11974. pp. 134-39)).
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In contrast to recession or contraction, good business performance and net profits and 

the rate of growth of economic activity are also generally associated with a decline in 

insolvency when the business cycle stays in an expansion and recovery stage. In sum. 

changes in business cycles may to a certain extent influence the business failure rate. 

The relationship between business cycles and the business failure rate was 

distinguished by the macro-economic indicators, such as. real GNP. interest rate, 

inflation rate....etc. in the analysis of company performance. An important issue then 

is whether : To omit the influence of the business cycle is to neglect a critical 

dimension of information.

Since policy decisions may be important for the survival or failure of a business, the 

analysis of the relationship between corporate performance and the economic 

conditions should be relevant to managers, auditors, consultants, creditors, and 

financial analysts. Previous studies which attempt to predict failure of the individual 

firm have utilized micro (financial ratios) and macro (economic information) us 

independent variables. It would seem reasonable thut differentiating each failed firm 

based upon the different economic conditions may be u helpful approach to predict u 

company's failure, since any given firm may huve a higher probability to fail in times 

of economic recession than in times of economic expansion or recovery. These 

studies constitute, then, a first step in identifying which firms belong to which phase 

of the business cycle bused upon different economic conditions that may be helpful in 

determining which firms are affected by the different phases of business cycles so us 

to develop und examine u stuble fuilure predictive model.

Johnson 11971. p. 1166-671. states thut "ratios to fuilure do not contuin (explicit) 

information about the intervening economic conditions....the riskiness of u given 

value for a rutio changes with business cycle...up till now". Johnson 119711 suggested 

thut although rutios ure usually compared with similar ratios for the same firm over 

time, or with rutios of like firms, neither the ubsolute levels of rutios nor their relutive



magnitudes can he evaluated in isolation. An analyst may seek to determine the 

riskiness of a firm by calculating a coverage ratio. However, the riskiness of a given 

value for the ratio changes with the business cycle and the liquidity of assets. 

Similarly, two firms with identical coverage ratios can differ in riskiness due to 

dissimilar investment opportunities. Without a standard norm, ratio comparisons are 

meaningless.

Altman (197II adopted the change in Gross National Product (GNP). the change in 

Standard S t Poor's Index of Common Stock Prices, and the change in the Nation's 

Money Supply (M-IA). These three economic indicators act as the independent 

variables in the development of u model. Unfortunately, the R2 in Altman's model 

was only 0.19. indicating relatively little explanatory power from economic factors.

Argenti |I9 7 6 | states that manugers should consider economic change such as a 

devaluation of u major currency, an international monetary crisis, the inflation rate, 

the interest rate, the pattern of disposable income and so on. For example, inflation in 

the UK was a serious economic phenomenon. Severe inflation can bring firms to 

bankruptcy. Managers should consider this and conduct a careful scrutiny of the 

economic scene to determine what their next major economic hazard might be. The 

western nations seem to have become subject to a 4 or 4.5 year economic cycle: it is 

probable therefore that any firm that is not habitually looking ahead at least five years 

will not be adjusted to the fundamental rhythm of the economy in which it operates.

4.1.2. Changes in Real GNP economic Growth

The long-term growth of the economy has been disturbed by periodic booms and 

cyclicul collapses. The period from the Second World War until the eurly 1970s was 

one of continuously high employment, with only the mildest fluctuations in GDP. 

employment and unemployment. Since 1970 business recessions in the UK have
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become much more severe. There was a sharp downturn in 1973-75. and by 1977 

unemployment had reuched 5% of the labour force. The vacancy rate, which indicates 

the degree of labour shortage in the economy, was at an exceptionally high level in 

the boom of 1973. By 1979 the economy had recovered to about the same level of 

vacancies as in earlier boom periods. After that, there was a major slump, with 

unemployment rising from 5 per cent of the labour force in 1979 to 11 per cent in 

I9K5. From 1979 to I9H1. output and employment remained in a recessionary stage. 

For example. Altman (1971) states the two series to reflect economic growth : real 

GNP and firm profits. Growth in GNP is traditionally viewed as an overall indicator 

of national economic health. Corporate profit does not necessarily follow GNP. and 

any profits fall to the marginal firm is critical to its continued existence.

4.1.3. Sh ifts in Credit Availability and Interest Kates

Money, or credit availability, most certainly does impact on business failure. Most 

failing firms begin with operating difficulties illustrated by the loss or deterioration in 

market share. Most banks normally will not be willing to take any risk by lending 

funds to firms which are facing failure. Therefore, in a period of high interest and low 

credit availability; the probability of failure is increased. Rising borrowing costs and 

interest burden, greater difficulty in obtaining funds pushes weak firms past their 

breaking point. For example, during times of high interest rates, the company least 

likely to fail might have relatively few interest liabilities.

Rose et al | I9H2| state that interest rates cause fluctuations in the amount of business 

inventory investment and long-term capital spending. Interest rates and credit 

rationing are presumed to increase during the expansion phase of the cycle until a 

point is reached where current levels of private spending can no longer be sustained 

with available credit supplies at current interest rates. As spending falls, interest rates 

begin to decline and credit gradually becomes more readily available. Both business
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and consumer spending start to grow again and the volume of borrowing rises. Hence, 

the credit and interest rate effect is potentially an important influence on the total 

failure experience of all firms.

Argenti (1976) reported that one of the crucial reasons for bankruptcy is too much 

leverage - a high ratio of debt to equity. In the ten years between 1965 to 1975. the 

market value of debt to the market value of the firm grew hugely. There is a limit to 

what any company should borrow and that limit varies with the company and with 

general economic conditions. If there is a decline in the economy, the over-extended 

company is in trouble. Bankruptcy may happen at any time. In times of economic 

depression, high interest rates become very important when looking at a firm's 

leverage. For example, if a company has to use fifty percent of its profits to pay its 

tax. half of the remaining might go out in dividends, leaving inadequate cash to 

expand. When there is a decline in the economy, the company has to borrow money. 

Failure to renew borrowing or meet interest repayments force the company into 

immediate bankruptcy.

Mensah |I9H4| suggested that ratios helpful in predicting bankruptcy in this context 

are those relating to interest coverage, receivable intensiveness, liquidity, and long

term leverage. Such ratios in this study as R42. R36-3H. R22-23. and RI4 (detail see 

Appendix A). One of this thesis's subsidiary purposes is to investigate whether 

interest rate as a macro-economic variable improves the predictive ability of the 

model.

4.1.4 Changes in  the rate of inflation

Inflation or deflation refers to the general drift upward or downward in prices, the 

exchange rates at which money is traded for all goods and services. The tendency for 

inflation to fall in recession and rise in expansion is not new. The rate of inflation
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affects the measures of performance and disposable profit of firms that have the same 

characteristics in times of static prices. Even when inflation has been steady its effects 

are sometimes surprisingly pervasive.

Mensah (1984) said that changes in the rate of inflation can affect firms either by 

increasing the costs of production and marketing. It is argued that inflation helps 

marginal firms by reducing competition and protecting inefficiency.

He stated that ratios that may be helpful in identifying firms likely to be affected by 

inflation are those relating to inventory intensiveness, profit margin, assets 

productiveness, and capital intensiveness.

Therefore, the inflation rate is one of the macro-economic variables used in this 

thesis.

El Hennawy and Morris [1983] stated that companies in general are more or less 

vulnerable at different stages in the economic cycles. Three economic indicators may 

be obtained from the Financial Times - Actuaries (All Share).

1. The trend in the stock market during a company's financial year.

2. Turning points (boom or slump) in the economy cun be revealed by comparing

the returns' first difference over successive (arbitrary) periods (month. 3 

months or six months) prior to failure.
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3. The level of uncertainty in the economy can be measured by the standard 

deviation of the market returns over the working days of a company's financial 

year.

Unfortunately, these variables did not enter any of the discriminant functions. They 

suggested that the relatively short time span 11960-19611] under scrutiny lessened the 

significance of any macro-economic influences.

Mensah 119X4] attempted to examine the relative importance of how different macro- 

economic environments and their impact on the bankruptcy prediction models. A 

reason for suspecting instability is that the characteristics of external economic 

environments which might be expected to affect the financial condition of companies 

change over time. He employed the inflation rate as one o f  his three external macro- 

economic factors to determine the changes over time in his study. The classification 

in the estimation period displayed KX.I per cent accuracy for the manufacturing 

companies in the recessionary period and 75.X per cent for the manufacturing sub

sample in the expansionary period. Similarly, the model developed in the 

expansionary period as X5.5 per cent accurate in the estimation period and 72.6 per 

cent in the recessionary period. The author examined whether different models are 

appropriate for different industries in the same economic environment. The model 

correctly classified XX per cent in the manufacturing sector in the recessionary periods 

and declined to 63.5 per cent in the retail sector in the cross-validation. In the 

recessionary periods, the model correctly classified X5.5 per cent in the 

manufacturing sector and 75 per cent in the retail sector.

Mensah concluded that (I) the accuracy and structure o f  predictive models differ 

across different economic environments. If sufficient data are available over different 

time periods, the classification accuracy may be improved; (2) different prediction 

models seem appropriate for companies in different industrial sectors even in the
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same economic environment; (3) the predictive ability may actually be improved by 

explicitly considering multicollinearity in the inter-temporal and inter-sectoral 

development of the models. Reducing collinearity may actually aid the general 

application of the prediction model.

Jones (1987) said that it may be useful to incorporate regional indicators or industry 

indicators, if there are legitimate regional or industry differences between firms. At 

the national level, however, macro-economic variables may be useful in forecasting, 

because it will be useful to predict the general probability of bankruptcy before 

assessing the likelihood of individual bankruptcy.

Business cycles and macro-economic variables influence business failure and they 

play a significant role in the failure process. Business cycles and macro-economic 

variables are included in this study because prior research of the business cycle and 

macro-economic phenomenon in each country have shown them as important.

4.2. Prediction Versus Stability

4.2.1 The Stability of Predictive Ability Over Time

Unless all data comes from the same period, there may be time series problems 

associated with collecting the data over more thun one period. Besides, the 

classification process may not remain stable from one period to anothers (Richardson 

and Davidson. I9K4|. Regarding the stability of predictive ability over time, there are 

many reasons why the model may not be stable over time. Barnes 11 W(). p. 76-771 in 

his paper states the following two reasons:



1. Given inflationary effects, technological and numerous other reasons, 

including changing accounting policies, it is impossible to presume the 

distributional cross-sectional parameters of financial ratios to be stable over 

time. Empirical proof supports such a proposition (for example, Deakin 

|1976), Frecka and Hopwood (1983), in the USA; and Barnes |I9K2), and 

Ezzamel and Mur-Molinero 11990|, in the UK).

2. The model reflects the attitudes o f acquisitive managers and their advisers as to 

which companies are, and which are not. takeover targets. This may also 

change over time, and in fact be quite volatile.

A number of researchers have used data from the time period immediately prior to 

failure to generate a discriminant function. After examining the predictive power one 

year prior to failure, they then test to see if the derived function can be applied to 

predict failure up to five years before failure. Joy and Tollefson (1975) (hereafter J & 

T) interpret prediction to foretell the future.

They argue that validation of the predictive content of the model requires validation 

outside the time period of the original sample. That is. if the model is estimated using 

datu from tiine t to predict the likelihood o f an event occurring at time (t+ l). then data 

from a future period (t + 2) should be used in the model to predict whether an event 

will occur in the appropriate succeeding period to validate the model. They argue that 

many authors who employ a hold-out sample from the original sample period 

inuccurately explain their ex-post classification results us indicators of the predictive 

uccurucy of the model.

The essence of (J &  T s)  argument is thut in time series applications, a discriminant 

unulysis model is only useful for prediction purposes if the underlying relationships
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and parameters are stable over time. Otherwise, the model and estimated error rates 

will only be valid for the specific periods examined. The results cannot be predicted 

beyond the original sample period with the same expected classification results. 

Therefore, unless a known process is concerned, a function derived from data in the 

ex-post period will be different and will yield different error rates from a function 

estimated in the ex-ante period.

Lachenbruch 11975) used a sample to examine the prediction over time where the 

predictor variables are parameters from a time series regression. The ex-post period 

classification accuracy may not perform well on the ex-ante period's data. Thus. 

Altman & Eisenbeis 11978. p. 186) note that it is inappropriate to pool samples across 

time periods because the basic cross-section relations among the means and variances 

are not stable over time. Unless stationarity exists, classification accuracy derived 

from outside the original sample time period will produce error estimates of 

questionable or only limited value.

Foster |I97H) commented that most papers published previously arise from the 

retrospective or ex-post nature of the analysis used in the major studies, e.g.. the 

estimation and the validation samples both include firms that are recognised to have 

failed on a set date. Thus, it is possible in the study to compare the financial ratios of 

failed and non-failed firms one year, two years, etc., prior to failure. Yet. in decision- 

making contexts, it would be necessary to make ex-ante or prospective predictions 

about the failure of current non-failed firms. To illustrate such analysis. Foster | I97K| 

used un example Altman's (1973) study on railroad bankruptcy using an estimation 

sample during 1939 to 1970. and then subsequently used that to validate the Z score 

(1971). This predictive ability contrasts sharply with the 2 per cent mis-classification 

rate when compared with the accuracy rate of Altman's |l9ftK| for the estimation 

sample. Therefore, the model is not quite stable over time if improper use of the 

industry relative ratios is made to cope with this instability problem.
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Other work which shows the stability of predictive ability over time also includes 

Moyer (1977] who employed Altman's 1946-1965 original sample to develop a 

discriminant function which was then applied to the second sample during 1965-75. 

He reported that the predictive ability of the estimation model drops significantly. Lev 

119 7 11 and Dambolena and Khoury |I9K0| investigated the issue of inter-temporal 

stability. Lev found that financial statement ratios are unstable over time, especially 

those representing failing firms. Dambolena and Khoury had similar findings with 

respect to the ratios constructed from such numbers. Their results indicated that ratios 

o f failing firms displayed a substantial degree of instability. For example. Wood and 

Piesse | I9H6| examined Altman's | I96X], Taffer's 119X1) and Earl and Marais | I9X2J 

models reported that they had poor predictive ability.

4.2.2 Kx-post Classification Problepis

Developing fuilure prediction models in previous studies has resolved certain 

statistical problems. The models ex-post classification results one year prior to failure 

are fairly invariant with respect to inethodology and ten or more percentage points 

higher than the model's ex-ante results. One of the inconsistencies between ex-post 

and ex-ante classification results is data instability over time. To be of any effective 

use in the future, a failure prediction model derived from data in one time period 

should also work in future time periods. J S t T |I9 7 5 | stated that successful ex post 

classification indicates that inference about the importance of the independent 

variables in the discriminant functions is warranted. A model is only appropriate for 

predictive purposes if the underlying relationships and parameters are stable over 

time.

Altman & Eisenbeis |I97X| argued all that ex post classification really provides an 

index of the overlap among the variable distributions in the groups for the sumple 

period. Moreover, if the relationships among the independent variables in the
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populations are not stable over time, then the problems of estimating error rates would 

carry over equally to determining the role of individual variables as well. That is. 

inferences about the role of independent variables would only be valid with respect to 

the sample period, and could not be generalized over time. The role of ex post 

classification suggests that comparison of classification results from within the 

sample period with those outside the same period may itself serve as a crude test for 

stationarity (Altman & Eisenbeis 1978. p. 1 K7|.

4.2.3 Pooling |>uta Problems

Some studies have tried to cope with the industry difference problem by using a 

matched sample design, pairing a failed firm with one or two non-failed firms of the 

same industry and size so as to reduce the industry effects. Examples include the 

models by Altman |I96X|, Blum (19741, and Zavgren (I9H5J. A number of studies 

have ignored the industry difference totally, and have merely pooled data from a 

range of different industries. These include Marais 1I979| and Micha |I9X4|. Taffler 

(1984. p. 209J heavily criticises as inappropriate their type of methods applied 

without considering cross-sectional industry differences. He states that

"the pooling of manufacturing and distribution firms in one model is likely 
to prove problematical in the UK environment as these have quite different 
financial characteristics."

In other words, any model formed without investigating the specific financial or 

product characteristics of the individual industry is liable to suffer from a 

deterioration of the classification results, and is subject to the criticism that it is 

carrying out pooling (heterogeneous) data without an appropriate adjusunent. 

resulting in an invalid and inefficient model. The sample of failed firms involved 

pooling of data spanning a number of years in previous failure prediction studies 

because of a lack of a sufficient number of failed companies for statistical analysis.
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However, in Altman's |I9<SX) study, failures were selected over the twenty years from 

|y4f> to 1965. A time series is stable when its basic statistical properties (for example, 

mean and variance) remain constant over the whole period of the time series 

concerned. For a stable series, the mean can be calculated and be equally applicable to 

any subset o f  the time series. For a non-stable time series, different subperiods will 

have different means. Although a mean statistic can be computed for a non-stationary 

series, it is not a meaningful measure of the central tendency of the entire time series. 

If the assumption of a series stability does not exist, the successive analysis will cause 

error bias, because the mean and variance of pooling data will not be same. In many 

cases, some adjustment to the time-series financial data will be necessary to attain a 

stable series. Altman and Eisenbeis | I97H, p. IK7) state this issue:

"If the basic cross-section relations among the means and variances are not 
stable over time, then pooling of data in such a manner is also inappropriate 
and invalid".

Mensah |19X4| showed that researchers typically pool data across different years 

without considering the underlying economic events in those years and model 

coefficients are unstable over time. The implication is that models estimated in a 

given time period are of limited usefulness when applied to a different time period. 

However, one of the objectives of this study forecasting is to include the industry 

relutive ratio that is hypothesized to be the cause of the un-stable differences among 

time periods, in order to see if the performance of the adjusted model is cleurly 

superior to the unadjusted model. It is ulso crucial to include mucro-variables to test 

for economy-wide inter-temporal influences. Eg. Cressy |I9 9 2 | used u set of yeur 

dummies to do this. Some yeurs were highly significant in his small business study, 

indicating that an economy-wide effect played an important role in small size 

business failure study.
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4.3. Industry Influences

4.3.1. Industry Classification

In this section, part 1. we describe existing Standard Industry Classification (SIC) as 

criterion to group firms into different industry groupings based on empirical 

commonalities. Part II, we describe cluster analysis to group each firm into different 

industry classification. Discussion will be introduced as follows:

Wippern 11966) employed the variability of a company's earnings as a proxy for 

business risk to examine the equivalent risk class hypothesis on the basis of 

equivalent degrees of basic business uncertainty. He reported that the variability in 

this proxy measure was as great within industry sectors as between outside sectors. 

The homogeneity of basic business risk is not accomplished by restricting samples to 

a specific industry. Gonedes (1969) extended Wippem's study employing a non- 

parametric technique and found only two industries among eight industries examined 

were homogeneous, in spite of significant variations were found between industries.

In looking for evidence that industry is a variable to control for. one study by Brown 

and Ball 119671 used regression analysis to evaluate company earnings on the basis of 

economic and industry influence. Four earnings variables were used: ( I ) net income. 

(2) operating income. (3) net income and after-tax interest expense, and (4) adjusted 

EPS. They concluded that (I)  on average, approximately 35 to 40 per cent of the 

variability of a company's annuul earnings could be ascribed to market-wide 

influences, and (2) on averuge. a further 10 to 15 per cent was attributed to industry- 

specific influences. With the remaining 50 per cent, variance was not taken into 

account in their model because of ignoring the industry and economic-wide 

aggregates in the presences of company-specific vuriubles.
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Williams und Goodman (IV7I) employed discriminant analysis to separate industrial 

firms from utilities and correctly classified SIX per cent. Next, a discriminant analysis 

was undertaken to test whether companies in five different industries could be 

differentiated. They found that classification accuracy was only 72 per cent. 

Unfortunately, they did not validate their model in a hold-out sample, the model 

appeared more or less sensitive to the different sample involved.

Sudarsanum and Taffler |I9XS) examined a sample of over 250 U.K. firms each 

classified into one of 14 industries based on (London) Stock Exchange Industrial 

Classification |SEIC). Six financial variables were selected in their model so as to 

reflect a broad range of important characteristics relating to the economic, financial 

and trade structure of industries. They used multi-group discriminant analysis to 

examine if there was homogeneity of firms within each industry or heterogeneity 

across the 14 industries. They found that food, clothing, and chemicals sectors 

appeared to be more homogeneous with an average of over 40% of their firms 

correctly classified. The most heterogeneous are textiles, metallurgy and footwear 

with I5‘4 fewer firms correctly classified. They then grouped the 14 industries into 

four meta industries (processing, engineering, textiles, and food); the model was able 

to classify correctly 69.7% of the firms into their four meta-group industry coding, 

approximately 29% being correctly classified by chance alone. They concluded that 

the classification scheme formulated by the London Stock Exchange Industrial 

Glassification was only partially successful in grouping together companies according 

to the same economic , political, and trade influences.

Part two studies ignored the current existing Standard Industrial Classification |SIC | 

scheme and employed statistical techniques such as factor analysis and cluster 

analysis to determine the relevant grouping of firms. Cluster analysis aims at finding 

the groupings whose populations are not known in advance, to cluster different 

industrial sectors into new groupings based on observable and measurable financial
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ratios or performance criteria, (see Jackson (1983) for a description of these 

techniques). Most previous studies used published industry-based classification, 

because of their ready availability and their objectivity. However, it is worth 

evaluating that the basis of the selected grouping is consistent with the SIC codings. 

Examples of cluster or factor analysis based on groups are discussed as follows:

Gupta and Huefner |1V72| support the statement that certain industries could be 

expected to have high values of a given ratio in comparison with other industries, and 

certain others could be expected to have moderate values, and so on. Hence, they 

employed a methodology (cluster analysis) which would classify homogeneous 

industry characteristics according to several financial ratios, based on their knowledge 

of the economic characteristics of the industry, into a number of broad groupings. 

They performed a separate clustering bused on each of five ratios, and arbitrarily 

stopped the process when three groups of industry had been clustered. Companies 

could be grouped into different sectors when a variety of financial ratios were applied 

to cluster analysis. Companies in each sector were not consistently clustered into 

distinct groupings because the variability of different ratios were used as the criterion 

variable. Nevertheless. Gupta and Huefner found that cross-sectional differences in 

many financial ratios were primarily related to industry characteristics.

Elton and Gruber |1971| applied a cluster algorithm to the raw rutio data so us to 

improve forecasting through the design of homogeneous groups. In order to reduce 

the influence on the distance measure, they employed principal components analysis 

to produce a standardised set of criterion for each company. They found that ten 

pseudo-industries emerged, different from the SIC to industry classifications. 

However, clustering by pseudo-industry provided better forecasts of a company's 

eurnings per share than that of the SIC. Another study by Falk und Heintz |1975| 

demonstrated a technique for sculing industries according to degree of risk. They
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found that the scaling is based on particular industry characteristics as measured by 

industry financial ratios.

All of the studies discussed above appear to be conflicting. Some studies, for 

example, like Brown and Ball 11967). Williams and Goodman 119711. and Gupta and 

Huefner (1972). seem to support SIC schemes. Wippcrn 11966|, Gonedes 11969|. and 

Sudarsanam and Taffler | 19X5) acknowledge that there are significant heterogeneous 

variances between companies in different standard groupings. If financial ratios are 

used as a tool for analyzing company performance, then it is valid to examine inter- 

and intra-industry differences among ratios. On the other hand, it is not appropriate to 

use financial ratios as a means of grouping companies, and then claim that the clusters 

thus produced were better than standard industrial classification schemes (Galitz. 

I9H5. p. 451). In particular. Gupta and Huefner |I9 7 2 | described the instability of 

cluster analysis when the criterion variables changed over time across industries.

McDonald and Morris |I9X4. I9K5) investigated the proportionality assumption that 

is implicit in ratio analysis for two samples of firms ( I ) an intra industry subset of 115 

utilities and (2) a cross-industry sample of 120 US corporations. For the single 

industry, they found that the simple ratio model is robust with respect to the exclusion 

of an intercept term; that is. for the four ratios, (current assets / sales, current assets / 

current liabilities, total debt /  total assets, and cash flow /  total debt) investigated, the 

constant term is not found to be significant. However, for the heterogeneous group of 

firms analyzed, there was little consistency in the ability of any single ratio model. A 

more general model that included a number of remedial properties did not provide 

any significant improvement over the simple rutio method. Mcdonuld and Morris 

119X41 cast some doubt on the usefulness of simple ratio analysis in cross-industry 

comparison, und thus one needs to control for industry differences.
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In the opinion of Altman (1971, Reply p.1169) an analyst is advised to search for 

specific model when predicting results of individual firms. Ratio models dealing 

exclusively with firms in a particular industry or product line will yield more 

representative parameters which can be useful for future predictions of other firms in 

that same line of business. Related work on industry effects is found in studies by 

Buijink and Jerger |198fi| and Lee (19851. Both investigated the importance of size 

and sector effects, in the context of distributional properties of financial ratios. 

Buijink and Jegers have pointed to the importance of aggregate industry effects.

Mcleay and Fieldsend 11987) suggest inclusion of the sector and size effects in more 

generalized linear modelling of the relationship between two accounting variables. 

They show that the size and sector effects can vary considerably from one financial 

ratio to another. Lee [1985] certainly finds evidence of significant size and sector 

effects on ratio analysis. He suggests that the non-normality observed in financial 

ratio frequencies may be due to important systematic effects which render the data 

non-homogeneous. Lee |I985| has found some improvement in normal 

approximation, although normality is still rejected.

It appears that the use of an industry norm by both practitioners and reseurchers is 

motivated in many financial analysis aspects rather than only in failure prediction 

ones. Basic questions, such as (I) "does the developed failure prediction model have 

the requisite control of industry-wide factors in the analysis",(2) "what is the 

structural disparity between industries", (3) "what is the proper criterion to cluster 

different industries, (especially the conglomerate industry), into the appropriate 

industry". (4) "how cun the control of industry-wide factors be best achieved", are not 

frequently addressed by authors in developing a class of stable failure prediction 

models. Consequently, the reported models appear to be in many cases inconsistent 

with the different studies at the cross-sectional level leading to instability problems.



Therefore, choice of the appropriate industry relative ratios for firms within a given 

industry to control for industry-wide factors is required to build a stable model, to 

allow direct comparison of companies, and to enable the examination o f the stability 

of forecasting across industries. There are different alternative advantages and 

disadvantages between existing SIC und cluster technique methods. In this study, we 

selected industry relative ratios and the existing SIC code rather than cluster analysis 

to control for industry-wide factors and determine industry classification, in order to 

reduce the bias due to industry difference. This is because (I) the financial ratio in 

this study is not normally distributed (see section. 6.2 below), and (2) each of the 

failed and non-failed observations are properly identified and matched by SIC code 

already (see section 6.6.1 below).

4.3.2 Control Fo r Industry-Wide Factors

It is commonly argued that changes in corporate earnings or rates of return and other 

financial concerns of firms are influenced by economic and industrial factors. For 

example, a quote from Amit and Livnat |IWO, p. MM| stated "that Lucas ||9XI). 

Prescott et al | 19X3). and Zamowitz 119X5) found that

"the service sector has the smallest fluctuations about a trend while the business 
fixed investment sector has the greatest. Moreover, businesses lend to peak al 
different limes during economic cycles".

In this section, industry-wide factors are explicitly taken into account when analyzing 

the financial statements of individual firms. Ciupta and Huefner |I 9 7 2 | found that 

cross-sectional differences in many fmanciul ratios were primarily related to industry 

characteristics. There are conceptual and practical difficulties in controlling industry 

differences. At the conceptual level, there is a lack of udequate theoretical knowledge 

about the different impact of many economic variables on the same financial ratios.
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even for a given firm or industry. On the practical level, it is more difficult to gather 

sufficient data to control for economic variability.

If it is assumed that many of these uncontrollable economic factors, such as supply 

and demand structures, etc... are relatively constant within industries, but vary 

substantially across industries, then an industry stratification using financial ratios 

provides a method of controlling for such factors. The ratios of each industry change 

over time according to common economic fluctuations. In practical ratio analysis, the 

ratio of an investigated firm is often compared with the industry mean or median 

ratios in order to control for industry effects. In failure prediction models, the control 

of industry effects is frequently achieved by paired matching samples. Another device 

to improve predictive ability or stable forecasting, is when the examined ratios are 

divided by industry relative ratios, as done by Horngan | |9 6 6 | in his industry 

difference analysis, and by Izan |I9H4| and Platt and Platt 119901 in their 

failure/distress prediction area.

4.3.3 Choice of An Appropriate Industry Norm.

An industry Norm.' is u set of products which are reasonably homogeneous with 

respect to the end product. Many published sources provide examples of industry 

standard ratios, such as. Dun & Bradstreet's Key Business Ratios. The choice of an 

appropriate industry standard or index, on behalf of industry-wide factors, depends to 

u large extent on the cross-sectional distributional properties of independent variables 

and financ ial ratios.

In order to locate the position financial ratios of individual firms within industry 

distribution, an unulyst has a choice of a variety of measures to act as a possible 

industry norm. Prior to considering the appropriate industry norm, it is important to 

stress thut the objective of this study is not to enhance any particular meusure.
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Theories pertaining to use of financial ratios rarely specify the use of unique summary 

measures. The choice of industry norm is largely dependent on both the 

characteristics of the data set and the nature of the analysis or model in which the 

financial ratios are used. The choice of industry norm is to a large extend influenced 

by the cross-sectional properties of the financial ratios within the industry. That is. 

industry norms will depend upon how the financial ratios are distributed amongst 

firms in the industry.

Assuming that financial ratios are generated us continuous rundom variables they 

could be described by any number of distribution forms: for example, the nonnul. the 

gamma, the student's t. the exponential or the log-normal distribution. Of these the 

normul distribution has been the most popular device by reseurchers. There are many 

advantages when dealing with a normally distributed variable and assuming normality 

aids the use of u vuriety of statistical testing procedures. For normal distribution, the 

mean und standard deviations represent u relatively meaningful criterion measure with 

which to locate financial ratios in terms each other. However, the empirical evidence 

is that most financial ratios are unlikely to be normally distributed but are in fact 

skewed |Bumes, I9K2|.

An alternative strutegy to deal with non-nonnul distributions has been to accept the 

non-normulity and search for ulternutive models which provide a better fit |Mcleay. 

IVH6|. Deukin | |y 7 6 | reported that the problem of skewed distributions of financial 

ratios could be overcome by a log-normal transformation. This would imply that the 

unadjusted financial ratio follows u log-normal distribution for which it has been the 

shown thut the geometric meun. which is equal to the mediun for the log-normal, 

represents an optimal measures of central tendency. The use of the log-normal 

distribution is supported by the fact that the multiplicative central limit theorem states 

that the distribution of products und quotients, or ratios, of positive rundom variables 

tend to log-normulity.
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A study by Mcleay |I9H6) attempted to show the potential of the student's t 

distribution to approximate distributions of financial ratios. That is, Mcleay argued 

that since financial ratios exhibit greater density in the tails than found in the normal 

distribution, the student's t may represent a better fitting model. As a result. Mcleay 

goes on to argue that in the commercial application o f inter-firm comparison, it can be 

seen that not only the mean but also the median and other descriptive statistics serve 

as comparative performance indicators. In fact, the chosen measures of location by 

Mcleay in his study coincides with a weighted mean conception.

Lev and Sunder 11979| examine what the suitable industry norm would be if the two 

financial variables which form the ratio are either both normally or both log-nonnally 

distributed. In the normally distributed case, it is found thut the equally-weighted 

mean would represent a unstable measure since it does not conerge as the number of 

observations increases. It is found thut the weighted mean, using total assets or equity 

us the weighting factor, coincides with the maximum likelihood estimator of the ratio 

of population means of the two financial variables. Accordingly, for normally 

distributed variables, the use of ratio of sample means, namely the weighted mean, 

seems more appropriate than the mean of the ratios (the equully weighted mean) us a 

summary measure for the cross-sectional ratio distribution. For the log-nonnally 

distributed case where both variables arc log-nonnally distributed, the use of the 

geometric mean or median is udvocuted.

If the ratio is formed of two normully distributed variables, y and x. the equally- 

weighted meun of the sample rutios is below:

( l / n )  I
i -  I

( yi /  ) (3-1)
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Where :

n -  the number of sample firms in the industry, 

yi and Xj » the distribution of ratio.

Furthermore, the larger the coefficient of variation for the denominator, x,. the more 

serious is the problem of instability. The weighted mean of sample ratios, with the 

denominator used as the weighting factor |Lev and Sunder. 1979. p. 204).

_  n
y /  * -  £  I ( yi / >< X >i / £  *i)l 0-2)

I = I

The choice of industry norm could also shown that the coefficients from cross- 

sectional regressions can themselves be regarded as candidates for industry standards 

in certain cases. More precisely, if the relationship between x and y. the two 

components of the financial ratio, is approximately linear, homogeneous but not 

ex ac t it can be represented as

yj -  Pxj *  e4. i -  l,...n (3-3)
Where (1 is the industry norm and the residuals E, reflect the effects of factors unique 

to the firm. The least squares estimator o f the regression coefficients, b. is given by

b -  £  xtyj / I x ; J -  £ (y ,  /  X|) (x,2 / l x , 2) (.1-4)
i i i

In other words, if the assumption of constant error variance of Cj is satisfied (i.e.no 

heteroscedasticity). then the weighted version above of the sample means provides an 

unbiased, consistent and efficient estimate of the industry norm. {}. The weights ( xj2 / 

I x j 2 ) are only a special cases corresponding to the situation where Ej is constant 

across all firms. In general an efficient estimator of the industry standard (} is found 

by the weighted mean of the individual firms where the weights used are (Xj /  *t)2 /  £
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( V V 2 when ,hc standard deviation of the firm-specific factor Cj is proportional to s^ 

To explain, two special cases are considered:

1. when the optimal estimate of f) is found by employing the weights Xj

/ I x j .

b4 -  I  (xj / 1  X|) (yj / xj)

-  y /  *•

2. when ■ xj. the optimal estimates of (3 is found by employing the equally-

weighted mean of firm ratios. 

t>2 -  1 / n K y . / x t )

Thus, different weighting schemes of the industry ratio distribution are also consistent 

with different remedies for heteroscedasticity (Lev and Sunder. 197V).

Lev 11969| hypothesized that firms attempt to adjust their financial ratios to conform 

to their industry-wide averages. He required that (I)  firms belong to an industry 

consisting of at least 10 firms, and (2) a full 20 years' financial data be available. The 

requirement which restricts the sample to large industries was imposed so that the 

industry mean would not be sensitive to the individual ratios which are used to 

compute that mean. In the case of large industries, the effect of any firms's ratio on 

the mean is negligible. The first requirement was set because least-squares regressions 

are applied in his study to each individual firm. Lev tried to extend his study in 

several directions:

I. Improvement of the model: His model is adjusted to the industry mean of the 

ratio according to the target ratio. As a result of the modified model, the 

median RI. 2 for the quick ratio increased from 0.2 to 0.4 and about K5‘4 of the U

coefficients were found to be statistically significant. In general, the
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coefficients may change over time, reflecting the different economic- 

conditions.

2. In developing a general model describing the behaviour of financial ratios. Lev 

expected the industry mean would be an important variable in adjusting the 

ratio, us well as assisting in financial ratio prediction. Specifically, u model 

which attempts to predict the level of u ratio should include the recent industry 

mean and a lugged variable of the ratio among the independent variables.

Lev's study implies that management are able to adjust their financial ratios over time 

in order to move towards the industry average. He suggests this could be achieved in 

two ways:

1. One way management can adjust the financial ratios to predetermined targets is 

too choose from the set of generally accepted accounting measurement rules 

(e.g.. inventory valuation methods) those which affect the financial ratios in 

the desired direction.

2. Second way managers can include the desired ratios in their budgets and then 

regulate business operations such that the resultant ratios will conform with 

the budgeted ones.

Lev. however, does not explicitly state whut technique or combination of these 

techniques are used to achieve adjustment towards the industry mean. This fuel is 

reflected in Lev's choice of u partial adjustment model to test for the dynamic 

properties of the financial ratios in the 245 firms empirical study. Lev defined his 

model us follows:

Log Ykl - logY^,., -  a  ♦ P0ogXk>l. |  -logY kJ. ,)  *  q, 

Where
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Yk , ■ the firm's financial ratio K for the year t,

Yk , .| ■ the firm's financial ratio K for the year t -1.

XkJ. |  ■ the industry mean of the ratio K for the year t-1,

Hyear) -  1.....20 K (financial ratios) ■

The P value determine the speed of adjustment. If the estimated value of p is found to 

be between 0 and 1, individual firms' financial ratios do adjust to the industry mean. 

The closer the P value is to I . the greater the period adjusunent. Lev's study estimated 

the partial adjustment coefficient and found that less than 10% of observations 

implied that firm's financial ratio do not adjust periodically to the industry mean.

4.3.4 Development of A Class of Stable Industry Relative Ratio 
Models

Many of the previous studies have presented impressive results to discriminate 

between failed and non-failed firms since Beaver's 11 W*6| univariate model. However, 

these ex-post equations have not proved successful in forecasting which going 

concern firms will fail in the subsequent period. A major factor may be the influence 

of general economic conditions and an unstationary conditions over time and across 

industries.

Johnson 11^711 reported that "ratios to predict failure....do not contain information 

about the intervening economic conditions...the riskiness of a given value for ratio 

changes with the business cycles". Taffler 11 MX I) is even more explicit that "dramatic 

changes in the UK economy and major changes in the system of company taxation 

call subsequent in ter-temporal validity into question." Most of the methodologies 

mentioned ubove have concerned certain statistical problems and benefited a variety 

of interested parties. For exumple. the former, statistical methods reporting ex-post 

(within-sumple) classification results one year prior to failure are fairly consistent 

with respect to methodology, but not to the future ex-ante sample or the succeeding
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time period. In the latter case, investors may seek to avoid losses associated with 

failure. Although the ex post sample classification is generally satisfactory the hold

out sample is not.

Edmister (1972) used the industry relative variables calculated by Robert Morris 

Associates' (RMA) Annual Statement studies. He used industry average ratios and 

three years trend of each ratio, as well as a three year average of each ratio, as 

predictors for small business failure prediction. Five of the seven variables employing 

industry averages are tested. He concluded that the RMA averages are helpful in the 

prediction of small business failure, and the construction of Small Business 

Administration (SBA) average seems to offer little advantage.

Dambolena and Khoury 11980] used the concept of stability with a much larger set of 

financial ratios over time as independent variables in the derivation of a discriminant 

function to improve predictive ability. They found that they used Altman's latest 

model |I977) predicted better results than Altman's earlier model. This is because 

Altman addresses only marginally the question of ratio stability, and as such the 

treatment is far from adequate. They intended to employ ratio stability to correct 

Altman's model. 23 failed and 23 non-failed firms were drawn from the Dun and 

Bradstreet' Million Dollar Directory paired by (SIC) industry during 1969-1975 for 

the 8 years prior to failure.

They emphasize that data instability is greatest for firms about to fail and the unstable 

ratio has a significant increase over time as the firms approached failure. They 

developed two versions of discriminant functions for failure prediction. One version 

wus derived from the stepwise procedure in choosing the significant variable from 

among 19 popular financial variables. The second version was measured by :

I. The standard deviation of the financial ratios over the three-years periods.
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1. The standard deviation of the Financial ratios over the three-years periods,

2. Their standard error of estimate around a 4 year linear trend, and

3. Their coefficient o f variation over four-year periods.

Results from a stepwise selection of the best discriminators from among the same IV 

ratios as well as the standard deviations of each of the ratios over a four year period 

showed that in most trials the model that included standard deviation data was 

significantly superior to the ratio-only model in prediction accuracy. The resulting 

discriminant function has a V4*#, HO*#, and 70% degree of classification accuracy 

during the first, three, and five years prior to failure compared to the Vf>‘* . HV**. and 

H3% classification accuracy when the standard deviation of ratios over time were 

added. The validation test for years I. 3. and 5 were H7%, K3% and 7K% respectively. 

They concluded that the models that used standard deviation data were slightly 

superior to the ratio only models for prediction one year prior to failure and 

substantially superior for predictions three and five years before failure. The 

difference between the estimation analysis and validation analysis was V per cent in 

the first year prior to failure. However, whilst there were improvements in ex-post 

classification results, there was no improvement in ex-ante classification accuracy.

Altman and Izan 11*VH4| and Izan |IVK4| used the median as the industry norm to 

control for industry variation within their sample of Australian companies and 

demonstrated stable classification results ex-post and ex-ante. It is interesting to note 

that the median ratio distribution is used as standard for ratio evaluation. The reusons 

given for this choice of the median are generally related to its robustness to large 

outliers and measurement errors in a specific industry. Izan ||VK4| developed a 

corporate failure prediction model in Australia. The sample size used was the lurgest 

of any studies carried out in Australia, of a traditional financial ratio analysis and 

industry relative approach, taking into account differences across industries. The 50 

non-failed sample was mulched to the 53 failed sample by randomly selecting firms 

from the same industry for the same year using linear discriminunt unalysis. The
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sample of failed firms that had gone into receivership and liquidation came from the 

period 1963-1979. The date of failure is either the date the receiver / liquidator was 

appointed or the date of deleting from the Sydney Stock Exchange, whichever was 

earlier. Industry median data from the year of 1965-197«* were calculated. Izan 

suggests that

"It is necessary to match exactly the industry median data to the year of sample 
since there is some variability of ratios over lime".

The failed firms represent 12 industrial sectors and size ranged between $0.3 million 

and $143.0 million in tangible assets. He used the industry relative ratios to replace 

the traditional raw ratios in order to avoid the impact of industry differences since raw 

ratios can lead to significant industry sensitivity. He commented that the reason for 

this attempt to standardise by industry is the heterogeneous nature of the failed firms. 

The approach involves adjusting a company's raw ratio by dividing it by the 

appropriate industry median as follows:

X|, /  Xjj?l ■ IRji 

Where

Xj ■ ratio i.

g = industry g.

t -  year t. where t ■ 1975-1986. and

Xjjn ■ industry g's median for ratio i in period t.

IRj, ■ Industry relative for ratio i in period t.

According to his investigation, an industry relative below 1.0 indicates a less than 

industry average performance for that ratio in that specific year. An industry relative 

greater than 1.0 indicates above average performance. It may be argued that a 

company's relative performance to its industry uveruge might be distorted if the entire 

company is in u financial distress. This would imply that a company in a distressed
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industry may have a high industry relative compared to a lower relative of a company 

in a strong industry. Izan then built a linear discriminant model applying industry 

relative ratios one year prior to failure. Five industry relative variables yield a Z-score 

model based on the following: (I) X, ■ EBIT / Tangible Total Assets. (2) X2 -  EBIT 

/  Interest Payments. (3) X3 »  Current Assets/Currcnt Liabilities. (4) X4 -  Funded 

Debt (borrowings) /  Shareholder Funds. (5) X5 ■ Market Value of Equity /  Total 

Liabilities.

The classification matrix using industry relative (median) ratios is 94.1% (4X of 51 

correctly classified) for the type I accuracy and the X9.6% (43 of 4K) for the type II 

accuracy. The overall accuracy is 91.9%. The model's accuracy is extremely good 

based on one year prior to failure. X2 per cent, moderately good bused on two year 

prior to failure. 75.5 per cent, and less accurate in more remote years. In comparison 

with the original sample of classification accuracy, the adjusted industry relative 

(median) ratios appeur to have only a mildly improved predictive ability over ruw 

ratios for first year prior to failure. He concluded that his model could have been 

improved with a different set of variables but the likelihood of much improvement is 

quite small. As indicated earlier, the industry relutive (median) approach hus the 

additional advantage of being applied over a broad cross-section of industrial sectors. 

Izan claimed that his approach made the model universally applicable, but in the end 

his classification accurucy was only marginally better than the unadjusted model. His 

attention to differences between industries is worth consideration.

Betts and Behoul 119X7) study followed Dambolenu and Khoury | I9X0| procedures to 

include the financial stability concept in the framework of the discriminant model to 

identify bankruptcies which improved the ability to distinguish between failed and 

non-fuiled firms. A sample of 39 fuiled firms in the first year prior to failure. 36 in the 

second, und 31 in the third, were selected. The 93 going-concern non-fuiled firms 

were rundomly selected und not matched by size, industry, or financial year during
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1974 to I97K. 29 financial ratios were selected on the basis of their popularity in the 

financial literature and their ability to discriminate between failed and non-failed 

companies in previous studies. To further determine the predictive ability of stability 

measures, Betts and Belhoul |I9H7) used the function result from ex post sample to 

validate the ex-unte sample which comprised 9H going-concerns selected at random 

and 17 failed firms. The validation method used was the leave one out method. The 

results were estimated up to five years prior to failure for the failed firms. The correct 

classification rates indicute that the predictive power performed less well and showed 

a sharp decline in their ability to classify the validation sample set in years other than 

one year prior to failure. They also test all the assumptions of discriminant analysis. 

However, the prior probability and mis-classification cost should have been taken into 

consideration. Several comments are suggested by them in the following:

1 Adjust the ratio data for each company depending on the state of industry and 

economic cycles. Ratios in each industry differ markedly from one industry to 

another. It would be better to adjust each ratio based on different industry 

characteristics to the normative standpoints.

2. Adjusted ratios reveal a company's relative performance in its industry, relative 

to other firms in the same year, relative to other firms in the same industry and 

relative to other firms in the heterogeneous industry. These enable valid intra

industry and inter-industry comparison to be made across industries and ure 

shown to be more stuble than unadjusted ratios.

3. Many financial services report average or median financial ratios of firms 

within industries, presumably to facilitate intra-industry comparison.

To illustrate such time series shifts in the behaviour of financial ratios, consider the 

shift in distribution of the financial ratio illustrated in Figure 4.1. In the estimation
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period. (1). the ratio distribution is centred around a whilst observations to the right of 

a point like X would represent a relatively large value. Assuming that the distribution 

for this same ratio has shifted over time such that in the forecast period, diagram (II). 

the distribution is now centred around Y. Notice now that the mean of the forecast 

distribution. Y. is equal to the X vulue in diagram (I). If the former ratio distribution 

was used as an estimation period (IWO) for a model which was subsequently tested 

on the forecast sample, some considerable errors in the forecast period (1985) would 

be expected.

However, us noted above, financial ratios may change across time for a variety of 

reasons. An industry relutive ratio incorporates both the individual company's 

response to an event as well as the industry response. One attractive feature of this 

formulation is that it allows for changes to occur over time, yet it forces the expected 

value of the distribution of the industry to remain fixed at I. assuming that variance is 

constant. Thus, an industry relative variables should ameliorate the data instability 

problem, und still allow for changes within an industry. Figure 4-1 shows that the 

industry relative ratio model appears to be more stable and efficient forecast than a 

model using unadjusted ratio.
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of Unadjusted and Industry Relative Ratios and 
Th e ir Stability Over Tim e

U n a d ju s te d  R a tio s  In d u s try  R ela tiv e  Ratios

In this thesis, we made great effort to maximise our sample size of failed companies 

so as to examine a number of different hypotheses in this study (see chapter I ). These 

samples come from different industries with different financial characteristics, so it 

would be better to develop a stable model and examine its forecast ability by utilizing 

the industry relative approach as suggested by Altman and Izan [I9K4], Izan (IVK4). 

Foster (I9K6). and Plan and Platt (I WO). Platt and Platt 11 WO) used the mean ratios
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in the firm's industry us industry-wide factor. Unfortunately. Altman and Izan | |yx4 | 

and Platt and Platt's 11990] studies employed the industry relative ratios both from the 

Sydney Stock Exchange Ltd and the American Internal Revenue Service (IRS] 

official reports respectively, rather than industry relative (mean or median) 

ratios produced from individual firms, with no data supplied on how the official 

statistics are computed. In this study, industry relative ratios produced from each 

individual firm  rather than official reports is applied.

4.5 A lte r n a tiv e  M eth o d s to E stim a te  In d u stry  R elativ e  R atio s
An alternative approach is to control for the hypothesized source of heterogeneity 

across industries over time when estimating values of the independent variables of 

each company. Consider the use of industry relative ratios as a choice of controlling 

for differences across industries over time in their average financial ratios. Some 

technical issues in computing industry relative are worth considering. Should it be the 

industry mean or industry median ratio in the industry? Computation of the industry 

mean and median are discussed as follows.

4.5.1 The Procedure of Producing Kach Sector's Industry Mean Ratios

If the industry mean is chosen as the norm, should it be an equally weighted mean of 

all firms' ratios or a value-weighted mean?

Table 4-1 illustrates the computation of equal- and value- weighted industry net 

income to total sales ratios (For example. R I. Net Income / Total Sale, in this study), 

calculated as followed:
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(A) The equal-weighted industry average for 1975 year is 
1/4 ( 2 0 »  ♦ 15» ♦ 13» ♦ 1 2 » )  -  15»

The equal-weighted industry average for 197ft year is 

1/4 ( 2 5 »  *  17» ♦ 15» *  1 4 » ) -  IK»

(B) Computation of a value-weighted index requires choice of a weighting scheme.
I. Weighted by the total sale for the 1975 year (denominator of ratio):

(£2(8>/£l(88>) x (£1000/£10000) ♦ ( £300/£2000 ) x ( £2000/£10000 ) ♦

(£4 00 /£ 30 00) x ( £3000/£10000 ) ♦  (£500 / £4000) x (£4000/£10000)

- ( £ 2 0 0  + £300 + £400 + £500) / (  £10000)

-  14»

2. Weighted by the total sale for the 197ft year (denominator of ratio):

( £300/£1200) x ( £1200/£10800 ) + ( £400/£2300 ) x ( £2300/£l0K00) + 

( £500/ £3200) x ( £3200/ £10800) ♦ ( £ft<K) / £4100 ) x ( £4100 / £ 108(8) )

-  ( £300 + £4(8) + £5(8) + £ft(8) ) /  ( £108(8) )

-  £lft.ft»
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Table 4-1 Computation of Kqual and Value Weighted Industry Average 
Ratio

Firmi Firm2 Firm.l Firm4

Year 1975, Textile sector

Net Income £200 £300 £400 $500

Total Sale £1000 £2000 £3000 £4000

NI/TS 2 0 * 15* 13* 12*

Year 1976. Textile sector

Net Income £300 £400 £500 $600

Total Sale £1200 £2300 £3200 £41(1(1

NI/TS 25 * 17* 15* 14*

Source: This study

Industry mean ratios in this study were calculated by including all firms with data 

available each year in the population from Datastream. Any surviving companies in 

the specific year (for example. 1975 or 1976 year) for each sector can be included as a 

aim in this study. Forty-one industry relative financial ratios in each of sixteen sectors 

are derived from the weighted average ratios of the firms reporting to 

DATASTREAM. The procedures of arriving at each sector's equal weighted industry 

mean ratio are below:

1. The identification of each failed and non-failed firm's sector according to 

International Stock Exchange Year Book. Financial Times, and EXTELcard.

2. The formulation of 41 financial ratios based upon the equation we developed in 

the DATASTREAM computer program.

3. The calculation of the first financial ratio for each firm in the industry 

adjusunent group and the second financial ratio for euch firm in the industry 

sector, up to 41 selected financial ratios.
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4. The calculation of each industry average ratios based on all surviving firms 

listed in an DATASTREAM industry for each year represented.

5. The repetition of procedure 3 for the other 15 industry sectors.

6. The addition of the first financial ratios of each firm in a sector and then 

division by all firms in this sector, for all 41 ratio investigated.

7. The repetition of procedure 5 for each sector and for a 15 years period

The above process is repeated for each of the surviving firms included from 1971 to 

19X5 . a 15 year time span. For example, for firms that failed in 1975, we selected the 

1971-1975 year period for a 5 year time span to calculate the industry mean ratio at 

once; if firms failed in 19X5. the time period covered will be 19X1-19X5, and so on 

because DATASTREAM can only provide five years data once. Foster |I9X6) 

suggests that if an analyst wishes to use an equal- or value weighted index as a 

summary measures, the index can be markedly affected by extreme values of ratios. 

Extreme values of ratios can occur when computing ratios for firms and it is 

important to plot the individual observation, at least to be aware if extreme values do 

occur in the sample. The computer program for selecting the industry mean ratios is 

given in Appendix C

4.5.2 The Procedure of Producing Each Sector's Industry Median Ratios.

Industry median is found by ranking ratios from lowest (highest) to highest (lowest) 

and choosing the middle ratio. The median ratio is used as the measure of central 

tendency in both Robert Morris Associates' Annual Statement Studies and Dun &  

Bradstreet's Key Business Ratios |Foster. I97X). In order to minimize the distortion to 

the industry mean ratio that might be induced by one or two extreme observations in a 

specific industry, or if the entire industry is in a financial distress situation, the



industry median ratio is selected instead of the industry mean ratio. For example, 

assume that an analyst is examining net income to total sale ratio in the textile 

industry. Data for the total nine publicly listed DATASTREAM companies in 1975 

are:

Finns No. Firms Name NI/TS Net Income (Nl) Total Sale (TS)

I2X DUNHILL HOLD 10% £100 £1000

129 FARNELL ELECT. 11% 200 2200

13« GENERAL ELECTRIC II.X% 25(H) 29500

131 GUINNESS 12% 2700 3244X1

132 HOWDEN GROUP •13% 3<NN) 3900(1

133 JONES .STROUD 15% 200 3000

134 A.B. ELECTR lft% 250 44XM)

135 C.H. BAILEY 17% XO I3ft0

13ft BEATSON CLARK 19% 240 4SA0

The median ratio is 13%, avoiding the effect of extreme observations present in the 

sample. Due to lack of industry median data on the relevant statistical data base and 

other information, we compile the industry median figures using the formulas or data 

available in the DATASTREAM's financial statement. Industry median data from the 

years 1974 to 19X5 were compiled. This was based on the DATASTREAM's Standard 

Industrial Classification |SIC | in which companies are grouped into sixteen sectors. 

The procedure to produce selected industry median ratios for I ft sectors is given as 

follows:

I. The repeation of procedures I, 2, 3. in above the procedure of industry mean 

rutios | see 4-5*1)
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2. The sort of each financial ratio in descending order by ranking ratios from 

lowest to highest and choosing the medium ratio for each financial ratio in 

every sector.

3. The repeation of procedure 2 for the other forty-one financial ratios,

4. The repeation of procedure 2 and 3 for the other 16 sectors, and

5. The repeation of procedure 2. 3, 4. over the 15 year period from 1971 to 1985 

for each year of sample data because of the expected variability of ratios over 

time.

Foster |19H6) states that one of the benefits in selecting median ratios is that "the 

analyst can select those few firms that are considered of special interest (for example, 

due to size similarities)". Izan |I9H4) suggests that the industry median is selected 

rather than the average in the industry-relative calculations because one or two outlier 

firms in a specific industry could distort the measure of central tendency if the 

average ratio was utilised, especially if the industry has relatively few members (e.g.. 

some specific industries).

In this study, both industry mean ratios and industry median ratios are all applied in 

examining the stability of forecasting failure prediction models. The empirical result 

will introduced in chapter 7 and 8. Nevertheless, we found the forecasting between ex 

post sample and ex post sample is more stable in terms of classification rate when the 

use of industry mean ratios rather than the industry median ratios, (sec chapter 7-8). 

The computer program for selecting the median figure is given in appendix D. 

Industry mean and median ratios for each sector are presented in Appendix E and F 

respectively.
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4.6 Developing A Specific Industry Model

In bankruptcy prediction models, analysts should understand a different financial 

characteristic for each sector. One possibility to cope with this heterogeneous problem 

across industries is to build separate discriminant models for each specific industry in 

which failure occurs. While this approach does control for industry differences in 

financial ratios, in many cases it will lack enough data for each particular industry, 

especially in the problem "failure" companies or "sector" categories. Recognizing 

this. Van Horne | I974| suggested that similar companies comparisons can be made by 

using companies that are in the same industry. A number of authors have focused 

their failure prediction efforts on a specific industry. For example. Altman | 1973) on 

railroad specific industry. Mason and Harris |I979) on the construction industry, and 

Meyer and Pifer (19701; Sinkey (1975); Pantalone and Platt. |l9K7b|: and Korobow. 

et al..|l976) all on commercial banks. Alunan and Lorris |I9 7 6 | on brokers and 

dealers; Pantalone and Platt. | l9X7a|; and Barth et a).. | I9X5J on thrift failure. Collins 

119X01 on credit unions.

Mason and Harris |I9 7 9 | develop a model specifically focusing on the construction 

industry. It was concerned with two sets of financial ratios that were used in the UK 

database. The first set was derived from the final year's accounts of 20 continuing 

companies that were thought to be particularly sound based on the traditional 

financial ratio analysis from the 1976-1977 accounts. 20 failed construction firms 

were derived from the receivership, voluntary or compulsory liquidation, or having 

received government assistance between 1969 and I97X. A list of 2X initial financial 

ratios were used, and were reduced to a small number to distinguish failed from non- 

failed firms. Six financial variable models were produced by the following 

discriminant function:

Z ■ 25.4 • 5I.2RI + X7.XR2 • 4.XR3 - I4.5R4 - 9. IRS - 4.5R6

Where
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RI ■ Profit Before Interest and Tax / Opening Balance Sheet Net Assets
R2 -  Profit Before Interest and Tax / Opening Sheet Net Capital Employed
R3 ■ Debtors / Creditors
R4 -  Current Liabilities /  Current Assets
R5 -  Log 10 (days debtors), and
Rft -  Creditors Trend Measurement

Six financial ratios included five clear aspects of financial attributes. They conclude 

that since R2 and R5 appear important discriminators and R3 and Rf» add relatively 

little, short-term liquidity is less significant than more essential aspects of a firm's 

structure. The correlation between the two profitability measures (Rl & R2) is 0.92. 

but because of multicollinearity. it is not possible to identify the relative contributions 

of each of the ratios to the power of the model. The success rate of the model is 

I00‘* . with no mis-classification. but a further eleven failed firms were used us a test 

group and their classifications resulted in type I errors in u validation sample. The per 

centage of the total 31 failed firms was 87**. 68**, 55**. and 58 percent first year to 

fourth years prior to failure. Taffler 11980, I984| states that Mason and Harris were 

the first two people in the UK to focus on the specific construction industry. Their 

model is of interest both to the potential user and the theorist.

Storey et al |I987) also found that the accuracy of failure prediction for their small 

firms could be improved by developing models for specific industries. All of the 

researchers described above attempted to restrict their data sample to a single industry 

to eliminate the problems of inter-industry differences. Platt and Platt 11990| state thut 

fix-using on one industry is analogous to using industry relative ratios in samples 

including several industries since the relative position of firms within the industry is 

reflected by the relative position of any given finunciul ratio. In this study, one of our 

objectives will be to examine how much the model can he improved by un industry 

specific model or an aggregate model. The result will be presented in chapter 9.
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4.7 Summary and Conclusions

There ure many different reasons why the model may not be stable over time and 

across industries. Many previous researchers have endeavoured to use alternative 

methods to solve the instability problems. Mcnsah |19X4) considered business cycles 

to cope with the macro-economic influence. Izan 119X41 and Platt and Platt (1990) 

used industry relative ratios to deal with the instability problems. Altman 11973) and 

Manson and Harris (1979) estimated industry specific models. However, these studies 

described above have considered industry and economic impact respectively. None of 

them considered industry and economic difference simultaneously in developing and 

forecasting failure prediction models. This study will focus on the following empirical 

objectives:

1. Comparison of the predictive ability between industry relative ratios and 

unadjusted ratios (chapter 7).

2. Development of three different stable models considering industry and 

economic influences simultaneously, (chapter X)

3. Comparison of each industry specific model with the aggregate model (chapter 

9).

4. Examination of the stability of forecasting for each of the different models 

(chapter 7. X. and 9).

Hopefully, these methods described above can cope with the instability problem of 

failure/distress prediction models.
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Chapter 5: Research Methodology

5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to explain and illustrate the general nature of multiple 

discriminant analysis. It also provides a basis for the interpretation of the results of the 

study. The chapter begins with a research design and sample selection, followed by a 

general overview of discriminant analysis. An important issue discussed is evaluating 

the significance of independent variables and incorporating prior probabilities and 

misclassification costs. The problems, and the steps involved in using discriminant 

analysis are also reviewed. The procedure for testing the predicting ability of the 

discriminant function, and a discussion of its robustness is also presented as follows.

5.2 Research Design

Kerlinger | IV73, p. 300) suggested that research design has two basic purposes: ( I > to 

provide answers to research questions, and (2) to control the maximization of 

experimental, extraneous variables, and the minimisation of error variances of the 

problem under study. Reseurch designs are invented to enable the researcher to 

answer research questions as validly, objectively, accurately, and economically as 

possible. This study's reseurch plan is deliberately and specifically conceived and 

executed to bring empirical evidence to hear on the research problem.

5.2.1. Sample Design

I . The sumple in this study is derived from a population of two groups: ( I ) the 

experimental group - failed group: (2) the control group • non failed group.
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2. To avoid the effect of extraneous variance, we limit the sample to UK firms. 

The criterion was imposed so as to maintain sample homogeneity by ruling 

out economic, political, social. law, institutional and cultural causes of 

corporate failure irrelevant to the UK. The results will be restricted to the UK.

3. In order to further avoid the effect of the extraneous variance, the matching of 

the sample was based on three criteria. (I)  same industry, (2) the 

corresponding year, and (3) similar levels of total assets employed. The 

purpose is to control some confounding influences by matching the failed 

firms with non-failing firms according to industry, size and economic-wide 

factors.

5.2.2 Selection of the Failed F irm s.

The most difficult task of data collection was finding a sample of failed firms for 

which financial statements could be obtained. In this study, the failed firms were 

identified from the Stock Exchange Official Year-Book (SEOYB) which provided a 

list of companies in liquidation and receivership with entries in company section. 

Either the liquidator or receiver of the companies will be removed from the Register 

under the provisions of Section 653 and 427 of the Companies Act, 19X5 (see: 

SEOYB. 19X9. P.I06X). The sample of failed firms includes all those in the 

Datastream's which had failed during the period 1974 to 19X5 (inclusive). The date of 

failure is defined by the lust financial statements prior to failure and satisfy the 

following conditions:

1. Be a UK industrial firm according to Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 

and was listed on the International Stock Exchange Official Year Book.

2. Financial rutios bused on euch firm's uccount items were uvuiluble from the 

Dutustreum dutubuse for the 5 yeurs prior to fuilure for fuiled firms und a
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corresponding 5 year period for each non-failed firm (a minimum of one year 

and a maximum of five years reported).

The total of failed firms which met the above conditions was HK. The set of failed 

firms are presented at Appendix H. Concerning (I)  (see section 5.2.1). and (2) the 

second criterion was imposed because it was intended to perform the analysis for each 

of the five years before failure. The time period also available up to 1985 fiscal year. 

Of a 12 year time span was considered long enough to reflect the changes in the 

general economic condition. The number of companies which failed within each of 

these years is sufficient to allow for a study of failure at different phases of the 

business cycle. The selection criterion excludes commodity groups (utilities, mining, 

finance), financial groups (banks, discount houses, insurance, property, investment 

trusts, etc) and overseas, trade companies. These selection reflects Ohlson (1980) 

observation in the US context that, "companies in these industries are structurally 

different, have a different bankruptcy environment, and appropriate data are, in some 

cases, difficult to obtain".

One problem in this study was that the failed firm sample wus concentrated in u few 

industries which are difficult to match with the approximate non-failed firms. For 

example, in the early I980's the toy industry in the UK was decimated IKeasey and 

Watson. 19 9 11 and there are insufficient survivors to match with. Textile, non-failed 

firms which faced financial insolvency but continued in operation are also included. 

Thus, the accuracy of classification between healthy and at risk non-failed firms when 

matched with failed firms will have more or less different results. It is possible that 

the failure prediction model developed from data for thut period will be somewhut 

biased by an industry effect.



5.2.3 Selection of Non-Failed F irm s

Ideally, the control sample should be a random sample of non-failed firms with data 

covering the corresponding years as the failed sample. In practice, many researchers 

employ non-random samples because of a variety of reasons (see Keasey and Watson. 

1 W l and section 3.4.5). However. Palepu | 19X6) suggests that the use of non-random 

samples has three drawbacks that make the reported predictive results unreliable. In 

an empirical context Zmijewski |19X4| found that, while non-random samples gave 

rises to biases, the biases did not appear to materially affect the overall classification 

rates. In fact the literature on choice-based sampling suggests that non-random 

sampling at the estimation stage can have positive benefit. A choice-based sample can 

often provide more precise estimates than random sampling for a given sample size.

However. Manski and Lerman 119771 state that using statistical tests on samples 

where the probability of selection varies for the failed and non-failed companies can 

result in biased estimates of the model's parameters and overstate the model's 

predictive ability. A frequent procedure is to control industry and size effect 

influences by matching the failed firms with non-failed firms. The sample used in this 

study was selected using a matched-pair approach. The financial statement data was 

collected according to year before failure. For example, if two firms failed in 19X4 

and 19X0, respectively, and their latest financial statements were prepared on 

December 31, 19X3 and 1979. respectively, the first year before failure would include 

the 19X3 statements of the former and the 1979 statements of the latter. The financial 

statement data of the non-failed firms was also stratified into yeurs before fuilure. 

corresponding to the years that were assigned to their failed firms. On account of 

financial statement data not being available for every year prior to failure, the number 

of observations decreases as the time period preceding failure increases. The sample 

numbers are the biggest in the first year prior to failure - 264 firms and the smallest in 

the fifth year - 260 firms (See: Table 5-3).
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The mulching procedure in this study is followed:

a. The first year before failure is defined by the last published financial 

statements prior to the date that the firm failed. Thus, companies might have 

been in business for different periods before failure. The second year before 

failure is the fiscal year before the first year und each of the years prior to the 

first and second year before fuilure arc sequentially defined as the third, 

fourth, fifth before failure. The financial statements of the non-fuiled firms 

were acquired for the same fiscal years as those of failed firms.

b. Industry was selected as the most important criterion, und it proved difficult to 

define. DATASTREAM classify into level 3, level 4. and level 5 industries: a 

level 3 classification is the broadest definition of an industry, a level 5 

classification is the narrowest definition. In this study, we select level 3 rather 

than level 4 und level 5 in an attempt to calculate a great number of industry 

relutive rutios. Companies fuiling in prior years were allocated Standard 

Industry Classification on the basis of the classification of International 

Datastreum. The XK failed firms and 176 non-fuiled firms were operated in 16 

different industries |see: Table 5-11. The most frequently und enormously 

represented industry was textiles which consisted of 23 failed firms and 46 

non-fuiled firms.

c. Size, measured by total assets of each firm used in the lutest year's bulunce 

sheet prior to failure, was the next most important criterion. Within the same 

industry group, it was possible to select two firms whose asset sizes were 

closest to the asset size of the failed firm to be matched with data available in 

Dutustreum. This procedure mutches failed firms with non-fuiled firms in the 

sume industry, o f approximately the sume usset size.
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The KK failed firms cover 16 industrial sectors and ranged in size from the smallest

0.4 million pounds (chemical sector) to the largest 6.7 million pounds (transport 

sector) in total assets. The sample excluded finance and investment companies 

because of different economic characteristics and regulatory environment. In this 

study, the failed sample s asset size distribution contained mostly the medium and 

large size firms. Once a sample of bankrupt firms is obtained, a control sample of 

non-bankrupt companies must be drawn. Jones | IVX7| stated that:

Bankrupt firms are often dispntportionaiely small and concentrated in certain 
failing industries. It non-bankrupt firms were drawn at random, there would 
pnthaMy he substantial differences between the two groups in terms of si/e and 
industry The result is that the model attempting to discriminate between tailing 
and healthy firms may actually be distinguishing between large and small linns, or 
between railmads and other industrials

In u study of furniture manufacturing in New Zealand. Lawrence | IVX2| finds that for 

meaningful comparisons of profitability, one has to control the size and location of 

the sample firms. He shows that even within a homogeneous industry, differences 

may be attributed to firm size and location. Thus, in this study, in order to alleviate 

the size effect of failed and non-failed firms, we made our best effort to control for 

the sample so that the classification of firms to industries will yield homogeneous 

characteristics in terms of industry effect. Because of the lack of sufficient 

information about company's location and age variables, neither of them will be 

considered in this study.

The selection of the non-failed companies is made in two stages. In the first stage . a 

large number of surviving companies are selected according to the following 

criterion:
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1. The company is recorded a s  a continuing company for the last fiscal year to the 

date of failure in the DATASTREAM data base, which is the fiscal year to the 

date of failure.

2. The company has been listed for at least five years, for which the company's 

accounting data are available in the Datastream data base.

3. Two non-failed firms of the same industry and similar asset size were selected 

to match each failed firm. Because there are so many non-failed firms in the 

real world. Taffler (IVH2) used 23 failed firms and 45 non-failed firms as a 

case to construct a failure prediction model. The non-failed firms are 

presented at Appendix O.

The number of companies mutched to those of the failed firms. 17ft. were selected 

from nearly 1300 Datastream companies by the same industry, corresponding year, 

and approximate total assets were found. The 2ft4 firms in total in the sample 

comprising KM failed firms and 17ft non-failed firms. The industrial classification and 

grouping is given in Table 5.1. At a broad level of classification 3 industrial groups 

are identified: Contracting. General-Engineering. Textile. Other Manufacturing, and 

Miscellaneous.

5.2.4 ( lassification of the Sample

All samples in this study are classified into several sub-samples on the basis of the 

objective of research. They are classified into the following groups:

(1) Kx Ante and E x  Post Sample Size.

The model wus developed using firms which failed during the period 1974-1 *JK I 

(inclusive). The ex ante firms are those which failed during the period I9N2-IVK3. 52
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failed firms and 104 non-failed are assigned to ex post sample, and 3ft failed and 72 

non-failed firms during the period 19X2-19X5 are assigned to ex ante sample. In 

splitting the total sample into the ex post (analysis sample) and ex ante (hold out 

sample) parts, a balance was considered regarding the distribution by year of failure 

(see Table 5-2).

(2) Failed and Non-failed F irm s in Each Year P r io r to Failure

Table 5-3 show the sample size are available for each year prior to failure, due to data 

availability.

(3) Number of ('ompanies in Each Business Cycles

The sample years are divided into three periods based on the degree of movement of 

three macro-economic variables (inflation rate, interest rate, and real GNP) |see Table 

5-ft). 1974-197X was the expansion period. 1979-19X1 recession and 19X2-19X5 

recovery.
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Table 5-1 Industry Name and Sub-(*roups

Datustreum Industry 
Code Industry Name Total Failed Non-Failed

1.02 BLDNG Building Materials 6 2 4

2.03 CONTRA Contracting 27 9 IX

(1) Contracting («roup 33 II 22

3.07 ENGEN Engineering 27 9 . IX

(2) (¿eneral-fcngineering («roup 27 9 IX

4 35 TEXTL Textiles Group 69 23 46

(3) Te x tile  (¿roup 69 23 46

5.04 ELTCA Electricals 6 2 4

6. OX METFM Metals &  Metal 12 4 X

7.09 MOTGP Motors 15 5 10

X. 22 BRDIS Brewers & Distil. 3 1 2
9. 25 FDMFG Food Manufacturing 6 2 4

10 31 PKPAP Packaging & Paper 6 2 4

II 42 CHMCL Chemicals 9 3 6

12 43 CONGL Conglomerates 3 1 2

(4) Other Manufacturing («roup 60 20 40

13 32 MEDI Media 12 4 X

14 34 STORE Stores 12 4 X

15 44 TRNSP Transport 6 2 4

16 4X MISCS Miscellaneous 45 15 30

(*•) Miscellaneous (¿roup 75 25 50

Total 264 XX 176



Table 5-2: Sample By Year of Failure

Time Failed Non-failed Total

Initial Sample 1974 2 4 6
(Ex Post Sample) 1975 3 6 9

1976 2 4 6
1977 3 6 9
1978 5 10 15
1979 6 12 18
I9M) 18 36 54
1981 13 26 39

Sub-Total 52 104 156

Hold-out Sample 1982 x 16 24
(Ex Ante Sample) 1983 15 30 45

1984 9 18 27
1985 4 8 12

Sub-Total 36 72 108

Table 5-3 Number of Failed and Nnn-failed firm s for T h is  Study P rio r to 
Failure

Year Before Failure , 2 3 4 5

Failed Firms 88 87 86 85 84

Non-failed Firms 176 176 176 176 176

Total Number 264 263 262 261 260
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(4) Time Series Sample ('lassification:

Table 5-4 Tim e Series Sample Classification

Sample Companies Failed Non-failed Time

Analysis Sample 52 104 1974-19KI

Hold-Out Sample 36 72 I9K2-I9K5

Total KK 176

(5) Sector Classification:

Table 5-5 Sector Sample Classification

Sector Groups Failed Non-failed Total

Contracting h 22 33
Engineering-Genera! 9 IK 27
Textile 23 46 69
Other Manufacturing 20 40 60
Miscellaneous 25 SO 75

Total KK 176 264

16) Business Cycles Period Classification:

Table 5-6 Sample for Business Cycles Period Classification

Business Cycles Failed NF Total Time

Expansion Period IS 30 45 I974-I97K
Recession Period 37 74 III I979-19KI
Recovery Period 36 72 I0K I9K2-I9KS

Total KK 176 264
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(7) Sample Size of Each Sectors

Table 5-7 Total Assets (TA) Five Years BF by Industry and Type of Company*

Industry (  ode 
T o t a l  A vse ts

Years 
One (TA)

Prior 
Two (TA)

To
Three (TA)

Failure 
Four (T  A) Five(TA)

0 2  B u ild in g  Materials
Failure 13162 16191 15782 11816 9850
Survivors 14X9) 14911 12752 9200
(M (  ontracting
Failures 19283 22178 15857 12411 10578
Survivtas 2(1733 18192 13957 11939
04 Klectricals
Failures 8228 9352 9327 6512 4886
Survivors 8874 8119 7118 64 30
07 kngineering-t ienera
Failures 46160 33808 48620 53638 30551
Survivtrs 40900 38035 34016 31013 29074
OS Metals & Metal F o r
Failures

» in g
10380 10714 12528 16X20 16074

Surviv«trs 14029 12601 11924 12873
09 Motors
Failures 18739 19375 15710 15402 1)6 38 |
Survivors 18112 1542 5 15474 14327 13047
22 Brewers A  Distillers
Failures 12029 11631 12571 14014 11571
Survivors 19043 16012 16016 15329 12797
2< Food M anufacturing
Failures .30966 32995 27276 22645 20555
Survivirs 21171 16026 11530 9608 7946
 ̂1 Packaging A  Paper

Failures 21279 23046 24431 22257 15482
Surviv«irs 26226 2 3644 21030 18478
<2 Media
Failures 10519 14765 14624 13285 13010
Survivors 17092 14806 12151 9532 7143
<4 Stores
Failures 14431 15208 1 3568 I I 153 14858
Survivors 19109 16856 16210 12919 11441
35 Textiles
Failures 11764 12447 11247 9502 8816
Survivors 13414 14380 1288 3 11419 10193
42 ( hemiculs
Failures 3061 49(8) 4753 4379 3909
Survtv«*s 14188 1 3416 12379 10132 8201
41 (  itnglomerales
Failures 20041 20888 17980 14947 12938
Survivtrs 19049 17427 14824 13555 12415

! 44 t ransport
Failures 66704 72193 61102 V>926 48819
Survivors 4<#,XX 4 V , 3 3 42726 39732 29100
4K Miscellaneous
i M m m 13480 16267 14115 11533 10572
Survivors 12752 12278 I I 147 9958 8741

^ompanics wen? matched based i»n total assets hoc year prior In failure.
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As we have discussed no convincing theoretical framework for bankruptcy prediction 

exists, and instead researchers weigh more heavily the demonstrated empirical 

evidence of usefulness in the choice of ratios.

In this study, we rely particularly heavily on prior literature on this issue. Forty-one 

ratios (excluding one ratio due to incomplete data) were selected for the group of 

failed and non-failed companies. The set of independent variables included in this 

study is nearly a comprehensive set of all possible variables. The variables arc 

selected based on their frequent appearance in the literature, good performance and 

significance in predicting failure studies and popularity among Practicing 

accountants. The variables used in this study comprised 41 financial ratios chosen in 

order to reflect a broad range of important characteristics relating to the economic, 

financial and trade structure of industries. These ratios, together with the definitions 

of their components are listed in the Appendix A. For each of the failed firms and 

non-failed firms, the ratios were calculated using balance sheet, profit and loss 

accounts, and financing tables for five years prior to failure. Data was derived from 

DATASTREAM.

A difficulty which is typically encountered by anulysts and researchers is whether or 

not financial statements should be adjusted to reflect differences in accounting 

methods and corporate policies. The position of analysts and researchers varies, on 

the one hand, from those who make adjustments to. on the other hand, those who do 

not. There have been a number of empirical tests of various types of inflation 

accounting, pertaining to samples of American or English firms. In the context of 

predicting business failure. Ketz (197«) and Norton and Smith |I9 7 9 | tested general 

price level adjustments accounting. Mensah (1983] and Keasey and Watson |l9Hft| 

evaluated current cost accounting. As a general observation inflation accounting was 

not found to be superior to historical cost accounting in these studies. However, when

5.2.5 Selection of the Independent Variables
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considering the impact of some adjustments they made on financial statements 

Dawson. Ncupert and Stickney (I9H0J argued that with a few exceptions;

"•he henefils of adjusting net income and financial statement ratios for differences 
in accounting method hardly seem wonh the effort"

Consequently, it was decided that the strategy followed by this study was not to make 

any adjustments to the financial data on the basis of any difference in accounting 

methods. Clearly the positive accounting research agenda has established that 

accounting policy choice varies systematically with a firm's contracting costs, and one 

might hypothesize that failing firms might chose accounting representations which 

might flatter their gearing, solvency, profitability ratios. The evidence of the 

bankruptcy prediction literature is that despite this bias accounting information is still 

effective.

5.2.5.1 Factor Analysis

Multicollinearity occurs when some of the variables are highly inter-correlated. The 

main problem is that when multicollinearity is present, the computed estimates of the 

regression coefficients are unstable and the interpretation of the role of the several 

attributes becomes very difficult. The problem was evident in the failure prediction 

study by Joy and Tallefson |I975. p.729). They came to a similar conclusion. In the 

failure prediction area, factor analysis has been used by many authors, for example. 

Pinches and Mingo 119731; Stevens 11973|. Taffler | I9X2|. and Mensah | I9H4|. The 

presence of multicollinearity can lead to disagreement between different measures of 

variable significance.
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One simple way to test for multicollinearity is to examine the correlations among the 

variables. If. for example, two variables are highly correlated (say greater than 0.95. 

the critical value will be much lower with a large sample), then it may be simplest to 

use only one of them since one variable can convey essentially all of the information 

contained in the other. Altman and Eisenbeis (1978. p. IKX| state that 

multicollinearity may affect the standard deviations of the coefficients when MDA is 

used. There are several reasons for the increasing popularity of factor analysis among 

researchers. Factor analysis appears to be an objective way to reduce the available 

data to a more manageable level. It is also effective in reducing the problems of 

multicollinearity and redundancy often associated with the use of large numbers of 

financial ratios. Moreover, in the absence of a well-established theory to guide the 

selection of variables in the context of a specific decision or event, factor analysis can 

be an expedient means o f choosing variables.

In spite of these advantages, several issues exist in the use of factor analysis. There is 

no absolute guarantee that variables so selected necessarily represent all relevant 

dimensions of the subject arc under study. Neither will all dimensions be equally 

represented. For example, when initial variables are selected by examining the 

literature, with additions and deletions made on the basis of the researcher's judgment, 

an important dimension will be included only if it is already in the literature or if the 

researcher is aware of it. However, because the financial ratios instability of failure 

companies, the overriding requirement in its usage is to bear its limitation in mind 

when interpretating the results of its use. In this study, we did factor analysis but did 

not use it due to instability under three different methods (Industry mean rutios 

(IRRI). industry median ratios (IRR2). und unadjusted ratios (UR)) for different 

comparative purposes (for example, three aggregate models, ex post models, three 

business cycle models for three IRRI. IRR2. and l)R methods, five industry-specific 

models). Therefore, we performed u factor analysis on the ratios but did not use it in 

this study for ratio choice because of these reusons.
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5.2.6 Definition of (¡roups and Ratios

Discriminant analysis procedures assume that the groups being investigated are 

discrete and identifiable (Eisenbeis. 1977). That is. an observation cannot 

simultaneously belong to two or more groups, but it must belong to one of the groups 

under study. Eisenbeis (1977) argues that if the groups under investigation represent 

arbitrary segments of an inherently continuous variable, information is discarded 

concerning relationships between the descriptor variables and the grouping criterion 

variable. Moreover, error is introduced in the assessment of classification results since 

one cannot be certain of the proper population to which an observation should be 

assigned. In this study, it is considered that this will not be a problem since the two 

groups of companies analysed are clearly separated between failed and non-failed 

firms.

5.3 Data Analysis

5.3.1 Multiple Discriminant Analysis [MDA]

MDA techniques are used to classify observations into one or more alternative groups 

(populations) bused on an analysis of selected characteristics believed to be related to 

group membership. These groups in this study are known to be either failed or non- 

failed firms. The groups should be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive 

categories (two or multi-point nominal dependent vuriuble). und each individual 

belongs to one of them. These techniques can also be used to identify which 

significant variables contribute to making the classification.

MDA can be employed us both a descriptive und predictive technique. Descriptive 

uses include the investigation of mean group differences and the overlaps umong 

groups; while predictive uses centre around the formation of classification schemes to 

ussign objects (failed und non-fuiled in this study) to appropriate groups on the basis



of their discriminant score. The efficiency of the discriminant function in 

discriminating between failed firms and non-failed firms is tested by calculating the 

discriminant score, referred to as Z-Score, and examining the extent of any overlap in 

the distribution of Z scores.

If the distribution of overlap is small, the discriminant function separates the groups 

(failed and non-failed) clearly. If the overlap is large, there is a low degree of 

accuracy in classifying failed and non-failed groups. Killough. Koh. and Tsui [1*191 

show that the prediction accuracy rates of bankruptcy models constructed with 

different statistical classification techniques do not differ significantly. In particular, 

logit, probit and non-parametric analysis - the primary alternatives for developing 

classificatory models show no one technique is consistently superior. Given that the 

primary reseurch objective in this study is comparing the classificatory accuracy of 

models using industry relative ratios and unadjusted ratios, the choice between 

MDA, logit, probit, and non-param etric (see Chapter 2. statistical methodology 

review) is not critical to Ibis research objective.

MDA is well suited for descriptive or inferential research questions that are not 

concerned with causality. Logit and probit arc better suited when significance tests of 

individual variables are required. A non-parametric approach does not require the 

variables to be multivariate normally distributed. The ideal conditions for the use of 

MDA are more restrictive than those for logit, probit and non-parametric analysis. 

The ease of use of the SAS package, to particularly to perform Luchenbruch U- 

rnethod |Lachenbruch and Mickey. IW»K| calculations with MDA. (but not with logit, 

probit and non-purumetric). was the critical factor in our choice of MDA technique.



5.3.2 The Objectives of M D A

MDA has been generally used for the identification of group membership based on a 

observation of financial attributes. The objective of discriminant analysis in this study 

is to classify failed and non-failed firms in some fashion so that the groups are forced 

to he as statistically distinct as possible. MDA develops a composite score for 

observations (usually by applying the Fishersj I936J procedure of maximizing the 

ratio of between-groups variance to the within-groups variance). Its major purpose are 

establishing classification rules and statistical inference of the results (e.g. 

significance of the difference in group mean vectors). However. Green, et al |IS)7K| 

suggested that four main objectives of two-group discriminant analysis are:

I Testing whether significant differences exist between the average score profiles 

of two previously defined groups, assuming group dispersions are equal and 

the distributions are multivariate normal.

2. Determining which variables account most for such inter-group differences in 

average profiles.

3. Finding a linear combination of the predictor variables that enables the analyst 

to separate the groups by maximizing among group relative to within group 

dispersion.

4. Establishing procedures for assigning new individuals whose profiles, but not 

group identity, are assumed to be from one of the prior defined groups.
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5.3.3 The Nature and Assumption of Linear Ml)A

Theoretically, there are several major assumptions central to discriminant analysis. 

Violation of the assumptions might cause difficulty in the interpretation of results:

1. The independent variables of each group are multivariate normally distributed;

2. The group dispersion (variance - covariance) matrices are equal across groups:

3. The populations are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive.

4. The vectors of means, the covariance matrix and the prior probabilities of each

group are known.

If the distribution of x is not multivariate normal or one or more of these conditions 

do not hold, the linear discriminant function will not be an optimum assignment rule 

ILuchenbruch. 1975, p. 40|. In practice, the technique is very robust and these 

assumptions need not be strongly adhered to |Nie, et al.. 1975. p. 435|. The first, fifth 

and sixth assumptions have been met in this study because a failed company cannot at 

the same time classify into both failed or non-failed groups and vice versa.

5.3.3.1 The Nun-Multivariate Normal Distribution

The assumption of MDA that independent variables have a multivariate normal 

distribution is frequently violated. The violation of this normality assumption may 

bius the tests of significance and the estimated error rates using both the linear and 

quadratic discriminant functions |Eisenbeis. 1977. p. X75|. He 11977. p. H7| also 

points out that transformations may change the inter-relationship between variables 

and even the relative position of observations in the group. Some authors, for exumple 

Lachenbruch et al. 11973), reported that linear classification rules were sensitive to 

non-normal data, whereas quadratic rules were most severely affected especially
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when the sample size was not large. However, other authors, notably Gilbert [ ISXSK| 

and Krzanowski (1977). have shown that discriminant analysis is a rather robust 

technique which can tolerate some variation. As we have discussed many researchers 

focus on normality in their analysis of the distribution of financial ratios.

In this study the data, if non-normality occurs, the ratio is first transformed, and then 

winsorized for reducing the departure if the normality is not approximately achieved. 

Square root, logarithmic, and inverse transformations are applied to the ratios in order 

to transform them as appropriate.

5.3.J.2 The Kquality of (¡roup Variance-Covariance Matrix

In many cases, the assumption of linear discriminant analysis is that the equal group 

dispersion (variance-covariance) matrices are equal across all groups. Analysts 

generally use a test. Box's M, to obtain a statistical measure of the equality. Eisenbeis 

11977] and Joy and Tollefson |I975 | suggested that if the assumption of dispersion 

(covariance matrix) of two groups is not met. it will affect the significance test for the 

equality of group means; but the multivariate normality is an appropriate description 

of the ratio joint distribution. If the assumptions of group variance-covariance are not 

met. a quadratic discriminant rule rather than linear discriminant rule is required to 

minimize the probability of mis-classification.

Hamer [19X3] examined four different variable sets used by four researchers |Altman. 

I96X; Deakin. 1972; Blum. 1974; Ohlson. 19X0] on a data set that included 44 failed 

finns and 44 non-failed firms. She found that for each of the variable sets, the group 

covariance matrices were statistically different and the linear model performed at 

least as well us the quadratic version in classification success. Tuffler |I9X I| und 

Altman 119X11 found that linear DA tended to classify better than quadratic DA when 

group variances were not too much different. Quadratic DA . however, while quite
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accurate on original samples, is uniformly disappointing vis-4-vis linear DA in hold

out sample tests (Altman et al. 1977. and Martin 1977). Nevertheless. Deakin (1976) 

found that linear DA produced better classification results for the non-failed firms, 

quadratic DA model's classification results were better for failed firms.

Lachenbruch (1975, pp. 46-47) suggested that if the covariance matrices are not 

equal, then the optimal rule is a quadratic discriminant function. For large values of 

Mahalanobis distance (Parameter Unknown) the quadratic and linear functions behave 

similarly. Marks and Dunn |I9 7 4 | and Wahl and Kronwal 119771 suggest that the 

quadratic discriminant function performs worse for small sample sizes compared to a 

linear function. With multivariate normality and large sample sizes, the quadratic 

function performs better than the linear function when differences between dispersion 

(covariance matrices) are quite large. The linear DA function is better than quadratic 

DA when the group variances were more similar, when group means were far apart, 

when sample sizes were small and when the number of variables was small. Gilbert 

|I9 6 9 | concluded that the linear and quadratic rules can result in considerably 

different classification results depending on the number of variables, the number of 

observations, and the group centroids.

In theory, the quadratic classification rule should represents the linear rule under 

conditions of unequal dispersion matrices. In practice, it is sensitive to non-normal 

data | Dillon. I979|. However, in this study, we employed linear function rather than 

quadratic function because of a number of following reasons:

I . The quadratic rule is particularly sensitive to non-normal data, and hence the 

employing results of a quadratic DA with non-normal data may be poorer than 

linear DA. due to financial ratios never becoming normal:
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2. The quadratic DA requires a larger sample to estimute in order to prevent over

fitting;

3. A quadratic rule would be more difficult to apply and interpret, using it would

be less useful in practical applications.

In the case of dichotomous variables most evidence suggests that the linear 

discriminant rule often performs reasonably well IGilbert. IWW|. Lachenbruch (1V75, 

p. 45J concludes that a linear function performs fairly well for small sample sires. It 

was decided to use it in this study for industry relative ratios, business cycles, and 

industry-specific analysis.

5.3.4 Basic ( Concepts of ( Inssification

Suppose that an individual observation may belongs to one of two populations (either 

failed or non-failed firms). We begin by considering how an individual can be 

classified into one of these populations on the basis of a measurement of one 

characteristic, say X. The way X represents the sample from each population, how do 

wc estimate the distribution of X and the two population mean to classify correctly 

into one of populations. Typically, these distributions can be represented as in Figure 

5.1.

From the Figure 5 -1 thut a low value of X would direct us to classify an individual 

into population II and a high value would lead us to classify un individual into 

population I. A low and high value was defined by a dividing point, say C. If the X >■ 

C then we will classify an individual into population I (non-failed firms). If the 

individual came from population I but the measured X were less than C. dividing 

point, we will incorrectly classify the individual into population II. and vice versu.
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popu lation  I incorrectly  population  II incorrectly
classified  in to  population  II c lassified  in to  population I

Hypothetical Frequency Distributions of Two Populations Showing Percentage of 
Cases Incorrectly Classified (Source: Afifi and Clark, 1984, P. 250)

If the two populations have the same variance, then the dividing point of C is

C

Where:

X, ♦ x „2
X | -  the average value of X in population I 

X2 ■ the average value of X in population II

(5.1)

For this value the two probabilities of error are equal. In other words, the degree of 

overlap of the two distributions is frequently large and the variances are precisely 

equal. Now consider 2 variables X |. and X2. The dividing line between two 

populations was presented by Fisher ( I936| as an equation Z -  C. where Z is a linear 

combination of Xj and X2 and C is therefore a constant. The dividing point, can then 

be expressed as follows:

C
Z | + Z„ 2 (5-2)
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Where

Z| ■ the average value of Z in population I 

Z || ■ the average value of Z for population II

For the two variable case, the Fisher discriminant function Z is as follows:

Z ■ b |X | + 1*2X2 

Where:

b„ ■ the discriminant coefficients

5.3.5 I .in e a r  D isc rim in an t Function

Fisher (1936). in his linear discriminant function did not make any distributional 

assumptions for the variables used in classification. Thus, he attempted to classify 

group membership by forming one or more linear combinations of discriminating 

variables. These discriminant functions are expressed as follow :

Zj -  b„ ♦ b ,X „  ♦  b2X2i *... ♦  b ^  (5-3)

Where:

Zj ■ the i,h company discriminant score.

bn -  the discriminant coefficients, n ■ 0. I.2.3...bn variables:

Xy ■ the ith company's value of the jth independent variable.

In generul. selecting the optimal discriminant functions, the Fisherian approach 

advocates the maximization of the ratio of the among - groups sum of squares on the 

function to the pooled within - groups sum of squares on the function (see: Cooley 

and Lohnes, 1971. p.246). To select the optimal discriminant function(s), the 

following ratio is maximized:

Maximize L
Between Group Variance 

Within Group Variance
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I 2 . •
(5 -4 )

where:

2
I

i-1

2
2 |i I

Si
the mean discriminant score for group i, i 
the number of individuals in group i, 
the score of the jth individual of group i.

.11.

Once the discriminant functions have been derived, the resulting assignment rule is to 

classify an individual according to its discriminant score (Z|) as follows: Let Zc be the 

dividing point for the discriminant score. Then the classification procedure is:

If Zj > Zt> classify individual i as belonging to group I;
If Zj < Zyj classify individual i as belonging to group II.

Every individual on one side o f Zc is classified as group I; on the other side, as group 

II (in this study these are failed and non-failed firms). The classification procedure 

permits an interpretation of the impact of each of the independent variables. From 

illustration, suppose the independent variable X, ■ NI/TS and the higher the value of 

Zj, the more likely thut the company is solvent. If the sign of b$ is positive then higher 

values of Xj implies a better solvency. The larger the size of b, the more important 

variable Xj is in discriminating between Group I and Group II.

5.4 Evaluating the Significance of Independent Variables

5.4.1 In tro d u c tio n

The selection of the relevant ratios to be included in an MDA model is problematic 

given the luck of un underpinning theory. It is common pructice to select u lurge 

number of ratios und then to factor unulyse or regress them in order to select the most 

representative set of ratios to reflect the information contained in the sample. Because 

data over time and across industries may not be consistently stable or available, there
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is no guarantee that the same set of ratios would be selected for the same set of 

companies for a various of years prior to failure. Also, different researchers have 

ended up with alternative variable sets after analysing similur data. It is. however, 

often assumed that the results of a particular analysis can be used for time periods 

different from the one for which the data was collected; the implicit assumption being 

one of stability in the structure of financial ratios. However, evidence on the non- 

stability in financial structures in the UK has been reported by Ezzamel. Brodie and 

Mar Molinero 11987). Zavgren (1983) is to evaluate the predictive value of variables 

not included in her study. For example, data from the statement of changes in 

financial position has been available only since the early 1970s. Ratios developed 

from this data should be investigated for their information content regarding 

bankruptcy. Macro-economic variables could also be important in making a 

distinction between failing and non-failing firms. To a large extent the effects of these 

variables are reflected in financial statement data but with a significant lag. Rising 

interest rates, a recessionary environment, the availability of credit and other macro- 

economic factors could all affect the firm's vulnerability to fuilure. Further research to 

determine the effects of such variables is reported in chapter 9.

5.4.2 Selection o f V ariab les in the  D iscrim inan t M odel

Variable selection methods are used mainly in exploratory situations where many 

independent variables have been measured and but they choice for explaining the 

situation has not been finalised. The goal to discover the 'optimal' subset out of the 

raw data the least number with the greatest discriminating ability. The researcher may 

have some prior theoretical justification for using certuin variables but may remain 

open to suggestion for the remaining variables.



5.4.3 T h e  F u n c tio n 's  O verall S ignificance

The statistical significance of a discriminant function shows whether the observed 

between-groups differences are greater than would be expected by chance. This 

determines if there is any hope of classifying future observations using the given 

variables (Lachenbruch, 1975).

The null hypothesis being tested is that none of the variables improve the 

classification based on chance alone. Equivalent null hypotheses are that the two 

population means for each variable are identical, or that the population D* 

(Mahalanobis distance) is zero, or the variable means for two population are identical. 

The test statistic for the null hypothesis is

Nj ■ the number o f observations from group i.

K ■ the number o f independent variables.

The resulting F-statistic has K and N, ♦ N2 - K - I degrees of freedom. D2 is the 

Mahalanobis's distance which is the difference between the group means of the 

discriminant function:

F - xCK (5-5)
K (N, ♦ N2 - 2) N, ♦  N2

Where:

(5-6)

Where:

bi ■ the discriminant coefficient of the ith variable. 

Xij -  the mean of the ith variable of the jth group. 

Zj ■ the mean discriminant score of the jth group.
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However, the statistical significance is a first necessary step but it is not a good 

indicator of the efficiency of a discriminant function (Morison. 1969). so the latter 

can be evaluated by classifying other samples.

5.4.4 T h e  R elative Im p o rtan ce  o f  In d ep en d en t V ariables

The relative importance of each independent variables can be measured by one of the 

following methods:

(1) S tan d ard ised  D iscrim inan t C oeffic ien ts

The standardised discriminant coefficients rank variables according to their 

contribution. The relative effect of each variable on the discriminant function can be 

obtained from the standardized discriminant coefficients. This technique involves the 

use of the pooled (or within-group) covariance matrix from the computer output. The 

larger the standardized discriminant coefficient value, the greater its contribution. The 

standardized discriminant coefficients are illustrated in the following example: 

assume in the analysis sample the coefficient of bj -  0.023 and b2 ■ 0.034. the 

covariance matrix is as follows:

Rl R2

Rl 300.2 -46.5
R2 -46.5 200.2

The pooled standard deviations are V.300.2 ■ 17.32 for Rl and V200.2 ■ 14.14 for R2. 

The standardized discriminant coefficients are (0.023) x ( I7.32)-0.39H for Rl and 

(0.034) x (14.14) ■ 0.4M for R2. It is therefore seen that R2 has a relatively larger 

contribution to the discriminant function than R l. Although the important variable 

determines the discriminant score. Lunchenbruch 11975. p. 29| suggests thut this
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method is not commonly useful and has its limitations, because the coefficients are 

determined only up to a constant multiple.

Joy and Tollefson |I9 7 5 | ulso suggest that standardized coefficient may be incorrect. 

They recommended a "separation-of-means" measure which was suggested by 

Mosteller and Wallace [1963] and is based on the proportion of Mahalanobis 

Distance. The term D2 can be interpreted as the squared distance between the ineans 

of the standardized value of the discriminant function. A larger value of D2 indicates 

that it is easier to discriminate between the two groups. In general, the greater D2 for 

the two populations, the lower is the probability of mis-classification.

(2) M osteller an d  W allace M ethod

Mosteller and Wallace 11963) assesses the importance of a particular variable in terms 

of the proportion of Mahalanobis's distance. D2. which is defined as:

bj (Xj| - Xg)
rk -  -------------------------------- (5-7)

k
X  bj (Xj| - Xj2>

Where:

rk ■ the relative importance of the kth variable:

bj and Xj( are defined above in equation (5-6).

The relative contribution of a variable rk should have the same sign of the other 

variable's contributions. This sign must be positive if we assume that group I is the 

non-fuiled group. Thus, the relative contribution of each variable must be positive and 

all the contributions must sum up to unity. If any of the latter two conditions docs not
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hold, the model is not consistent and is unacceptable (see: El Hennaway and Morris. 

19*3. Taffler, 19X2). Taffler | I9X2| argues that

"a variable's negative contribution may he due to multicollinearity. sample bias or 
very unequal dispension matrices, then it is not possible to interpret the associated 
variables in any meaningful way and suggests the removal of such a variable"

(3) C onditional D eletion M ethod

This method removes each variable in turn from the k-variable set. with replacement, 

and the variables are ordered according to the resulting reduction in overall 

discriminating power as measured by the (k-l) variables' F-statistic. The Wilks' 

lambda computed which corresponds to the k-l remaining variables is culled the 

residual Wilks' lumbda of the variable that has been removed. The variable with the 

highest residual Wilks’ lumbda is the most significant in the k variable discriminant 

function. This method was used in previous studies (e.g. Sudarsanam and Taffler. 

I9H5, Taffler. 19X2). The conditional deletion method has the most appeal since it 

considers the correlations among the variables and measures the importance of a 

given variable to the multivariate F-statistic conditioned upon the others in the 

variable set which have already been incorporated | Altman and Eisenbeis. I97X ).

However, it appears that there none of the above methods is generally accepted as a 

measure of the relative contribution of each independent vuriable. Although. 

Mosteller and Wallence |M  &  W| method appeurs to be measuring that contribution it 

cunnot reveal how the contribution of the interaction between the variables affects 

thut of each variables. Eisenbeis |I977. p. XX4| criticises the use of the |M  & W| 

method in thut the weights are difficult to interpret because they are signed: can be 

greuter than one; do not sum to one; und that the method is not generulizuble to more 

than two groups. Altman und Eisenbeis | I97X, p. |9 0 | suggest thut if the variables are 

uncnrreluted. there will be strong agreement umong the runkings discussed ubove.
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5.5 Incorporating Prior Probabilities and M¡«¿classificationC o sts
A prior probabilities refer to the probability of an observation actually arising from 

each of the groups in the population. Assignment procedures usually incorporate a 

prior probabilities to account for the relative occurrence of observations and costs to 

adjust for the fact that some classification errors are more serious (costly) than others. 

Prior probabilities are important because they directly influence the classification 

results. Unequal prior probabilities cause more observations to be assigned to those 

groups with larger prior probabilities and assign fewer observations to those with 

smaller probabilities. The importance of the a priori probabilities and costs of mis- 

classification have not been widely discussed in the literature. In many papers 

authors, ignore error costs and assume that group membership was equally likely.

Ideally, the prior probabilities should reveal the probability of failure for the different 

time period and sample for which predictions are to be made. However, in the 

absence of theoretical guidance, estimating the prior probability of company failure is 

more difficult because ( I ) observations from a single period in time are used to form 

classification rules and make predictions about group membership in a future time 

period or periods. (2) the relative expected occurrences of the groups in the 

population may vury from period to period (See Eisenbeis. 1977. p. X90|.

Assuming equal probabilities of failed and non-failed firms, the linear discriminant 

method will establish a cutoff point ut the mid-point between the two group mean 

discriminant scores. This is pertinent if there is an equal probability of group 

membership; and it seems consistent with studies that were based on samples with 

equal observations in the failed and non-failed group. However. Eisenbeis 119771 and 

Palepu |l9Xfi| suggest that the use of different cutoff probabilities will influence the 

classification results of the model. It is necessary to identify the decision context of 

interest and estimate the a priori state probabilities of a firm in order to determine the
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optimal cutoff probability between the groups. If the correct priors are not considered, 

the classification results can be misleading. Therefore, estimating the prior 

probabilities of failure prediction had better heed the following previous studies' 

suggestions:

1. Meyer and Pifer (19701 have used a trial and error method and found that a 50-

50 rule minimized their classification errors in the sample rather than 

providing evidence on the population error rates. Alternative sampling 

methods such as the "pairwise sampling" methods, have been used by many 

authors us representative of non-random schemes. Non-random methods 

where certain confounding factors are controlled (such as firm's size, number 

of branches, and location, and industry difference...etc) are appropriate for 

investigating the importance of certain variables but not for estimating 

classification error rates.

2. Jones |I9H7| states that in bankruptcy prediction studies, one can expect that 

the prior probabilities of membership will be much lower for bankrupt firms 

than nonbunkrupt firms. In light of the unequal prior probabilities, the optimal 

cutoff is given by adjusting the cutoff score by an amount. X. which is given 

by X ■ In |P | / P2). where P | and P2 represent the prior probabilities of two 

groups. Assuming P, represent the probabilities of failed firms and P2 

represents the probabilities of non-failed firms. P ( + P2 ■ I. P ( is less than P2. 

The adjustment will move the cutoff score away from the mid-point between 

group means and closer to the failed firms (Group I) mean. This makes the 

classification discriminant score of un observation closer to the mean of group 

one. On the contrary, classification into Group II becomes more likely. This 

tendency to favour Group II results in misclassifying more Group I members 

into the Group II. but misclassifying less Group II members into the Group I. 

Because there ure so many more Group II members, the overull classification
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success is improved by the adjustment. Jones (I9H7) states that failure to 

consider prior probabilities is a valid criticism of earlier studies that assumed 

equal probability of group membership or probabilities based on sample 

proportions.

3. The population's prior probabilities and costs of misclassification should be 

considered if the model is to be used for decision-making purposes. This was 

subsequently done by Taffler 11977a and 1977) in two studies, for which he 

obtained a group of financial analysts' estimates o f the prior probability odds 

of failing to non-failing for UK companies. These were 1:10 in the first study, 

and 1:7 in the second. The cost of misclassifying a failed firm as non-failed 

and the cost of misclassifying a non-failed firm as failed firm is (CI/C2) 4 0 :1.

According to the argument made by Joy und Tollefson 11975) the population's prior 

probabilities should be included for:

I. Evaluating the expected performance (EP) if the linear discriminant function is 

to be used in classifying other sumples which are druwn at random from the 

population. This evaluation is made by comparing the expected performance 

of a discriminant function on a random sample (EPDpj with that of the 

proportional chance criterion (E P ^ ^ )  which are defined as :

EP,» -  Mi ( n ,, /  n , . )  ♦ q2 ( n22 /  n2.) (5-H)

Where: q t and q2 are the population's prior probabilities of failure and non-failure. n4( 

is the correct classification of group i and nt. is the totul companies in group i (see: 

Table 5-9).

EPpmp “  ( Mi H H (5-9)
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It should be noted that the population's prior rather than the sample frequencies are 

used above. Also, the proportional rather than the maximum chance criterion is used 

above. Morrison (1969] argued that, since the discriminant function defies the odds 

by classifying an individual in the smaller group, the chance criterion should take this 

into account and therefore the proportional choice criterion should be used.

2. Evaluating the expected cost (EC) : The misclasxification costs are used to 

evaluate the expected cost of using a discriminant function in making 

decisions. The two costs are calculated as follows:

e c DF "  Ml ( *»u /  " |  )C , ♦ q2 ( n2| /  n2.)C 2 (5-10)

-  Mi Mi C , ♦ q, q , C2 -  q, qj (C ,* C 2) (5-11)

Where :

ny
■ the number of firms of Group i misclussified in group j,

( n n  /  n ,. )an d (  n2, /  n2.)
-  the proportion o f type I and type II errors, respectively.

Ml ( n l2 / n |- ) «nd q2 ( n2, / n 2. )
■ the probabilities that a randomly selected entity will be misclassified by the

discriminant function, and

C | and C2
■ the costs of misclassifying a failed and non-failed firms, respectively.

The discriminant function would be superior to the proportional chance criterion if 

and only if EC|,j. < ECp,^. Under the condition of the above evaluation, the 

population's prior probabilities and the ratio of C , /  C2 must be known. The latter 

needs not to be known exactly. It is sufficient to know that the ratio C | /  C2 is greater 

or less than some critical number (see: Joy und Tollefson. 1975). To estimate the prior 

probabilities of this study, the period from 1974 through I9H5 is chosen. Statistics on 

bankruptcy rates are hard to come by Dun and Bradstreet (see p 91) estimate the rate 

at under 2 » . The uverage rate of removul of public firms under review 1974-1985 

was 11.25» (6.63» ♦ 6 .61» ♦...♦16.5») /  12 -  11.25». This figure represents all
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types of reusons for removul including liquidations (including 'members voluntary' 

liquidation) and also small, medium , and  large companies in Great Britain (i.e. 

England, Wales and Scotland). Since the mortality rate seems to vary with the firm 

size, location, and industry across the years 1974 to 19X5. it can be reasonably argued 

that the ratio for large size companies (the subject of this study) would be about one- 

quarter of the observed rate (see Ukaegbu. 19X7. p. 20X). Assuming 3% represents the 

mortality rate for large companies in this study. However, estimating the prior 

probability of corporate failure is not easy task because of the above described 

reasons. Therfore. the prior probability for the present study is therefore 0.97 : 0.03 to 

reflect the decision context, (i.e. 3% failure likelihood). The subjective estimates 

realistic prior probability of failure at 3%  is used in this study. However, in order to 

compare the results with the sample prior probabilities and previous studies (see: 

Tuble 7-10). In this study, we employed sample prior probabilities and then realistic 

prior probabilities.

T ab le  5-8 S u m m a ry  o f  C h an g es  in  th e  N um ber o f  Public C om panies on 
the  R e g is te rs : 1974 / 1985

Year Registers
at
31 Dec

Of which.in 
liquidation 
or course of 
removal

Effective 
number on 
registers 
at 31 Dec.

Mortality
Rate

1974 16658 1105 15553 ft.63%
1975 Iftft95 1105 15590 6.61%
197ft Ift7lft 1131 155X5 ft.7ft%
1977 lftXI9 11X4 15ft35 7.03%
I97X Ift954 1129 15X25 6.65%
1979 17154 1139 lftOI5 6.63%
19X0 10325 Ilft2 91 A3 11.25%
19X1 920ft IIXX XOIX 12.90%
19X2 ft511 11X7 5324 18.23%
19X3 6508 1173 5335 IX.02%
19X4 ft5X9 11X2 5407 17.93%
19X5 71 Xft lIXft ftOOO 16.50%

Total 147321 13871 133450 11.25%

Source: Department o f Trade Companies (1974-85) Annual Reports
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Two types of errors may arise in classification: type I and type II errors. The type I 

error is analogous to that of an accepted loan to a company that later goes bust. The 

type I cost is then the loss in making a loan to a company that later goes bankrupt. 

This implies that the bank will loss interest on the loan and a good part of the 

principal. On the other hand, a type II error is analogous to that of a rejected loan that 

would have resulted in a successful payoff. The type 11 cost implies the loss in not 

making a good loan. In this case, the bank may decide instead to invest the money in 

a safe government security, like the Treasury Bills even though the return may not be 

as high if the bank had granted the loan. The bank therefore loses the interest 

differential between the two investments. But this loss (of making the type II error) is 

much less than the first (of making the type I error). The difficulty in integrating the 

cost concept in a classification model lies in trying to determine actual values for 

these costs.

Optimal cutoff points and accuracy rates for the model were determined by different 

relative levels of misclassification costs. Unfortunately, in the context of different 

types of business using failure prediction models to assess the non-failed status of 

firms, misclassification costs are lurgely unknown. Analysts who consider costs 

typically provide results for a wide range of costs specifications. This was done in the 

research of Altman. Haldeman, and Narayanan |I977 |, Frydman. Altman, and Kao 

|I9H5|. In practice, the cost of misclassifying failed firms as non-failed is likely to 

exceed the cost of misclassifying non-failed firms as failed. The expected 

misclassification costs of using the model were computed for five different cutoff 

points, corresponding to the ratio of Cl to CII ranging from 1:1 to 40:1, This range 

was selected because the misclassification cost of a Type I error is expected to be 

higher than that of a Type II error (i.e. Cl > CII). hence, the ratio 1:1 is a lower limit. 

Further. Taffler (I9H2) estimate that Type I error cost as being some 40 times greater 

than the Type II error. Hence, 40:1 is un upper limit in this study. These choices are 

admittedly arbitrary since misclassification costs are likely to he user- and situation-
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specific. The results are therefore merely suggestive of the relative performance of the 

respective models and their sensitivity to a change in the classification criterion.

5.6 Classification Test

The classification of companies other than those of the initial sample is the most 

important and acceptable test of a discriminant function s classifying and predicting 

powers. The classifying power involves specification of the function which best 

separates the groups. The predicting power consists of developing a classification 

matrix to further evaluate the discriminant function. These tests of a function s 

classifying and predicting powers require determining a cut-off score, computing the 

discriminant scores of the companies of the cross validation samples and compute the 

efficiency measures.

5.6.1 T estin g  the D isc rim in a tin g  pow er

The initial (ex post) sample is that which is used to develop a discriminant inodel or 

to fit a discriminant function. The cross validation sample is similar to the initial 

sample but is saved to test the classifying power of a discriminant function. In terms 

of the split sumple technique the sample o f companies covering u particular period of 

time is divided into two subsamples; one of which is the initial sample and the other is 

the cross validation sumple which is ulso referred to us the calibrating or hold-out 

sample. Using the split-sample technique can lead to poor estimates and erroneous 

conclusions about the error rates that apply to the linear discriminant function based 

on the entire sample when data is often scarce and small samples are common. The 

method requires large sample sizes in order to obtain both a good estimate of the 

discriminant function and to simultaneously evaluute its performance. Neter | l% 6 . p.

1121 stated, in his comments on Beavers IV66 study that:
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it is desirable to use calibrating samples where, in effect, half of the data, is used in 
order I«» develop the criterion and die other half is used to lest the predictive power 
of the criterion (p. 112).

In this study, the split sample technique (forecast) is employed in chapter 7 because of 

large sample sizes.

In order to eliminate the upward classification bias the discriminant function should 

be used to classify the firms in the hold out (ex ante) sample. Thus, the discriminant 

coefficients are used to compute the discriminant score of each company in the hold 

out sample, then the cut-off point is used to classify the companies into one of the two 

groups and the results are presented in a classification matrix of the form of Table 5-9 

below. The efficient classification of the cross validation sample proves the ex post 

discriminating power of the computed function, but it does not provide evidence on 

the function s ex ante predictive power. Lachenbruch proposed the leave-one-out (or 

U) method (see: Lachenbruch and Mickey. I96X for the method s performance). This 

method holds-out one observation at a time, estimates the discriminant function based 

upon n ( * n2 -I observations and then classifies the held-out observation. This 

process is repeated until all observations are classified The disadvantage of this 

method is that it requires the computation of n j ♦ n2 discriminant functions for each 

function to be tested. Application of the model to sample data and analyzing the 

overall accuracy in terms of the percentage of observations correctly classified as well 

as the analysis of Type I and Type II errors are the general validation procedure. 

Leaving-one-out method is particularly useful to researchers who must deul with 

small sample size.

Hamer (19X3), whose sample included only 44 failed firms, and Oamboiena and 

Khoury |I9M0). whose sample had only 23 firms, used the Lanchenbruch technique. 

Eisenbeis 119771 states that the Lachenbruch ll-method gives almost unbiased 

estimates of the confidence intervals. Intuitively, one would expect the method to he
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more efficient than the hold-out method. Kshirsager 11972) feels the method may not 

be sensitive to the normality assumption. Eisenbeis and Avery (19721 have applied it 

to problems with unequal dispersion and more than two groups. Since the sample size 

in chapter H (three business cycles) and chapter 9 (industry-specific models) is small, 

implying that the Lachenbruch validation technique will be used to test the classifying 

power of failure prediction models.

5.6.2 T estin g  the  P redictive P ow er

Given that classifying power tests do not provide evidence on a model s predictive 

ability. Joy and Tollefson 11975) suggest that this power can be tested by classifying 

the firms of the validation sample. The efficient classification of the validation sample 

provides successful evidence on the predictive power of a discriminant function. The 

results of the classifying and predicting tests are presented in the following 

classification matrices of the following form.

T ab le  5-9 C lassification  M atrix

Actual Group Classified As

Failed Non-Failed Total

Failed "II n l2 "1
Non-Failed n2l "22 "2
Total "1 " 2 n

Where:

The first subscript in ny refers to uctuul group while the second refers to the 

classification group.
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The purpose of these matrices is to prepare for computing the measures of the 

discriminant function's classification accuracy (see: Joy and Toliefson. 1975). The 

unequal sample sires introduce a potential problem in statistical evaluation. The 

problem exists because the group of interest is usually the smaller group, and the 

accuracy in classifying that group is obscured by the accuracy in classifying the larger 

group. Total classificatory accuracy and one marginal accuracy measure are 

employed. Total classificatory accuracy asks how well the model did in classifying 

both failed and non-failed firms, and is computed by (n ( | + n22) /  n in Table 5-9. The 

marginal classification, computed as (n ( , /  n (.) and (n22 /  n2.) measure the probability 

of correctly classifying a failed and non-failed firms. However, these measures should 

be compared with the results of other classification strategies.

5.7 Statistical Significance of Models

There are two issues to answer about the effectiveness of statistical models. The first 

issue is whether the models perform better than a chance model. The second issue, the 

main focus of the study, is whether one model is superior to another in failure 

predictive ability. Thus, two categories of statistical tests are conducted in both the ex 

post and ex ante samples. The first category are tests of significance of individual 

models. These tests determine whether predictive ability from the individual models 

perforin better than predictive ability from a chance model.

As Morrison | I9ft9| and Sudarsanam and Taffler |I9M5| note, in most situations the 

appropriate chance model to use is the proportional chance model. This benchmark 

model is given as:

Q  - P
Z -  - ------------------

VP (I  -P ) / n
(5-12)
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Where:

0  * the correct classification rate of the model 

P * the proportion one expects by chance, and 

n = the number of firms in the sample

The second category of tests to be conducted are comparisons between models. Tests 

between models do not test whether models are superior to a chance model. Rather, 

these tests compare performance between two competing models. The focus of these 

tests is thus not accuracy of one model but comparative accuracy between models. 

The two-sided chi-square test for differences in probabilities is upplied to the total 

classification accuracy for related samples. Elam |I975] and Mensah (I9H3) have 

employed the statistic test they referred to us Conover's T |Conover. 1971, p. 146) 

When the notution is defined by relating the elements as follows:

O n 0 , 2 " 1  -  ° l l  + ° I 2

° 2 I ° 2 2 n 2  "  ° 2 1  + ° 2 2

Totuls M| M2 N ■ n ( + n2

The result of each predictive test is recorded in u two-by-two array with each element 

us described in Table 3-10.

T able  5-10 T w o By T w o  C on tin g en cy  T able

Number of Firms Correctly 
Classified With First Data

Number of Firms Incorrectly 
Classified With First Data

Number of Firms Correctly 
Classified With Second Data

Number of Firms Incorrectly 
Classified With Second Data

For each contingency table a test statistic ’T  is computed by the following formulu:
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(5-10)T ■ N ( 0 | j  x O22 ■ 0 |2  x O21 /  n |n2 x M |M i

Where:

N ■ the sum of the sample to which the models were applied 
■ ii| ♦  1*2 ■ M | ♦ M2

0 |  | ■ the total number of firms correctly classified by Model I 

0 | 2 ■ the total number of firms incorrectly classified by Model I

021 ■ the total number of firms correctly classified by Model 2

022 ■ the total number of firms incorrectly classified by Model 2

n, ■ the number of firms in the sample to which Model I was applied
-  ° l l  + 0 |2

n2 -  the number of firms in the sample to which Model 2 was applied 
“  ° 2 I  ♦ °22

M, -  O , ,  ♦ O21 

M2 ■ 0 ,2  + O22 

The null hypothesis is rejected

for a  -  0.0S when T  > 3.K4I. 
for a  -  0.10 when T >  2.706. 
for a  -  0.20 when T > 1.642. and 
for a  -  0.25 when T > 1.323.

The strongest case for rejection of the null hypothesis occurs when T > 3.K4I.

5.8 Summary and Conclusions

The main methodology and hypotheses discussed in this chapter are a discussion of 

research design, sample selection, data analysis and multivariate discriminant 

analysis. Failed and non-failed firms are derived from Datastream using a matching 

approach on the basis of similar industry size and corresponding year so as to avoid 

major industry differences and specific-time sampling biases. Large sized firms rather 

than small firms are drawn in this failure prediction study. Forty-one significant 

financial ratios and macro-economic variables popular in the previous literature are
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used in here ignoring accounting policies of firms, because the adjusted and 

considered accounting ratios did not provide better predictive ability or information 

over and above traditional (accrual-based) accounting ratios [see Casey and Bartczak. 

19X4 and Skogsvik, 1990). A number of studies [Keasey and Watson, 19X7b, I9XX; 

Peel and Peel, I9X7| have examined the predictive content of the lag in submitting 

accounts and non-financial or qualitative variables, and found them to have 

insignificant information content in their study. Therefore, these variables have not 

been included in this study because they did not obviously provide better information.

One popular statistical method, discriminant analysis, is used in this study as a data 

analysis tool. Discriminant analysis classifies a company into one of two groups on 

the basis of a statistic (Z-score) that is a weighted combination of ratios that best 

discriminate between the two groups o f firms. The method assumes that the ratios are 

from a multivariate normal distribution and the covariance-matrices are equal. In 

theory, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is more appropriate when the covariance 

matrices are equal for two groups. Quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) is more 

appropriate when the variance-covariance are unequal for two groups. In practice, 

however, the predictive ability of QDA for unequal variance-covariance drops when 

the number of independent variables is large relative to the sample und the sample 

size is small. The review of this chapter suggests that we did factor analysis but did 

not use it because the financial rutios in each factor louding vury over time and across 

industries. It is difficult to interpret on the busis of the results. Therefore, we decided 

not to rely on the results of fuctor unalysis in the present study. The next chupter 

introduces the empiricul results of data analysis based on univariate analysis. We also 

present the results of examining the ratios for the outliers, data distribution and 

alternative transformation method and correlation analysis.



C h a p t e r  6  P r e l i m i n a r y  E m p i r i c a l  R e s u l t s

6.1 Introduction

Chapter ft presents the preliminary empirical results of the study. The initial choice of 

independent variables included 41 financial ratios, year dummy variables, and 

economy-wide indicators. We discuss the definition of the financial ratios, the 

treatment of missing values, tests of normality and the descriptive statistics for each 

ratio. We also examine the transformations and examines the correlations between 

each ratio. The univariate comparisons between the mean values of each ratio for the 

failed and non-failed firms are reported in this chapter. The objective of these 

preliminary comparisons is to inform the selection of ratios which will most 

effectively differentiate between failing and non-failing firms.

6.2 Financial Ratios and Missing Values

There were very few missing values for each case. A popular method to cope with 

missing values is to replace initial value with V .W  rather than the expected 

maximum value of the ratio. Some substitution is important since if a firm is missing 

just one observation, then the firm will be excluded from the whole analysis. Any 

inclusion of cases with incomplete or missing values will influence the classification 

accuracy and bias the estimates. Initially. 42 financial ratios were considered in this 

study. (See Appendix A). R32, the interval credit ratio, defined as ((current assets - 

stocks - current liabilities) /  ( sales - depreciation - profit before tax) /  3ftS) was 

excluded because of missing account item values.
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T a b le  6-1 A C om prehensive  F lo w ch art o f P relim inary  F m p ir ic a l  Results

Nole: Fin -  Financial. MDA * Multivariate Discriminant Analysis. UR -  Unadjusted Ratios. 
IRRI ■ Industry Mean Ratios. IRR2 -  Industry Median Ratios.



6.2.1 A P rio ri (¡ro u p in g s

Financial attributes can be measured through the use of financial ratios which express 

a relationship between two financial items (or an aggregate of items), that are 

contained in published financial statements. For the purposes of description financial 

ratios can be grouped into categories, although Pinches. Mingo and Caruthers (19731 

criticized a priori groupings of ratios and proposed an empirical taxonomy to take into 

account the relationships between and among the ratios. There are alternative schemes 

presented in the literature. Bernstein 119X3, p. XI | states ratios can be grouped in six 

categories: (I)  short-term liquidity. (2) funds flow. (3) capital structure and long-term 

solvency. (4) return on investment. (5) operating performance, and (ft) assets 

utilization.

There are many useful ratios reported in the literature. The problem in developing a 

discrimination model is to identify a limited set of financial ratios. Naturally, different 

researchers often include different ratios. Accounting ratios have been grouped by 

previous authors according to the firm's financial attributes, on an a priori basis, into 

different numbers of categories - e.g.. profitability and liquidity (see: Foster. I97X. 

p.2X). In this study, however, each ratio used in measuring financial attributes is 

categorized into one of eight factors on the basis of a priori similarity among 

themselves and their inter-relationships according to Chen and Shimerda |I9XI|. 

Pinches. Eubank. Mingo, and Caruthers (1973). and Barniv and Raveh's |I9X9| 

studies. They are: (I)  Profitability, (2) Capital turnover. (3). Financial leverage. (4). 

Liquidity. (5). Cash position, (ft) Inventory turnover. (7) Receivable turnover, and (X) 

Other ratios. A priori groupings in this study is mainly bused on ( ’hen and Shimerdu's 

Study (See Appendix A).



6.2.2 T he P ro b lem  o f O u tlie rs

Cothran (1963) has pointed out that outliers cause increases in the sample variance 

and thus decrease the precision of parameter estimates. There are alternative strategies 

to deal with the presence of outliers in data sets. ( I ) to proceed with analyses without 

dealing with them, or alternatively (2) to resort to various techniques of dealing with 

outliers (such as trimming the data hy excluding the smallest and largest observations 

and then proceeding as if the trimmed sample were a complete one). If the sample is 

drawn from a normal population, the trimming procedure results in some loss of 

efficiency in estimating the location parameters (e.g.. mean). However, if the 

distribution is long-tailed, efficiency is increased by trimming (Lev and Sunder. 

1979]. The technique known as winsorizing can be used to change extreme values to 

those of the nearest non-outlier rather than delete them, and then attempting to fit the 

distribution with a known one. (for which data transformations have been suggested). 

For normally distributed samples, winsorized means are more stable than trimmed 

meuns. It should be noted that the handling of extreme values remains to some extent 

a subjective matter.

In this study. Taffler's approach to the deletion of outliers has been employed. Tattler 

119X21 suggested an approach which transforms the data to improve normality, for 

example, by using square root, logarithmic or reciprocal transformations. If after 

being transformed the distribution still contained extreme outliers, he proposes that 

the data is winsorised. Extreme values, in this study, were identified and excluded by 

means of a semi-automatic procedure which involved the following steps:

I. Summary statistics were calculated for the full data set and the histograms of 

the distribution, the descriptive statistics and normal probability plot were 

generated.
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2. Any ratio point falling outside the range: mean plus or minus four standurd 

deviations, was replaced by the sample mean. Those observations falling 

between 2.5 standard deviations and 4 standard deviations from the mean, 

were replaced by a value 2.5 standard deviations away from the sample mean.

Empirical support for the validity of this approach is offered by Frecka and Hopwood 

11983) used Deakin's original ratios for a later time period and found that by deleting 

outliers normality could be achieved for most ratios. It is worth noting that the mean 

and the standard deviation used in the process of identifying outliers was calculated 

for the two groups separately. The results in this and the subsequent analysis are 

based on the revised ratios.

6 .2 .3  D a ta  D is tr ib u tio n  an d  T ran sfo rm a tio n

As will be discussed later, discriminant analysis, (which has been the most popular 

method in predicting failure prediction), requires that independent variables are 

multivariate normally distributed. A necessary condition is that each independent 

variable has a normal distribution. Transformations may change the inter

relationships between variables and affect the relative positions of the observations in 

a group lEisenbeis. 1977). Financial ratios are unlikely to be normally distributed but 

he skewed |Burnes. I9X2|. Bird and McHugh |I977) in Australia, used five fmuncial 

ratios for over 68 Australian firms in 1967, 1969. 1971. They tested the normality of 

the distributions for the five ratios und found financial leverage and efficiency ratios 

were generally normally distributed: quick assets and working capital ratios were not 

normally distributed; but found no conclusive results in the case of the probabilities. 

Buijink &  Jegers |I9X6| in Belgium and Bougen and Drury |I9K 0| suggested that 

normality for both the whole sample and the individual industry were rejected. 

McLeay |I9X6|; in the UK. and Deakin 11976); Frecka and Hopwood |I9X3|; So 

| I9X7|; and Karels & Prakash (I9K7) in the USA. used normal distribution ratios as



Frecka and Hopwood 11983] tested the basic hypothesis of normality in 11 financial 

ratios for American companies over the 1950-1979 period for a large population of 

manufacturing firms. Statistical tests indicated that ten of the 11 raw data ratios 

tended to depart from normality in a highly significant manner. They indicated that 

transformations alone did not significantly improve the approximation to normality in 

the distribution of the ratios. Outliers had to be deleted before significant 

improvements in the distribution could be attained. So |19H7|, however, reported that 

outliers were not the only source of non-normality. After removing outliers, it was 

found that many ratios remained non-normally and asymmetrically distributed. Of 

course, one must be careful that meaningful ratio values are not deleted. In the small 

sample sizes characteristic of bankruptcy studies, one must be particularly careful 

when discarding any observation. Given this, it was decided to test first for normality 

in the XX failed firms and then in the 17ft nan-failed firms.

Logarithmic, square root and reciprocal functions are generally the most common 

transformations used and they are recommended in the literature. These three 

transformations cannot be used for distributions which include zero values. In 

addition, logarithmic, and square root transformation cannot cope with negative 

values. Thus, a constant is added to each original ratio in order to transform all values 

of a given negative ratio to non-negative value. An estimated constant has been 

proposed to improve normality of each ratio if it is negative. A general family of 

transformations studied by Box and Cox | I9ft4| was used as the basis for selecting 

■ min (Xj) as an estimated constant. The Box and Cox transformations are defined us

the main criterion for the selection of discriminating variables to offer a better fit for

their models, (see Table ft-2J.

follows:



(X)
Xi

X|
( X j _ f  X2 ) I

X, 0
*1

-  In ( Xj ♦ X2) X, -  0

Where.

Xj ■ the original value o f the financial ratios.

(X)
Xj ■ the transformed value,

X| « th e  transformation parameter,

X2 is chosen so that Xj ♦ > 0.

For numbers of the family were chosen for investigation. Xj -  I; X, ■ 1/2; Xj ■ 1/3; 

X| ■ 0, i.e. no transformation, square roots, cubic roots, and natural logarithms. The 

shape of the distribution of the transformed data is usually different from the shape of 

the distribution o f the original data. This is due to the non-linearity of the 

transformation. It is possible, as Box and Cox |1964| have shown, to employ the tools 

of standard statistical analysis in order to derive the exact distribution of the 

transfonned data from the distribution of the original data. The distribution of some 

ratios appear to be bounded by zero and tail off towards positive values. The 

skewness and kurtosis coefficients were at times relatively large. Afifi and Clark 

(19X4. p (SO) noted that not every distribution can be transformed to a normal 

distribution. For example, the mode (the most commonly occurring score) is zero for 

some positive value ratios, thus muking it virtually impossible to transform their score 

to u normal distribution.
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T ab le  6-2 S u m m ary  o f the  D is tr ib u tio n a l Evidence o f  F inancia l Ratios 
(K an  D ata)

Study No Period Sample Null Hypothesis
of Ratios covered Size ( Normality )

Homgan | I965|. USA 7 1948-57 50 Not Rejected
O'Conner 11973). USA 10 I950-A6 127 Not rejected
Deakin 11976], USA II 1955-73 454-1114 Mixed
Frccka & Hopwoodl I983| USA II 1950-79 346-1243 Rejected
McDonald & Moms | I9K4. 85). USA 4 1979 239 Mixed
Lee 11985). USA 1961.65.70.75 348-606 Mixed
So 11987|. USA 1970-79 490 Mixed
Karels & Prakash |I987] 50 1972-76 50 Rejected
Bird A McHugh 11977) Ausiraliu I967/M.7I 68 Mixed
Bougen A Dmhy 1I9N0|. UK 7 1975 700 Rejected
Mcleay | I986|.UK A Ireland 3 1981-82 1634 Rejected
Ezzamel. Mar-Molincro. 5 1980-81 131 Mixed
and Beecher 11987). UK 
Ettomcl. Mar-Motinen». 119901. UK 9 1973-81 0 Rejected

Source : Journal of Business Finance and Accounting. Spring 11 WO, p. 2|.

For example, in this study. TC/TS. TC/TA and TC/CL (defined as in Appendix A) 

three ratios's mode is zero. The inverse of some ratios which are bounded by zero, 

were reported to be non-normally distributed by several previous researchers |e.g... 

Deakin. 197ft; Frccka and Hopwood. 1983; and So. 1987;). Hence, the results of 

previous studies and those of the present study indicate that these ratios exhibit non- 

norinal distributions (see Table ft-2 to ft-7).

6.2.4. D escrip tive S tatistics

A general family of transformations for each distribution of ratios was applied. It can 

be seen that the normality of the data set was improved after it transformed and 

winsorized. |sce Table ft-K|. The SAS /  Univariate procedure was then used to procure 

descriptive statistics und to examine the histograms and normal probability plots of 

each ratio, and various statistics such as the meun. the sum. the standard deviation, the
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variance, skewness, kurtosis and the lowest and highest extremes were generated. The 

normality of a ratio depends on the shape of the histogram and normal probability 

plot, it is easy and convenient to test the goodness-of-fit on the basis of visual 

inspection (graphical tests). If the points fall on an appropriate straight line on the 

normal probability plot, this indicates the variable is following a normal distribution. 

The horizontal axis of a normal probability plot is the numbers between the -2 and +2. 

the vertical points are the coefficient correlation between the vertical and horizontal 

lines can also be used as an indication of goodness of fit. Otherwise, the plot line 

should curve in the interval.

The results of the initial data analysis can be classified into two parts: failed and non- 

failed. In general, the histograms of failed firms were less symmetric, compared with 

the non-failed sample. Overall, the skewness and kurtosis coefficient for the failed 

firms were fairly large, compared with non-failed firms. The distribution of failed 

companies' ratios departs increasingly from normality as the firms approach failure. 

WC7TA for the non-failed firms appears to be approximately bell-shaped. TL/TA for 

the failed firms appears to be approximately bell-shaped for the all 264 firms all years 

prior to failure (see Table 6-3).

6.2.5 Tests For Normality

There are two different methods used in this study to examine the normal distribution 

of each independent financial ratios, firstly the Shapiro-Wilk tests, secondly the 

skewness and kurtosis test.

6.2.5.1 Shapiro-W ilk (S-W ) Tests

The Shapiro-Wilk (S-W) statistic. W. is computed if the number of observations is 

less than 2tHN). This test is well suited to small sample size (see Dunn and ('lurk 

I9H7). The null hypothesis of normality is rejected for smull vulues of W. An
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alternative is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, however, this is not as powerful 

for small samples sizes as the Shapiro-Wilk (S-W) test (Afifi and Azen. 1979). With a 

sample size of three, the probability distribution of W is known and is used to 

determine the significance level. When the sample size is greater than three, 

simulation results are used to determine the significance levels. For sample size. n. 

greater than six. the significance level of W is obtained by Royston's 119X2, p. 1lft| 

approximate normalizing transformation. The SAS program prints out the value of W 

and the associated probability (P value) for testing the hypothesis that the data came 

from u normal distribution. If the P value is small, then the data may not be normally 

distributed (see SAS procedure guide, version ft. 1990). The W statistic is the ratio of 

the best estimator of the variance (based on the square of a linear combination of the 

order statistics) to the usual corrected sum of squares estimator of the variance. W 

must be greater than zero and less than or equal to one. with small values of W 

leading to rejection of the null hypothesis of normality. Note that the distribution of 

W is highly skewed. Seemingly large values of W may be considered small and lead 

to rejection of the null hypothesis.

Very little is known about what significance level a  should be chosen to compare 

with the P value obtained from formal tests of normality. So the sense of increased 

preciseness gained by performing a formal test over examining a plot is somewhat of 

an illusion. From the normal probability plot we can both decide whether the data are 

normally distributed or not | Afifi and Clark. 1990). For example, in Table ft-3 to ft-7. 

the most probability value contained in the Column ProIxW  is 0.0001. Since this 

value is close to 0. it indicates that the sample data are not from u normal distribution.

In this study, the S-W test was perfonned on each (I) the complete raw data set; (2) 

each year (four year) raw data prior to failure respectively, and (3) the square root, the 

logarithmic, and reciprocal transformations of the raw data sets; (i.e. after trunsfonned 

and winsorized). The financial ratios of the failed und non-failed firms selected for the
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unadjusted ratios, followed the tests for normal distributions. The ratios for these 

firms indicated similar results to the unadjusted financial ratios. The power of the S- 

W test, (in common with most statistical tests), increases as the number of 

observations increases. Small samples cause more departures than large sample froir. 

normality and tenably reject the normality hypothesis.

6.2.5.2 Skewness and K u rto sis Tests

Skewness is a measure of the deviation of a distribution from symmetry, a negative 

sign indicates that the tail of their distribution is to the left and the distribution is 

skewed to the smaller value. If the sign is positive, the distribution would be skewed 

to the right. The kurtosis of a data set is sometimes examined to provide an informal 

check of normality; kurtosis of a normal distribution is zero. Kurtosis expresses a 

distributions relative peakedness. It is normally measured by (}- (beta two) or by «4 

(alpha 4). It is useful to identify distributions, which are symmetrical but not nonnal. 

because the greater the value of B-. the more peaked the distribution. A normal 

distribution has a B of three and is called mesokurtic. If the B is greater than 3, the 

distribution is leptokurtic: and if B- is less than 3. the distribution is platykurtic. If 

both statistics differ significantly from zero, the normality of data set is not 

achievable. Using the tubles in Pearson and Hartley | iy76. pp. 2()7-H| the coefficients 

of skewness and kurtosis can provide test results similar to those for the Shapiro- 

Wilks.

From the Tables 6-3 to 6-7 displayed below, a number of ratios, particularly for the 

failed sumple, appear to be non-normally distributed. This can he attributed to the fuel 

that the distribution of fuiled companies ratios departs increasingly from the normal 

distribution when the failed firms approach failure. The distribution of non-failed 

firm's ratios from 16 UK industries, can be seen from the visual inspection of the 

Tables 6-3 to 6-7. These indicate that the meun. standard deviation, skewness.
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Kurtosis. W-statistics and significance figures for the non-failed firm ratios are more 

consistently near to normal compared with those of the failed firms. On the other 

hand, failed firm descriptive moments exhibit a great deal of non-normality prior to 

failure. The following results in Table 6-3 shows all-firms five years prior to failure. 

Table 6-4 to Table 6-7 show univariate analysis one. two. three, and four year prior to 

failure. Table 6-X presents the improvement results of transformation for all year.

In summary, as stated above, forty-one accounting ratios which measure the same 

financial attributes for 16 broadly classified industries and for five years prior to 

failure are calculated separately. These ratios are examined jointly and separately 

using square roots, reciprocal, natural logarithms and Box and Cox 11S»64| family of 

transformations methods. The results of the. Shapiro-Wilk (W). Skewness and 

Kurtosis tests indicated thut the normality assumption was rejected far more 

frequently in the failed than in the non-failed groups raw data sets (see Table 6-3 to 6- 

7 footnote). If the associated probabilities is labelled Prob<W for the Shapiro-Wilk 

test. If the value is less than the level then the null hypothesis is rejected. The 

significant results of the three different tests revealed that the normality assumption 

could not be rejected in most cases for WC/TA in the non-failed firms, and for TL/TA 

in the failed firms (see Table 6-3). The deletion of outliers had a stronger impact on 

the data, in terms of improving approximation to normality, than did square root and 

natural logarithmic transformations. Transforming data using the Box and Cox 11‘>64| 

family of transformations generally improved the approximations to normality. The 

final transformations applied to the data were those which resulted in the greatest 

improvement. An examination of the figures in the Tables also shows that there is a 

close relationship between the two statistics in that those ratios with u low skewness 

also have a low kurtosis.



Table 6-3 Intransformed Ratio Distribution Statistics For the Non-Failed
and Failed Firms (All Year)

R a t i o s M e a n
N O N - F A I L E D  
S k e w  K u r t o s i s  W : P r o b < W  

N o r m a l
M e a n S k e w

F A I L E D
K u r t o s i s  W  P r o t x W  

N o r m a l

N ly T S 3 .6 9 3 .3 2 3 2 .1 8 0 . 7 4 7 0 .0 0 0 1 - 3 .2 9 - 1 8 .6 9 3 7 2 .2 2 0 . 1 7 9 0 . 0 0 0 1
F F / N W 3 0 .2 9 • 3 .1 3 5 3 .7 2 0 .8 6 5 0 .0 0 0 1 15  9 3 - 1 .6 3 7 . 1 7 0 . 8 8 2 O .tN N II
F F / T A 1 4 .7 2 - 0 .8 5 1 8 .0 .3 0 . 9 4 4 0 .0 0 0 1 5  7 4 - 2 .1 3 1 2 .3 2 11 .8 9 7 O.tN N II
N I / T A 3 .0 6 - 6 .2 9 1 1 7 ,1 2 0 .7 7 1 0 .0 0 0 1 • 2 .1 4 - 3 .1 9 2 0 .2 1 0 . 7 8 8 O.tN N II
N I / N W 1 0 .2 0 - 2 .0 3 2 7  38 0 .8 9 1 O.tN N II - 7 2 6 • 3 .3 7 2 8 . 9 2 0 . 7 1 0 O.tN N II
E B I T / T S 8 .8 4 2 .9 8 2 2 .9 3 0 . 8 4 0 0 .0 0 0 1 I I I - 1 7 8 1 3 5 1 .0 3 0 . 2 3 0 O tN N II
N I / T L 1 4 9 1 3 .2 3 2 5 .1 5 0 .7 9 1 0 .0 0 0 1 3 4 3 -8 .8 5 1 2 3 9 9 0 . 5 7 0 O .INNII
E B I T / T A  1 2 .3 3 ■ 0 .1 3 2 9 .6 2 0 . 8 9 4 (l.(N N )l 3 .3 1 - 2 .2 7 1 3 .4 3 0 . 8 8 9 O.tN N II
g A / T A 0 . 3 3 0 . 2 9 0 .8 8 0 . 9 7 5 0 .0 0 0 1 0 . 3 0 0  4 7 1 .0 5 0 . 9 6 5 O.tN N II
F F / T S 0 . 1 0 1 8 .6 1 4 7 7 . 9 6  0 . 4 1 3 (M N K)I 0 . 0 3 - 1 7 .3 2 3 3 6 .9 9 0 . 2 4 5 O.tN N II
C A / T A 0 . 6 7 - 1 .0 3 1 .6 6 0 .9 3 1 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .6 6 - 0 .6 8 0 . 9 6 0 .9 5 1 O.tN N II
N W / T S 0 .4 2 1 2 .5 0 1 8 4 .8 4 0 .2 8 2 O .tNNII 0 .3 2 9 | | 1 3 3  4 1 0 . 5 7 2 (1 .0 0 0 1
T S / T A 1 .6 5 2 .8 6 1 3 .2 3 0 . 7 7 5 0 .0 0 0 1 1 .4 3 1 6 7 1 1 .8 2 0 . 9 3 5 O .tNNII
W C 7 T A 0 . 2 9 - 0 .1 6 0 .1 5 0 .9 H 5 0 4 3 6 0 . 1 5 - 1 .2 3 4 4 1 0 . 9 4 0 O.tN N II
T S / N P A 7 .6 7 1 0 .9 6 1 4 9 .8 5 0 . 3 2 9 0 .0 0 0 1 7 .5 6 6 .8 2 5 5 . 3 7 0 , 3 9 0 O.tN N II
T I J T A 5 0 ,6 8 0 . 5 4 1 .5 4 ( » 9 6 9 0 . 0 9 0 0 6 4 .8 0 0 . 6 4 2 .9 5 0 . 9 K  I 0 .  39011
T L / N W 1 1 3 .7 1 .4 0 2 .2 5 0 .8 8 1 0 .0 0 0 1 2 0 0 .3 8 0  2 4 1 0 .1 3 0 8 2 7 O O O O I
L T D / T A 1 1 .1 7 7 .8 1 8 5 .7 7 0 . 4 4 7 0 .0 0 0 1 2 2  8 6 7  34 7 5 . 1 3 0 . 4 3 3 O .tNNII
C O 2 0 .4 8 0 . 7 7 0 .6 2 0 .9 3 1 O .tNNII 4 2 . 5 9 - 0 .8 6 1 2  9 5 0 . 9 4 4 (l.tN N II
F F / C L 4 4  12 1 .4 4 5 .3 1 0 . 9 1 5 0 .0 0 0 1 12  I I - 3 .6 4 3 8 .0 8 0 . 7 8 5 (l.(N N )l
R E / T A 4 . 0 9 - 5 .6 4 9 1 . 3 5 0 .7 8 1 O .O tN II - 3 .5 7 - 5 .2 8 5 5 .0 8 0 . 6 9 9 O .tN N II
T D / T C 8 3 . 7 9 1 .8 7 4  8 4 0 . 8 4 0 0 .0 0 0 1 171  3 0 0 .2 2 1 2 9 9 0 . 7 9 8 O tN N II
T D / T A 4 3 . 0 7 0 .8 3 2 .0 8 0 . 9 5 9 0 .0 0 0 1 6 1 .3 8 2 .4 2 1 6 .2 9 0 . 8 7 3 O .tNNII
C A / C L 1 .9 3 1 .8 0 6 .0 9 0 . 8 7 9 0 .0 0 0 1 1 4 0 2 .4 5 1 5 .0 9 0 . 8 7 4 (l.tN N II
g A / T L 0 . 9 8 2 .1 1 8 .5 8 0 .8 5 4 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .6 5 6 .2 8 7 5 .4 8 0 . 7 0 2 O tN N II
C L / N W 0 . 8 6 2 .3 2 8 .9 1 0 . 8 1 7 O .OtNII 1 38 - 1 3 .2 2 2 8 2  3 6 0 . 1 5 7 O.IN N II
C L / T A 0 . 3 8 0 . 5 6 0 .8 4 0 . 9 6 9 O.OOOI 0 .5 2 1 .8 5 1 0 .7 3 0 . 9 0 8 O.tN N II
« I ' l l 0 . 7 6 -0 .4 8 - 0 .1 3 0 . 9 6 3 O .tN N II 0 . 8 0 - 1 .1 2 1 .9 2 0 .9 1  3 O.tN N II

• T C 7 T S 0 . 0 6 1 3 .3 6 2 2 8 .0 9 0 . 3 1 4 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0 2 1 0 .1 6 1 1 9  33 0 . 2 5 0 O.tN N II
• T C 7 T A 0 . 0 7 2 .2 3 6 .2 8 0 . 7 1 8 O .tN N II 0 .0 2 6 . 4 0 6 6 . 4 3 0 . 5 0 0 O.INNII
• T C V t 'L 0 . 2 4 3 .2 2 1 4 9 5 0 .6 3 1 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0 7 13  6 7 2 2 5 . 3 0 0 . 2 2 8 O.tN N II
C A / T S 0 . 4 6 5 .4 4 5 4  81 0 . 6 8 9 O.INNII 0 .5 1 3 .0 2 1 4  16 0 . 7 6 3 O.tN N II
I N V / T S 0 . 2 3 3 2 6 1 7 .4 2 0 . 7 5 0 O .OtNII 0 .2 8 4 . 4 7 3 1 .7 2 0 . 6 8 8 (l.(N N )l
T s / w r 8 .6 9 6 . 5 0 1 0 1 .7 6  0 . 3 9 3 O .tNNII 3 ,0 9 - 3 .6 7 3 3  8 3 0 . 5 8 0 O .tNNII
g A / I N V 2 . 5 2 1 6 .0 3 2 9 6 .0 8  0 . 1 4 2 O.INNII 1 .2 4 1 2 .7 0 1 7 5 .3 3 0 . 2 2 8 O tN N II
g A / r s 0 . 2 3 1 0 .9 6 1 7 7 .1 1 0 . 5 0 9 O.tN N II 0 .2 3 4 . 4 6 3 1 .9 0 0 .6 9 1 O .tNNII
g A / T L 0 . 7 2 1 6 9 5 4 3 0 , 8 8 6 O.tN N II 0 .5 1 9  4 1 1 3 9 .8 6 «1.57*4 O .tNNII
I C 7 T S 0 .0 1 4  1 0 2 4  6 1 0 . 6 1 0 O .tNNII 0 .0 3 5 .8 0 6 0 . 3 7 0 . 6 5 8 O.tN N II
L o g ( T A ) 1 7 3 5 0 5 .9 1 4 7 .8 4 0 . 4 8 5 O .tNNII 1 8 0 4 4 3 441 1 3 .3 4 0 .6 0 1 (M N NII
O P / T P 2 . 4 0 6 . 2 0 8 8 ,9 1 0 . 6 3 0 O .tNNII 1 .7 7 • 3 .0 2 6 4 . 6 8 0 . 4 5 5 O.tN N II
1C 1 5 .5 4 3 .9 1 7 9 .1 7 0 .4 6 3 (l.tNNII 15 .1 5 •3 .3 4 5 .3 .4« «1.467 «MNNII

* Means mode ■ 0.
W « Shapiro Wilk Statistic.
ProtxW -  Associated probabilities, for testing the hypothesis that the data come from 
a normal distribution.
W:Normal. test statistics. With small values of W leading to rejection of the null 
hypothesis of normality (see Royston. 1VH2)
Definitions of these rutios arc given in Appendix A.



Table 6-4 1'ntransformed Ratio Distribution Statistics For the Non-Failed
and Failed Firms (Year -1 )

Ratios Mean
N O N -FA ILED  
Skew Kurtosis W: Pro lxW  

Normal
Mean

FA ILE D
Skew Kurtosis W ProbcW 

Normal
NI/TS 3.22 5.10 45.96 (» 712 0.0001 -14.79 -9.09 84.23 0.19 0.0001
FF/NW 25.51 0.37 0.90 0.983 0.5010 -6.19 -0.85 3.65 0.90 0.0001
FF^TA 13.07 2.01 16.18 0.895 0.(88) 1 -2.54 -3.06 16.56 0.795 0.0001
Nl/TA 4.29 1.97 14.75 0.878 0.(8811 -10.27 -3.59 20.24 0.737 0.0001
NI/NW 7 .96 -0.15 2.98 0.973 0.0769 -35.43 -1.77 4.45 0.863 0.0001
E B IT/TS 7.87 1.77 7.05 0.9(8) 0 (88)1 -10.42 -8.71 80.01 0.230 0.0001
NI/TL 12.35 3.53 22.22 0.761 0.0001 -17.63 -7.42 63.04 0.390 0.0001
EBIT/TA 10.97 4.14 36.99 0.770 0 (88)1 -5.38 -3.13 1764 0.797 0.0001
DA/TA 0.33 0.12 0.97 0.984 0.6880 0.29 0.68 1.96 0.947 0.0035
FF/TS 0.09 1.29 3.14 0.918 0.(8811 -0.09 -8.53 77.45 0.244 0.0001
CA/TA 0.66 -0.94 0.9.3 0.929 0(88)1 0.64 -0.60 0.66 0.957 0.0218
NWfTS 0.45 10.78 131.260.317 0.0001 0.30 7.60 65.66 0.374 0.0001
TS/TA 1.66 3.14 13.87 0.731 0.(8 8)1 1.43 0.16 0.29 0.979 0.(801
WC7TA 0.29 -0.27 0.24 0.984(>.675< 0.05 -1.41 6.93 0.929 0(88)1
TS/NPA 7.19 5.76 47.77 0.584 0(88)1 6.76 3.88 18.21 0.577 0.(8811
T U T  A 47.87 0.63 1.60

2|

72.47 0.30 1.92 0.984 0.7735
TL/NW 103.39 1.25 1 25 0.878 0(88)1 293.74 1.12 1.31 0.89.3 ().(88)l
LTD/CA 10.55 5.29 41.08 0.572 <>.(88)1 24.52 4.30 21.41 0.534 0(88)1
C.G 19.91 0.79 (t Si, 0.927 0(88)1 53.99 0.38 0.21 0.978 0.4X1 1
FF/CL 39.13 2.60 15.(8) 0.852 0(88)1 -6.31 -.3.93 32.62 0.601 0(88)1
KE/TA 3.42 -0.25 5.32 0.919 0.(8811 -13.70 -2.45 9.72 0.821 0.(8811
TD/TC 82.43 1.52 2.61 0.866 0.(88) 1 254.60 1.44 3.12 0.871 (>.(88)1
TD/TA 42.63 0.81 2.03 0.966 0.(8N8 70.84 3.82 26.78 0.747 0.(8811
CA/CL 1.93 1.24 1.82 0.905 (>.(88)1 1.15 1.05 2.14 0.942 (>.(8)12
OA/CL 0.99 1.59 4.06 0.886 0.(8811 0.53 4.06 2604 0.715 0.(8811
CL/NW 0.81 1.35 1.94 0.887 ().(88)| 4.(8) 7.69 62.94 0.244 0.(88) 1
CUT A 0.38 0.56 0.74 0.976 0.1877 0.60 2.29 14 14 0.862 0.0013
c m 0.80 •O.M 1 0.85 0.952 0.(88)1 0.82 -1.42 2.96 0.874 0(88)1
•T(7TS 0.07 10.46 124.26 0.286 (MHMII 0.03 6.97 52.54 0.235 0(88)1
•TCYTA 007 1.67 2.19 0.737 0(88)1 0.02 4.59 24.15 0.452 0.(8811
•TC7CL 0.27 2.75 8.98 0.639 0(88)1 0.05 8.40 74.78 0.222 0.(8811
C'A/TS 0.49 5.48 42 43 0.559 0.(8811 0.52 2.49 7.02 0.733 0(88)1
INV/TS 0.24 3.87 21.64 0.692 0.(8811 0.27 3.23 17.53 0.778 <>.(88)1
TS/WC 9.28 8.35 87.27 0.369 0.(88)1 -8.61 -2.09 9.67 0.727 0.(1811
DA/INV 1.87 10.33 120.41 0.272 0.(88>| 1.59 8.87 81 3X 0.222 0(88)1
y A /rs 0.25 9.59 I l  1 45 0.412 0.(8811 0.25 4.23 20.69 0 557 0(88)1
ÜA/TL 0.79 1.84 5.82 0.874 (l.(88)| 0.42 0.27 0.53 0.977 0.4343
ICTTS 0.01 3.98 22.74 0.631 0.(8811 0.05 5.42 38.20 0.550 0.(8811
Loj!(TA) 21222 5.43 39.94 0,524 0.(8811 18481 3.24 12.15 0.628 ().(88)l
OP/TP 2.33 -0.72 15 45 0.818 0.(8811 0.91 -3.11 22.61 0.666 0.(8811
1C 15.66 5.47 52.23 0.567 0.(8811 14 44 -5.81 47.29 0.4X4 0.0001
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Table 6-5 Untransformed Ratio Distribution Statistics For the Non-Failed
and Failed Firms ( Year -2 )

NON-FAILED 
Ratios Mean Skew Kurtosis W: ProtxW 

Normal

FAILED
Kurtosis W ProtxW 

Normal

NlfTS 3.62 4.62 36. «9 .724 .0001 -2.95 -4.31 23.00 .607 .0001
FF/NW 2K.74 0.34 0.S7 >ih: .517« 11.25 -1.72 6(15 .«37 .0001
FF/TA 14.24 0.30 3.37 966 .0103 3.96 -1.03 1.46 .919 .0001
NI/TA 4.83 0.42 1.96 .970 .0350 « in -2.10 '41 .K00 .0001
NI/NW 9.30 0.23 2.03 .971 .0313 -«.97 -2.K4 10.46 .721 .(KM) 1
EBIT/TS 8.60 1.62 4.46 MS .0001 14) •1.09 X u .«63 .0001
NI/TL 13.3« 1.62 4.26 KM'S .0001 -5.41 -4.31 29.40 .653 .0001
EBIT/TA 12.22 2.63 18.31 .«72 .0001 1.99 •1.14 1.54 .914 .(«Nil
UA/TA 0.33 0.23 0.66 .9X4 .6957 K h 0.3« 1.31 .9X3 .7245
FF/TS O.OX -11.9« 133.91 .247 .0001 (MM -0.94 6.83 .870 .0001
CA/TA 0.67 -0.9« 1.33 .939 .0001 0.67 -0.59 (MM 946 .0032
Nw/rs 0.43 12.0« 134.7« .233 .(1101 a s s 2.35 18.26 .796 (MMII
TS/TA 1.63 2.92 13.30 .780 .0001 IJ8 0.17 1 <19 .990 .9627
WC/TA 0.29 0.07 -0.04 ,9X4 .6606 (1.15 -2.23 11,52 .«66 .0001
TS/NPA 7.29 «.23 «7.26 .452 .0001 7.41 5.5« 37.18 .432 .0(1)1
TL/TA 49.47 0.43 l.(»K .97« .2711 64.(8» 0.3« 2.18 .97« .4849
TL/NW IOM.22 1.3« 3.34 «76 .(«8)1 197.11 1.31 4.10 «76 0001
•LTD/CA 10.92 7.13 67.« 1 .471 .0001 22.74 4.4(1 24.22 .562 0001
•C .G 19.94 0.63 (HI .932 .0001 41.10 •4.00 27.IM .736 .0001
FF/CL 42.26 1.46 3.19 X95 .(Kill (, i.1 -4.35 i n .692 (xmi
ki -I \ 3.96 -0. 19 1.89 MO *64* -5.76 -6.41 5(1 X' .4X2 .0001
m 'K «3. IK 1.74 4.23 XV, .0001 I6X.X0 0.K2 2.52 .926 ONII
TD^TA 42. «9 0.61 0.K9 .969 .0230 62.46 3.69 23.09 .757 .(«1)1
CA/CL 1.93 I.IK 1.33 902 .0001 1 40 5.02 37.33 .646 ,(MM»I
QA/CL 0.9« I.K3 3.9« .«7« .0001 0.69 7.20 60.52 .432 jOOOI
CL/NW 0.K3 2.00 6.07 «44 .0001 1.30 0.71 1.33 .923 .0001
CL/TA 0.3« 0.40 0.35 .9X3 .(Midi 0.32 3.27 21.27 .792 .(MM) 1
CL/TL 0.7« •0.33 -0.09 .930 .0001 (».«1 -1.10 2.13 .915 JOODI
•TC/TS 0.07 10.64 127.43 .27« .0001 0.03 «.51 76.32 .234 ARM
•TCVTA 0.07 1.97 4.2« .739 .0001 0.03 5.60 37.95 .414 0001
•TC/CL 0.26 3.39 16.17 .62« .0001 0.13 «.17 70.84 .213 jOODI
CA/TS 0.4« 3.33 44 49 .613 .0001 0.53 3.39 17.26 .723 jOOOI
INV/TS 0.24 3.60 IK.4« .703 .(««>1 0.30 5.01 33.13 .62« (Mill
TS/WC 9.441 3.93 42.12 .427 .(NIDI 7.«2 4.12 31.«9 .640 .(MM) 1
DA/INV 1.71 6.07 4341 4 <4 .0001 1 49 N.NI «0.3« .226 .(Midi
DA/TS «».24 9.37 II 1.3« .420 .0001 0.23 4.72 14 4X .676 .(MMII
QA/TL 0.74 1.3« 4. IK «91 .(Kill (».56 7.94 69.87 .365 jOODI
IC /T S 0.01 429 24.49 .5X2 (Mill 0.04 2.X4 12.69 .777 (Kill
U t f T A ) 1948* 3.13 46.1« .303 .0001 20903 3.27 12.12 .611 ,(NN)I
OP/TP 2.37 1.64 «.47 XXI .0001 1.14 -5.34 44.64 .520 .(««»I
1C 13.37 3.33 70.20 463 .(«Nil 15.29 -0.30 17.23 .713 .(«Nil
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Table 6-6 I'ntransformed Ratio Distribution Statistics For the Non-Failed
and Failed Firms ( Year - 3 )

Ratios Mean
NON-FAILED
Skew Kurtosis W: Prolx\* 

Normal
Mean

FAILED
Skew Kurtosis W ProIxW 

Normal

NI/TS 3.09 4.97 42.01 0.70 .(»001 -0.21 -2.74 9.72 ( 1.69 .0001
FF/NW 30.80 0.81 1.25 0.95 .0001 24.(»4 0.38 2.03 0.97 .2187
FF/TA 14.71 0.30 0.70 0.98 .6770 8.59 -0.93 1.45 a«« .0027
NI/TA 5.09 0.59 1.54 0.97 .0622 (».56 -2.45 9.48 0.79 .0001
NI/NW 10.48 0.96 2.79 0.94 .0001 4.02 (».77 17.35 0 74 .0001
EBIT/TS 8.68 1.69 5.80 0.89 .< MM) 1 4.16 -0.72 3.38 0.90 .0001
NI/TL 14.85 2.47 9.98 0.81 .0001 0.74 -2.40 7.44 0.76 .( N N ) 1
EBIT/TA 12 45 0.55 1.23 0.98 .5617 6.26 -1.06 1.53 0.92 .0001
Q A TTA 0.32 0.43 1.17 0.97 .2624 0.30 0.25 0.18 0.97 »Mo
FF̂ TS 0.09 1.29 3.85 0.92 .0001 0.05 -0.37 2.57 0.93 .0009
C A T T A 0.67 -1.17 2.03 0.91 .0001 0.67 -0.95 2.11 0.94 oo:i
nw^ts 0.41 11.01 136.0 0.31 .0001 0.33 1.50 4.05 0.90 .0001
TS/TA 1.64 2.30 8.88 0.82 .(«Mil 1.47 3.55 23.56 0.77 .( N N » 1
WC/TA 0.29 -0.26 -0.17 0.97 .1235 0.18 -0.96 2.87 0.95 .0310
TS/NPA 8.06 10.62 127.5 0.29 .0001 8.12 6.10 51.73 0.38 .0001
TL/TA 50.75 0.50 1.18 0.97 .2303 61.47 0.87 3.13 (».95 .0190
TL/NW 115.2 1.62 3.37 0.86 .0001 157.67 -2.15 20.27 073 (NIDI
•LTD/CA 12.20 8.21 82.84 0.37 .0001 24.52 8.10 70.70 0.29 .0001
•C.O 20.69 0.60 -0.04 0.93 .0001 40.13 1.37 4.73 0.92 .0001
FF/CL 44.04 1.22 2.75 0 93 .0001 18.03 -0.80 1.84 0.94 .0042
RETTA 4.24 -0.58 5.82 0.95 .0002 0.17 -1.46 4.59 0.89 .OOOI
TDTTC 8 3.54 2.03 6.16 0.83 .0001 1 36 82 -2.06 21.76 0.69 .0001
TD TTA 42.87 0.84 2.22 0.96 .0068 57.99 1.05 3.17 0.94 .0035
CA/CL 1.94 1.84 6.47 0.88 .0001 1.47 1.08 2.64 0.93 .OOOI
DA/CL 0.95 2.58 11.83 0.82 .0001 (».67 0.96 3.55 0.94 .0058
C’L/NW 0.86 2.13 6.45 0.82 .0001 1 11 -2.85 25.56 0.68 .0001
CL/TA 0.37 0.54 0.83 (».97 1824 0.49 1.62 5.53 0.89 .0001
CLTTL 0.75 -0.43 -0.32 0.95 .0001 (».78 -0.09 1.39 0.9.3 .0003
•TC/TS 0.04 4.62 33.10 0.60 .0001 0.01 2.81 9.31 0.60 .0001
•TC/TA 0.06 2.60 9,74 0.71 .0001 0.02 2.20 4 13 0.6.3 .0001
•TC/CL 0.22 4.48 30.62 0.59 .(UNII 0.05 3.97 18 79 0.51 .0001
CA/TS 0.45 1.27 3.41 0.92 .0001 0.50 3.75 23.24 0.74 .0001
INV/TS 0.23 1.99 7.33 ON .0001 0.28 5.04 35.91 0.63 .0001
TS/WC 7.58 -(».86 40.41 0.47 .0001 283 -7.51 6371 0.37 .0001
QA/INV 1.77 6.79 52.90 0.35 .0001 1.08 3.14 12.63 0.69 .0001
DA/TS 0.22 2.00 8.12 0.87 .(UNII 0.22 0.25 0.77 0.98 «049
UA/TL 0.70 1.77 6.46 0.89 .0001 0.52 1.98 10.40 0.88 am
K7TS 0.01 4.86 31.85 0.55 .( NK» 1 0.02 294 14.51 0.76 .0001
Lof(TA) 15877 3.30 13.24 0.63 .0001 18430 3.33 13.19 0.61 .0001
OPTTP 2.35 0.21 10.72 0.80 .(N N ) 1 3.08 6.01 47.06 0.4.3 .(MX»
1C 15.46 -1.40 32.47 0.60 .0001 16.24 1.53 25.92 0.48 .0001
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Table 6-7 Untransformed Ratio Distribution Statistics For the Non-Failed
and Failed Firms ( Year - 4 )

NON .FAILED FAILED
Ratios Mean Skew Kurtosis W: ProbeW Mean Skew Kurtosis W Probe W

Normal Normal

NI/TS 3.70 1.03 19.88 0.80 .0001 0.88 -1.48 3.94 0.88 .(NNMFF/NW 31.36 -5.76 60.34 0.66 .(KM) 1 24.80 -2.67 1651 0.82 .(NNM
FF/T A 15.14 -3.84 33.24 0.80 .0001 9.71 -0.75 0.17 0.93 .(NNM
NI/TA 4,yy -7.70 8 3.46 (153 .0001 1.34 -1.84 5.53 0.86 .(NNM
NI/NW 10.53 -4.01 31.28 0.74 .( K M ) 1 -0.33 -726 60.26 0.39 .(NNM
EBIT/TS 9.16 3.24 27.33 0.81 .0001 5.25 -0.36 2.01 0.97 .4561
NI/TL I5.9K 1.91 15.64 0.83 .(NN)I 2.78 -1.54 4.22 0.89 .(NNM
EBIT/TA 12.87 -4.50 41.50 0.75 .0001 7.31 -0.83 0.74 0.99 .( N N >5
UA/T A 0.33 0.38 1.09 0.98 .3850 0.29 0.46 1.32 OlM .1713
FF/TS 0.10 0.56 4.38 0.95 ,(NN)6 0.07 -0.21 0.69 0.98 9244
CA/TA 0.67 •1.10 2.20 0.9.3 .0001 0.66 -0.71 0.97 0.96 (1513
N W/TS 0.38 10.15 121.0 0.37 .0001 0.32 1.86 5.97 0.87 .(NNM
TS/TA 1.68 2.55 10.40 0.80 .0001 1.46 1 41 5.93 0.93 .(NNM
WC/TA 0.28 -0.33 0.74 0.98 .7493 0.17 -0.57 0.28 0.96 .070.3
TS/NPA 8.22 10.64 127.9 0.28 .( M M ) 1 7.70 7.66 64.55 0.34 .(NNM
TL/TA 52.22 0.72 2.54 0.96 .0087 62.53 1.37 6.98 0.93 .(NNM
TL/NW 119.3 1.35 1.88 0.88 .(NNM 179.55 1.84 3.93 0.82 .(NNM
•LTD/CA 10.97 8.54 91.64 0.41 .0001 21.17 4.97 27.87 0.45 .(NNM
•CO 20.75 1.02 1.72 0.91 .(NNM 38.37 0.02 -0.53 0.96 .1192
FF/CL 45.90 0.64 4.79 0.94 ,0001 21.04 -0.51 2.13 0.97 5729
RE/TA 3.94 -7.86 82.68 0.51 .(NIDI 1.61 0.70 10.53 0.84 ( N MII
TD/TC 85.01 2.10 6.01 0.81 .0001 157.98 2.76 9.47 0.72 .(NNM
TD/TA 43.24 1.17 3.61 0.94 .0001 57.81 1.40 5.83 0.93 0008
CA/CL 1.94 2.31 11.14 0.86 .(NNM 1.47 1.08 1.82 0.92 .(NNM
QA/TL 0.97 2.63 13 49 0.83 .(NNM 0.67 0.62 0.94 0.96 1548
CL/NW 0.89 1.68 2.77 0.82 .(NNM 1.52 4.31 25.10 0.62 .(NNM
CL/TA 0.38 0.66 0.86 0.96 .(NI57 0.48 0.31 ■0.32 0.96 11)9
CU/TL 0.73 -0.41 0.10 0.96 .0180 0.79 -1.05 1.59 0.92 .(NNM
•TC/TS 0.04 3.35 1743 0.65 .(NNM 0.02 4.12 21.84 0.54 .(NNM
•TCVTA 0.06 2.58 9.64 0.71 .(NNM 0.02 2.12 4.51 0.67 (NNM
•TCVCL 0.22 2.95 11.30 0.64 .(NNM 0.05 264 7.24 0.61 .(NNM
CA/TS 0.44 1.59 6.38 0.91 .(NNM 0.49 2.29 9.36 9,36 .(NNM
INV/TS 0.23 2.66 11.42 0.79 .(NNM 0.27 3.38 18.55 0.76 .(NNM
TS/WC 7.79 5.94 80.05 O 35 .(NNM 8.54 1.85 7.05 0.78 (NNI|
OA/INV 2.97 11.47 140.7 0.16 .(NNM 1.03 2.64 7.96 0.71 .(NNM
OA/TS 0.21 1.19 3.81 0.94 .(NNM 0.21 1.03 1.81 0.93 .0008
UA/TL 0.68 1.58 4.82 0.90 .(NNM 0.52 1.35 4.05 0.92 (NNM
ICVTS 0.01 3.26 15.49 0.67 .(NNM 0.02 1.46 2.58 0.86 .(NNM
Log(TA) 14031 3.47 14.52 0.61 .(NNM 16775 3.62 15.67 0.59 .(NNM
OP/TP 2.48 7.93 79.22 0.42 .(NNM 2 81 6.71 54 88 0.41 .(NNM
1C 15 49 6.74 77.46 0.42 .(NNM 15.94 5.06 41.47 0.47 .(NNM
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Table 6-K Improvement Results of Transformation Fo r A ll Years

Ratios Winsorised Transformation Results Improvement
Power Non-failed Failed

(1) m (3)

(B)
W

(4)

(A)
W
(3)

(B)
W
(6)

(A)
W
(7)

ni/ ts YES s y R T .747 .474 .174 .46X
FF/NW No s y R T .X65 .4X3 XX2 ‘W>4
FF/TA Y E S s y R T 444 465 X47 ,466
NlfTA Y E S s y R T .771 47X 7XX 44X
NI/NW N O s y R T X4 I .4X7 .710 X46
EBITA'S Y E S s y R T K40 ,47X .230 .473
Nl/TL Y E S s y R T .741 .464 .570 .470
EBIT/TA Y ES s y R T X44 474 XX4 .467
QAyTA N O N O N E .475 .477 .465 .472
F F /T S Y E S s y R T .413 .477 .245 .460
C A /T  A Y E S X2-.5 X, -2 .431 463 .451 .464
N W /T S Y E S X2 -.7  -.1 .2X2 .432 .572 X54
T S /T A Y E S x ;- .5 x| -.2 .775 .454 .435 476
W C /T A N O NlONE .4X5 .4X5 .440 440
T S /N P A Y ES X^.5 Xi". 1 .324 .467 .340 .465
T L /T A Y ES nTo n e .464 .477 .471 .460
T L /N W N O L (X i XXI .4X2 .X27 .4X3
L T D /C A Y ES s y R T .447 .410 .433 .431
C.G Y E S x2- l  X,-.K .431 .443 444 K47
FF/CL Y E S X2-33X ,-.5 415 .476 .7X5 .400
RE/TA Y E S S O R T 7X1 .476 .644 .465
TD/TC NO LOG .X40 .4X5 74X .4X5
T D /T A Y E S N O N E .454 .473 .K73 .44X
C A /C L Y E S s y R T ,X74 .454 .X74 .473
G A /C L Y E S X2-0 XI-.5 X54 .463 .702 .474
C L /N W Y ES s y R T XI7 .454 .157 .434
C L /T A YES X - ,- o X ,- o .x .464 47X ,‘X»X 442
C L /T L NO X->*0 Xi* 1 .H .463 46X 413 44X
TC/TS Y E S IA .4V T T 7T S ) .314 X43 .250 644
T C /T A N O L O O .7IX X40 500 .701
T C /C L N O L (X i .631 ,X4X .22X 661
C A /T S Y E S X-> =0 X | «.X .6X4 .432 .763 XXI
INV/TS Y E S x ;- .l Xi“ .H .750 .427 ,6XX 451
TS/WC N O L lX i .343 44X .5X0 .4X1
QA/INV Y E S L O G .142 .416 .22X X65
y A /T S YF.S X-,-0X,-0.7 .504 .461 .641 .434
y A /T L N O x2«o x  1- 0.5 .XX6 467 .574 .400
IC/TS Y E S L t jc .610 K2I 65X 447
Log(TA) N O L (X 1 .4X5 47 X .601 .474
OP/TP Y E S L O G .630 467 455 .460
1C YES L O G .463 .433 .467 .464
Note:
Col 4. 6 Result for NF &  F firms before adjustment.
Col 5. 7 Result for NF &  F firms after adjustment 
W ■ Shapiro Wilk Statistic |see chapter 6-2-5-I).
B « Before Adjusunent A ■ After Adjustment.
Key to transformation: Log ■ logarithm; SQRT ■ Square root; X2 ■ Constant X| ■ 
transformation parameter.
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6-3 Correlation Analysis

Correlation is u measure of the relationship between two variables. If one variable x 

can be expressed exactly as a linear function of another variable y, then the 

correlation is I, (if the variables are directly related), or -I (if the variables are 

inversely related). If the values are normally distributed, then a correlation of 0  means 

that the variables are linearly independent of one another. The Pearson Product 

moment correlation coefficient r is a measure of the strength of the linear relationship 

between two variables x and y. A value of r near or equal to 0  implies little or no 

linear relationship between the values of y and x that were observed in the sample. In 

contrast, the closer r is to I or -1. the stronger the linear relationship between x and y. 

And. if r ■ I or r ■ -I. all the points fall exactly on the least squares line. Positive 

vulues of r imply that y increases as x increases; negative values imply that y 

decreases as x increases. Prior to developing prediction of failure models by applying 

MDA. the forty-one variables were analysed for inter-correlation. Correlation 

coefficients computed from the pooled covariance matrix above 0.6 are investigated, 

because values higher than this are considered highly correlated. The results indicate 

that many of the pairs of the 41 variables selected for this study are highly correlated.

One indicator of the strength of the relationship among variables is the partial 

correlation coefficient. If the variables share common factors, the partial correlation 

coefficients between pairs of variables should be small when the linear effects of the 

other variables are eliminated. The partial correlations arc then estimates of the 

correlations between the unique factors and should be close to zero when the factor 

analysis assumptions are met (Unique factors ore assumed to be uncorrected with 

each other). The low correlations for the accounting ratios tends to support the 

conclusions reached by Pinches. Eubank. Mingo, and Carthers 119751 and by Chen 

and Shimerda 11MK11. As briefly mentioned, their studies developed a set of rutios 

which hud high factor loadings and low correlations. Profitability rutios, (for exumple.
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which had high factor loadings and low correlations. Profitability ratios, (for example. 

Nl/TS and EBIT/TS) are very highly correlated. The implication is that positive linear 

relationships exist between Nl/TS and EBIT/TS. This indicates that the two variables 

involved are related to each other, or overlap in what they measure. If the correlations 

between variables are small, it is unlikely that they share common factors.

Jackendoff 11962) demonstrates this overlapping and states that

"Another type of redundancy arises from the use of ratios which are easily derived 
from one another, although the components are not identical as is true in 
inversion!".

Overlapping can be found in most of the recent studies. For example, the 56 items in 

the computation of the 2K items included in the Elam [1975) study are derived from 

only IK different pieces of financial data, and the 2K items for Deakin's 11972) ratio 

consist of only 10 separate pieces of data. Inclusion of more than one ratio from a 

factor leads to multicollinearity among ratios and distorts the relationship between the 

dependent and independent variables. Chen and Shimerda |19H1| investigated many 

previous predictive studies of bankruptcy and demonstrated that high correlation 

between ratios causes results to be sample-sensitive and possibly misleading. It is 

important to select one ratio to represent each category for the sake of avoiding the 

collinearity problem and assisting in development of a useful set of financial ratios.



6-4 Empirical Univariate Analysis Results

6-4-1 The T -Te st of Significance

The significance of the difference between the means of the failed and non-failed 

firms for each ratio, and for every year, was tested by the hypothesis that the true 

means are the same. This analysis can be considered a special case of a one-way 

analysis of variance with two levels of classification. The SAS T-Test computes the t 

statistic based on the assumption that the variances of two groups are equal, and it 

computes an approximate t based on the assumption thut the variances are unequal. 

For each t, the degrees of freedom and probability level are given: Satterthwaite's 

[1^461 approximation is used to compute the degrees of freedom associated with the 

approximate t. Under the assumption of unequal variances, the approximate t statistic 

is computed as

I* -  (*| * ¿2) /  vw i ♦ W2

Where

W, -  s,2/n , .  W2 -  S22/n 2 

X| and x2 ■ means from two independent samples 

n( ■ Observation I 

n2 ■ Observation 2

S|2 ands22 ■ the sample variances of the two groups.

The use of this t statistic depends on the assumption thut Oj2 ■ o 22. where Oj2 and 

o 22 are the population variances of the two groups. The formula for Satterthwaite's 

approximation for the degrees of freedom for the approximate t statistic is us follows: 

ISAS 6.03|.
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df
( W, ♦ W2 )2 

W,2 /  (n| - I) f  W22 / (n2 -1)

Refer lo Steel and Torrie |IVNO|. Freund. Littell. and Spector) IS>M(S| or SAS 6.03 

(1990) for more information. However, an approximation to t may be computed. T. an 

approximate t statistic for testing the null hypothesis that the means of the two groups 

are equal. Prob > IT I. the probability of a greater absolute value of t under the null 

hypothesis. All the computations have been made by the SAS subprogram two-tailed 

T-Test procedure. Table 6-9 indicates that most ratios' means differed significantly 

between the failed and non-failed firms.
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Table 6-9 Comparing the Differences Between Failed and Non-failed 
(■roups Means.

Prob> IT I Prob> IT I Prob> IT I Prob> IT I Prob> |T  I
Ratio -Yearl -Year2 -Year 3 -Year4 -Year5

NI/TS 0.0 IK 0.000 0.000 0 (MM) 0.000
FF/NW 0.000 O.(NN) 0.0 IK 0.142 0.031
FF/TA 0.000 0.<MK) 0.057 0.000 O.(HK)
NI/TA 0.000 0.000 O.(KK) 0.000 0.000
NI/NW 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.045 0094
f:bit /t s 0.0 IK 0.000 0.000 0.0007 O.(NN)
NI/TL 0.000 0.000 0(100 0 <MM) OOOO
EBIT/TA 0.000 0.000 0.000 (»(MM) 0.000
y A /T A 0.009 0.12K 0.133 0.024 0.014
FF/TS 0.01 K 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.000
CA/TA <».325 <».973 O.XIO o.xoo 0.662
NW/TS 0.075 0.0KI 0.119 0.163 0.194
TS/TA 0.010 <>.<KKI 0.0X1 0.009 0.003
WC/TA 0.000 0.000 O.(NN) 0.000 0.000
TS/NPA 0.6K7 0.937 0.939 O.X22 0 944
TL/TA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.(KK)
TL7NW 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.000 0.025
LTD/CA 0.003 0.009 0.150 0.049 O.(KM)
CF/TD 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.(HH)
FF/CL 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.(MH) O.(KK)
RF./TA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.050 0 (MM)
TD/TC 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.015
TD/TA 0.000 (».(MM) 0.000 0.000 0.000
CA/CL 0.000 O.(NK) 0.000 ().(M M) 0.000
QA/C'L 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.(KK) 0.000
OL/NW 0.017 O.(HK) 0.015 O.(KH) 0.397
CUTA O.(KK) 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.(KK)
CL/TL 0.336 0.0K6 0.023 0.012 0. IOK
TC7TS 0.113 0.096 0.000 0.000 O.OOX
TC/TA O.(KH) O.(MM) 0.000 O.(NN) 0.001
TC/CL 0.000 0.091 0.000 0.000 O.(KK)
CA/TS 0.37« 0.0K7 0.044 0.059 0.054
INV/TS 0.194 0.042 0.043 0.045 0.035
TS/WC 0.002 0.552 0.173 0 946 0.0X3
yA/INV 0.653 0.679 0.016 0.075 0.06X
y A / r s 0.995 0.K45 O.XOI 0.929 0.655
QA/TL 0.000 0.017 O.(NN) 0.000 O.(MH)
TICYTS 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.(KH) 0 000
L(X»(TA) 0.457 0.726 0.790 0.632 0 494
OP/TP O.(MN) 0.212 0.357 0.604 0.139
1C 0.019 0.6X0 0.3X6 0.470 0.155

If any one of above probabilities is less than a selected value «. 0.05. the null 
hypothesis. Ho: Oj ■ 02. is rejected, i.e.. the difference between the two population 
means is significant at the 5‘# level.
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6-4-2 Univariate Analysis (Profile Analysis)

Beaver (19661 was the first to use univariate analysis in his failure prediction model. 

The technique involves a graphic comparison between the mean vulues of two groups 

of companies for each ratios. Univariate analysis results are briefly discussed to aid 

future researcher in comparing the performance of failed and non-failed companies 

according to single financial ratios with sitnilur studies. However, it could be argued 

that failure is a multidimensional concept which is unlikely to be fully reflected in a 

single ratio. Hence in the chapter 7-9 the technique of MDA is used to test whether 

selected combinations of ratios provide better predictive ability. There were two 

prime objectives in using univariate analysis of ratios in this study.

1. To evaluate and assess the possibilities of univariate analysis viu the visual 

inspection of profiles to identify the characteristics between the means of 

failed and non-failed firms;

2. To identify whether these financial ratios are stable over 12 year span and 

across 16 industries.

It does not attempt to use univariate analysis for direct failure prediction since it will 

become clear that no individual ratio, nor uny easily derivable statistic drawn from 

that ratio, completely distinguishes between failed and non-failed firms. Figure 6-1 

presents a plot of the mean vulues of the 42 selected ratios for the failed and non- 

failed firms for five yeurs prior to failure. R32 is excluded because of incomplete 

data. The difference in the mean values is in the predicted direction (see below) for 

the ratios in ull five years before failure. The relative deterioration in the means of the 

fuiled firms is very noticeable over the five yeur period. The deviation from the trend 

line for non-fuiled firms is more consistent over the five years compured to fuiled 

firms. Since the control groups were matched samples, statements cun be made about 

differences between fuiled und non-fuiled firms ut specified tim es prior to fuilure. but
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ure about failed and non-failed firms at particular points in time. An analysis 

comparing each year's results indicates few consistent differences among failed and 

non-failed firms. The difference in means between the failed and non-failed firms is 

evident for at least three years (year I, year 2. and year 3) prior to failure, with the 

difference increasing as the year of failure approaches. Univariate analysis has the 

advantage of showing the difference in the mean values in the expected direction for 

the majority of ratios between the two groups. The differences displayed by univariate 

analysis should be considered together with their significance as measured by the t- 

test. A great many comparisons can be made using Figure 6-1, but only the most 

significant points will be highlighted here:

1. Profitability Ratios:

The profiles of all profitability ratios exhibit significant differences between the 

means of the failed and non-failed firms throughout the three year period prior to 

failure. Figure 6-1 shows the profitability of the fuiled firms to be strongly negative 

over the four year period before failure, but NI/NW showed a little rising trend and 

then declined again particularly in year three. Beaver |1«J66|. Deakin 110721 and 

Libby's 11075| profile of the NI/TA showed it to be an obvious choice to discriminate 

between failed and non-failed firms. EBIT/TS ratio indicates the changes in overall 

operating profit margins from year to year. If the ratio is low. it may be because costs 

ure too high for the income being generated. If the rutio is high, it could be due to 

efficient management or otherwise due to the company having a monopoly profit. 

The means of the non-fuiled firms were higher than for the failed firms over the five 

years. The vuriubility for the non-failed firms wus less than for the failed firms over 

the five yeur period.

EBIT/TA is identified in a number of prior studies us an important vuriuble |e .g .. 

Altmun, 1SJ6H and 1973. Altman und Lorris, 1976, Altman, et ul.. 1M77 and Taffler
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1977]. In essence, it is a measure of the true productivity of the firms assets, 

abstracting from any tax or leverage factors. Since a firm's ultimate existence is based 

on the earning power of its assets. Furthermore, insolvency in a bankruptcy sense 

occurs when the total liabilities exceed a fair valuation of the firm's assets with value 

determined by the earning power of the assets. A firm with a poor profitability and 

financial problems is expected to go bankrupt. In this study, all of these ratios 

remained remarkably stable for the non-fuiled firms and rapidly declined for the failed 

firms over at least three year prior to failure. The ratios of the failed groups 

deteriorate as the years of failure approaches.

2. Capital Turnover Ratios:

The means of the capital turnover ratios for failed and non-failed firms do not appear 

either to be stable or significantly different, until 2 years prior to failure. The means 

of non-failed firms are not always stable five years prior to failure but WC/TA 

showed a relatively stable trend over the five years. The means for non-failed firms 

were above those of failed firms five years prior to failure. Four ratios in this financial 

structure have clear differences: QA/TA. FF/TS. NW/TS. WC/TA. are in the expected 

direction. Among them 7 capital turnover ratios, the FF/TS and WC/TA are the 

appealing ones, in the first year prior to failure, although WC/TA is greatly different, 

as failed firms lack sufficient working capital.

3. Financial Leverage:

The means of the TL/TA and TL/NW rutios for failed und non-fuiled firms do not 

appear either to be significuntly different from each other until two years prior to 

failure. The means of fuiled firms were above those of non-fuiled firms for five years 

prior to fuilure. Whilst the meuns of the above both rutios for non-fuiled firms 

remuined around the vulue of 50 und 120 the corresponding rutios for fuiled firms 

vuried substuntiully within the runge of +60 to +74 und +170 to +300. LTD/CA rutio
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shows that the expected direction between failed and non-failed firms for five years 

prior to failure. The differences between the means (C.G) of failed and non-failed 

firms were marked for five years BF failure where failed firms had obviously higher 

mean than non-failed firms. The means of the FF/CL and RE/TA ratios for failed 

firms were below those of non-failed firms five and four years prior to failure and 

showed a slightly dramatic fall three years prior to failure.

4. L iqu id ity Ratio:

The short-term liquidity of an enterprise is measured by the degree to which it can 

meet its short-term obligations. Liquidity is a matter of degree. A lack of liquidity 

may mean that the enterprise is unable to take into account favourable discounts or 

take advantage of profitable business opportunities as they arise. A profile of the 

short-term liquidity ratios mean values of the TD/TC. TD/TA. CA/CL, QA/CL. and 

CL/NW. and CL/TA for non-failed firms remained relatively stable over the five 

years. The mean value of the current ratios for the non-failed firms remained between 

I .8 and 1.9 over the five years. The mean value of the current rutio for the failed firms 

varied somewhat between 1.5 and 1.2 five years prior to failure. The general profile 

for the CA/CL. QA/CL. CL/TA. and QA/TL over the five years arc similar. The 

CL/NW ratio for failed firms were slightly below non-failed firms five year prior to 

failure, similar for four to two years prior to failure, and showed a dramatic rise above 

the non-failed firms one year prior to failure.

5. Cash Position

Too high a rate of turnover in TC/TS may be due to a cash shortage that can 

ultimately result in a liquidation crisis if the enterprise has no other ready sources of 

funds available to it. Too low u rute of turnover may he due to the holding of idle and 

unnecessary cash balances. TC/CL measures how much cash is available to pay 

current obligations. No cash to pay coming debts or to operate the company will force
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the firm into bankruptcy. A profile of the cash position ratios TC/TS and TC/TA 

illustrates relatively large differences for the failed and non-failed firms prior to 

failure. The difference between TC/TA and TC/CL is more significant compared with 

TC/TS.

6. Inventory Turnover

The means of the inventory turnover ratios CA/TS and TS/WC for failed and non- 

failed firms do not appear to be significantly different from each other at all. TS/WC 

ratio is a measure of the sales relative to the net liquid assets of the company. 

Working capital is the surplus of current assets which can be realised in the short run, 

over and above those needed to meet short-term claims on the company. This ratio 

(TS/WC) was found to be the best indicator differentiating between failed and non- 

failed firms by Deakin |IV72|. Edmister |IV72| and Chen and Shimerda |IVKI|. 

However, the trouble with the liquidity ratios is that they ignore the dynamic nature of 

business. Companies are constantly paying off existing current liabilities and 

incurring new ones, and also constantly realising current assets and generating new 

ones by way of fresh sales. So the total current assets never become realised and the 

total current liabilities are never fully paid off. Further, there is also the problem of 

"window dressing" whereby companies may try to improve their current ratio by 

collecting debts just before the date of the balance sheet. There are also problems 

relating to the valuation of stocks. Forced sale value may be less than cost, which is 

the figures at which stock is usually valued; whereas normal sales value may be 

significantly greater. Therfore. any comparison of the totals of current assets and 

current liabilities is not a particularly helpful measure of the ability of the company to 

meet its current obligation as and when they fall due. The trend direction of the 

•NV/TS ratio for failed and non-failed firms are the same five years prior to failure. 

The means of CA/TS and INVA'S failed firms were above those of non-failed firms
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for five years. The mean of TS/WC for the failed was above that of the non-failed 

firms, but showed a dramatic fall down two years prior to failure.

7. Receivable Turnover

The means of the receivable turnover ratios QA/INV and QA/TA for failed and non- 

failed firms appear both to be significantly different from each other. The trend 

direction for these two ratios for failed and non-failed firms are the same five years 

prior to failure. Based on the PEMC (1975) and PMC (1973) results and 

supplemented with the analysis of the data, the ratio, receivables/inventory. loads 

heavily on the receivables turnover factor in their study. Because of this relationship, 

the ratio quick assets/inventory is classified as belonging to the receivables turnover 

factor |see Chen and Shimerda. 19X11.

8. Other Ratios

The profiles of the OP/TP and Interest Coverage ratios show that the differences 

between the mean values of the two groups did not appear to be as high as would be 

needed to aid the effective separation of failed and non-failed firms. The IC/TS ratio 

for failed firms tend to hold a higher level of interest charge to total sales than non- 

failed firms. Log|TA| have been trending upwards but dramatic down turn for the 

failed firms in the first year prior to failure
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6 .5  T h e  In d u stry  and  E co n o m ic E n v iro n m en ta l E ffe cts
6.5.1 Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis is a technique for grouping individuals or objects for which the 

number and characteristics of the groups are to be derived from the data and arc not 

usually known prior to the analysis. Grouping includes a collection of techniques that 

are used to group multidimensional entities according to various criteria based on 

their degrees of homogeneity and heterogeneity. As described above (see Section 4- 

2.3). one group of authors has ignored existing Standard Industry Classification (SIC) 

and has used statistical cluster analysis based on observable and measurable financial 

performance criteria. Another group of authors has taken existing SIC code and has 

measured the homogeneity of companies within industrial groups compared to the 

heterogeneity of companies in different groups.

Closer examination of the problem, however, reveals that there is a common core to 

all these studies. Those authors testing for homogeneity within and heterogeneity 

between standard groups used financial ratios as the criteria to measure company and 

industry performance. Those authors who relinquish existing groupings and attempt to 

design their own also use financial ratios as the criteria for determining which 

companies are most similar to one another. If financial ratios are to be used as the 

principal means of analysing company performance, then it is valid to examine inter- 

and intra-industry differences using ratios. It would be wrong, however, to use ratios 

as a means of grouping companies, and then to claim that the clusters thus produced 

were better than SIC schemes; they may be better for some applications, but are by no 

means universal. The cluster analysis study by Gupta and Huefner |I9 7 2 | 

demonstrates the instability of clusters when the criterion variables are changed.
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There is overwhelming evidence from those and other studies that companies can he 

aggregated into groups according to their financial ratio characteristics, and that these 

groups are very different from one another. For this reason, it is necessary to make 

adjusunents to take these differences into account. Unfortunately, a fundamental 

difficulty arises when one attempts to find an objective criterion for grouping 

companies. Many cluster analysis studies to date have used a particular variable to 

cluster companies, and have then gone on to show that these clusters are better at 

predicting' this variable than other grouping schemes. This would appear to be a 

tautologous use of the technique (Galitz. 1985).

Cluster analysis was considered for use in this study, but was rejected. To allow 

companies to group themselves freely, based on Stock Exchange Standard industrial 

Classification Scheme, was considered. This was contrived by actuaries to group 

firms facing similar exposures to political and economic influences, and therefore has 

a sound and relevant busis for this study. Although this scheme is not perfect, as 

Sudarsanam and Taffler 11985) show, it appears to be no worse than other techniques, 

including cluster analysis.

For the development of industry-specific models, the total 16 heterogeneous 

industries in this study are re classified into five broad homogeneous groupings ( I ) 

Contracting. (2) Engineering-General. (3) Textile. (4) Other manufacturing, and (5) 

Miscellaneous industry on the basis of Stock Exchange SIC Scheme (see Table 6-15). 

Each industry is included in one of these five groups o f broad classification. Since our 

five groupings are different from each other they may be used to represent five 

specific industries!see Table 6-10 below)
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6.5.2 The Industry Factor

6.5.2.1 Industry Relative Ratios

Industry Relative ratios in each of the 16 sectors were derived from the weighted 

average ratios of the firms reporting to DATASTREAM. Industry relative ratios are 

calculated as demonstrated above (see section 4-5). Producing the industry relative 

ratios |IRR) is repeated for each of the failed and non-failed firms including year from 

1971 to 1985. a total 15 year time span. For example, finns fuiled at 1975. we 

selected IRR ratios starting year from 1975 prior to failure for five years to calculate 

the industry relative ratio, firms failed at 1985. the time period will cover from 1981- 

1985, and so on.

Table 6-10 Standard Industrial (Massification - For 16 industries

Industrial Industrial Industrial Industry
Groups Group Number Group Code Group Name

Contracting 2. BLDNG Building Materials
(•roups 3. com i Contracting

1 Engineering-* ¿eneral 4. ELTCA Electricals
(•roups 7. ENGEN Engineering

O ther M anufacturing 8. METFM Metal Forming
(•roups 9. MOTOP Motors

22 BRDIS Brewers &  Distillers

25 FDMFO Food Manufacturing
31. PKPAP Packaging &  Paper
42. CHMCL Chemicals

Textile (¿roups 35. TEXTL Textiles

Miscellaneous 32 MEDI Media
(¿roups 34 STORE Stores

43. CONGL Conglomerates
44. TRNSP Transport
48 MISCS Miscellaneous

Note: See Appendix F for a more detailed classification.
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One characteristic of the industry relative ratios is that this data transformation places 

all companies in rank order, regardless of industry, and on the same measure. Using 

the industry relative ratios may change one's recognition of the profitability of a 

company. An example in Table 6-11 includes normal and industry relative (mean) . 

NI/TS. ratios for five failed and non-failed firms obtained from this study. Each 

company came from a different industry. The first set of columns labelled "Normal 

Ratios" lists the NI/TS ratios for each of the five firms in the two groups. Assuming 

that the higher the NI/TS ratio, the better off the firms, in the failed group. Cope 

Sportwear. would be evaluated the best o f the group, while Cocksedge Hdgs would be 

considered the second best firm. Barget would be viewed as the worst. In the non- 

failed group. Metalrax. would be assessed as the best. Ward Holding as the second. 

Shiloh Group would be estimated as the worst. On the contrary, a different inference 

would be reached if one considered the industry relative ratio (NI/TS) shown in the 

second set of columns in Table 6-11. because each failed and non-failed firms comes 

from a different industry having a different capital structure, as reflected by the 

industry relative (NI/TS) ratio, a very different rank ordering of the firms is obtained. 

(From this view point, industry relative ratios are generally influenced by the 

financial structure at different level unless the structure of each firm at the 

homogeneous sector is taken into account). Furthermore, as shown in Table 6-11. by 

placing all firms, regardless of industry, on the same scale, the industry relative ratio 

imposes a metric with meaningful intervals on the data. That is. ( I ) A company that 

has an industry relative ratio of 0.011 indicates that the company's ratio is ten percent 

higher than the industry relative ratios of 0.01. The same conclusion is not evident 

using unadjusted ratios, since it is difficult to assess the relative position of companies 

across industries (Platt &  Platt. 1990).
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T able  6-11 In d u stry  R elative R atios of Failed and  N on-Failed  F irm s 
A cross In d u str ie s  in T his Study

UNADJUSTED RATIOS INDUSTRY RELATIVE RATIOS

Firms
Failure
Year

Datastream
Code

NI/TS
Ratio
(1)

Rank Industry 
Order Average

(2)

Industry
krl.im c
Order
O )

Rank
Order

Failed Firms:
Cocksedge

Hdgs 1984 CONTRA -3.69 2 2.24 -1.64 3
Acrow P.I.C 1983 ENGENA -6.6» 4 2.»l - 3.28 4
Caravans Int. 1981 MOTGPA -4.2» 3 -».«7 60.»» 1
Cope Sport 1979 TEXTLA -3.32 1 3.51- ».94 2
Barget 1983 MISCSA -53.84 5 3.16 -17.03 5

Non-failed Firms
Ward Hold. 1980 CONTRA 5.67 2 2.05 2.76 1
Metalrax 1978 ENGENA 6.»9 1 3.41 1.78 2
Plaxton 1981 MOTGPA 3.64 3 -«.»7 -52.« 5
Shiloh 198» TEXTLA 0.59 5 2.36 0.25 4
CRT Group 198» MISCSA 1.66 4 2.92 «.56 3

Note: Industry Average (2) ■ Industry Mean Ratio (see Appendix E).
Industry Relative Rutio (3) ■ Ratio ( I ) /  Industry Average (2)

6.S.2.2 In d u stry  E ffect

Nearly all of the previous studies have attempted to adjust for the industry effect by 

stratifying the samples on the basis of similar industry classification, (ionedes | I969|, 

Martin |I 9 7 I | and EL Hennawy and Morris (IVK3) used dummy variables to cope 

with the industry effect. In this study, as described above (see chapter 4-2), the use of 

traditional raw ratio can lead to significant industry sensitivity. A method that would 

adjust the raw ratios to reduce the impact of industry differences is industry relative 

ratios. However. Izan 11 *>K4| and Platt and Plan 11 successfully employed 

industry relative ratios either in linear discriminant functions or in logistic regression 

functions. 16 industry relative ratios. 41 financial ratios, four macro-economic
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variables, and 11 year dummies are used in this study and are empirically examined 

for five industry specific discriminant functions.

6.5.3 T h e  Business Cycles an d  Y e a r  D um m y V ariab les

The bankrupt companies in the sample used in this study failed in the period from 

1974 to I9H5. The following set of II year dummy variables are developed to 

represent each year of the 11 years factor indicators (see Table 6-12).

T ab le  6-12 Eleven Y ear D um m y V ariab les U sed F ro m  1974 to 1985

Yrl Yr2 Yr3 Yr4 Yr5 Yrft Yr7 Yr8 Yr9 YrlO Yrl 1

1974 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1975 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
197ft 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1977 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1978 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1979 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1980 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1981 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1982 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1985 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 <>
1984 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u

The fact that observations are pooled in this study allow us to examine the differential 

impact of business cycles and time span on failure probabilities. Year dummy 

variables were examined here based on the year from 1974 to 1985. A regression on 

these year dummy variables was then curried out. Nevertheless, a three stage business 

cycle which divides all sample into expansion, recession and recovery, (three 

homogeneous economic conditions) is also examined (see Tuble ft-13).

In Table ft-13. We have provided a summary of the interest rule, unnuul inflation, and 

Reul GNP in this period. Interest rute. inflation rate, und real GNP ure us discussed
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previously in Chapter 4. The interest rates shown are the UK three month treasury bill 

rate. The inflation rate is the percentage rate of increase of the level of prices during a 

given period. The rate of inflation shown in Table ft-13 fluctuates moderately. The 

inflation rate presented is the UK retail prices index - All items - Annual inflation 

rate. The real GNP measures the output produced in any one period at the prices of 

some base year. Real GNP. which values the output produced in different years at the 

same prices, implies an estimate of the real or physical change in production or output 

between any specific years. The growth rate of the economy is the rate at which real 

GNP is increasing. The business cycle is the more or less regular pattern of expansion 

(recovery) and contracting (recession) in economic activity around the path of trend 

growth. The trend path of GNP is the path GNP would take if factors of production 

were fully employed. The real GNP displayed is the Gross National Product at 1985 

market Prices. An examination of Table ft-13 displays that the sample period can be 

divided into three subperiods based on the degree of movement of the three macro- 

economic variables. The purpose of this study is to analyse the relationship between 

business cycles and business failure.

1. Period I: steady growth phase. In this study, this period covers Jan 1974 to April 

1979 and was marked by moderately stable growth in GNP and diminishing annual 

inflation rate and UK treasury bill rate. Table ft-13 shows that there is the period of 

steady inflation and interest from 1975 to I97H. Companies failing in this period were 

expected to reflect the conditions expected in the expansionary period with both 

inflation and interest rate effects dominant (see: Table ft-13). Period I is structurally 

sim ilar to  period 3, so both periods can be characterized as recovery

2. Period 2 : Recessionary Phase. In this study, this period covers May 1979 to May 

1981 and was marked by a slow-down in real GNP. The inflation and treasury bill 

rate rose strongly in the beginning and began to decline by the end of the period. 

Companies failing in this period were expected to present the conditions expected in
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the recessionary phase, combined with the effects of high inflation and interest rates. 

Exports fell in 1979-1981, partly because of the world-wide depression and partly 

because the exchange rate was allowed to rise. In the recession there is sizable decline 

in fixed investment, which by 1981 was running at its lowest level.

3. Period 3: Steady growth phase. In this study, this period covers June 1981 to Dec 

1985 and was marked by steadily increasing GNP and moderate movements in 

inflation und interest rates. Companies failing in this period were expected to display 

the characteristics described for the recovery phase. The slow-down of inflation rate 

and increasing of GNP suggest that the factors identified for those conditions should 

have had minimal impact in this period.

6.5.4 Macro-Economic Variables

Several authors (Dambolena and Khoury. 198(1. and Rose. Andrew and Giroux. 1982) 

have suggested incorporating a macro-economic variable in prediction of failure 

research. In this study, industry-specific models incorporate four mucro-economic 

variables for each year. The macro and economy-wide variables can be represented 

by a large number of variables which purport to reflect the general state of the 

economy. Four macro-economic indicators, interest rate, unnual inflation rate, real 

GNP. und industrial production, are used to develop an economy-wide indicator. The 

definition of the variables is defined as above previously. Four variables are derived 

from international UK Datustreum. These variables is used to develop specific 

industries fuilure prediction models, and to test if the macro-economic variables can 

classify failed and non-failed firms prior to failure |see chapter 9|. Each indicator 

could be used in different forms to meusure different uspects of the state of the 

economy. Inclusion of the mucro-economic variables in the industry-specific models 

may make the model more reflective of prevailing economic conditions in a one 

industry-specific us compared to the aggregate and other industry-specific models.
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Table 6-13 Levels of Interest Kates, Annual Inflation Kate, and Keal (JNP 
in Period of Failure Fo r Sample

Year Quarter Interest
Rate

Annual
Inflation
Rate

GNP At 
I9K5 Mar 
ket Prices

Homogeneous
Period

1975 1 9.41 20.30 83.7
2 9.56 24.27 X2.5
3 10.56 26.57 82.2
4 I0.5X 25.31 83.0

1976 1 X.3X 22.47 84.7
2 10.97 16.03 84.2
3 12.XX 13.65 X4.X Period 1
4 14.47 14.93 86.7 (Jan 1975- Apr 1979)

1977 | x .xx 16.51 86.7
2 7.47 17.41 X6.4
3 5.25 I6.5X 87.0
4 6.22 13.08 XX 4

1978 1 6.00 9.50 XX.9
2 9.33 7.6X 90.0
3 9.19 7.X5 90.X
4 11.64 X.09 91.3

1979 1 11.3N 9.5X 90.7

2 I3.3K 10.58 94.7
3 13.21 I5.9X 92.5
4 15.XX 17.26 93.3

! 19X0 | 16.27 I9.0X 92.8 Period 2
2 15.67 21.55 91.0 (May 1979-Jun 19X1)
3 14.36 16.36 90.3
4 13.03 15.28 89.3

19X1 1 11.61 12.71 89.0
2 11.91 11.70 89.1

3 15.72 11.26 90.2
4 14.X0 11.91 90.3

19X2 1 12.59 11.13 ‘8 >..3
2 12.34 9.35 91.2
3 9.77 7.9X 91.3
4 9.75 6.17 91.9

19X3 1 10.28 4.97 93.5
2 9 34 3.7X 94.1
3 9.00 4.64 94.7 Peri.wl 3
4 X.X4 5.05 95.7 (Jul 19X1 Dec 19X5»

19X4 1 X.47 5.16 96.5
2 XX1 5.14 96.2
3 l(M »6 4.71 96.2
4 9.13 4.X4 97.3

19X5 1 13.31 5.52 98.9
2 11.95 6.96 100.2
3 1 1.06 6.32 100.3
4 11.14 5.52 1(81.7

Source: International Datastream Inc.( 1975-1985)
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6.6 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has shown the results o f statistical analysis on the independent variables. 

The distributional properties and outliers of financial ratios, correlation analysis, 

univariate analysis. T-test. industry relative ratios, year-dummies, macro or economy

wide indicators were discussed.

Financial ratios included discriminating a priori grouping of the initial two groups and 

detecting the overlapping problems between or among ratios. Outliers always exist in 

financial ratios, and it is more difficult to make financial ratios approach normality if 

outliers are included. Hence, a number of possible transformations are applied to 

ensure that the ratios distribution of approach normality. The results of this section 

show that only the distribution of WC/TA and TL/TA are appear to approach normal 

without transformation. O f the 42 financial ratios initially considered in this study. 

R32 (defined as above) is excluded because of missing values. The distribution of 

each of the 41 financial ratios, the treatment of outliers, data transformations und 

descriptive statistics are all presented in this chapter. Comparison between the means 

of failed and non-failed firms via univariate analysis indicate there is a clear 

difference for at leust as far back as three years prior to fuilure.

The highest correlation between two ratios is R1 NI/TS and EBITATS. the second 

highest is between FFA'A and EBIT/TA. Correlation analysis can indicate the 

relationship between two ratios and show the collinearity problems. For the 4 1 ratios, 

collinearity can not be avoided. As already described above, the inclusion of collineur 

financial rutios in statistical models produces the multicollineurity problem, it is more 

difficult to interpret the models due to inconsistent parameters.

As for the industry effect, we used paired samples bused on similur total ussets. 

corresponding year und same industry for failed and non-failed groups as criterion to
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control the industry effect. For each of the 16 sectors 41 accounting ratios are 

calculated from the Datastream computer program to bring about the industry relative 

ratios in order to cope with the problem o f data instability over time and across 

industries. Instability of financial data over time is not a new idea.

To remedy the problem of data instability. Dambolena and Khoury (IWO), and more 

recently Betts and Belhoul (19K7) used the variation in financial ratios to measure the 

stability of the ratios. We did not do so in this study. We hope to explore a more 

promising method to effectively deal with data instability is to create industry relative 

variables by relating the same ratio for a firm to that for the average firm in its 

industry. Another is to forecast business cycle models, and to estimate industry- 

specific models. The empirical result using industry relutive ratios will be displayed 

in Chapter 7. We used macro or economy-wide indicators (interest rate, annual 

inflation, and real GNP. see Table 6-13) to classify the different periods of time into 

different phases of the basic business cycles. The three different time periods derived 

indicate the differences among three phases of a business cycle (recessionary, 

expansionary and recovery periods). Business cycle models will be presented in 

chapter 8. Additionally five industry-specific models will be examined in chapter y.
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C h a p t e r  7  e m p i r i c a l  R e s u l t s  : I n d u s t r y  R e l a t i v e  R a t i o s

Lev |197l) found that financial statement variables are unstable over time, especially 
those representing failing firms. Instability may arise for different economic and 
political reasons. Barnes (1990) reported the reasons as: inflationary effects, 
technological change and changing accounting policies. However, it is possible to 
stabilize" accounting data. For example. Dambolena and Khoury |I9X0) and Betts 

and Belhoul | I9H7| used the coefficient of variation of the ratios as a measure of their 
stability. Mensah | I9X4| considered the business cycle problem. Izan [ 19X4) and Platt 
and Platt (1990) used industry relative ratios to cope with this instability problem. In 
this study, firstly, we develop different failure prediction models on the basis of our 
different research hypotheses discussed earlier (see: hypotheses, H | to Hj). Secondly, 
we test the three different phases of business cycle (see hypotheses, H4 to H )K). 
Finally, each specific industry results will be presented (see hypotheses. H |V to H24). 
The testing involved is moderately complex and a flowchart of chapter 7 is presented 
in Table 7-1. The broad strategy is to develop an optimal model for one ratio form 
(UR. IRR1. IRR2) and then compare it to its connected model using the same 
coefficients but converting the ratio form to its alternative types (IRRI to UR. IRR2 
to UR. UR to IRRI. UR to IRR2).

Table 7-1 7

Pooled Data

Optimal 
Industry Mean 
Ratios (IRRI) 
Section 7.1

Optimal
Industry Median 
Ratios (IRR2) 
Section 7.2

Opt imal
Unadjusted Ratios 
(UR)
Section 7.3

VS VS VS

Connected to 
Unadjusted 
Ratios ( UR)

Connected to 
Unadjusted 
Ratios (UR)

Connected to 
Industry Mean and 
Median(IRRI,IRR2)

Comparison of the Optimal Model (7.4)

IRRI Model IRR2 Model UR Model
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7.1 E m p i r i c a l  R e s u l t s  f o r  I n d u s t r y  R e la t iv e  R a t io  ( I R R )  M o d e l

The purpose of this chapter is to derive a discriminant function (see chapter 5.4.11 and 

test the out of sample forecasting stability of a business failure model using industry 

relative (mean and median) ratios. Platt and Platt (1990) have identified "the big 

problem is out-of-sample (ex-ante) classification results that are ten or more 

percentage points lower than the model's within-sample (ex-post) results". The 

instability between ex post and ex ante sample performance is a most pressing issue in 

the field of failure prediction. To investigate this problem, the results derived from the 

discriminant function for the ex post sample are used to classify the ex ante sample 

cases. The results are set out in 7 .1.2 to 7.4 sections. We start with a description of the 

methods used in selecting the independent variables that enter the discriminant 

function will be made.

Variable selection in the SAS STEPDISC procedure was used for data reduction. 

Variables are selected to enter the model according to the following two criterion:

1. A significant level of an F test from the analysis of covariance. In this test the 
variables already selected act us covariances and the variable under 
consideration is the dependent variuble.

2. High partial correlation between the variable under consideration und 
dependent variable, controlling for the effects of the variables already selected 
for the model.

In this study, the significance of the variable entering or remaining in the model is 

assessed by the multivariate partial F-test. This is a measure of the discrimination 

introduced by the variable given the other variables already in the model |see 

Eisenbeis and Avery. 1972). Financial ratios were selected on the basis of their 

discriminating power or the particular selection criterion used.
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A failure prediction model was developed for each of the three years prior to failure 

respectively. We considered whether to develop discriminant functions for each 

calender year 1974. 1975. 1976 and so on up to 19X5 (II  years in all) or to pool the 

data for separate years. Since the annual calender time function requires a much larger 

data set than pooling data, inevitably we pooled. Thus one year prior to failure 

includes data on companies that may have failed at any time between 1974 and I9H5. 

the financial data used being between 1973/1974 and 19X4/19X5. The aims of 

developing all these models were (I)  the conventional one. to consider how the early 

warnings of failure are reflected in the accounting ratios. (2) the exploratory one. to 

test whether ex ante sample predictive ability can be improved prior to failure using 

industry relative (mean and median) ratios.

In the following sections, we will discuss the empirical results using industry mean 

ratios (IRR1). industry median ratios (IRR2) and unadjusted ratios (UR). Each of the 

models reported below are developed over a ex-post time period prior to failure and 

their functions are used to forecast over the ex-ante time period. The investigation is 

to see how much their performance is improved compared with unadjusted ratios and 

previous studies.

In order to compare our results with that of Platt and Platt's [199«) model and 

with that of Iran's [1984) model, the models are first developed with costs of 

misclassificalion assumed equal, and prior probabilities of failed and non-failed firms 

assumed to be 1:2 in accordance with the sample proportions. Subsequently the 

sensitivity of these comparisons to incorporating realistic prior probability and 

misclassificution costs ure discussed.
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The two basic assumptions of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) are (I) the 

independent variables of each group arc multivariate normally distributed: and (2) the 

group dispersion (variance-covariance) matrices are equal across all groups. However. 

Hennawy and Morris in 19K3 stated that a linear discriminant function performs fairly 

well even when discrete data, (such as dummy variables, or small samples) is 

included. Lanchenbruch |I975) confirmed that the lineur discriminant function is not 

especially sensitive to minor violations of the normal distribution assumption. 

Sudarsunum and Taffler 119851 also proved that a quadratic function may indeed 

perform worse than a linear function when there are small samples relative to the 

number of discriminant variables and when the groups arc not widely separated. 

Given these points, it was decided to use the linear discriminant function rather than 

the quadratic form in this study.

The ex post sample of 52 failed firms and 104 non-failed firms (see section 5.2.4) 

were used to develop each failure prediction model. The predictive ability of the 

model was tested against the ex ante sample of I0K companies, of which were 3ft 

failed and 72 non-failed. As shown below, this industry mean model provides one 

year early warning and its ability to discriminate increases as firms approach failure. 

The discriminant equation is a linear form:

Zj -  b„ + bjX jj ♦ b2X2i ....  + bnXni

Where :

b |,t>2.... bn ■ Discriminant Coefficients 

X n. X2i......Xni -  Independent Variables

Where Z, take a value of one for a failed firm and zero for a non-failed firm. The 

coefficients and other statistics of IRK I model are shown as follows:

7.1.2 The Model: Using Industry Mean Ratios (IRRI).

z IR R r -*.T7 ♦5.2<HFF/CL) -4.4ft(l(7TS) -2.lft(NI/NW) -0.8ft(()P/TP) ♦ l.(>8(TS/NPA)



Where:

FF/CL (Funds Flow / Current Liabilities). This measures how many times current 

liabilities are covered by the funds flow of the year just elapsed. It is. of course, 

backward looking while current liabilities of u certain date must be paid out of future, 

rather than past, funds flow. As might be expected, an extremely low funds flow 

relative to short-term commitments is a predictor of failure (Edmister. 1972). This 

ratio was one o f the most significant variables of Edmister's.

IC/TS ( Interest Charge /  Total Sales). In a period of high interest rates or credit 

unavailability, failure may be induced by rising borrowing costs in excess of sales 

profit margins. This ratio can also be seen simply as a scale adjustment.

NI/NW (Net Income /  Net Worth). Net income and earnings are synonymous with 

profit. Net income is defined as a net flow (inflows minus outflows) of assets to the 

firm from all sources other than owners and any donations received. Net worth is also 

known as equity. This ratio measures the rate of return on stockholder investment or 

return on equity and gauges its progress. Fitzpatrick (1932) and Elam (1972) found 

this to be the best predictor of their studies. The sign of the coefficient is negative 

which appears to be anomalous. The coding of Zj as one for a failed firm means that 

higher values of return on equity, reduce the Z-score and the probability of classifying 

a firm as failing.

OP/TP (Operating Profit / After Tax Profit). Operating profit is net profit derived 

from the normal activities of the company after depreciation. This item is adjusted to 

reflect any items of an exceptional nature. After tax profit shows profit, adjusted for 

items which do not relate to the normal trading activities of the company, net of tax. 

Operating income arises from the firm's production und exchange transactions. The 

income elements indicate different aspects of managerial performance. Again the sign
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of the coefficient is not as would be anticipated in a univariate study. The behaviour 

of partial coefficients when the ratios are selected to summarise a wide variety 

variables is complex. The power of the model is best understood as deriving from the 

whole set o f variables.

TS/NPA (Sales /  Net Plant Assets). While the relationship between property, plant, 

and equipment and sales is a stable one on a long-term basis, there are many short

term and temporary factors which may upset this relationship. Among these factors 

are conditions of excess capacity, inefficient or obsolete plant, multi-shift operations, 

temporary changes in demand, and interruptions in the supply o f raw materials and 

parts. Increases in plant capacity are not gradual but occur, instead, in lumps. This too 

can create temporary and medium-term changes in the turnover rates. Often, leased 

facilities and plants, which do not appear on the balance sheet, will distort the 

relationship between sales and net plant assets. The ratio in a univariate sense 

measures capital intensity with low values corresponding with more asset intensive 

businesses.

The discriminant function is helpful in indicating the direction and degree to which 

each variable contributes to the classification. If the sign of a variable's coefficient in 

the model is positive then large values of the ratio imply a larger Z-score. and a 

greater chance of belonging to the failed group. The converse applies if the coefficient 

is negative.

There are different 60 models repeated in this study, so clearly a detailed review of 

coefficients and ratios must remum u tusk for the reader. We huve set out un 

illustrative review for the first models, however a word of cuution is that in a 

multivariate setting each ratio may be repeating or "standing-in" for a number of 

closely correlated ratios.
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Only if the ratios are orthogonal are the coefficients independently interpretable. This 

is the essence of the multi-collinearity problem in multi-variate analysis. If it is 

positive, the individual with larger values of the corresponding variable tend to 

belong to failed company, and vice versa. The positive coefficients of the above 

model's accounting ratios indicate that the two ratios act in the same direction so that 

the higher the value of each of them the more solvent is the company. The within 

groups correlation matrix which is shown in Table 7-2. This Table shows that the 

highest correlation coefficients is (-0.34). As stated in Chapter 5. it was found that uny 

negative correlation among the independent variables increases their discriminating 

power.

7.1.3. Model Significance Test

SAS provides the multivariate Statistic and exact F statistics to examine the 

contribution of classification variables in this model. The null hypothesis being tested 

is that none of the variables improves the classification based on chance alone. 

Equivalent null hypotheses are that the two population means for each variable are 

identical, or that the population D2 is zero. The validity of the model was in fact 

strongly confirmed by the F statistics at the relevant degrees of freedom, all of which 

were highly significant at the 0.001 level. The test statistic in this study for the 

calculated F value (6. 149) = 50.0H. Mahalanobis D2 is 7.41. These five variables 

together provide an impressive degree o f classification accuracy. The significance 

levels of all independent variables are highly significant at the 0.001 level.
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7.1.4 Relative Contributions of Ratios

Table 7-3 displays the relative contribution of the independent variables based on the 

standardized discriminant coefficients and Mostellers' and Wallace s methods. It is 

seen that FF/CL has a remarkably large effect on the discriminant funct;on between 

failed firms and non-failed firms. However, the relative contribution of the each 

variables, in general, to the discriminant function is not consistent.

^ • 5  Examining the Classification Accuracy - Using Industry Mean Ratios

In this chapter, we use the discriminant function developed from the ex post sample 

and apply it to the ex ante sample to examine predictive ability comparing 

classification results from ex post (within-sample) to ex ante (out-of-sample) periods. 

The hypothesis being tested investigate whether using industry mean ratios solve the 

data instability problems endemic to bankruptcy prediction.

7.1.6 Ex Post and Ex Ante Sample Test

The classification accuracy for the ex post sample analysis using industry mean ratios 

is given in Table 7-4. The results are indeed impressive and comparable to previous 

successful studies. The ex post sample resulted in 4 non-failed firms being 

misclassified from 104 non-failed firms and X failed firms being misclassified from 

52 tailed firms. The Type I accuracy is X4.6‘*  (44 of 52 correctly classified) and the 

Type II accuracy is 96. I *  ( 1(H) of 104). Overall, the accuracy is 9 3 *  (144 of 156).

The classificatory power of the IRRI model is statistically significant compared to the 

proportional chance model. In this section, for example, given -  0.33. 42 ■ 0.67 

and cost ratios ■ I (see: chapter 5.X). the percentage of correct classification from the 

chance model is 55** (which is the sum of (0.33)2 + (0.66)2 ). The percentage of 

correct classification from the IRRI model is 9 3 *  (which is the sum of 0.67< 100/104)
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+ 0.33(44/52)). The test statistic (see subsection 5-8, equation 5-12) for the difference 

between the results and proportional chance is 9.74. This has a normal distribution, 

with 0.001 significance level.

Validation results examine the ability of the model to predict failure or non-failure 

among a new set of companies. Validation tests in prior literature have employed a 

variety o f methods, including a jackknife method, or Lachenbruch | I967| test; a hold

out sample test using a new sample within the sample time period; or a forecast test 

using a sample of new companies from a later time period. In this study, two 

validation tests', a Lachenbruch U-method (Lachenbruch and Mickey. 1968) which 

classifies each observation using a MDA model estimated from all other observations, 

and a forecast test, were used.

The result for the Lachenbruch cross-validation bias test is exactly identical to the 

original sample (93% vs 93% ). indicating that the results are not sensitive to sample 

bias. Table 7-6 reports these results. The second validation was a forecast test in the 

model was used to classify a new sample. Data for thirty-six failed companies and 

seventy-two non-fuiled companies during the period 1982 to 1985 was included. 

Table 7-5 shows this test resulted in 4 non-failed firms being misclassified and 4 

failed firms being also misclassified. Type I errors is 11.1% (4 of 36) and that for the 

type II errors is 5.5% (4 of 72) in the forecast test. Overall, the misclassification rate 

is 7.4 per cent. The overall accuracy for both within-sample (ex-post) and out-of- 

sample (ex-ante) are identical (93% vs 93%). These results indicate that the industry 

relative adjustment does give indeed a stable classification model one year prior to 

failure, confirming the results reported in the literature by Platt and Platt 119901.
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Table 7-2 Within groups C orrelation Matrix - IKK I Function

Ratios IC/TS NI/NW OP/TP TS/NPA

FF/CL -0.17 0.2H -0.13 -0.34

IC/TS -0.31 0.21 -0.10

NI/NW -0.02 0.15

OP/TA 0.10

Table 7-3 Relative Contribution Tests orKach Independent Variables - 
IK K I  Model

Var. Standardized
Coefficients

Ranked Mosteller &  
W « M  I f

Ranked

FF/CL 1.71 1 44 4K ■

IC/TS •1.16 3 22.72 2

NI/NW -1.27 2 17.55 3

OP/TP -0.92 4 I3.X7 4

TS/NPA 0.72 5 1.36 5

The Value of the overall variables D2 is 7.41

Table 7-4 C lassifying the W ith in  (E x  Post) Sample. Using IK K I  Modal

Actual
Groups

Classified
Non-failed

As:
Failed Total

Non-failed 100 4 104

Failed H 44 52

Error Rates % 4 » 15« 7 «
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Table 7-5 Predicting the Out-of-Sam ple (Ex Ante» - IKK I Model

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 6X 4 72

Failed 4 32 36

Error Estimate 6 * 11« 7 «

Table 7-6 Industry Mean Ratio Forecast Validation Results One Year 
Before Failure

Group
Percent 

Ex-post
Correctly

Lachenbruch
Classified

Ex-Ante

Non-failure 96« 96 » 9 4 »
Failure X5» «5 « H9»
Overall 9 3 « 9 3 » 9 3 »

7.1.7 Comparison W ith Models Using Unadjusted Ratios (UR)

Table 7-9 compares IRRI classification results to those obtained with unadjusted 

ratios (UR). The model specification was not changed that is the same ratios were 

selected; therefore, the results are comparable |Platt and Platt. 1990). 52 failed and 

104 non-failed firms were examined, using the financial statement one year prior to 

bankruptcy. The accuracy of the models using UR data was compared to that of the 

IRRI datu which served as a criterion for evaluating accuracy. The model is 

statistically significant ut the 0.001 level. Thus, the overull discriminating power of 

the UR function is highly significant. The Muhulanobis of unadjusted ratios is 

7.72. The saíne five ratios as IRRI model were used. The model's function fitted to 

the ex post sample as follows;

Z(fR -  5.5K ♦0.7H(FF/CL) -I.MHICVTS) -l.45(NI/NW ) -1.15 (OP/TP) 44».X4<TS/NPA>.
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Tabic 7-7 shows that within sample resulted in 5 non-failed firms being misclassified 

and 7 failed firms being also misclassified. The percentage of Type I errors made by 

the analysis model (i.e., non-failed firm misclassified as failed firm) is 4.X per cent, 

and the type II error (failed firms misclassified as non-failed firms) is 13.4 per cent. 

The overall misciassification is X per cent. The result, therefore, is only 1 per cent less 

accurate than the ratios adjusted by the industry mean (sec: Table 7-9).

Table 7-X gives the forecast test results. The forecast validation resulted in X.3% (6 of 

72) non-failed firms being misclassified and 16.6% (6 of 36) failed firms being also 

misclassified. The overall misciassification rate is 11 per cent. The comparison of the 

forecasts using IRR1 compared to UR model both in ex post sample and ex ante 

sample are shown in Table 7-9. IRRI shows a slight improvement over UR in the ex 

ante sample (93% vs X9%).

Table 7-7 Classifying the W ithin Analysis Sample, U R  Model

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total
Non-failed W 5 104
Failed 7 45 52

Error Estimate 5% 13% X%

fable  7-X Predicting the Out-of-Sample, UR Model

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-fuiled Fui led Total
Non-failed 66 6 72
Failed 6 30 36
Error Rate H% 17% 11%
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Table 7-9 Comparison of Krror Rale Results: IRRI and UR One Year BF.

Error Misclassified Rate UR > IRRI
IRRI UR Difference

Within Sample: 
Non-failed 4% 5% ♦ 1%
Failure 15% 13% - 2%
O v e ra ll 7% 8% ♦ 1%
Out-of-Sample 
Non-failed 6% H% ♦ 2%
Failure 11% I7‘* ♦ 6%
O v e ra ll 7% 11% ♦ 4%

IRR1 * Industry Mean Rutios, UR ■ Unadjusted Ratios

7.1.8 Comparison W ith Previous Studies

As described in above, failure models generally produce lower classification levels 

with ex ante sample data than with ex post data, as shown in Table 7-1« in order to 

provide a form of comparison with the present studies. Although, the prevailing 

economic condition during the relative period of these studies arc not homogeneous, 

the results of the present study appear to be on comparable terms with the previous 

studies. Five financial ratios derived from IRR1 model one year before failure are 

different from Platt & Platt's | 1990) model. The results of this study compared to Platt 

and Platt (1990) and other previous studies, are given in Table 7-1«. In this study, 

overall and non-failed firms for both ex post sample and ex ante sample classification 

rates were more stable than those reported by Platt and Platt |I990 |. The stability of 

the model ex unte sample classification rates when adjusted for industry meun 

compared with unadjusted ratios is consistent with the findings of Platt and Platt 

|I9 9 0 |. The predictive ability of the model in the ex ante example using industry 

mean ratios in this study was found to be better than that of Platt and Platt's 11990) 

(93‘#  vs 90‘* ) und those of other previous studies respectively (See: Table 7-1«).
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Table 7-10 Classification Accuracy One Year Before Failure

Percent Correctly 
Within Sample 
(Ex Post Sample)

Classified 
Out-of-Sample 
(Ex Ante Sample)

Model

Stati
stical
Method

Riindoin/
Matched
Sample

Non-
Fniled Failed All

Viil idation 
Test Failed

Non-
Failed All

Altman.E.I I968|. MDA M 94% 97% 95% N2 96% 79*4 84%
DDeaktn. E.. | I972|. MDA R 97% 97% 97% Nl 82% 77% 79*4
Allman. E. MDA R 90% 90% 90% L 85% 88% 86%
B Loris 11«>76|
Knmbow.L Stuhr. P 
and Man in. D |I976|

Reg. N : 95% 87% NA N2 94% 75+ NA

Altman.E. Haldeman.R 
and Narayanan.P 1I977|

MDA M 96% 90*4' 95% L 95% 90% 91%

Damholena 1 &
A  S.Khoury 11980]

MDA M 91% 100% 96% L NA NA 87*4 ♦

Zmijewskl I I984| WESML.Proh 
Even Weight 
20:1 Weight

R
R

52% 100% 
42% 100»

76%
97%

H
H

54%
44%

99.8*476% 
100% 96%

Altman. E 
and H.l/an |I984|

MDA M 94% 90% 92% L 94% 90% 92*4

Ranh. Brumhaugh Logit 
Sauctitafl. and Wang | I9K51

Ni 86% 87% 87% N2 85% 78% 80%'++

Frydman. Altman 
and Kao | I985|

RPA R 84% 99% 94% L NA NA 84*4++

Pantalone 
and Platt | I987a|

MDA M 95% 97% 95% N2 86% 96% 95*4

Pantalone 
and Platt | l9K7h|

Logit M 95% 78% 85% N2 82% 77% 79*4

Betts
and Bclhoul | I9K7|

MDA R 98% 92% 96% L 82% 81% 81*4 +

Platt and Platt 11990| Logit M 95% 86% 90*4 N2 91% 88% 90*4
Present Study |l992| MDA M 85% 96% 9.5% N2 89% 94% 9.4%

<rg: Regression. M: Matched. R : Random
H: Within sample period holdout test.
L: Within sumple period Lachenbruch test.
N I: Out-of-sample period prior to estimation period test.
N2: out-of-sample period ex ante test.
+Difference between overall percentage correctly classified significant beyond llte . 10 level(onc-tail)
++Difference between overall percentage correctly classified significant beyond the .025 level (one-tall) 
Suim .c. The ioumai lll BuiiUtCM FinailLC A AccuuiUum IP latl *  Malt. 1990.1 and Tills study
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7.1.9 Sensitivity  to  P r io r  P ro b ab ility  an d  M isclassification  C osts

In the above studies. I have assumed sample proportional prior probabilities and equal 

misclassification costs in order to compare our results with those of previous studies 

and that of Platt and Platt's (1990] model. Nevertheless, failure to consider prior 

probabilities is a valid criticism of earlier studies that assumed equal probability of 

group membership or probabilities based on sample proportions. The cost of 

misclassification errors should also normally be assessed in evaluating predictive 

success. For economically efficient decision making, however, the predictive 

functions should be customized to reflect the relative costs to the decision maker of 

the two types of misclassification. (see: Keasey and Watson. 1991]. In the following 

analysis, we employ more realistic prior probabilities and costs of errors insteud of 

using sample proportion prior probabilities and equal costs in order to explore the 

sensitivity of the results.

We compare IRRI and UR model efficiency under five various levels of input 

assumption. Prior probabilities of failed and non-failed were incorporated into the 

model by adjusting the constant term as suggested by Afifi and Clark |I9H4|. The 

above five vuriubles were selected as independent variables in the model. Optimal 

cutoff points and accuracy rates for the model were determined for different levels of 

misclassification costs. Unfortunately, in the context of different types of business 

using failure prediction models to assess the non-failed status of firms, 

misclassification costs are largely unknown. Analysts who consider costs typically 

provide results for a wide range of costs specifications. This was done in the research 

of Altman, Haldeinan, and Narayanan 11977], Frydman. Altman, and Kuo 119X5]. In 

practice, the cost of misclussifying failed firms us non-fuiled is likely to exceed the 

cost of misclassifying non-failed firms us failed. The expected misclassification costs 

of using the model were computed for five different cutoff points, corresponding to 

the rutio of Cl to CII ranging from 1:1 to 40:1. (Where Cl is the cost of a type I error 

und CII the cost o f a type II error). This range was selected becuuse the
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misclassification cost o f a Type I error is expected to be higher than that of a Type II 

error (i.e. Cl > CII). hence, the ratio 1:1 is a lower limit. Further. Taffler |I9X2) 

estimated Type I error cost as being some 4<) times greater than the Type II error. 

Hence. 40:1 is un upper limit in this study. These choices are admittedly arbitrary 

since inisclassification costs are likely to be user- and situation-specific. The results 

are therefore merely suggestive of the relative performance of the respective models 

and their sensitivity to a change in the classification criterion. The results of the ex 

post sample are presented in Table 7 -11

The computation of the relative costs o f misclassificution of the various models are 

show in Table 7-12. These calculations assume prior probability of failure of 3% (see: 

sub-chapter 5.5). The classificatory power of each of the models was statistically 

significant, compared to the respective proportional chance criterion. It should be 

noted that the observed classification accuracy of u model will change with the new 

cutoff point | Altman, etc. 1977|. For example, in Table 7-12. with the cutoff point of - 

1.17. the number of type I errors decreases from 5 (13.H9%) to 3 (H.33%) while the 

type II errors increases from 3 (4.17%) to 4 (5.56%). These new estimates will form 

the basis of comparison along with the more realistic priors and measures of error 

costs. The definition of cutoff score is the In (q |C | / q 2( ’||).

The following calculations represent our efficiency comparison tests based on the 

C1:CII -  10:1:

EC|rri “ qi ( n |2 / n| )CI + q2 (n2) / n2) CII
-  0.03 (5 /  36)* 10 ♦ 0.97 (3/72)* I
-  (MW I

ECpn* -  q ,q 2CI ♦ M|M2<711
-  (0.03X0.97X10) *  (0.03X0.97XD
-  0.32
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Where q t and q2 are the population's prior probabilities of failure and non-failure, ny 

is the number of firms of group i misclassified in group j (detail see: chapter 5.5). 

ECprop (which is defined as q iq 2CI ♦  q iM2  ̂ ** ) *s a proportional chance strategy 

based on observed error rates equalling a prior probabilities. Therefore, the best 

estimates, or most likely results, indicates that EC1RR, < 3.95BCL_ That is. the 

ECpmp naive strategies is almost 3.95 times more costly than the EC)RRI model. The 

other four comparisons tests and their results as listed in Table 7-12. Table 7-12 

shows that the IRR1 model is consistently less costly than UR.

The evaluation of relative cost ratios between IRRI and UR models. Table 7-12 

shows that the lowest costs were achieved by the IRRI model when compared with 

that of UR model. At the assumed relative cost ratio of one to one. the use of the 

IRRI data saves 162 percent relative to the UR model. If the cost ratios is decreased 

to 10 to one. a IRRI model would achieve a cost savings of 26 percent over the UR 

model. Further, at the other three assumed relative cost ratios, use of the IRRI form 

outperformed models using the UR form.

T ab le  7-11 M odel Efficiency C o m p ariso n s  Between IKK1 an d  UR - Ex 
Post S am ple  C lassification  One Y ear BE

CltCII I I 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IRRI
Non-failure *4 100.0 98 96 93 92
Failure ‘4 52.0 83 85 89 92
Overall ‘4 98.6 94.4 91.8 91.0 92.4

UR
Non-failure 'A 99 95 95 91 90
Failure ‘4 63 87 87 90 92
Overall ‘4 98 93.1 91.9 90.8 91.5
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T ab le  7-12 M odel E ffic iency  C o m p ariso n s  Betw een 1KK1 an d  UR - Ex 
A nte S a m p le  Prediction«« O ne Y e a r  Before F a ilu re

CI:CII (Ratios) 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

TORI
Non-failed % 72/72 69/72 6H/72 66/72 65/72Failed «* 26/36 31/36 33/36 33/36 33/36
Overall '* 99.2 94.0 93.4 91 7 9 | . |
Cutoff Score -3.47 •1.17 II 4X -0.07 0.21
E i IRKI 0.00H 0.081 0.103 0.155 0.194

0.03 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
Times 6.25 3.95 5.92 5.HO 6.13TO
Non-failed % 71/72 6X/72 66/72 64/72 62/72Failed ‘A 26/36 30/36 .30/36 31/36 32/36
Overall '* 97. H 9I.H KM.5 H7.6 H7.7

__ 0.021 0.103 0.IX 072.W 0.267
Relative Cost Ratios 
IKKI Model « KM) 100 100 100 100
UR Model 'A 262 126 174 149 137

EC * Expected Cost. EC|r ju  * Expected Cost for Industry Mean Ratios, 
EClJR »  Expected Cost for Unadjusted Ratios. Cl ■ Type I. CII -  Type II. 
IRRI * industry Mean Ratios. UR ■ Unadjusted Ratio

Figure 7-1

100

98

r
I

92

90

88

IRR1 and UR Models
C o m p a ris o n  Of Fivo C o s t  R atios

8 6
Coat 1:1 Coat 10:1 Coat 20:1 Coat 50:1 Coat 40:1 

Ex Anta Sample Prediction Accurocy

-•-IR R I Model UR Model
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7. 2 The Model: - Using Industry Median Ratios (IKK2)

The reasons given for the choice of the industry median ratios (IRR2) are generally 

related to its robustness to large outliers and measurement errors. One or two outliers 

firms in a specific industry could distort the measure of central tendency if the 

industry mean was utilised, especially if the industry has relatively few memhers.tsee: 

Lev and Sunder. 1979, and Izan, I9K4). The following model was developed on the 

basis of the data of the use of industry median ratios (IRR2) first year before failure 

(BF). The purpose is to compare its results with the UR model and then to compare 

them with those of previous studies. For example. Izan | I9X4| used the median ratios 

from Australia data to construct a meaningful model in failure prediction area. The 

results o f the discriminant function statistics based upon the ex post suinple using 

discriminant stepwise technique is:

Z« R 2 -  I-6 ' ♦3.25<FF/CL).3.IM<NI/NW>-I.2I<OP/TP)+I.57(TS/NPA)-I.06<IC/TS> 

Where :

FF/CL. Nl/NW, OP/TP. TS/NPA. and IC/TS are as defined above. Note that these 

five ratios, we found, are the same as those of IRR1 model based on a stepwise 

procedure method. The group correlation matrix based on the data o f the IRR2 ex post 

sumple are presented in Table 7-13. It shows relationships between all the five 

variables with some different correlation coefficients. This Table shows that the 

highest correlation coefficients is (-0.33) between FF/CL and OP/TP. The following 

ure the results of the tests.

7.2.1 M odel S ignificance T est

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-stutistic for 

this function is 52.79 while the tabulated value for F(5.I30) ■ 4.35. The p vuluc for 

this test is less thun 0.001. Thus, this overull function indicute thut the constructed 

model has u good fit und possesses u highly significant discriminating power.
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7 .2 .2  R e la t iv e  C o n t r ib u t io n  o f  R a t io s

The relative contribution of each independent variable is presented in Table 7-14. The 

most important variable is the FF/CL. In fact, the highest ranking ratio (FF/CL) is the 

same both in IRRI and IRR2 models. Comparing the coefficients with the IRRI 

model from Table 7-3 shows that the results are robust with respect to changing the 

meusure of central tendency from mean to median.

7.2.3 Ex Post an d  Ex A nte S am ple  T est

The classificatory power of the IRR2 model is statistically significant compared to the 

proportional chance model with respect to the percentage of correct classification. In 

this comparison, we employed sample proportion prior and equal cost ratios. The 

sensitivity of the results to changing this assumption is discussed below. The IRR2 

model is significantly better than the proportional chance criterion, at the (MM) I 

significance level. Table 7-15 and 7-16 present the classification matrices for the ex 

post and the ex ante samples, respectively. Table 7-15 shows that the model correctly 

classified 91% of all the firms in the ex-post sample. Five non-failing firms were 

misclassified - i.e.. type II error of 4.8% (5/104) - and nine fuiling firms were 

misclassified - ie.. type I error of 17.3% (9/52). The overall error rate is 9% for the ex 

post sample. The upward bias in the IRR2 model uppears to be very slight since the 

Lachenbruch results are only 1 percent worse. As described above, this classification 

may be biased upward because of the sampling error. Table 7-16 shows that the 

model correctly classified K9% of all the firms in the ex-ante sample. Five non-failing 

and seven failing firms were misclassified. i.e.. 7% type II error and 19% type I error. 

The overall correct classification was 89% of all firms. The overall deterioration 

between ex post and ex ante sample is only 2%. Table 7-17 shows the comparison of 

classification results ex post und ex unte example one yeur BF.
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T a b le  7-13 W ith in  ( ¡ ro u p s  C o rre la tio n  M atrix  - IR R 2  Function

Var Nl/NW OP/TP TS/NPA IC/TS

FF/CL -0.26 -0.33 -0.13 -0.12
Nl/NW 0.12 0.13 0.11
OP/TP 0.03 O.IX
TS/NPA -0.13

T a b le  7-14  Relative C o n tr ib u tio n  T ests o f  E ach  In d ep e n d e n t v ariab les - 
IR R 2 M odel

Var. StandardizedRanked 
Coefficients

Mosteller & Ranked 
I U M i

FF/CL 2.0M 1 4M.06 1
IC/TS -0.79 3 7.36 4
Nl/NW -1.32 2 20.93 3
OP/TP -1.42 3 22.4M 2
TS/NPA 0.91 4 1.16 3

is 7, HI

T a b le  7-15 C lassify ing  the  Ex; Post Sam ple, U sing  IR R 2

Actual
Groups

Classified
Non-failed

As: 
Fui led Total

Non-failed 99 5 104
Failed 9 43 52
Error Rates “ 3 * ----- 17*----- -

T ab le  7-16 C lassify ing  th e  Ex A nte S am ple, U sing IR R 2

Actual
Groups

Classified
Non-failed

As:
Failed Total

Non-fuiled 67 3 72
Failed 7 29 36

Error Rute 7 * 19» I I «
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T able  7-17 C o m p a riso n  o f  C lassification  R esu lts  Ex Post a n d  Ex A nte 
Sam ple O ne Y ear BE

Group
Percent

Ex-post
Correctly Classified 

Lachenbruch Ex-Ante

Overall 91*4 9« 89*4

Failure 83*4 K3 XI*

Non-failed 9 5 * 93 93 *

7.2.4 C o m p ariso n  W ith  M odels - Using U n ad ju s ted  Ratios (UR)

The accuracy of the models using IRR2 data was compared to that of the UR data 

which served as a criterion for evaluating accuracy. The UR model discriminant 

coefficient is the same as the above IRRI study because the same ratios are used (see 

7.1.7). The UR model is statistically significant at the 0.001 level. The Mahalanobis 

D2 of UR is 7.76. marginal lower than that of IRR2's (7.76 vs 7.HI ). We repeated here 

again in order to compare with the results of IRR2 model. Table 7-7 shows that ex 

post sample results in 5 non-failed firms being misclassified and 7 failed finns being 

also misclassified. The percentage of type II errors made by the ex post sample is 

4.K*» (5/104). and that the type I errors is 13.4*4 (7/52). the overall errors is X*. The 

results, therefore, is slightly more accurate than using IRR2 data (92*4 vs 91*4), 

although obviously not u statistically significant difference with these sample sizes. 

However. Table 7-H examined the predictive ability of unadjusted ratios one year 

prior to failure in each of the two groups. The forecast validation analysis resulted in 

H.3f4 (6 of 72) non-failed firms being classified and 17*4 (6 of 36) failed firms being 

ulso misclassified. The overall misclassification rate for the UR forecast validation 

results is 11*4.

The comparison between IRR2 and UR measures is made in Table 7-IH. This Table 

shows that the classification accuracy of IRR2 model performed marginally less 

accurately than UR model in the ex post analysis, und performed the same accuracy in
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the ex ante analyst«. As regards die comparison with Iran's | I0X4| model. Table 7- Id 

shows that the ex post analysis of each of the two models performed the nearly 

identical (d% vs d%) for the one year before failure and that Iran's model 

outperformed IRR2 model for the ex ante analysis.

T ab le  7-18 C o m p ariso n  o f  E r ro r  K ate  R esults: IKK2 an d  UR O n e  Y ear 
B efore F a ilu re .

Percent
IRR2

Misclassified
UR

IRR2 > UR
Difference

Ex Post Sample:
Non-failed 5** 3«
Failure 17* 13* + 4 «
Overall 9«* X* ♦ 1*
Fx-A ntf Sample:
Non-failed 7 * 8 *
Failure m 17* ♦ 2 *
Overall 11« 11« 0 *

T ab le  7-19 C o m p ariso n  o f C lassif ica tio n  Results Betw een T his S tudv  
(IR R 2) an d  I/.an 's  (1984) O n e  Y ear B efore F ailu re

Percent Misclassified 
|This study)
| U K. I992|

|lzan|
(Australia. I9X4|

Ex Post Sample Results:
Non-failed 5* I I *
Failure 17 ft*
Overall 9» X*
Ex Ante Sample Results:
Non-failed 7 * 0 *
Failure 19 0 *
Overall II 0 *
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7.2.5 Sensitivity  to P r io r  P robab ilities and  M isclassification C osts

The results of each model efficiency comparisons under five input misclassification 

costs is shown in Table 7-20 and 7-21. The comparison between the measures of 

efficiency is made in Table 7-21. At the assumed relative cost ratio of one to one. use 

of the IRR2 model saves 75 percent relative to the UR model. If the cost ratio of ten 

to one. use of the IRR2 model saves only 9 percent relative to the UR model. If the 

cost ratio is decreased to 20:1. UR model would achieve a same cost savings as IRR2 

model. The other two assumed cost ratio of 30:1 and 40:1. use of the UR model saves 

only I and 4 percent relative to the IRR2 model, respectively. We observe that the 

IRR2 model is more efficient, and this efficient differential ranges from 3.3H to 4.8 

times. Table 7-21 shows that the functions under five various input misclassification 

costs of IRR2 model performed nearly identically when compared with that of UR 

model one year before failure. The statistical difference between IRR2 and UR 

models is not significant based on Conover 11971] (defined as in chapter 5) T Test.

T ab le  7-20 M odel Efficiency C om parisons Between IKK2 a n d  DR - Ex 
Post S am ple  C lassification

CI:C!I 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IKK2 Model
Non-failure ion 98 93 92 91
Failure 60 83 85 88 90
Overall 98.X 94.4 90.0 89.5 89.9

UK Model
Non-failure 99 95 95 91 90
Failure 63 87 87 10 92
Overall 98 93.2 91.9 90.9 91.3
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T ab le  7-21 M odel Efficiency Comparisons Between IRR2 an d  UR - E> 
A nte S am ple Predictions

CI:Cn 1:1 10:1 20:1 Mi 1 40:1

IRR2
Non-failure 72/72 IS8/72 ftft/72 ftft/72 ftft/72
Failure 21/3ft 2V/3ft 30/3ft 30/3ft 30/3ft
Overall VK.H vu 88.5 87.7 87.1

Cutoff Score -3.47 -1.17 -0.48 -0.07 0.21
£ l -|RR2 ».012 0.0*>4 0.18 «.23 0.2K

0.058 0.32 O.ftl 0.V0 1.19
4.8 3.4 3.38 3.VI 4.25

UK
Non-failure 71/72 ft8/72 ftft/72 ft4/72 ft2/72
Failure 2ft/3ft 30/3ft 30/3ft 31/3ft 32/3ft
Overall V7.V VI .8 88.5 87.ft 87.7

UR ».»21 0.103 ».IK 0.232 0.267
Relative Cost Ratios 
IRR2 Model ** 100 KNI 100 l(N) 104
UR Model 175 10V KM) 101 l(N)

IRR2 = Industry Median Ratios
EC|rr2 * Expected Cost for Industry Median Ratios

Figure 7-2

IRR2 and UR Models
Com parison Of Five Cost Ratios

100

Cost 1:1 Cost 10:1 Cost 20:1 Cost 30:1 Cost 40:1 
Ex Ants Sample Prediction Accuracy

•  IRR2 Model UR Model
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The following model function was first developed on the basis of the Unadjusted 

Ratios (UR) data of the first year BF. The purpose is to compare its results with the 

IRR1 and IRR2 data and then to compare them with those of above studies. The UR's 

model function based on the initial sample is:

Zur -  *3.A3 *0.7H(FF/CL) -l.92(Nl/TS) -0.9H(OP/TP) +2.34<CA/TA)-l.V|(K7TS)

It should be stressed that in the earlier sections, the discriminant models as presented 

are first derived with IRR1 and IRR2 models. The unadjusted ratios models were then 

constrained to include the same ratios as in the IRR I and IRR2 models.ln this section, 

the optimal UR model is first derived with the UR model and then the same ratio 

composition is imposed on the IRR I and IRR2 models. Note that it selects a different 

set of ratios. The relationships between the above five variables are represented by the 

within groups correlation matrix in Table 7-22. As stated above, negative correlation 

coefficients increase the discriminating power of the set of independent variables. The 

above UR function of the first year's model was subjected to the tests as before:

7.3.1 M odel S ignificance Test

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is 52.52 while the tabulated value for F(5.150) = 4.35. The p value for 

this test is less than 0.001. Thus, this UR function also possesses a highly significant 

discriminating power.

7.3.2 R elative ( '» n tr ib u tio n  o f Ratios

The relative contribution of each ratio is shown in Table 7-23. The runking between 

standardized discriminant coefficients and Moxteller und Wallace's two methods is 

nearly identical. We see that FF/CL. CA/TA and IC/TS are consistently ranked in

7 .3  T h e  M o d e l  3 : U s in g  t h e  O p t i m a l  U n a d ju s te d  R a t io s  (U R )
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relative contribution between failed and non-failed groups. The highest ranking in the 

UR model is FF/CL again. However, the value of the overall D2 is 7.77.

7 J J  E x Post a n d  Ex A nte S am ple  Test

The classificatory power of the UR model is statistically significant from the 

proportional chance criterion. In this comparison, the Z-value is 7.K7 for the 

proportional chance model, significant at the 0.001 significance level. Table 7-24 and 

Table 7-25 present the classification tables for the ex post and the ex ante samples, 

separately. Table 7-24 shows that the model correctly classified 92% of all the firms 

in the ex-post sample. Type I error is 15.3% (H of 52) and type II error is 4% (4 of 

104). Table 7-25 shows that the percentage of firms correctly classified in the ex ante 

sample model. The type I error is 22% (H of 36) and type II error is 10% (7 of 72). 

The overall misclassification rate for the unadjusted ratios forecast validation results 

is 14%. Table 7-26 presents the percentage of companies correctly classified ex post 

and ex ante by both models overall and broken down by status of the company. The 

results of the forecast validation test display the unstable classification accuracy 

identified in previous research. The deterioration between ex post and ex ante sample 

is 6%. The result for the Lachenbruch validation sample bias test is identical to the 

original sample (92% vs 92%), indicating that the results are not sensitive to sample 

bius.

T ab le  7-22 W ith in  ( ¡ ro u p s  C o rre la tio n  M atrix  - (JR F u n ctio n

Variable NI/TS OP/TP CA/TA IC/TS

FF/CL 0.11 -«.43 -0.04 -0.45
NI/TS -0.19 -0.04 -0.15
OP/TP 0.01 0.40
CA/TA -0.10
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Table 7-23 Relative ('ontribution Tests of Each Independent Variables
I K Model

Var Standardized
Coefficients

Ranked Mosteller &  
Wallace s «

Ranked

FF/CL 2.08 1 56.03 1
Nl/TS -1.15 3 2.00 4
. V! i P -1.09 4 17.56 3
CA/TA 0.32 5 1.00 5
IC/TS -1.27 2 23.73 2
The Value of the overall variables D2 is 7.77

T a b le  7-24 C lassify ing  th e  Ex Post S am ple  - Using UR O n e  Y ear BE

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 100 4 104

Failed K 44 52

Error Rates « 4 « 15« 8«

T able  7-25 Predicting the Kx Ante Sam ple - Using UK One Year HK

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 65 7 72

Failed K 2K 36

Error Estimate « 10« 2 2 « 14«

T ab le  7 -26  C o m p ariso n  Between The E x  Post a n d  Ex A nte Analysis - Using 
UK One Y ear HK

Percent Correctly Classified ExPost > Ex Ante
Groups Ex-post Lachenbruch Ex-Ante Difference

Non-failed 9 6 « 9 6 « 90« ♦ 6 «
Failure 85« 8 5 « 78« ♦ 7 «
Overall 9 2 « 9 2 « 86« ♦ 6 «



The IRR1 ratio model is then constrained to include the same five ratios as in the 

unadjusted ratios model. Table 7-27 shows that ex post sample results in ft non-failed 

firms being misclassified and 5 failed firms being also misclassified. The percentage 

of type II errors made by the ex post sample is ft% (6 of 104). and that the type I 

errors is 10% (5 of 52). The overall misclassification for the IRRI data is 7%. Table 

7-29 shows that the IRRI model outperformed UR model for the first year BF. 

However. Table 7-2X shows that the forecast validation analysis resulted in ft% (4 of 

72) non-failed firms being classified and 14% (5 of 3ft) failed firms being 

misclassified. Table 7-29 shows that the IRRI model is superior to the UR model in 

the forecast validation results.

Table 7-27 C lassifying the E x  Post Sample. Using IR R I  Model

7.3.4 C omparison With Models - Using Industry Mean Ratios (IRR1)

Actual
Groups

Classified
Non-failed

As:
Failed Total

Non-failed 9X ft 104

Failed 5 47 52

Error Estimate % ft% 10% 7%

Table 7-2# Predicting the E x  Ante Sample, Using IR R I  Model

Actual
Groups

Classified
Non-failed

As:
Failed Total

Non-failed ft# 4 72

Failed 5 31 3ft

Error Estimate ft% 14% H%
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Table 7-29 Comparison of E r ro r  Rale Results: U R  and IR R I  One Year 
BF.

Percent Error Classified UR > IRRI
IRRI UR Difference

Ex Post Sample 
Non-failed 6% 4% - 2%
Failure 10% 15% 4 5%
Overall 7% 8% ♦ 1%

Ex Ante Sample 
Non-failed 6% 10*4 ♦ 4%
Failure 14% 22% ♦ 8%
< Kerall H % 14% ♦ 6%

7.3.5 Comparison With Models - Using Industry Median Ratios ( IR R 2 )

The accuracy o f the models using IRR2 data was compared to that of the UR data 

which served as a criterion for evaluating accuracy. The IRR2 model is statistically 

significant at the 0.001 level. Thus, the overall discriminating power of the IRR2 

function is highly significant. The same five ratios as UR model were used. The 

model's function fitted to the within-sample follow as:

Z|RR2 ■ 2.06 *  3 .23FF /C L -  I .6 IN I/ T S  - I.02O P /TP  ♦ 4 .6 3 C A / TA  - I .0SIC 7TS

Table 7-30 shows that ex post sample results in 7 non-failed firms being misclassified 

and 5 failed firms being also misclassified. The percentage of type II errors made by 

the ex post sample is 7% (7 of 104) and type I errors is 10% (5 of 52). The overall 

misclaxsification for the IRR2 is 8%. Table 7-31 shows that IRR2 model 

outperformed UR model only by 2% one year BF with respect to classification 

accuracy. The forecast validation analysis resulted in 8% |6  of 72) non-failed firms 

being classified and 17% |6 of 36) failed firms being also misclassified. The overall 

misclassification rate for the IRR2 forecast validation results is 11%. The comparison 

between IRR2 and UR measures is made in Table 7-32. This Table shows that the 

industry median model performed better thun the unadjusted model one yeur prior to 

failure.
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Table 7-30 Classifying the E x  Post Sample, Using IR R 2  Model One Year 
Before Failure

Actual
Groups

Classified
Non-failed

As:
Failed Total

Non-fai led 97 7 104
Failed 5 47 52
Error Estimate 7% 10% H%

Table 7-31 Predicting the E x  Ante Sami 
Before Fail

>le. Using IR R 2  Model One ' 
lure

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 66 6 72

Failed 6 30 36

Error Estimate X% 17% 11%

Table 7-32 Comparison of E r ro r  Rate Results Between U R  and IR R 2  One 
Year Before Failure

Percent Error
IRR2

Classified
UR

UR > IRR2
Difference

Ex Post Sample
Non-failed % 7 4 - 3%
Failure % 10 15 ♦ 5%
Overall % X X ♦ 0*4

Ex Ante Sample
Non-failed % X 10 ♦ 2%
Failure % 17 22 ♦ 5%
Overall % II 14 ♦ 3%

7.3.6 Sensitivity to P rio r Probabilities and Misclassification Costs

The results of each model efficiency comparisons under five different input 

misclassification costs is shown in Table 7-33 and Table 7-34. At the assumed 

relative cost ratio from 1:1 to 40:1 (see: section 7.1.9), with the UR model cost ratios 

of 10:1. the number of type I errors decreases from H (22%) to 7 (19.4%) while type II



errors increases from 5 (6.9%) to 1» (13.9%). With the IRRI model, the number of 

type I errors decreases from 6 (16.6%) to 3 (I3.K) while the type II errors increases 

from  3 (4.1%) to II (15.2%). With the IRR2 model, the number of type I errors 

decreases from 9 (25%) to 5 (13.8%) while the type II errors increases from 4 (5.5%) 

to 5 (13.8%). The classificatory power of each of the five difference choice cost ratio 

m odels was significantly better than the respective proportional chance model. Type I 

mi »classification decreases when the cost ratio increases, and the type II 

misclassification increases when the cost ratio increases. The reason for this 

behaviour has been described in chapter 7.1.9. These new estimates will form the 

basis of comparison along with the more realistic priors and measures of error costs. 

At the assumed relative cost ratio of one to one. use of the IRRI saves 120 percent 

relative to the best UR model. If the cost ratio is changes to 10 to one. a user would 

achieve a cost savings of 212 percent over the best IRR2 model. However, if the cost 

ratios changes to 30:1 and 40:1, use of the IRR2 model saves 12 and 15 percent 

respectively to the best IRRI model. The combined UR model was inferior to the 

IR R 1 and 1RR2 models in these comparisons (see Table 7-34).

Table 7-33 Model KfTicienc.v Comparisons Among IJR . IK K  I and IK K 2  - 
K\ Post ('lassification

CI:C!I 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

UR
Non-failed 99 97 96 94 92
Failed 60 83 87 88 90
Overall Accuracy 97.9 93.7 92.5 91.5 91.3
iR R I
Non-fuiled 99 96 93 91 89
Failed 42 85 92 94 94
Overall 97.4 93.4 93.0 92.3 91.7
FRR2
Non-failed 99 95 92 91 89
Failed 42 85 90 92 92
Overall 97.3 92.8 91.6 91.9 91.1
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Table7-34 Model KfTiciencv Comparisons Among DR, IKRI and IRR2 -
Ex Ante Predictions

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

UR
Non-failed 71/72 67/72 63/72 62/72 62/72
Failed 25/36 28/36 28/36 29/36 29/36
O verall* 97.7 89.4 83.9 83.5 83.1
C utoff Score -3.47 T T 7 — 0.21

0.022 0.133 0.254 0.309 0.367

tSgt
0.05H 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
2.63 2.40 2.40 2.91 3.24

IKK 1
Non-failed 72/72 69/72 66/72 63/72 61/72
Failed 24/36 30/36 31/36 31/36 31/36
Overall * 99 92.9 89.6 87.0 85.1
M  IKK 1 0.01 0.041 0.163 0.246 0.314
IRR2
Non-failed 70/72 68/72 65/72 65/72 64/72
Failed 22/36 27/36 30/36 31/36 31/36
Overall * 96.2 89.8* 87.7 88.3 87.4
K i IKK2 0.037 0.128 0.194 0.219 0.273
Relative < ost Ratios 
UR * 220 324 155 141 134
IKK 1 * KM) 100 100 112 115
IRR2 * 370 312 119 100 100

Figure 7-3

100

98
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82

UR, IRR1 and IRR2 Models
Comparison Of Fiv# Cost Ratios

Coat 1:1 Coat 10:1 Coal 20:1 Coat 30:1 Coat 40:1 
Cu Anta Sample Prediction Accwacy
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7.4 Comparison of the Three OgHmal Models - DR, IKKI and

The first following three hypotheses tests in this chapter are:

H(: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between the 

industry mean ratios (IR RI) and the model of unadjusted ratios (UR) in the ex 

ante sample.

H2: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between the 

industry median ratios (IRR2) and the model of unadjusted ratios (UR) in the 

ex ante sample.

H^: There is no difference in the predictive abilities of financial ratios between the 

industry mean ratios (IR RI) and the model of industry median ratios (IRR2) in 

the ex ante sample.

The results of the discriminant analyses using the three different models based on 

sample proportion prior and equal cost described above are re-presented in Table 7- 

35. IRR I produces the most stable rate of classification ex post rate to ex ante rate is 

93% to 93% showing no diminution in accuracy. For IRR2 the rates are 91% to X9%. 

and for UR the Platt and Platt observation is seen again with the rate failure from 92% 

down to Xfi% when comparing initial to hold out. The IRR I model does a consistently 

better job of classifying and predicting the companies in both the ex post sample and 

ex ante sample.

The data is repeated to determine the extent to which ex ante predictive ability was 

affected if the objective was minimizing the relative costs of misclassification. The 

results urc therefore merely suggestive of the relative performance of the respective 

models and their sensitivity to u change in the classification criterion. The results of 

the analyses are presented in Table 7-36A. Table 7-3AA below shows the result of



testing H,. Relative costs for IRRI are always lower than UR model. The statistical 

Conover |I9711 T test are consistently significant at the different levels when the cost 

ratios are 10:1, 20:1. 30:1 and 40:1. respectively. The IRRI model is superior to UR 

model with respect to every combination of expected cost and CI:CII; except that of 

CI:CII ■ 1:1, but this is not statistically significant. It appears that the null hypotheses 

H,. which relate to IRRI and UR ratios, as states above, can be rejected for the ex 

ante example only in some certain cases, very large sample sires are required in order 

to measure differences in error rates with precision. Table 7-36b below shows the 

result of testing H2. IRR2 is not significantly different from UR. but the percentage of 

correct classification of IRR2 is higher than UR. Also relative costs for IRR2 are 

lower than those for UR. Based on these results, the null hypotheses H2 cannot be 

rejected. Table 7-36c below shows the result of testing Hj. IRRI is not statistically 

different from IRR2, but the percentage of correct classification is slightly higher than 

IRR2. Relative costs from IRRI are lower than those of IRR2. From the results and 

findings . the null hypotheses H3 can not be rejected.

Table 7-35 Results of the Three Best Models - U R , I R R I  and IR R 2

Model And Non-failed Failed Total
Ex Post (Initial) Sample Classification
UR Model 100/104 44/52 156

96» «5» 9 2 »
IRRI Model 100/104 44/52 156

96» «5» 93 »
IRR2 Model 99/104 43/52 156

95 » 8 3 » 9 1 »
Ex Ante (Mold-out) .Sample Prediction
UR Model 65/72 28/36 108

90» 78» 86»
IRRI Model 6K/72 32/36 108

94» 89» 9 3 »
IRR2 Model 67/72 29/36 108

93» 81» 89 »
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7-36A Model Efficiency Comparisons Between the Best l!R and IKK1
Models - Ex Ante Predictions

c i.-cn 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

t S e ?

0.022
0.05H
2.63

0.133
0.32
2.4«

0.254
0.61
2.4«

0.309
0.9«
2.91

0.367
1.19
3.24

IRTTl
E C « ,, O.OOH «.OKI 0.103 0.155 0.194
E 'V r 0.05 «.32 «.61 0.9« 1.19
Times 6.25 3.95 5.92 S.MO 6.13
Relative Cost Ratios 
UR ** 275 164a 246d 199c IK9bIRRI » I«« I0«a mod 100c I0«b
1 lest

T-Value 0.2« 1.3a 4.6NHd 2.79Kc 2.07bSignificance 0.653 0.25 0.03 0.094 0.15

a -  Statistically different for a -  «.25. b -  Statistically different for a -  0.2« 
C -  Statistically different for a -  0.1«. d -  Statistically different for a -  «.«5 
(see section 5.7, p.lH5 : the null hypothesis is rejected.)

Figure 7*4

Best UR and IRR1 Models
Com parison Of Flv« Cost Ratios

too

Coat 1:1 Coat 10:1 Coat 20:1 Coat 30:1 Coat 40:1 
Ex Ant# Sample Prediction Accuracy

Beet IRR1 Model Beet UR Model
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7-36B M odel Efficiency C o m p ariso n s  Betw een the  Best HR and  IRR2
M odels - E x  A nte P red ic tions

CI.CIl 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

n r

E C "*
t S e t

0.022
0.05K
2.63

0.133
0.32
2.40

0.254
0.61
2.40

0.309
0.90
2.91

0.367
1.19
3.24

SJ-IRR2 0.012 0.094 0. IN 0.23 0.28

tSe? 0.058 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
4.K 3.4 3.3H 3.91 4.25

Relative C ost Ratios
U R * IK3 140 141 134 131
IRR2 » 100 100 100 1 CM) 100
I Test
T-Valuc 0.381 0.188 0.996 0.996 0.996
Significance 0.537 0.665 0.318 0.318 0.318

a -  Statistically different for a  -  0.25, b -  Statistically different for a  ■ 0.20 
c * Statistically different for a -0 .1 0 ,  d -  Statistically different for a  -  0.05

F igure  7-5

i
I
I

100
98
96
94

92
90
88
86
84

82

Best UR and IRR2 Models
C om parison Of Fiv« Cost Ratios

Bait IRR? Modal Bat! UR Modal
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7-.VK' Model FfTIciency Comparisons Between the Best IKKI and IKK2 
Models - Kx Ante Predietions

ClrCII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

E C ouii
ECC.V.
Times

0.00M
0.05
6.25

0.081
(i n  
3.95

0.103
0.61
5.92

0.155
0.90
i s o

0.194
1.19
6.13

^ I R R l 0.012
0.05K
4.M

0.004
0.32
3.4

O.IM
0.61
3.30

0.23
0.90
3.91

0.28
1.19
4.25

Relative t  ost Ratios
IKK 1 <4 100 100 100 100 100
IRR2 ‘4 150 117 174 I4X 144
T Test ■
T-Value 1.131 0.51V 1.443 0.475 0.475
Significance 0.2KK 0.471 0.23 0.491 0.491

a -  Statistically different for a  -  0.25. b -  Statistically different foe a -  0.20 
c -  Statistically different for a -  0.10. d -  Statistically different for a -  0.05

F ig u re  7-6

Best IRR2 and IRR1 Models
Com parison Of Flv« Cost Ratios

too

Cost 1:1 Coat 10:1 Coal 20:1 Coat 50:1 Coat 40:1 
Ex Ante Sampla Prediction Accuracy

“•  Beat IRR2 Modal Boat RR1 Modal
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The whole analysis can be repeated to explore the ability of the models to classify 

more than one year prior to failure. The overall UR model was statistically significant 

at better than a  ■ 0.001 two and three years before failure, respectively. As expected, 

with the cost ratios 10:1. the Type I accuracy falls from the S 3 «  one year prior to 

6 7 »  two year prior and 56 »  three year prior. Type II accuracy does not fall 

monotonously 9 7 »  one year down to 9 2 »  two years and 9 5 »  three years. The 

overall accuracy falls from the 9 4 »  one year prior to H6» two years prior and 86» 

three years prior. Table 7-37 and Table 7-38 repeats the model efficient comparisons 

under five various error costs ex post classification and ex ante prediction results.

T ab le  7-37 M odel KfYlciency C o m p ariso n s  Betw een Ex Post a n d  Ex Ante 
S am ple  T w o Y ears BE, U sing UR

7 .4 .1  R e s u lt s  T w o  u n d  T h r e e  Y e a r s  P r i o r  -  U s in g  U R  M o d e l

Years CI:CII 
BF

1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

2 Non-failed in rr 92 89 R7------ 86
Ex Post Failed 15 67 77 85 85
Sample Overall » 97 86 85 86 85

Non-failed 100 th ------- 75--------- " 69 67
Ex Ante Failed 41 75 78 86 92
Sample Overall » 98 81 76 77 79

T a b le  7-38 M odel E fficiency C o m p ariso n s  Betw een Ex Post an d  Ex A nte 
S am ple  T h re e  Y ears  BE, U sing UR

Years CI:C1I 
BF

1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

3 Non-failed 100 "W -------- 75------- 69
Ex Post Failed 2 56 79 85 88
Sample Overall % 97 86 81 79 80
.1 Non-failed 100 81 6TT 54 48
Ex Ante Failed 13 67 86 87 89
Sample Overall % 97 78 70 69 70
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The overall 1RR1 model was statistically significant at better than a  ■ 0.001. two and 

three years BF. As expected, with the cost ratios of 10:1. the type I error increases 

from the 17% one year prior to 31% two years prior and 36% three years prior, type II 

error increases from 2% one year prior to 7% two years prior and 9% three years 

prior. Table 7-39 and Table 7-40 present model efficiency tests under five different 

error costs between ex post and ex ante analysis. More stable classification rates for 

second and third year before failure are seen again.

T ab le  7-39 M odel E ffic iency  C om p ariso n s  B etw een Ex Post a n d  Ex Ante 
S a m p le  T w o  Y ears BE, U sing  IKK I

7 .4 .2  R e s u l t s  T w o  a n d  T h r e e  Y e a r s  P r i o r  -  U s in g  I K K  I  M o d e l

Years CI:CD 
Priors

1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

2 Non-failed 93 87 XI " Tff
Ex Post Failed 13 69 79 XX
Sample Overall % 97 M7 X4 M4 M5

Non-failed l(K) 9ft nr 72------ -----
Ex Ante Failed 39 72 M3 M3
Example Overall % 9H H6 M2 7M 77

T ab le  7-40 M odel E ffic iency  C o m p ariso n s  B etw een  Ex Post a n d  Ex Ante 
S am p le  I h ree  Y ears BE, U sing  IKK I

Years CI:CII 
BF

1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

3 Non-failed TTRT 7R --------71------- 64
Ex Post Failed 0 64 74 X7
Example Overall % 97 M6 77 7M 79
3 Non-fa lied 100 91 86 --------73-------------- 72“Ex Ante Failed 14 60 64 64
Sample Overall % 97 79 7M 6« 69
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The sensitivity of the results to changing the definition of the industry average from 

the mean to the median can be examined. The overall IRR2 model efficient test shows 

that ECJRH2 < ECpjop. That is. the proportional chance criterion is less efficient than 

Ec IRR2 model. As expected, with the cost ratios of 10:1, the type I error increases 

from 17» one year prior to 25 »  two years prior and 62 »  three years prior, type II 

error increases from 2 »  one year prior to 7 »  two years prior and 7 »  three years 

prior. The overall accuracy falls from the one year 94.4» to 8 9 »  und 8 0 »  in year 

two and three. Table 7-41 and Table 7-42 repeats the model efficient comparisons 

under five various costs ex post and ex ante prediction results.

7 .4 .3  T w o  a n d  th re e  Y e a r s  P r i o r  -  U s in g  In d u s t r y  M e d ia n  R a t io s  ( I K K 2 )

T able  7-41 M odel ¡efficiency Comparisons Between Ex Post an d  Ex Ante 
S am ple  T w o Y ears BE, U sing  IRK2

Years CI:CD 
BF

1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

2 Non-fuiled mo 93 90 K7----- 85
Ex Post Failed 13 75 79 81 85
Sample ( Iverall % 97 89 86 84 85
2 Non-failed 97 —R3 72 9T
Ex Ante Failed 36 78 83 86 KM)
Example Overall % 95 83 83 8» 96

T able  7-42 M odel Efficiency C o m p ariso n s  Betw een Ex Post an d  Ex Ante 
S am p le  J  h ree  Y ears BE , U sing IRR2

Years
BF

CI:Cn 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

3 Non-failed KM) 93 87 82 73
Ex-Post Failed 3 38 58 73 81
Sample < Kerall % 97 80 76 78 78

Non-failed TOO 92 R3 — 77------— 72
Ex Ante Failed 4 38 50 61 64
Sample Overall % 94 79 71 70 68



7.5 S u m m a ry  and  C o n clu sio n s
As concluded above, the industry mean ratios (IRRI) model compared with UR 

model, the correctly classified 93 per cent of the companies, performing better than 

the unadjusted model particularly in the forecast validation result one year prior to 

failure (93% vs 86%) (see: Table 7-35). This result is based upon prioi failure rates 

being in the sample proportion and equal error costs. When incorporating realistic 

prior probability and five various cost assumptions are accounted for. the optimal 

IRRI model dominates the optimal UR model (see: Table 7-36A).

When using the optimal industry median Ratios (IRR2) model and comparing with 

optimal UR model, the results show that the optimal IRR2 dominates the optimal UR 

UR model (89% vs 86%) in the ex ante sample based on the sample prior proportion 

and equal error cost (see: Table 7-35). When incorporating realistic prior probability 

and five various cost assumption are accounted for. the results show that the IRR2 

model marginally dominates the UR model (see: Table 7-36B).

Comparing the industry mean ratios (IRRI) model with industry median ratios (IRR2) 

model, the IRRI form performed better than the IRR2 model in forecast validation 

result one year prior to failure (93% vs 89%). This is based on the sample prior 

proportions and equal error costs (see: Table 7-35). When incorporating realistic prior 

probability and five various cost assumptions are accounted for. the optimul IRRI 

model dominates the optimal IRR2 model (see: Table 7-36C).

When incorporating the realistic prior probability and different relative 

misclassification costs, the results of analyses still show that the best IRRI model 

dominates the best IRR2 and UR models at different misclassification costs ranging 

from 1:1 to 40:1 (see: Table 7-36A. Table 7-36b. and Table 7-36C). The best UR 

model is somewhat sensitive to the cost ratio and/or the prior probability when
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compared with the best IRRI and IRR2 models (see Table 7-36A. 7-36B. and 7-36C). 

Expected cost performance from UR. IRRI. and IRR2 models are all much lower than 

those from the proportional chance model when the misclassification costs ranging 

from 1:1 to 40:1.

Platt and Platt (1990) indicated that failure models generally produce lower 

classification levels with out of sample data than within-sample data. Using a simple - 

test for the difference between proportions for the overall percentage correctly 

classified, in this study we confirm their results with six of the twelve comparisons 

yielding significantly lower proportions for out-of-sample classification compared to 

within-sample classification.

In this study, we used 264 firms covering 11 years time span and 16 industries to 

examine whether using industry relative (mean and median) ratios can solve the 

instability problem. We concluded, based on our empirical results, that industry 

relative (mean) ratios ure expected to provide several benefits over unadjusted ratios 

when used to predict corporate failure.

However, as we have mentioned. Barnes (1990) states that there are many reasons 

why the model may not be stable over time, and it may not be sufficient to merely 

take into account an industry effect but also consider the variation in economic 

environment. In the next chapter X. we will examine the stability of the models for 

various ratios forms with respect to the business cycles.
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C hapter 8 Empirical Results of Business Cycle

8.1 Introduction

Whilst previous studies were interested in the predictive value of the functions they 

derived, few examined the performance of their function for time periods outside of 

those used to develop the models initially. One possible source of instability in 

multivariate models of failure might be an impact by different macro-economic 

environments. The rates of corporate failure rise quickly during economic recession. 

Mcnsah 119K4|. Wood and Piesse 119X7) have suggested that data instability which is 

due to changes in inflation, interest rates and phases of the business cycles may be 

responsible for the differences in classification results between estimation and 

forecast periods. This chapter uses industry relative ratios (across industries) and 

considers homogeneous business cycle (time series) simultaneously to see how 

important this factor is in explaining instability in the models. In this chapter, the 

bankrupt companies used in this study are divided into three sub-periods based on the 

degree o f movement of the three macro-economic variables (inflation rate, interest 

rate, and real GNP) (sec Table ft-15). The breakdown of the sample according to these 

sub-periods is given at section ft.ft.3.

The total sample was divided into three groups consisting of 15. 3ft and 37 pairs 

rather than using a hold-out sample. The samples were aggregated. The three 

aggregate models (UR. IRRI and IRR2) and three separate economic conditions 

models (Expansion. Recession and Recovery) were explored in subsequent 

discriminant analysis. The structure of this chapter is inevitably repetitive, since by 

stratifying the sample by time period we multiply the number of models to develop, 

evaluate and compare. The scheme of testing employed may be represented by the 

following chart:
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T im e  Periods

Aggregate Expansionary Recessionary Recovery

AG Bl
UR IRRI IRR2

B2
UR IRRI IRR2

B3
UR IRRI IRR2

UR (8.2) 

IRRI (8.3) 

IRR2 (8.4)

(*.5) (*.6) (X.7) 

V V V 

V

V

(X.X) (* .V )  (X. 10)

V V V 

V

V

(K ill (K.I2) (X. 13) 

V V V 

V

V

Where UR -  Unadjusted Ratios
IRR1 ■ Industry (mean) Relative Ratios 
IRR2 ■ Industry (median) Relative Ratios 
(8.2) -  Section Number
V ■ Pairwise - Comparison of Models

The testing strategy for every model follows the routine:

( 1) Use SAS stepwise discriminant procedure to identify an optimal 
discriminant model, reporting ratios, and their relative contribution to 
discriminatory power.

(2) Compare the ciassificatory accuracy of the model to proportional chance 
criterion. Also validate using Lachenbruch hold-out.

(3) Explore the sensitivity of the models to variation in prior probability and 
misclassification costs.

16 models are developed in this chapter, and they arc coded as follows

Time Period AG Bl B2 B3

Ratio Form 
UR 
IRRI 
IRR2

U M O
IKK 1 AC i 
IRR2A( i

URBI 
IKK 1 H 1 
IRR2BI

URB2
0UMB2
IRR2B2

URB3
IRRIB3
IRR2B3

In this chapter we will be examining hypotheses from H4 to H ,K listed in chapter one. 

the final section of this chapter (8.14) presents a summary.
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8 .2  T h e  A g g r e g a te  M o d e l  - U s in g  U n a d j u s t e d  R a t io s  ( U R A t;)

The unadjusted ratios aggregate model's function based upon the entire sample is: 

Z |j ||Aa-3.6«4-I.K3(PP/CL)-l.09(Nl/TS) - 0.94(OP/TP) ♦ 0.44<CA/TA> - l.26(K7TS).

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is 77.92 while the tabulated value for while the tabulated value for 

F(5.258) = 4.25 for a  «0.001. Thus, this aggregate UR function possesses a highly 

significant discriminating power. The relationship between the variables is presented 

by the within groups correlation matrix, based on the data of the unadjusted ratios 

combined sample, in Table H-l.

8.2.1 R elative C o n trib u tio n  o f  Ratios

The relative contribution of each ratio is shown in Table 8-2. We see that FF/CL and 

IC/TS are consistently ranked in relative contribution between failed and non-failed 

groups. The highest ranking in the URAG model is FF/CL again. However, the value 

of the overall D2 is 6.74.

8.2.2 K xam ining th e  C lassification  A ccuracy  T e s t

The classificatory power of the URAG model is statistically significant different to 

the proportional chance criterion. The test statistic for the difference between the 

results and proportional chance is 10.9, with 0.001 significance level. Table 8-3 

presents the classification rates for the combined sample. Table 8-4 shows that the 

model correctly classified 9 1 »  of all the firms in the combined sample. Type II error 

is 3 .1 »  (17 of 88) and type I error is IM.I» (10 o f 176). The result for the 

Lachenbruch validation sample bias test is only one percent worse to the original 

sample (91»  vs 9(1»),
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T a b le  K-l <¡ro u p s C o rre la tio n  M atrix  - U R A ti F u n c tio n

Var NI/TS OP/TP CA/TA IC/TS

FF/CL 0.06 -0.41 -0.07 •0.44

NI/TS -0.07 -0.04 -0.0«

OP/TP 0.04 0.3«

CA/TA -0.03

'I'able K-2 Relative Contribution Tests or Kach Independent V ariables . 
CRAG Model

Variables Standardized
Coefficients

Ranked Mosteller &  
Wallace s »

Ranked

rr/t_L 1.83 I 7 o n — 1

NI/TS • 1.09 3 1.30 4

OP/TP -0.94 4 10.00 3

CA/TA 0.44 3 1.00 3

IC/TS -1.26 2 10.60 2

The Value of the overall variables D2 is 6.74

T a b le  H-3 C lassify ing  the A ggregate  S am ple  • U sing U R A G  O n e  Y ear RF

Actual
Groups

Classified
Non-failed

As:
Failed Total

Non-failed 166 10 176

Failed 17 71 MX

Error Rates » 3 .1» IM.I» 9 .4»
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The results of each model efficiency comparisons under five different input 

mi »classification costs is shown in Table 8-4. At the assumed relative cost ratio from 

1:1 to 40:1, with the URAG combined model cost ratios of 10:1. the number of type I 

errors decreases from 2 6 »  to 17» while type II errors increases from 4 »  to 6 » . 

Type I mi »classification decreases when the cost ratio increases, and the type II 

mi »classification increases when the cost ratio increases. Table 8-5 shows that the 

URAG aggregate model is consistently less costly than proportional chance criterion.

8-4 M odel E fficiency Comparisons - Using HR AC A ggregate Sam ple.

8.2.3 Sensitiv ity  to  P r io r  P ro b ab ilitie s  an d  M isclassification C osts

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IJftACi

Non-failed 100 96 94 93 91
Failed 59 74 83 83 86
Overall Accuracy 98.8 90.7 90.0 88.0 88.5

8-5 M odel Efficiency C o m p a riso n s  - Lisins 
V alidation  1

1 (JR A G  A ggregate  l.ach en b ru ch  
est

CI:C!I 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

URAG

Non-failed 175/176 168/176 165/176 162/176 159/176
Failed 51/88 65/88 73/88 73/88 74/88
O verall» 98.2 90.3 89.7 87.7 86.9

Cutoff Score -3.47 •1.17 -0.48 -0.07 0.21
0.0 IN 0.12 0.16 0.2.3 0.2N

T&sr 0.058 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
3.22 2.66 3.81 3.91 4.25
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K..1 T h e  A g g r e g a te  M o d e l - U s in g  I n d u s t r y  M e a n  K a tin s  ( I K K I )

The IRRI aggregate model's function based upon the combined sample is:

^IRRIAG "  4.SM+4.Sfi(FF/CL)-4.47(IC/TS)-l.y4(NI/N>V)-f4l.yt)(OP/TPI+0.72(TS/NPAi.

The suitisticul significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is XX.04 while the tabulated value for while the tabulated value for 

F(5,25X) s  4.25 for a  ■ 0.001. Thus, this aggregate IRR I AG function possesses a 

highly significant discriminating power. The relationship between the variables is 

presented by the within groups correlation matrix, based on the data of the industry 

mean combined sample, in Table X-ft.

8.3.1 R elative ( 'o n tr ib u tio n  o f R atios

Table X-7 presents the relative contribution of the each variables. The discriminant 

function is consistent according to the standardized coefficients ranking and Mosteller 

and Wallace method across all ratios.

8.3.2 Kxam ining the  C lassification  A ccuracy  Test

The classification accuracy is given in Table X-X. The resulted in 4 non-failed firms 

being misclassified from 17ft non-failed firms and 14 failed firms being misclassified 

from XX failed firms. The Type II error is 2.2% (4 of 17ft) and the Type I error is 

15.9% (14 of XX). Overall, the accuracy is 93.2% (24ft of 2ft4). The classificatory 

power of the IRR I AG model is statistically significant compared to the proportional 

chance model. The test statistic for the difference between the results and proportional 

chance is 11.57. This has a normal distribution, with 0.001 significance level. The 

result for the Lachenbruch cross-validation bias test is exactly identical to the original 

sample (93% vs 93% ). indicating that the results are not sensitive to sample bias.
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1 ab le  8-6 W ith in  G ro u p s  C o rre la tio n  M atrix  • 
F u n ctio n

■ IK R 1A G  A ggregate

Ratios IC7TS NI/NW OP/TP TS/NPA

FF/CL -0.43 -0.37 -0.35 -0.13

IC/TS 0.24 0.3V •0.10

NI/NW 0.24 -0.04

OP/TP •0.02

T a b le  8-7 R elative C o n tr ib u tio n  T ests o f K ach In d ep en d en t V ariab les - 
IKK I AG A ggregate  M odel

Var. Standardized 
Coefficients

Ranked Mosteller &  Ranked 
Wallace's «

FF/CL 1.65 1 28.02 1

IC/TS -1.16 3 11.53 3

NI/NW -1.2V 2 31.04 2

OP/TP -0.H8 4 27.74 4

TS/NPA 0.51 5 1.64 5
i nc value or the overall variables D2 is 7.61

T ab le  8-8 C lassify ing  the  A ggregate  Sam ple, U sing IKK 1 AG

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 172 4 176

Failed 14 74 88

Error Rates « 2.2« I5.V« 6 .8«
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The results of each model efficiency comparisons under five different input 

misclassification costs is shown in Table 8-9. At the assumed relative cost ratio from 

1:1 to 4 0:1. with the IRR I AG aggregate model cost ratios of 10:1, the number of type 

I errors decreases from 44‘#  (1:1) to IW  (10:1) while type II errots increases from 

0% to 2%. Type I misclassification decreases when the cost ratio increases, and the 

type II misclassification increases when the cost ratio increases. Table 8-10 shows 

that the IRR I AG aggregate model is consistently less costly than proportional chance 

criterion ranging from 4.0 to 5.95 times.

8-9 M odel KfTiciency C om p ariso n s  - U sing IRK 1A G  A ggregate Sam ple.

8.3.3 Sensitivity to Prior Probabilities and Misclassification Costs

CUCII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IRR 1 AG Aggregate Model

Non-failed 100 98 97 95 93
Failed 5ft 81 Xft 89 90
Overall Accuracy 98.7 94.1 93.1 92.2 91.4

8-10 M odel K.fficiencv C om p ariso n s  • U sing IK K IA G  A ggregate 
L ach en b riich  V a lida tion  l  est

CUCII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IRR 1 AG Aggregate Model
Non-failed 17ft/17ft 172/17ft Ift9/I7ft Iftft/I7ft Ift4/I7ft
Failed 48/88 71/88 75/88 77/88 78/88
Overall ** 98.7 93.7 92.0 91.1 90.7
C utofT Score -3.47 -1.17 -0 48 TOT7 0.21

0.013 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.20
FC 0.058 0.32 O.ftl 0.90 1.19
T iJS J’ 4.4ft 4.00 5.08 5.29 5.95
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8 .4  T h e  A g g r e g a te  M o d e l  I n d u s t r y  M e d ia n  R a t io s

The 1RR2 aggregate model's function based upon the combined sample is:

ZIRR2AG -4.89+4.86(FF/CL)-4.47(IC/TS)-I.94(N1/NW)+0.90(OP/TP) + 0.72(TS/NPA).

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is 84 .11 while the tabulated value for while the tabulated value for 

F(5.258) a  4.25 for a  ■ 0.001. Thus, this aggregate IRR2AG function possesses a 

highly significant discriminating power. Each variables contributed significantly to 

the model at least better than a  ■ 0.05. The relationship between the variables is 

presented by the within groups correlation matrix, based on the data of the industry 

median combined sample, in Table K -ll. The relationship between all the five 

variables with some different correlation coefficients. This Table shows that the 

highest correlation coefficients is (-0.35) between FF/CL and OP/TP.

8.4.1 Relative ( ont ri but ion of Ratios

The relative contribution of each independent variable is presented in Table 8 -12. The 

most important variable is the FF/CL. In fact, the highest ranking ratio (FF/CL) is the 

same both in IRRIAG and IRR2AG models.

8.4.2 Exam ining  th e  ( lassification  A ccuracy  Test

The IRR2AG aggregate model is significantly better than the proportional chance 

criterion. The test statistic for the difference between the results und proportional 

chance is 10.9. This hus a normal distribution, with 0.001 significance level. Table 8- 

13 presents the classification matrices for the IRR2AG combined samples. Table 8-13 

shows that the model correctly classified 91 »  of all the firms in the combined 

sample. Eight non-failing firms were misclassified - i.e.. type II error of 4 .5»  <8/17ft)

- and sixteen failing firms were misclassified - ie.. type I error of 18.1» (16 of 88).
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The overall accuracy rate is 91**. The result for the Lachenbruch validation sample 

bias test is identical to the original sample (VI** vs 9 1 * ). indicating that the results 

are not sensitive to sample bias.

T ab le  8-11 ( ¡ro u p s  C o rre la tio n  M atrix  - IR R 2A G  A ggregate  F u n ctio n

Var NI/NW OP/TP TS/NPA IC/TS

FF/CL -0.23 -0.35 -0.15 -0.12
NI/NW 0.16 0.08 0.07
OP/TP -0.01 0.12
TS/NPA •0.04

T a b le  8-12 R elative C o n tr ib u tio n  T ests o f  F ach  In dependen t V ariab les 
IR R 2A (¡ A ggregate  M odel

Variables Standardized
Coefficients

Ranked Mosteller &  Ranked 
Wallai •  R

FF/CL 2.08 1 48.06 1
NI/NW -1.52 2 20.93 3
OP/TP • 1.42 3 22.48 2
TS/NPA 0.91 4 1.16 5
IC/TS -0.79 5 7.36 4
The Value o f the overall variables D2 is 7.28

T ab le  8-13 C lassify ing  the A ggregate  Sam ple, U sing IRR2A<>

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 168 8 176

Failed 16 72 88

Error Rates 4.5% 18.1% 9.0%
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The results of each model efficiency comparisons under five different input 

misclassification costs is shown in Table X-14. At the assumed relative cost ratio from 

1:1 to 40:1. with the IRR2AG aggregate model cost ratios of 10:1, the number of type 

I errors decreases from 47% to 20% while type II errors increases from 0% to 3%. 

Type I misclassification decreases when the cost ratio increases, and the type II 

misclassification increases when the cost ratio increases. Table X-15 shows that the 

IRR2AG combined model is consistently less costly than proportional chance 

criterion ranging from 3.47 to 4.76 times.

8.4.3 Sensitivity to Prior Probabilities and Misclassification Costs

8-14 M odel Efficiency C om p ariso n s  - Using IKK2A<> A ggregate  Sam ple.

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40.1
IRR2AG Aggregate Model

Non-failed 100 97 94 92 91
Failed 53 xo X2 X4 X6
Overall Accuracy yx.6 93.0 X9.6 XX.3 XX.7

8-15 M odel Efficiency C o m p ariso n s  - ( 's in g  IKK2AG A ggregate
l .a c h e n b ru c h  V alidation  l  est

0 : 0 1 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IRR2AG Aggregate Model

Non-failed 176/176 171/176 163/176 162/176 161/176
Failed 46/XX 69/XX 72/XX 74/XX 7.VXX
Overall % 9X.6 92.7 XX.6 XX.3 XX 1

Cutoff Score -3.47 -1.17 -0.4X -0.07 0.21
0.014 0.092 0.18 0.22 0.25
0.05X 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19

Times 4.14 3.47 3.3X 4.09 4.76
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Figure X-1

URAG, IRR1AG, and IRR2AG Models
Com parison Of Five Cost Ratios

Cost 1:1 Cost 10:1 Cost 20:1 Cost 30:1 Cost 40:1 
Lochanbruch Validation Accuracy Tost

URAC Modal -  RR1AG Modal - m -  RR2AG Modal

8.5 Expansionary Phase - , kBl Model - Using I'nadjusted Ratios

The DRBI model's function bused on the expansionary phase is:

ZiiRBl "  20 24 ♦  l .32(FF/CL) ♦ 2.06 (FF/TA)

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statisticul for 

this URBI model is 60.46 while the tubulated value for F(2.42) = 8.18 for a  ■ 0.001. 

The significance level of these two variables are greater than and equal 95‘* . Thus, 

the overall function indicate that the constructed URBI expansionary model possesses 

a highly significant discriminating power. FF/CL and FF/TA are two important 

variables. The within group correlation matrix based on the data of the expansionary 

phase are presented in Table K-16. It shows that the highest correlation coefficients is 

(0.53) between FF/CL and FF/TA. The following are the results of the test.

100

98

t  »

94

* 92 

90 

88 

86
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8.5 1 Relative Contribution of Ratios

The relative contribution of the two ratios are given in Table 8-17. The most 

significant variable is the FF/CL. The ranking of the variables to the discriminant 

function is highly consistent.

8.5.2 E xam in ing  th e  C lassification  A ccuracy  Test

The difference in classificatory power between the results and proportional chance 

criterion of the URBI model in the expansionary phase is statistically significant. This 

has a normal distribution, the difference is 5.54. with 0.001 significance level. Table 

8 -IK displays the classification accuracy for the expansion phase. Table K-IK shows 

that the model correctly classified 96% of the all the firms in the expansionary phase. 

Type II error is 3.3% (I of 30) and Type I error is 6.7% (1 of 15). The overall error 

rate is also 4% for the expansion phase. The upward bias for the Lachenbruch 

validation sample bias test is identical to the original sample. (96% vs 96%), 

indicating that the results are not sensitive to sample bias.

T ab le  8-16 W ith in  C ro u p s  C o rre la tio n  M atrix  - I  R B I Function

Var FF/TA

FF/CL 0.53

T ab le  8-17 R e la tiv e  C o n tr ib u tio n  T e s ts  an d  R anks o f F in an c ia l R atios in 
E x p an s io n a ry  P hase - UR HI M odel

Variables Standardized Ranked Mosteller &  Ranked 
Coefficients Wallace's %

FF/CL 3.07 I 76.95 I
FF/TA 1.64 2 23.05 2
The Value of the overall variables D2 is I2.3K
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T a b le  8-18 C lassifying th e  E x p a n s io n a ry  Period  Sam ple, U sing  URBI

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 29 1 30

Failed 1 14 15

Error Rates 3.3% 6.7% 4.4%

8.5.3 S en sitiv ity  to  P rio r  P ro b ab ilitie s  a n d  IVfisclassification C osts

The results of each model efficiency comparisons under five different input 

misclassification costs is shown in Table 8- IV. At the assumed relative cost ratio from 

1:1 to 40:1, with the URBI model cost ratios o f 10:1. the number of type I errors 

keeps the same from 7% to 7 »  while type II errors also keeps the same from .3% to 

3*». The URBI model is not sensitive to five different relative misclassification costs. 

The comparisons tests and their results as listed in Table 8-20. Table 8-20 shows that 

relative cost ratios for URBI model is consistently less costly than the URAG 

aggregate model except that of CI:CII «1:1 . URBI model is not significantly different 

from URAG aggregate model, but the percentage of correct classification of URBI is 

higher than URAG aggregate. Based on the Chi-square test, the null hypotheses H4 

can be rejected in certain specific cases.

T a b le  8-19 M odel Efficiency C o m p a riso n s  - Using UKKI a n d  U R A Ii 
A g g reg a te  S am p le .

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

URBI Model 
Non-failed 97 97 97 97 97
Failed 8(1 93 93 93 9.3
Overall Accuracy 96.2 96.0 95.4 95.1 94.9
UKAti Aggregate Model 
Overall Accuracy 98.8 90.7 90.0 88.0 88.5
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8-20 M odel Kffìciency Comparisons - Using URBI a n d  U R A G  Aggregate
l .a c h e n h ru c h  V alidation  Test

C1:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

URBI Model
Non-failed 29/30 29/30 29/30 29/30 29/30
Failed 12/15 14/15 14/15 14/15 14/15
Overall % 96.2 95.9 95.4 95.1 94.9
C utoff Score -3.47 -1.17 ^ 4 8 ------TOT?---- 0.21—
Kt URBI 0.038 0.052 0.07 0.09 0.11

tSet
0.058 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
1.52 6.15 8.71 10.0 10.8

UK Aggregate Minici
^ U R A IÌ 0.018 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.28
Relative Cost Ratios 
URBI fi 211 100 1 (Ni UNI 100
URAG Aggregate ** 100 230 22K 255 254
T Test
T-Value 0.992 2.147b 1.633« I.X22b 2 .147b
Significance 0.319 0.143 0.201 0.177 0.143

u -  Statistically different for a  -  «.25. b ■ Statistically different for a  -  «.2«
c ■ Statistically different for a -0 .1 « . d -  Statistically different for a  « 0.05

Figure 8*2

Comparison of URAG and URB1
In th« Expansionary Phas«

100

Models

9 8  

9 6  

9 4

f ”
I  so

88

86

i
lI

Coat 1:1 Coat 10:1 Coat 20:1 Coal 50:1 Coat 40:1 
Lochanbruch Voldatlon Accurocy Taat

URAG Modal URBI Modal
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K.6 E x p a n s i o n a r y  P h a s e  - I K R 1 B I  M o d e l

A summary of the coefficients and other statistics based on 15 failed and 30 non- 

failed firms in the expansion period from years 1974 to year 1978 is presented us 

below. The results of the discriminant function statistics for the Bl model using 

industry mean ratios on the basis of the expansionary phase as follows:

ZlRRIBI "  1-76 + 9.41 (WC/TA) - 9.H7(CA/TS) - 3.l9(OP/TP) - 6.05(NI/NW).

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is 47.98 while the tabulated value for F(4.40) a  5.70. The model was 

statistically significant at better than a  * 0.001. Thus, this overall function indicate 

that the constructed IRRIBI expansionary model possesses a highly significant 

discriminating power. All of the four variables were highly significant better than 

0.05 percent. The within groups correlation which is shown in Table 8-21. This Table 

shows that the highest correlation is (-0.29) between WC/TA and NI/NW.

8.6.1 R elative ( o n trib u tio n  o f R atios

Table 8-22 presents the four measures of the variables' relative importance. The most 

important variable is the WC/TA.

8.6.2 E xam in ing  the  C lassification  A ccuracy  T est - Using IR R IH I

The total sample of 45 firms in expansion phase is examined by using data from one 

statement prior to failure. The classification rates for the expansion period using the 

industry mean ratios (IR R IB I) is given in Table 8-23. The classificatory power of the 

expansion phase model using IRRIBI is statistically significant compared to 

proportional chance model. The test statistical for the difference between the results 

and proportional chance is 6.08. with 0.001 significance level. Type I accuracy is



100% (15 of 15) and Type II accuracy is 100% (30 of 30>. The overall accuracy is 

100% (45 of 45).

Table 8-21 W ith in <«roups Correlation Matrix - IK K  I H I Function

Var CA/TS OP/TP NI/NW

WC/TA 0.25 -0.17 -0.2 V

CA/TS 0.03 0.22

OP/TP -0.0V

Table 8-22 Kelative Contribution Tests and Kanks of Financial Katios in 
the Fxpansion Phase • IK K 1 K I Model

Variables Standardized 
< W thuen ts

Ranked Mosteller &  
Wallace s %

Ranked

WC/TA 5.36 1 50.63% 1

CA/TS -4.04 2 11.85% 4

OP/TA -3.12 4 14.18% 3

NI/NW •3.20 3 23.33% 2
The Value of the overall variables is 20.63

Table 8-23 Classifying the Fxpansionary Sample, Using IK K  I H I

Actual
Groups

Classified As: 
Non-failed Failed Total

Non-fuiled 30 0 30

Failed 0 IS IS
Error Rales 0% 0%
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8.6.3 Sensitivity to P rio r Probabilities and Misclassification Costs

The results of each model efficiency comparisons under five input misclassification 

costs is shown in Table 8-24 and X-25. Relative cost ratios for IRRIBI are always 

lower than IRRIAG and URAG aggregate model. IRRIBI model are better than the 

proportional chance model with respect to the percentage of correct classifications. 

Overall, the Chi-square test yield significant evidence to reject the null hypotheses H , 

and H*,. Table H-25 shows that the IRRIBI model performed better than that of 

IRRI AG and DRAG models one year prior to failure.

Table 8-24 Model Kfficiency Comparisons - Using I K K IK I ,  IK K  I AG , and 
U R  AC Aggregate Model in the Expansion Phase

CI:CU 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IRRIBI Model

Overall Accuracy 100 100 100 100 100

IRRIAG Aggregate Model

Overall Accuracy 98.7 94.1 93.1 92.2 91.4

DRAG Aggregate Model

Overall Accuracy 98.8 90.7 90.0 88.0 88.3
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T a b le  8-25 M odel Efficiency C om p ariso n s  - U sing  IK K IH 1, IKK I AC .and
(JR A (ì A ggregate  l.ac h e n h ru c h  V alid a tio n  Test

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IRR IBI Model
Non-failed 30/30 30/30 30/30 30/30 30/30
M M 14/15 15/15 15/15 15/15 15/15
Overall 99.8 100 100 100 1(8)

IRR IBI Model
IKKIHI 0.002 0.(8) O.(M) 0.(8) 0.(8)

0.058 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
Times 29 3.2 6.1 9.0 11.9

IRR 1 AG Aggregate Model 
— ----------  »■<"' 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.20
UR Aggregate Model 
KCURAti 0.018 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.28

Relative Cost Ratios 
IKK IBI « 20.0 0.(8) 0.00 0.(8) 0.(8)
IKR1 AG Aggregate 65 80 120 170 2(8)
UR AG Aggregate 180 120 160 230 280

T  Test*
T-Value 3.56 3.841 3.645 3.841 4.037
Significance 0.059c O.OSd 0.056c O.OSOd 0.045d

T Test**
T-Value 5 .165d 5.873d 5.206d 5.455d 5.873d
Significance 0.023 0.015 0.023 0.020 0.015

* T-Test Between IRR I Bl and IRRI AO aggregate model.
** T-Test IRR IBI and URAG aggregate model.
u ■ Statistically different for a  ■ 0.25. b ■ Statistically different for o  ■ 0.20. 
c -  Statistically different for a  -  0.10. d ■ Statistically different for a  -  0.05
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F ig u re  8-3

Comparison of IRR1B1, URAG, IRR1AG
In th« Expansionary Phase
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8.7 M o d e l HI - U sin g  In d u stry  M e d ia n  R atio s ( IK K 2 K 1 ,
The IRR2BI model's function bused on the expansionary phase is:

ZIRR2BI -  - 11.8V + H.56(FF/CL) - I.3KOP/TP) ♦ H.02(TS/TA)

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statisticul for 

this model is 42.44 while the tubulated value for F(3.41) = 6.53 for a  -0.001. The 

significance level of these three variables are greater than and equal 95*4. Thus, the 

overall function indicate that the constructed IRR2BI expansionary model possesses a 

highly significant discriminating power. FF/CL. OP/TP and TS/TA are three 

important vuriubles. The within group correlation matrix bused on the data of the 

expansionary phase ure presented in Tuble K-26. It shows that the highest correlation 

coefficients is (-0.44) between FF/CL und OP/TP. The following ure the results of the 

test.
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8.7 1 Relative Contribution of Ratios

The relative contribution of the three independent variables are presented in Table X- 

27. The most important variable is the FF/CL.

8.7.2 The Classification Accuracy and Validation Test

The clasxificatory power of the IRR2BI model is statistically significant different to 

proportional chance, at the 0.001 significance level. Table X-2X presents the 

classification matrix for the expansion phase sample. Table X-2X shows that the model 

correctly classified 9ft% of the all the firms in the expansionary phase. Type II error is 

7% (2 of 30) and Type I error is 0% (0 of 15). The overall error rate is also 4‘*  for the 

expansion phase. The upward bias in the IRR2BI model appears to be slight since the 

Lachenbruch results are only two percent worse, indicating that the results are not all 

sensitive to sample bias.

Table 8-26 (¡roups Correlation M atrix - IR R 2 H I Function

Var OP/TP TS/TA

FF/CL -(1.44 0.09

OP/TP -0.05

Table 8-27 Relative Contribution Te sts and Ranks of Financial Ratios in 
Fxpansionary Phase - IR R 2 B I Model

Variables Standardized
Coefficients

Ranked Moste Her &  
Wallace s **

Runked

FF/CL 3.33 1 78.67 1

OP/TP •I.3X 2 lft.50 2

TS/TA 1.21 3 4.82 3
The Value of the overall variables l>3 IS 11.U
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T a b le  8-28 C lassify ing  th e  E x p an s io n a ry  P eriod  S am ple, U sing IKK2KI

Actual
Groups

Classified As: 
Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 2K 2 30

Failed 0 15 15

Error Rates 7% 0% 4 «

8.7.3 Sensitivity to P rio r Probabilities and Misdassification Costs

At the assumed relative cost ratio, use of the IRR2BI model performed consistently 

better than that of IRR2AG and URAG combined models. The comparison between 

the measures of efficiency is made in Table 8-30. This Table shows that the IRR2BI 

model outperformed IRR2AG and URAG models for various input assumption except 

that of cost ratios -  1:1. Overall, the chi-square test yield no significant evidence to 

reject the null hypotheses H7 and HK.

Table 8-29 Model Efficiency Comparisons - Using IK K 2 K I  .IKK2A G  and 
URAG Aggregate Sample in Expansion Phase Classification

C lr C I I  1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IfflU M  Model----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Overall Accuracy ‘4  96 96 96 97 97

IK K 2AG Aggregate Minici 
Overall Accuracy *4 98.6 93.0 89.6 88.3 88.7

I K AG Aggregate Model 
Overall Accuracy *4 98.8 90.7 90.0 88.0 88.5
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T able  8-30 M odel E fficiency C o m p a riso n s  - IKK 2H1, IK K 2A C , an d  URA<
A ggregate  S am p le  in the  E x p an sio n  Phase

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IRR2B1 Model
Non-Failure 29/30 28/30 28/30 28/30 28/30
Failure 11/15 14/15 14/15 15/15 15/15
Overall * ** 9ft 93.4 93.4 9ft.ft 97.0
ECIRK2BI (MM 0.084 0.06 0.064 0.064

IRR2 Aggregate Model
K('lWt2A<; 0.014 0.092 0.18 0.22 0.25
UR Aggregate Model
K cuiu< ; 0.018 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.28

Relative Cost Ratios
IRR2B1 % 2K5 100 KM) 1(8) 1(8)
IRR2AG 100 109 3(8) 343 390
URAG I2K 142 2ftft 359 437

T-Test *
T-Value
Significance

0.68ft
0.407

0.238
0.595

0.772
0 J 1 0

1.665c
0.177

1.665c
0.197

T-Test **
T-Value 
Significance

0.34ft
0.55ft

1.011
0.315

0.639
0.424

1.822c
0.177

2.147c
0.143

* T-Test between IKR2BI and IRR2AG aggregate model.
** T-Test between IRR2BI and URAG aggregate model, 
c » Statistically different for a  ■ 0.1(1, 
d ■ Statistically different for a  ■ 0.05
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F ig u re  8-4

Comparison of IRR2B1, URAG, and IRR2AG
In th« Expansionary Phase
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H-8 Recessionary Phase - Using Unadjusted Ratios (URK2)

The unadjusted ratios B2 model's function based upon 37 failed and 74 non-failed 

firms in the recession phase from years 1979 to year I9KI is presented below:

ZURB2 ■ 7 ft2 - 3 .12(NI/TS) ♦ 2.45(EBIT/TA) -0.I3(TL/TA) - I .MOOTS).

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is 46.66 while the tabulated value for while the tabulated value for 

F(4.106) s  5.04 for a  ■ 0.001. Thus, this recession unadjusted ratios function 

possesses a highly significant discriminating power. The relationship between the 

variables is presented by the within groups correlation matrix, bused on the data of the 

unadjusted ratios from recessionary phase, in Table H-31.
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8.8.1 Relative Contribution of Ratios

The relative contribution of each ratio is shown in Table 8-32. The highest ranking in 

the unadjusted ratios recessionary phase is EBIT/TA. However, the value of the 

overall D2 is 7.78.

8.8.2 Fxamining the Classification Accuracy Test

The classificatory power of the URB2 model is statistically significant different to the 

proportional chance criterion. The test statistic for the difference between the results 

and proportional chance is 7.87, with (MM) I significance level. Table 8-33 presents the 

classification rates for the recessionary sample. Table 8-33 shows that the model 

correctly classified 9 2 »  of all the firms in the combined sample. Type II error is 3 »  

(7 of 37) and type 1 error is 19 »  (2 of 74). The result for the Lachenbruch validation 

sample bias test is identical to the original sample (92»  vs 92»).

Table 8-31 W ith in  groups Correlation M atrix - (JRH2 Model

V«f_________ EBIT/TA TL/TA IC/TS__________________

NI/TS 0.41 -0.17 -0.22

EBIT/TA -0.49 -0.55

TL/TA 0.52

Table 8-32 Relative Contribution Tests and Ranks of Financial Ratios in 
Recessionary Phase - (JRB2 Model

Variables Standardized
Coefficients

Ranked Mosteller's &  Ranked 
Wallace's »

NI/TS *1.90 2 10.71» 3
EBIT/TA 1.96 1 38.83» 1
TL/TA •1.66 3 37.80» 2
IC/TS •1.05 4 10.64» 4

The Value of the overall variables D2 is 7.78



T ab le  8-33 C lassifying the  R ecessionary  P h a se  Sam ple, U sing URK2

Actual
Groups

Classified As: 
Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 72 2 74

Failed 7 30 37

Error Rates 3% 19«* 8«*

8.8.3 Sensitivity to P rio r Probabilities and Misclassification Costs

Table 8-34 shows that the comparison is made between the URB2 and the URAG 

aggregate functions on each of the two model's and includes the two important 

measures of efficiency. Table H-35 shows that the URB2 model marginally 

outperformed URAG aggregate model for the cost ratios ranging from 1:1 to 10:1. As 

regards the cost ratios ranging from 20:1 to 40:1, URAG aggregate model 

outperformed URB2 model. URB2 is not statistically different from URAG 

aggregate, but the percentage of correct classification is sometimes slightly higher 

than URAG aggregate. Based on the chi-square test, the null hypotheses Hv cannot be 

rejected.

8-34 Model efficiency Comparisons - Using U R B 2  and URAC» Aggregate 
in the Recession Sample

CI:CI1 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

URB2 Model
Overall Accuracy *4 98.8 93.5 88.7 87.0 87.5

URAG Aggregate Model
(Heral 1 Accuracy ** 98.8 90.7 90.0 88.0 88.5



8-35 M o d el efficiency C om p ariso n s  - Using URB2 an d  U R A K  A ggrega te
l .ach en h ru c li  V alidation  Test in the  R ecessionary P h ase

a £ D 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

URB2 Model 
Non-failed 74/74 72/74 69/74 68/74 68/74
Failed 19/37 29/37 30/37 30/37 31/37
Overall 98.6 92.8 88.7 87 87.5

(Mil 4 0.09 0.17 0.27 0.29

tSep
0.058 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
4.14 3.55 3.58 3.33 4.10

M IS 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.28
Relative Cost Ratios 
U R B 2* 100 KM) 106 117 103
URAG 128 133 KM) KM) 100

T Test * 
T-Value 0.204 0.60 0.007 0.042 0.067
Significance 0.651 0.439 0.935 0.839 0.798

* T-Test between URB2 and URAO aggregate model.

Figure 8-5

Comparison of URB2 and URAG Models
In the Recessionary Phase
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The industry mean ratios B2 model's function based upon the recessionary phase is: 

ZIRRIB2 "  5 7V -7.2KTD/TA) +7.03(FF/TA) -3.I9(NI/TA) -5.12(IC/TS) ♦ 3.2X(CA/TA)

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is 43.92 while the tabulated value for while the tabulated value for 

F(5,I05) a  4.46 for a  ■ 0.001. Thus, this recession IRRIB2 function possesses a 

highly significant discriminating power. The relationship between the variables is 

presented by the within groups correlation matrix, based on the data of the industry 

mean ratios from recessionary phase, in Table X-36.

H.9.1 Relative ( 'ontribution of Ratios

The relative contribution of each ratio is shown in Table X-37. TD/TA is the highest 

ranking in the recessionary phase. The variables are similarly ranked by two methods. 

However, the value of the overall D2 is 9.24.

H.9.2 Examining the Classification Accuracy Test

The classificatory power of the IRRIB2 model is statistically significant different to 

the proportional chance criterion. The test statistic for the difference between the 

results und proportional chance is X.3I. with 0.001 significance level. Table X-3X 

presents the classification rates for the recessionary sample. Table X-3X shows that the 

model correctly classified 95* of all the firms in the recessionary sample. Type II 

error is 3 *  (2 of 74) and type I error is I I *  (4 of 33). The result for the Luchenbruch 

validation sample bius test is one percent worse to the original sample (95*  vs 94*).

8 -9  R e c e s s io n a r y  P h a s e  - U s in g  I n d u s t r y  M e a n  R a t io s  ( I R R I H 2 ,



Table 8-36 W ithin (¡roups Correlation M atrix - IKK1K2 Model

Ratios FF/TA NI/TA IC/TS CA/TA

TD/TA -0.48 -0.03 0.57 0.24

FF/TA 0.11 -0.42 -0.17

NI/TA -0.01 -0.15

IC/TS -0.03

Table 8-37 Relative Contribution Tests and Ranks of Financial Ratios in 
Recessionary Period - IRRIH2 Model

Variables Standardized
Coefficients

Ranked Mosteller &  
Wallas r \  S

Ranked

TD/TA -1.94 1 38.36» 1

FF/TA 1.75 2 30.54» 2

NI/TA -1.56 3 7 .93» 4

IC/TS -1.22 4 21.73 3

CA/TA 1.08 5 1.41 5
The Value o f  the overall variables D2 is 9.24

Table 8-38 Classifying the Recessionary Period Sample, Using IKK Ib i

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 72 2 74
Failed 4 33 37

Error Rates 3 » I I » 5»
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8.9.3 Sensitivity to P rior Probabilities and Misclassification Costs

The comparison between the IRRIB2 and the IRRIAG and URACi aggregate 

functions is made in Table H-39 and Table 8-4<). Table H-4<) shows that the IRRIB2 

model outperformed IRRIAG and UR AG aggregate model under the various input 

misclassification costs. The results are tested with the chi-square test for differences 

in probabilities, only two pair of comparison between IRRIB2 and UR AG aggregate 

shows evidence of a statistical difference in classification accuracy (T ■ 3.529 and T 

■ 1.656). However, this is not consistent. Based on these observations, the null 

hypotheses H J0 and Hj | cannot be rejected.

8-39 Model Kfficiency Comparisons - Using IKKIH2, IKK I AG, und UR AG 
Aggregate in the Recessionary Phase

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IKKIH2 Model 
Overall Accuracy ** 99 95.4 94.3 92.7 93.2

IKK 1 At» Aggregate 
Overall Accuracy ‘3 98.7 94.1 93.1 92.2 91.4

UR At. Aggregate Model
Overall 98.8 90.7 90.0 88.0 88.5



8-40 Model FfTiciencv Comparisons - Using IKKIH2. IKK l \ ( ,  and URA(> 
Aggregate Lachenbruch Validation Test in the Recessionary Phase

a :c n 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IRRIB2 Model 
Non-failed 74/74 72/74 71/74 70/74 6K/74
Failed 23/37 33/37 33/37 33/37 33/37
Overall ‘F 98.9 95.4 93.4 92 90.5

0.004 0.04 0.10 0.15 0.20

T & sr
0.05H 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
14.3 K.O 6.1 6.0 5.95
n o n 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.20

e l urau 0.0 IK 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.2K
Relative Cost Ratios
IKRIB2 •* 100 100 100 100 l(M)
IRR 1 AG <* 323 200 120 113 KM)
URAG % 430 300 160 153 140
T Test *
T-Value 0.1 IK 0.760 0. IKK 0.061 0.046
Significance 0.732 0.3K3 0.664 0.805 0.831
TTest ** 
T-Value 0.20K 3.529 1.656 1.254 0.6(N)
Significance 0.649 0.06c 0.19Kb 0.263 0.439

* T-Test between IKRIB2 and IKRIAG aggregate model.
** T-Test between IRRIB2 and URAG aggregate model, 
c ■ Statistically different for a  «0.10. b ■ Statistically different for a -0 .2 0

Figure 8-6

Comparison of IRR1B2, URAG, and IRR 1 AG
In the Recessionary Phase
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8 -1 0  T h e  R e c e s s io n a r y  P h a s e  - U s in g  I n d u s t r y  M e d ia n  R a t io s

The IRR2B2 model's function based upon the recessionary sample is:

Z IRR2B2-7 4 2 -7 26(TD/TA )-4 ( HRE/TAHK.45(EBIT/TA)-1.KI(IC/TS)-O.K7(OP/TP).

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is S7.5I while the tabulated value for while the tabulated value for 

F(S.IOS) 9  4.46 for a  ■ 0.001. Thus, this IRR2B2 function possesses a highly 

significant discriminating power. Each variables contributed significantly to the 

model at least better than a  ■ 0.05. The relationship between the variables is 

presented by the within groups correlation matrix, based on the data of the IRR2B2 

recessionary sample, in Table X-41. The relationship between all the five variables 

with some different correlation coefficients. This Table shows that the highest 

correlation coefficients is (-0.4X) between TD/TA and EBIT/TA.

K. 10.1 Relative Contribution of Ratios

The relative contribution of each independent variable is shown in Table X-42. The 

highest ranking by Mosteller and Wallace's measure is TD/TA. However, the value of 

the overall variables D2 is 12.10 which achieved a higher rank than that of IRRIB2 

function.

8.10.2 K xam inm g the C lassifica tion  A ccuracy T est

The IRR2B2 recessionary model is significantly better than the proportional chunce 

criterion. The test statistic for the difference between the results and proportional 

chance is K.5I. This has a normal distribution, with 0.001 significance level. Tuble K- 

43 shows the classification matrices for the IRR2B2 recessionary samples. Table X-43 

shows that the model correctly classified 95‘Jf of all the firms in the recessionary 

sample Type II error is 3% (2 of 74) and Type I error is X*C (3 of 37). The overall 

error rate is 5‘# . The result for the Lachenbruch validation sample bias test is two
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percent worse to the original sample (95% vs 93%). indicating that the results are not 

all sensitive to sample bias.

T ab le  «-41 ( iro u p s  C o rre la tio n  M atrix  - IK K 2K 2 Function

Var RE/TA EBIT/TA IC/TS ( )P/TP
TD/TA 0.11 -0.48 0.24 0.35
RE/TA 0.17 0.13 0.04
EBIT/TA -0.19 -41.41
IC/TS 0.26

T ab le  8-42 R elative C o n tr ib u tio n  T ests of K arh In d ep en d en t V a ria b le s  • 
IR R 2H 2 M odel

Variables Standardized Ranked Mosteller &  Ranked 
Coefficients Wallace's %

TD/TA 3 J3.9T “ I
RE/TA -2.60 1 19.04 3
EBIT/TA 2.19 2 26.06 2
IC/TS 1.32 4 11.27 4
OP/TP 0.99 5 9.69 3
The Value of the overall variables b 2 is 12.10

T ab le  8-43 C lassifying the  R ecessionary  Period  S am ple, Using IRR2K 2

Actual
Groups

Classified As: 
Non-failed Failed Total

Non-fuiled 72 2------------- — 71— '
Failed 3 34 37
Error Rates 3 * 8% 5 *

8.10.3 Sensitivity  to  P r io r  P ro b a b ilit ie s  an d  M isclassification  Costs

The comparison between the IRR2H2 and the IRR2A(i aggregate functions is made 

in Table 8-44 and Tuble 8-45. Table 8-43 shows that the IRR2B2 model outperformed 

IRR2AG and IJRACi aggregate models under the various input misclassification costs 

except that of CI:CII -1 :1 . The chi-square test shows thut IRR2B2 is not significantly



different IRR2AG and URAG aggregate models except that of CI:CII ■ 1:1.

Therefore. H | 2  and can be rejected in most specific instances.

8-44 M odel efficiency  C o m p ariso n s  - U sin^ IKK2K2 IR R 2A G  an d  C R A G  
A ggrega te  in th e  R ecessionary  Phase

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1
IRR2B2 Model 
Overall Accuracy ** 98.2 9b 94.5 92.6 91.9
IKK2AG Aggregate 
Overall Accuracy ‘4  98.6 93.0 89.6 88.3 88.7
URAti Aggregate Model 
Overall Accuracy »  98.8 90.7 90.0 88.0 88.5

8-45 M odel hffic iencv  C o m p ariso n s  • U sing IKK2H2, IK R 2A G and  C R A G
A ggrega te  l .a c h e n h ru c h  V alidation  Test in the  R ecessionary  P hase

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1
IRR2B2 Model
Non-failed 73/74 71/74 69/74 68/74 68/74
Failed 28/37 34/37 34/37 34/37 34/37
Overall '4 98 95 92.8 91.9 91.9

0.020 0.063 0.11 0.15 0.18

t & S T
0.058 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
2.9 5.07 5.54 6.0 6.61

F r i K R J A ( i 0.014 0.002 0.18 0.22 0.25
K t  j i R A t ; 0.018 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.28
Relative Cost Ratios 
IRR2B2 «/f 142 100 UNI 100 l(M)
IRR2AG KM) 146 163 146 138
URAG <* 128 193 145 153 155
TTest * 
T-Value 3.115c 1.442a 1.254 0.548 0.548
Significance 0.078 0.23 0.263 0.459 0.459
TTest**
T-Value 2.030a 3.529c 0.999 0.710 1.083
Significance 0.154 0.060 0.318 0.399 0.298

* T-Test between IRR2B2 and IRR2AG aggregate model.
** T-Test between IRR2B2 and URAG aggregate model, 
a -  Statistically different for a  -  0.25. b ■ Statistically different for a  -  0.20 
c -  Statistically different for a  ■ 0.10,



Figure K-7

Comparison of IRR2B2, URAG, and IRR2AG
In th« Recovery Phase
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K.l I. The Recovery Phase - Using Unadjusted Ratios (lIRK.t)

3ft failed and 72 non-failed firms in the recovery phase from years IVX2 to year 1VK5 

is included as follow. The URB3 model's function based on the recovery phase is: 

z t IRB3 "S  ^ l .  17(TD/TA)-M).52(FF/CL)-2.5ft(NI/TS)♦ 1.4S>(TS/NPA )+2.KftLog(TA)

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistical for 

this URB3 model is 3H.96 while the tabulated value for F(5,l()2) = 4.47 for a  ■ 

«001. The significance level of these five variables are greater than and equal VS**. 

Thus, the overall function indicate that the constructed URB3 recovery model 

possesses u highly significant discriminating power. The within group correlation 

matrix based on the data of the recovery phase are shown in Table H-4ft. It shows that 

the highest correlation coefficients is (0.54) between N I^ S  and FF/CL. The following 

are the results of the test.
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N. 11.1 R elative C o n tr ib u tio n  o f  Ratios

The relative contribution of the five ratios are given in Table H-47. The most 

significant variable is the TD/TA and FF/CL. The first three ranking of the variables 

to the discriminant function is highly consistent.

H. 11.2 Classification Accuracy and Validation Test

The classificatory power of the URB3 model in the recovery phase is statistically 

significant difference between the results and proportional chance criterion. This has u 

normal distribution, the difference is X.OX, with 0.001 significance level. Table X-4X 

displays the classification accuracy for the recovery phase. Table X-4X shows that the 

model correctly classified 93% of the all the firms in the recovery phase. Type II error 

is 4% (3 o f 72) and Type I error is 14% (5 of 3ft). The overall error rate is also 7% for 

the recovery phase. The upward bias for the Lachenbruch validation sample bias test 

is exactly identical to the original sample. (93% vs 93%). indicating that the results 

are not sensitive to sample bias.

Table K-4ft («roups Correlation M atrix - I  RB3 Function

Var FF/CL NI/TS TS/NPA Log(TA)

TD/TA -0.35 -0.40 0.3X 0.32
FF/CL 0.54 -0.32 0.11
NI/TS -0.2K -0.09
TS/NPA 0.0ft



Table 8-47 Relative Contribution Tests and Ranks of Financial Ratios in 
Recovery Phase - U R  M3 Model

Variables Standardized 
( oethuents

Ranked Mosteller &  Ranked 
W allace's <4-

TD/TA -2.58 1 48.51 1
FF/CL 1.65 2 30.55 2
Nl/TS -1.45 3 9.98 3
TS/NPA 1.29 4 3.83 5
Log(TA) 1.08 5 7.13 4
The Value o f the overall variables D2 is 8.43

Table 8-48 Classifying the Recovery Phase Sample, Using C RB3

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 69 3 72

Failed 5 31 36

Error Rates 4 » 14» 7 »

8 . I I J  Sensitivity to P rio r Probabilities and MisclassiHcation Costs

The results of each model efficiency comparisons is shown in Table 8-49 and Table

8-50. The Table 8-50 shows that relative costs for URB3 model are consistently less 

costly than the URAG aggregate model. However, based upon the chi-square test, the 

null hypotheses H,4 cannot be rejected.

Table 8-49 Model KfTiciency Comparisons - Using URH3 and CRAG 
Aggregate Sample.

CUCII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

URB3 VfodrT
Overall Accuracy »  98.8 95.0 92.2 93.9 94.8
UK AG Aggregate Model 
Overall Accuracy »  98.8 90.7 90.0 88.0 88.5
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8-50 Model Efficiency Comparisons - Using U R K3  and l) R A ( i Aggregate 
Lachenbruch Validation Test in the Recovery Phase

c i : c n 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

URB3 Model 
Non-failed 72/72 69/72 69/72 68/72 65/72
Failed 20/36 30/36 31/36 31/36 33/36
Overall '* 98.7 93.0 92.2 90.5 91.1

0.013 0.09 0.10 0.18 0.19
t H B T

0.058 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
4.46 3.55 6.10 5.0 6.26

UR Aggregate Model 
KCDRAt; 0.018 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.28
Relative Cost Ratios 
IIKB3 % 100 100 100 100 100
DRAG <* 138 133 160 127 147
T  Test * 
T-Value 0.011 0.928 0.859 0.588 0.482
Significance 0.916 0.335 0.354 0.443 0.488

* T-Test between URB3 and URAG aggregate model.

Figure 8-8

Comparison of URB3 and URAG Models
In th e  R ecovery  P h ase

too

is
1

v^o » i i ; i  w o n  i w n  u o i i  z u : i  w o n  o u : i  

L o c h e n b r u c h  V o lld o f io n  A c c u r a c y  T e s t

U RA G  M o d e l U R B 3 M o d e l
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8 .1 2  R e c o v e r y  P h a s e  - IR R 1 K 3  M o d e l

36 failed and 72 non-failed firms in the recovery phase from years 1982 to year 1985 

is included as follow. The results of the discriminant function statistics using industry 

mean ratios on the basis of the recovery phase as follows:

Z|RRIB* "  •4-25-2.3l(NI/NW)+4.65(FF/CL)-4.88(IC/TS)-l.l(KOP/TA)-l.70(CA/TA)

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is 41.20 while the tabulated value for F(5.I02) 3 4.46. The model was 

statistically significant at better than a  = 0.001. Thus, this overall function indicate 

that the constructed IRRIB3 recovery model possesses a highly significant 

discriminating power. All of the variables were highly significant better than 0.05 

percent. The within groups correlation which is shown in Table 8-51. This table 

shows that the highest correlation is (0.33) between NI/NW and FF/CL.

8.12.1 Relative Contribution of Ratios

Table 8-52 presents the m easurrs of the five variables' relative importance. The most 

important vuriable is the NI/NW. The ranking across these two tests are very 

consistent. The value of overall D2 is 8.92.

8.12.2 Ktam ining the C lassification Accuracy

The total sample of 108 firms in the recovery phase is examined. The classification 

rates for the recovery period using the industry mean ratios is given in Table 8-53. 

The classificatory power of the recovery phase model using IRRIH3 is statistically 

significant compared to proportional chance model. The test statistical for the 

difference between the results and proportional chance is 8.72, with 0.001 

significance level. Type II error is 0‘*  (0 of 72) and Type I emir is 11*4 (4 of 36). The 

overall accuracy is 96*4. The upward bias for the Lachenbruch validation sample bias
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Table 8-51 W ith in (¡roups Correlation Matrix - IK K  1H3 Function

test is one percent worse to the original sample. (96* vs 95**). indicating that the

results are not sensitive to sample bias.

Var FF/CL IC/TS OP/TA CA/TA

Nl/NW 0.33 0.11 0.06 0.08

FF/CL -0.15 -0.04 -0.32

IC/TS 0.12 0.24

OP/TA -0.15

Table 8-52 Kelative Contribution Tests and Kanks of Financial Katios in 
the Recovery Phase • IR R 1 B 3  Model

Variables Standardized Ranked Mosteller & Ranked 
Coefficients Wallace's *

Nl/NW -1.68 1 32.23 1

FF/CL 1.67 2 31.68 2

IC/TS -1.26 3 21.45 3

OP/TA -0.92 4 13.31 4

CA/TA 0.68 5 1.32 5
The Value of the overall variables D2 is  *32  

Table 8*55 Classifying the Recovery Phase, Using IK R 1 K 3

Actual
Groups

Classified As: 
Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 72 0 72

Failed 4 32 36

Error Rates 0 * I I * 4 .4*
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8.12.3 Sensitiv ity to P rio r Probabilities and Misclassification Costs

The comparison between the measures of efficiency is shown in Table 8-54 and Table

8-55. Table 8-55 shows that relative costs for IRRIB3 are always lower than IRRI AG 

and URAG aggregate model. IRRIB3 is not significantly different from IRR I AG 

aggregate model based on chi-square test. The null hypotheses H I5  cannot be 

rejected. The chi-square test gives evidence to reject the null hypotheses H I6. but the 

results are not consistent. It appears that the null hypotheses Hlft can be rejected only 

in some specific instances. However, IRRIB3 model performed better than that of 

IRR I AG and URAG aggregate model with respect to the percentage of correct 

classifications.

Table 8-54 Model (efficiency Comparisons • Using IKK1H 3, IK K  1 AC .and 
CRAC Aggregate Model in the Recovery Phase

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

m u m . i m a H

Overall Accuracy % 99 95.4 94.1 93.3 92.7

IKKIAC(Aggregate) 98.7 94.1 93.1 92.2 91.4

UK AG (Aggregate) 98.8 90.7 90.0 88.0 88.5



8-55 Model Lfficiencv Comparisons - Using IR R 1 R 3 . IR R I  and U R  
Aggregate Lachenbruch Validation Test in the Recovery Phase

citcn 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IRRIB3 Model 
Non-failed 72/72 72/72 70/72 70/72 70/72
Failed 23/36 28/36 32/36 32/36 32/36
Overall * ** 99 94 7 94 1 93.3 92.7

IRRIB3 Model
K ( IRRIH.» 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.12 0.16
EC 0.058 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
Times 58 10.6 6.7 7.5 7.43

IRRI At; 0.013 (MW 0.12 0.17 0.20
Kl ira(; 0.018 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.2K

Relative Cost Ratios
IRRIH I <4 100 l(M) 100 100 100
IKK 1 At« >4 130 266 133 141 125
CRAG « 180 400 177 191 175

T  Test •
T-Value 0.034 0.032 0.481 0.655 0.850
Significance 0JS4 0.858 0.488 0.418 0.357

T Test • •
T-Value 0 .3 « ) 1.535 2.296 2.651 3.275
Significance 0.549 0.215a 0.130b 0.10c 0 .0 71c

* T-Test between IRRIB3 and IRRI AG aggregate model.
** T-Test between IRR1 B3 and URAG aggregate model, 
a »  Statistically different for a  ■ 0.25, 
b ■ Statistically different for a  ■ 0.20 
c ■ Statistically different for a  ■ 0.10, 
d ■ Statistically different for a  ■ 0.05
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Figure K-V

Comparison of IRR1B3, URAG, and IRR1AG
In the Recovery Phase

8.13 Recovery Phase - Using Industry Median Ratios (IRR2K3)

The IRR2B3 model's function based on 36 tailed and 72 non-failed firms in the 

recovery phase in:

Z IRR2EM "  4 ) 2 1  ♦ 2.7H(FF/CL) -2.1 KNI/TS) +0.46<Log(TA) ♦ I.KKTS/TA) -O.V4(OP/TP)

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistical for 

this model is 27.2V while the tabulated value for F(5.l()2) = 4.46 for a  ■ 0.001. The 

significance level of these five variables are greater than and equal VS5I. Thus, the 

overall function indicate that the constructed IRR2B3 recovery model possesses a 

highly significant discriminating power. FF/CL. NI/TS. Log(TA). TS/TA and OP/TP 

are all significant ut the 0.05 or better. The within group correlation matrix based on 

the data of the recovery phase are presented in Table M-56. It shows thut the highest 

correlation coefficients is (41.3V) between FF/CL and OP/TP. The following are the 

results of the test.
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8.13.1 Relative ('»ntrihution of Ratios

Table X-57 shows thaï the most important variable is the FF/CL. The variables

ranking across these two tests arc quite consistent. The value of overall variables D2 

is 5.90.

8.13.2 The Classification Accuracy and Validation Test

The classification rates for the recovery phase using the industry median ratios is 

given in Table X-58. The classificatory power of the recovery phase model using 

IRR2B3 is statistically significant compared to proportional chance model. The test 

statistical for the difference between the results and proportional chance is 7.23. with

0.001 significance level. Type II error is ft% (4 of 72) and Type I error is 22% (X of 

3ft). The overall accuracy is 89%. The upward bias for the Lachenbruch validation 

sample bias test is one percent worse to the original sample. (89% vs XX%). indicating 

that the results are not sensitive to sample bias.

Table 8-56 Croups Correlation Matrix - IR R 2 H 3  Function

V a r NI/TS Lilli (T  A 1 T S /T A O P /T P

F F /C L
N I/T S
L o g (T A )
T S /T A

•0 .1 4 0 .1 3
-0 .0 2

(MIX 
0  M  

0 .07

-0 .3 9
0 .2 3
-0 .0 7
-0 .2 2

Table 8-57 Relative Contribution Tests and Ranks of Financial Ratios in 
Recovery Phase - IRR2H 3 Model

Variables Standardized Ranked Mosteller & Ranked 
Coefficients Wallace's %

r r / l L 18ft 1----- 5024 1
NI/TS •1.20 2 IXft4 2
Log(TA) 0.4ft 4 2.85 4
TS/TA 0.39 5 2.70 5
OP/TP 0.91 3 lft.54 3
The Value of the overall variables D2 is 5.9(1



T ab le  8-58 C lassify ing  the  R ecovery P hase S am ple, IRR2K 3 N o d a l

Actual
Groups

Classified As: 
Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 68 4 72

Failed 8 28 36

Error Rates 6 « 22« I I «

8 .13.3 Sensitivity  to  P r io r  P ro b ab ilities  an d  M isclassification  C osts

Relative costs for IRR2B3 are not lower than IRR2AG and URAG aggregate model. 

IRR2B3 model perform nearly the similar results as those of IRR2AG and URAG 

aggregate model. Type II error increases when the cost ratios increases. Type II error 

for IRR2B3 model is not sensitive to the cost ratios and/or the prior probability when 

compared to Type I error given in Table 8-59. Table 8-60 shows the result of testing 

Hj7 and Hi*. IRR2B3 is not statistically different from both IRR2AG and URAG 

aggregate models. Based on chi-square test, the null hypotheses H j7 and H (i< can not 

be rejected.

T a b le  8-51 M odel UfTiciency C o m p ariso n s  - U sing IKK2H3, IKK 2AG and 
UR At» A ggrega te  M odel in Recovery P hase C lassification

ClrCII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IKK2H3 Model 
Overall Accuracy «  97 93.3 88.2 89.8 88

IKK2AG ( Aggregate)98.6 93.0 89.6 88.3 88.7

UR A t; (Aggregate) 98.8 90.7 90.0 88.0 88.5



Table 8-60 Model Efficiency Comparisons • IR R 2 K 3 , IR K 2 , and UR  
Aggregate Model in the Recovery Phase

C 1:C U 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

IRR2B3 M o d e l 
N o n -F a ilu re 7 0 /7 2 6X/72 6 7 /7 2 6 5 /7 2 65 /7 2
F a ilu re 15 /36 2 9 /3 6 2 7 /3 6 31 /36 3 0 /3 6
O v e ra ll 9 5 .6 9 1 .2 X6.2 XX.3 X6.5

0.04 0.094 0.21 0.219 0.29
E C 'prop 0 .0 5 8 0 .3 2 0 .61 0 .9 0 1.19
T im e s 1.45 3 .4 2 .90 4 .1 0 4 .1 0

K  i r k m<; 
■A-URAH

0.014 0.092 0. IX 0.22 0.25
0.018 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.2X

R e la tiv e  C o s t  R a tio s  
IK K 2 B 3  lA 2K5 102 131 100 116
IKK2A C ; '* 100 100 112 KM) KM)
UR A t; I2X 130 KM) 104 112

T T e s t T  
i V a lM 0 .9 1 2 0 .I0 X 0 .2 9 3 0 .02 0 .1 6 0

S ig n if ic a n c e 0 .3 4 0 0 .7 4 3 0.5XX 0.XX7 0.6X 9

T T e s t  * *  
T -V a lu e 0 .3 6 0 0.1X 6 0 .4 5 7 (MN)I 0 .0 0 6
S ig n if ic a n c e 0 .5 4 9 0 .6 6 7 0 .4 9 9 0 .9 7 2 0 .9 3 6

* T-Test between IRR2B3 and IRR2A(i aggregate model. 
** T-Test between IRR2B3 and UR AO aggregate model.

Figure 8-10

Comparison of IRR2B3, URAG, and IRR2AG
In the Recessionary Phase

URAG Mo<M IRR2AG Modal -« * -  IRR2B3 Modal
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8 .1 4  S u m m a r y  a n d  C o n c lu s io n s

This has been an inevitably complex investigation comparing 3 different ratio forms 

(UR. IRRI. and IRR2) across 4 different time periods (AG. B l. B2. and B3) also 

exploring the sensitivity of the resulting 12 models to variation in priors and 

misclassification costs. Unlike chapter 7 where the classificatory accuracy being 

studied was between development and hold-out samples (ex post /  ex ante), when 

stratifying the study by time period, the sample sizes precluded using a hold-out 

strategy. Instead we must rely on the Lachenbruch methodology for model validation.

Table X-61 distils the essential findings of this part of the investigation. What we 

observe from Table H-61 is that the classificatory accuracy of models based on 

industry mean ratios dominate the other both across the whole time period aggregated 

and for all the sub-time periods. The model forms : in terms of important parameters, 

and coefficients alters as the time periods alter. However, a constant finding is the 

superior classificatory ability of models developed using the industry relative (mean) 

ratios.

Table 8-61 Percentage E r ro r  Model

Time UR IRRI IRR2

Aggregate
I974-I9K5

9 .4» 6.8»* 9 »

Bl Expansionary 
1974- I97X

4.4 ().(>»* 4 .4»

B2 Recessionary 
I979-I9KI

K» 5.0»* 5»*

B3 Recovery 
1982-1985

7 » 4.4»* I I »

1
* is row minimum
IRRI (industry mean) based models produce small percentage error rates across the 
sample time periods.
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This finding added to the results of chapter 7 is additional evidential support in favour 

of unalysts in this field working with the industry relative ratio form.

The qualification to these findings are:

1. Statistical significance ?

2. Stable for all costs and priors ?

3. Validation is only by Lachenbruch not by hold-out ?

It is hugely difficult for analysts to develop separate bankruptcy prediction models for 

different periods of the economic cycle. Not only there are fewer observations on 

which to develop a model, but there are problems in testing and use. In particular, an 

anulyst has to forecast when the business cycle changes in order to decide which 

model to use. Can a model developed in the recovery phase be tested or applied in the 

expansionary phase of the cycle?

The results we have presented so far on the merits of the IRK I form are then of 

theoretical importance, rather than of consequence to application. There are 

implications for practise since the results do illustrate the extent that costs are 

incurred by using a model developed without regard to the stage of the business cycle.

Summarised in Table H-62 are the expected costs for all the models we have 

developed. The least cost model at every cost ratio CI:CII and for every time period 

uses the IKK I ratio form (except for one anomalous result in period B2 when u cost 

ratio of 40:1 gives IRR2 as the least cost ratio form). For ease of comparison these 

least cost models are summarised in Table 8-63.
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T a b le  6 - 6 2  S u m m a ry  o f  K x p e c te d  (  'o s t s

CI:C1I 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Expected Table 
Costs Source

e c urag 0.0 IK 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.28
EC1RRIA0 (N-IO) 0.013* 0.080* 0.12* 0.17* 0.20*
ECIRR2AG (H-15) 0.014 0.092 0.18 0.22 0.25

ECijrbi C-2») 0.038 0.032 0.07 0.09 0.11
E('ir r ib i (**-23) 0.002* 0.000* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00*
E^IRR2BI 0.040 0.0K4 0.06 0.064 0.064

ECURB2 (K-35) 0.014 0.090 0.17 0.27 0.29
EC’|RRIB2 (*-40) 0.004* 0.040* 0.10* 0.15* 0.20
E^IRR2B2 (^*45) 0.020 0.063 0.11 0.15* 0.18*

ECURB3 (**50) 0.013 0.090 0.10 0.IX 0.19
E('lRRIBt (K-55) 0.010* 0.030* 0.09* 0.12* 0.16*
E( IRR2Bt (H-60) 0.040 0.094 0.21 0.21 0.29

* -  Least expected cost in each sub-period of time 
Conclusion IRK I dominates except for period B2 cost ratios 4 0 :1

T a b le  8-63 Kxpected C o sts  For O p tim al M odel (IK K I Form )

C I:C II 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Agit regale 0 .0 1 3 * 0 .0 8 0 * 0 .1 2 * 0 .1 7 * 0 .2 0 *

Expansionary 0 .0 0 2 * 0 .0 0 0 * 0 .0 0 * 0 .0 0 * 0 .0 0 *

Recessionary 0 .0 0 4 * 0 .0 4 0 * 0 .1 0 * 0 .1 5 * 0 .2 0

Recovery 0 .0 1 0 * 0 .0 3 0 * 0 .0 9 * 0 .1 2 * 0 .1 6 *
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Conclusion: For cost ratios CI:CII in excess of 20:1 cost advantage of developing 

separate models for separate parts of the business cycle evaporate. These results offer 

some comfort to the practical analyst in using an aggregate model rather than models 

developed for stages of the business cycle. When the cost ratios is high (toward 

realistic levels), there would be only a very small expected cost advantage in using 

business cycle models, if they could be developed. This is an important finding. As 

for as the use of the industry relative ratios form (IRRI) this chapter presents 

additional evidence in its favour, however, we have also conducted that the value of 

this evidence may not be large in a practical context.
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C hapter 9 Empirical Results of Industry-Specific Difference

9.1 In tro d u ctio n
Because of the effect of multi-period and industry differences, the instability of 

accounting ratios may impair failure prediction. A industry-specific model, the use of 

industry relative ratios, and controlling for business cycle characteristics are three 

methods to cope with instability. This section empirically tests hypothesis 19-24: are 

there no differences in the predictive ability of financial ratios, macro-economic and 

year dummy variables between the industry-specific models and between a model 

using unadjusted ratios. We grouped observations across industry into five groups: 

Contracting. General-Engineering, Textiles. Other Manufacturing, and Miscellaneous 

(see Chapter 5) to develop the industry-specific models (see discussion in sub-chapter 

4-6). Evidence from this may provide useful insights in formulating government 

public policy and assisting private investment advisers by enhancing failure 

prediction rates. For example, firms in the Contracting group may fail for different 

financial reasons from those in the Textile industry. Thus if different industries have 

different financial characteristics, different financial variables may predict impending 

failure. However, the sample of observations used in each industry is more restricted 

than for the aggregate sample. The purpose of this chapter is to assess industry 

differences for each industry-specific model and the UR aggregate model. 41 raw 

financial ratios, four mucro-econoinic variables, and 11 years dummy variables ( as 

defined in chapter 6) used to develop industry-specific models and an aggregate 

model.

The aim is to analyse the importance of sectoral classification for the development of 

predictive discriminant models. The relative importance of each independent variable
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for five models can he measured by the standardized coefficients and Modeller and 

Wallace s methods which are discussed in chapter 5 and used in chapter 7 and chapter 

H. Due to the limited sample size to develop industry-specific models that could not 

allow a split-sample technique, and as before the Lachenbruch validation technique 

was employed. However, in order to test the hypotheses H22. both split-sample and 

Lachenbruch validation techniques in classifying and predicting textile industry are 

used (see chapter 5). Results for each of three year's prior to failure for five broad 

industrial sectors are shown as below.

9.2 The Aggregate Model - Using Unadjusted Ratios (IKA(I)

The model was originally developed in the chapter H.2. Crucial statistics about this 

model are: KH failed and 176 non-failed firms were used to develop the aggregate 

model. The classificatory power of the UR aggregate model is statistically significant 

different to the proportional chance criterion. The aggregate unadjusted ratios 

function possesses a highly significant discriminating power. Type I error is IH.I‘* 

and Type II error is 5.1%. The overall accuracy is 9 1 ‘If. The Lachenbruch validation 

sample bias test is only one percent worse to the original sample (see: chapter X.2).

9.3 Classification Accuracy - Industry-Specific Models

The entire sample is classified into five broad industrial sectors. Contracting. General- 

engineering. Textile. Other manufacturing and Miscellaneous industries. The number 

of firms in each sector is shown in section 5-2. A discriminant analysis and 

Lachenbruch validation technique are performed on each sector.
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9 .4  C o n t r a c t i n g  S e c t o r

The model was developed upon the basis of the data of the one year prior to failure. 

The purpose is to compare the predictive ability of contracting industry model with 

the aggregate model. From the original list of variables, four financial variables were 

selected based on stepwise discriminant analysis. A summary of the coefficients and 

statistics on the basis o f 11 failed and 22 non-failed companies in the contracting 

industry sample is as follows:

Z -  I0.4H ♦ 4.27(FF/CL) - 3I.99(NI/TA) - 11.MKOP/TA) ♦ 39.46<CA/TA)

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is 94.01 while the tabulated value for F(4.2K) a  6.25. The model was 

statistically significant at better than a  = 0.001. Thus, this overall function indicate 

that the Contracting industry model possesses a highly significant discriminating 

power. All of the variables were highly significant at levels better than 0.05 percent. 

The significance test therefore rejects the null hypotheses that the observations come 

from the same population. The within groups correlation which is shown in Table 9 -1. 

This Table shows that the highest correlation is (-0.31) between FF/CL and OP/TP.

9.4.1 Relative ( ontribution of Ratios

In Table 9-2. we see that FF/CL is ranked highest in relative contribution according to 

standardised coefficient and Mosteller &  Wallace s methods. It is therefore seen that 

FF/CL has contributed the most of the four variables. Unfortunately, the year 

dummies and macro-economic variables did not contribute to the contracting 

industry.
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Table 9-3 shows that the discriminant analysis of the contracting group displayed a 

very successful classification level in the model for a very superior classification for 

the first year prior to failure. The type I error is 0 »  and Type II error is 0% as well. 

The overall accuracy is 100**. In comparison with the aggregate model, the 

percentage of accuracy of the contracting sector is higher than that of aggregate 

model (100% vs 91%). It is obvious that year one prior to failure in the contracting 

industry has quite high predictive accuracy as compared with the aggregate model.

9.4.2 Kxamining the Classification Accuracy

Table 9-1 W ithin (¿roups Correlation M atrix - C ontracting Model

Var NI/TA OP/TP CA/TA

FF/CL •0.13 -0.31 -0.27

NI/TA -0.26 0.11

OP/TP -0.07

Table 9-2 Relative ( ontrihution Tests of Kach Independent V ariables - 
Contracting Model

Variables Standardized Ranked Mosteller &  Ranked 
Coefficients Wallace's %

FF/CL 11.65 1 44X6 1

NI/TA -14.39 2 30.19 2

OP/TP -11.36 3 23.54 3

CA/TA 7.10 4 I.3K 4
The Value of the overall variables D2 is 56.77
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Table 9-3 Classifying the Contracting Sample, Using UK

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Fuiled Total

Non-fuiled 22 0 22

Foiled 0 11 II

Error Rates 0 » Oft Oft

9.4.3 Sensitivity to P rio r Probabilities and Misclassification Costs

The results of contracting model efficiency comparisons under five vurious input 

misclassification costs is shown in Table 9-4 und Tuble 9-5. Table 9-5 shows that the 

costs ratios from 1:1 to 40:1 performed better than that of the aggregate model one 

year prior to failure. Relative costs from contracting sector are always lower than 

aggregate model. The chi-square test gives evidence to reject the null hypotheses 

H I9. There is u statistically significant difference between contracting sector and 

aggregate models.

Table 9-4 Model KfTiciency Comparisons - Contracting Industry and 
Aggregate Classification

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

(  ontracting

Overall Accuracy f t  It Ml ItMl KM) 100 l(M)

UK Aggregate f t  9X.X 90.7 90.0 XX.O XX.5
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Table 9-5 Model Ffficiency Comparisons - Contracting and Aggregate 
Model l.achenhruch Validation

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1
Non-failed % TOO ino inn ‘ 100 ron
Failed '* 100 UNI KM) UN) KM)
Overall 100 KN) l(M) l(N) KM)
Contracting model 
■  i-ontractinK 0.00 O.INI 0.00 0.00 O.f M)

0.05X 0.32 0.61 o.90 1.19
k c ura<; 0.0 IN 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.2N
Relative Cost Ratios 
Contracting Model %  0.00 0.00 O.CM) 0.00 0.00
UR Aggregate % IN 120 160 230 2K0
T Test *
T-Value 5.447d 4.327d 3.N33d 4 0 1 7 4 4.327d
Significance 0.020 0.030 0.050 0.045 0.03N

* T-Test Comparison Between Contracting industry and UR aggregate model, 
d ■ Statistically different for a  ■ 0.05

Figure 9-1

Contracting and UR Aggregate Models
Comparison of Five dost Ratios

too »
98

8*
Cost 1:1 Coal 10:1 Cool 20:1 Cool 10:1 Coil «0:1 

Lachenbruch Validation Accuracy Te*t

UR Aggregate Contracting Model



9.5 (¡eneral-Kngineering (¡roup

Five variables are selected as the general-engineering sector model. The function, 

based upon the 9  failed and IK non-failed firms, is presented and evaluated as follows:

Z -  -3 9 .3 9  - l.44(CG) - I6.67(YR1 1) - 3.02(RE/TA) - 3.49(YR5)

The significant variables include CG(capital gearing). 19X0 and 19X4 Year dummies 

and RE/TA. The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F- 

stutistic for this function is 32.93 while the tabulated value for F(4.22) a  6.X1. The 

model was statistically significant at better than a  «  0.001. Thus, this overall function 

indicate that the constructed general-engineering model possesses a highly significant 

discriminating power. All of the variables were highly significant better than 0.05 

percent. The within groups correlation which is shown in Table 9-6. This Table shows 

that the highest correlation is (-0.39) between CG and YRII.

9.5.1 Contribution of Ratios

YR5 and YR11 are an year dummy variables, which have the values of I for year 

19X0 (recessionary phase) and year 19X4 (recovery phase) and 0 otherwise. The 

inclusion of these two variables indicate that the Z-score of textile companies, failed 

and non-failed. are probably affected by the recession and recovery economic 

conditions. However, it is interesting to note that the YR5 and YRI I year dummy 

variables entered the model with a sig. level, while the univariate F test is 

insignificant with 5 %  sig. level. Nevertheless, if we remove this two dummy variables 

from the model, the Mahalanobis DJ drop slightly a little, the model are still 

significant at the 0.(101 level. The classification accuracy remains at 100**. Therefore, 

we conclude that the 19X0 and 19X4 year dummies can somewhat contribute 

marginally to this model as compared with other two financial ratios.
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9.5.2 Examining the Classification Accuracy

The classificatory power of the General-Engineering model is statistically significant 

compared to the proportional chance criterion. In this comparison, the Z value is 4.73 

for the proportional chance model, at the 0.001 significance level. The overall firms in 

the general-engineering industry provided satisfactory predictive accuracy for the first 

year prior to fuilure. Table 9-X shows the percentage of correct classifications. It 

appears that the explanatory power of the General-Engineering model is quite stable.

Table 9-6 (¡roups Correlation Matrix - General-engineering Model

Variable YRII RE/TA YR5
CG 5 0 ? 0.36 ( n r

YRII -0.22 0.25

RE/TA 0.40

Table 9-7 Relative Contribution Tests of Each Independent Variables - 
General-Engineering Model

Variables Standardized 
Coefficients

Ranked Mosteller & 
Wallace s •*

Ranked

CG -7.40 I 85.21 1

YRII -5.33 2 1.00 3

RE/TA •1.93 3 13.0 2

YR5 1.67 4 1.00 4
The Value of the overall variables D- is 24.94

Table 9-8 Classifying the Engineerings ieneral

Actual
Groups

Classified As: 
Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed IX 0 22

Failed 0 9 9

Error Rates 0 * 0 » 0*4
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9.5.3 Sensitivity  to  P r io r  P ro b ab ilitie s  and  M isclassification  C osts

The results of each General-Engineering model efficiency comparisons under five 

various input misclassification costs is shown in Table 9-9 and Table 9-10. Relative 

costs for General-Engineering model are always lower than the aggregate model. 

General-Engineering is statistically different from the aggregate model based on the 

chi-square test. Therfore, the results of this comparison reject the null hypotheses H2o 

above. Table 9-10 shows that the General-Engineering model performed better than 

that of the aggregate model.

T ab le  9-9 M odel E ffic iency  C om p ariso n s  - G en e ra l-E n g in ee rin g  In d u stry  
and  (JR  A ggregate  M odel C lassification

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

General Engineering Model

Overall Accuracy %  l(M) KM) KM) 100 KM)

( IRAG Aggregate 9M.K 90.7 90.0 8H.0 KM.3
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T able  9-10 M odel Efficiency C om parisons - G en e ra l-E n g in ee rin g  In d u stry  
an d  I 'K  A ggregate M odel L ach en h ru ch  H o ld -O u t V alidation

CI:CH 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

NônTaîlrd T 1W inn 100 TOO loo
Failed *4 100 IOO MM) l(M) KM)
Overall KM) KM) l(N) KM) KM)
General-Engineering Model
F.C »nuinafriiiy (MM) 0.00 0.00 (MM) (Ml

prop 0.058 0.32 0.61 0.90 .19
F T , iK ÀSt!fcpü!C o.ms 0.12 0.16 TO .20
Relative Cost Ratios
General-Eng. % 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
UR Aggregate % 18 120 160 230 80
T Test
T-Value 5.122d 4.068d 3.603c 3.777c 4.068d
Significance 0.024 0.044 0.058 0.052 0.044

c -  Statistically different for a  -0 .1 0 , d -  Statistically different for a  -  0.0S

Figure 9-2

Engineering and UR Aggregate Models
Comparison of Five d o s t Ratios

100

Coat 1:1 Coat 10:1 Coat 20:1 Coat 50:1 Coat 40:1 
Lachantoruch Validation Accuracy Tact

•  UR Aggregat« Fnginaaring Modal

3 3 5



9.6 Textile Sector

Textiles are the only single homogeneous sector which included flooring covering, 

clothing, cotton &  synthetic, wool and mi sc. textiles companies, to have sufficient 

firms ( 23 failed and 4ft non-failed firms) to explore the empirical result using the 

split sample technique. Platt and Platt (1990) state that focusing on one industry is 

analogous to using industry relative ratios in samples including several industries 

since the relative positions of firms within the industry is reflected by the relative 

position on any given financial ratio. The textile sector sample sire, in this study, is 

large enough to distinguish between ex post and ex ante sample so as to examine the 

stability of forecasting model in single industry compared with the industry relative 

ratios model. Accordingly, firstly, we develop the textile sector model and compared 

its results with the aggregate model. Secondly, we explore the stability o f forecasting 

model in single textile industry as compared to IRRI model.

The textile model, developed upon the basis of the 23 failed and 4ft non-failed firms, 

was presented as follows:

Z -  0.94 ♦ O.KS(FF/CL) - O.I2(TL/TA) - I.KK(NI/TS)

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is 36.93 while the tabulated value for F(3.ft5) m ft. 13. The model was 

statistically significant at better than a  « 0.001. Thus, this overall function indicate 

that the constructed textile model possesses u highly significant discriminating power. 

All of the variables were highly significant better than 0.05 percent. The within 

groups correlation which is shown in Table 9-11. This Table shows thut the highest 

correlation is (-0.4K) between FF/CL and TL/TA.



9.6.1 R elative C o n tr ib u tio n  o f R atios

The most important of the individual variables in textile sector was (FF/CL), 

measuring the relationship between the funds flow und current liability, followed by 

(TL/TS) and (NI/TS); These three variables are consistently ranked for textile sector. 

The value of the overall variables D2 is 7.44.

9.6.2 E xam in ing  th e  C lassifica tion  A ccuracy

The classification rates for the textile sector is given in Table 9-13. The classificatory 

power is statistically significant compared to proportional chance model. The test 

statistical for the difference between the results and proportional chance is 6.61. with 

0-001 significance level. Type II error is 0  (0 of 46) and Type I error is 17» (4 of 23). 

The overall accuracy is 9 4» . The discriminant model for the textile sector showed a 

successful classification accuracy as compared with the aggregate model. It is 

interested to note that neither macro-economic variables nor year dummy variables 

are entered the model.

T ab le  9-11 W ith in  ( ¡ro u p s  C o rre la tio n  M atrix  - Textile  M odel

Var TL/TA NI/TS

FF/CL -0.4H ().()3

TL/TA <0.16

T able  9-12 R ela tive  C o n tr ib u tio n  T ests  o f  Kach In d ep en d en t V ariab les - 
T ex tile  M odel

Variables Standardized Ranked Mosteller &  Ranked
Coefficients Wallace's »

f'F/i L 2 .1 7 I ÏÏT737 1
TUTA 1 6X 2 33.2X 2
NI/TS -1.25 3 5.17 3
The Value of the overall variables Ù 2 is 7.44
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T able  9-13 C lassifying the  Textile  In d u s try  M odel Based O n Ratios,
M acro-ICconomic, a n d  Y ear D u m m y  V ariab les

Actual
Groups

Classified As: 
Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 46 0 46
Failed 4 19 23

Error Rates 0% 17% 6%

9.6.3 Sensitivity  to  P r io r  P ro b ab ilities  a n d  M isc lass ification  Costs

The results of each model efficiency comparisons under Five different input 

misclassification costs is shown in Table 9-14 and Table 9-15. Textile sector is more 

sensitive to the cost ratio and/or the prior probability. For example, cost ratios ■ I : I to 

4<>:l. the type II misclassification percentages are 100%, 100%, 96%. 93%. X7% 

respectively. Type I misclassification percentages are rather consistent. This is 

perhaps due to some weak but still healthy non-failed firms in the textile industry. 

Relative costs for Textile model are always lower than aggregate model except when 

cost ratios ■ 40:1. Based on the chi-square test, although there is evidence that the 

Textile industry classify more accurately than the aggregate model, the results are not 

consistent. The null hypotheses H2| can be rejected only in very specific instances.

T ab le  9-14 M odel Kfficiency C o m p a riso n s  - T ex tile  In d u s try  and  UR 
aggrega te  M odel C lassifica tio n

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Textile M«xlel
<)verall Accuracy % 99 96 92 X9 X7

UR Aggregate % 9H.H 90.7 90.0 XX.O XX.5



T ab le  9-15 M odel E fficiency C o m p ariso n s  - T ex tile  in d u stry  an d  HR 
A g g reg a te  M odel L a c h e n h ru c h  H old -O ut V alidation

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Textile Industry 
Non-failed (*F) 46/46 46/46 44/46 43/46 40/46
Failed 12/23 19/23 19/23 19/23 19/23
Overall * 99 96 91 KM K5
Textile model

(Ml 14 0.05 0.13 0.21 0.28

t £ g ?
0.058 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
4.14 6.4 4.6 4.2K 4.25

►*•11» Afjirtjialr 0.018 ITT! 0.16 0.23 0.28
Relative Cost Ratios
Textile Model ‘F 100 100 100 100 to o
UR Aggregate 128 240 123 109 100
T Test *
T-Value 3.668c 2.056b 0.201 0.04 0.0K2
Significance 0.055 0.152 0.654 0.K4I 0.220

* T-Test Comparison Between Textile industry and UR aggregate model, 
b « Statistically different for a  -  0.20 c -  Statistically different for a  ■(). I(),

F ig u re  9-5

Textile and UR Aggregate Models
Com parison of Five Cosi Ratios

100

B6

Cost 1:1 Coat 10:1 Coat 20:1 Coat 30:1 Coat 40:1 
Lochanbruch Validation Accuracy Test

UR Aggregate -•  Textile Model
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In order to test hypothesis o f H22 13 failed and 26 non-failed textile companies from 

years 1975 to 19H0 were used to develop textile failure prediction ex post model. The 

predictive ability of the model was tested against the 30 companies from years 19X1 

to 19X5. of which were 10 failed and 20 non-failed. The coefficients and other 

statistics of ex post Textile model are shown as follows:

Z -  3.40 ♦ 0.9H(FF/CL) - 0.09(TL/TA) - l.47(NI/TS)

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this textile function is 20.4X while the tabulated value for F(3.35) a  6.74. The model 

was statistically significant at better than a  -  0.001. Thus, this overall function 

indicate that the constructed textile model possesses a highly significant 

discriminating power. All of the variables were highly significant better than 0.05 

percent. The within groups correlation which is shown in Table 9-16. This Table 

shows that the highest correlation is (-0 .51) between FF/CL and TL/TA.

9.6.4 R elative (Contribution  o f  R atio s

The most important of the individual variables in textile sector was (FF/CL). These 

three variables are consistently ranked for textile sector. The value of the overull 

variables D2 is 7.49.

9.6.5 Kx post a n d  Kx A nte Sam ple T est

Table 9 -IX and Table 9-19 present the classification matrices for the ex post and ex 

ante samples, respectively. Table 9 -IX shows that the textile model correctly 

classified 95% of all the firms in the ex post example. Type II error is 0% und Type I 

error is 15%. The overull error rate is 5% for the ex post of textile sample. The 

upward bias in the textile result for the Luchenbruch validation sumple bias test is 

identical to the originul sumple (95% vs 95%). indicating thut the results arc not ull
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sensitive to sumple bias. Table 9-19 shows that the model correctly classified 93 .4*  

of ull the textile firms in the ex unte sample. Zero non-failing and two failing firms 

were misclassified, ¡.e.. 0 *  type II error and 20 *  type I error. The overall 

deterioration between ex post and ex ante sample is only 1.6 percent. These results 

indicate that focusing on one single industry is reasonably analogous to using industry 

relative ratios in samples including several industries.

T a b le  9-16  ( ¡ro u p s  C o rre la tio n  M atrix  - T ex tile  M odel

Variable TL/TA Nl/TS

FF/CL -0.51 0.13

TL/TA -0.11

Table 9-17 R elative C o n trib u tio n  T ests o f Kach In d ep e n d e n t V ariab les - 
Textile M odel

Variables Standardized Ranked Mosteller &  Ranked 
Coefficients Wallace's *

FF/CL 2.43 1 75.32 1

TL/TA • 1.30 2 23.36 2

Nl/TS -1.02 3 1.3 3
The Value of the overall variables t>2 is 7.49 

T able  9 -IK C lassify ing  th e  Ex Post Sam ple - U sing T extile  M odel

Actual
Groups

Classified As: 
Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 26 0 26

Failed 2 II 13

Error Rates 0 * 15.3* 5.1*
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T a b le  9-19  P red icting  the  Ex A n te  Sam ple - Using T ex tile  M odel

Actual
Groups

Classified As: 
Nm -M M Failed Total

Non-failed 20 0 20

Failed 2 K 10

Error Rates 0% 20% 6.6%

9.6.6 Sensitiv ity  to  P r io r  P ro b ab ilities  an d  M isclassification  C osts

The results o f each model efficiency comparisons under five different input 

mi »classification costs is shown in Table 9-20 and 9-21. At the assumed relative cost 

ratio from 1:1 to 40:1. the number of type I errors decreases from 43«* to 15% while 

type II errors increases from 1% to 12%. Table 9-21 shows that at the assumed 

relative cost ratio of one to one. use of the Textile model saves 33 percent relative to 

the best IRRI model. If the cost ratir. is changes to 10 to one. a user would achieve a 

cost savings of 35 percent over the best IRRI model. However, if the cost ratios 

changes to 20:1. 30:1 and 40:1. use of the IRRI model saves 16. 16 and 70 percent 

respectively to the textile model. The textile model performed the different results 

according to vurious cost ratios if compared with IRR I model in these comparisons 

(see: Table 9-21). It is interest to note that the Textile sector is not sensitive to the 

cost ratio in the ex ante sample test. The chi-square test gives no evidence to reject the 

null hypotheses H22-
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T a b le  9-20 M odel Efficiency < 'o m p ariso n s  Between Textile  In d u strv  and
IKK1 • Ex post Sam ple C lassification  O n e  Y ear BE

CI:CU 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Textile Model
Non-failed 100 100 100 92 92
Failed 57 X5 H5 X5 X5
Overall ‘E 99 96.4 94.2 X9 XX

IKKI (Ex Post) 9X.6 94.4 91.H 91.0 92.4

T a b le  9-21 M odel Efficiency C o m p ariso n s  Betw een Single (Textile! 
In d u stry  an d  IKK I • Ex A nte S am ple  P red ic tion  O ne Y ear BE

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Non-failed 20/20 20/20 20/20 20/20 IX/20
Failed X/10 X/10 X/10 X/10 X/10
Overall ‘E 99.4 95.2 92.X 90.4 H5.5

Textile model
0.006 0.06 0.12 0.IX 0.33

iStsr 0.05X 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
9.66 5.33 5.0X 5.00 3.6

IRRI (Ex Ante Sample)
K t’lRRI 0.00K 0.0X1 0.103 0.155 0.194

Relative Cost Ratios 
Textile Model ‘E 100 100 116 116 170
IKKI Model <E 133 135 100 l(X) 100

T-Test •  
T-Value 0.199 0.019 0.001 0.0X9 0.427
Significance 0.656 0.K90 0.971 0.766 0.513

* T-Test Comparison Between Textile Industry and IRRI model In the Ex Ante 
Prediction.



9.7 Other Manufacturing Industry

A summary of the coefficients and statistics on the basis of 20 failed and 40 non- 

failed companies in the other manufacturing companies is presented us follow:

Z -  0.26 ♦ 0.59(FF/CL) - 3.2I(IC/TS) - 2.9I(NI/TS) - I . l4(OP/TP)

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is 2K.46 while the tabulated value for F(4.55) 2  5.40. The model was 

statistically significant at better than a  = 0.001. Thus, this overall function indicate 

that the constructed other manufacturing model possesses a highly significant 

discriminating power. All of the variables were highly significant better than 0.05 

percent. The within groups correlation which is shown in Table 9-22. This Table 

shows that the highest correlation is (-0.4M) between FF/CL and OP/TP.

9.7.1 R elative C o n tr ib u tio n  o f  R atios

Table 9-23 shows that the relative contribution of each variable is not consistently 

ranked in each method. Taking into account the ratios in order in which they appear in 

the function, the failure profiles of the other manufacturing sector can be expressed by 

FF/CL. IC/TS. NI/TS and OP/TP based on the standardized coefficients. The value of 

the overall variables D2 is 9.0.

9 .7 .2  E xam in ing  th e  C lassifica tio n  A ccuracy

The clussificatory power of the other manufacturing model is statistically significant 

different to proportional chance model, at the 0.001 significance level. Table 9-24 

presents the model correctly classified 95‘# of the ull the firms in the other 

manufacturing sample. Type II error is 0*4 und Type I error is 15%. The overall error 

rate is only 5%. The upward bias in the other manufacturing model appears to be 

slight since the Lachenbruch results are only two percent worse. The discriminant



model for the manufacturing sector was a fairly successful when compared to the 

aggregate model one year prior to failure (95» vs 91»).

T ab le  9-22 W ith in  (¡ro u p s  C o rre la tio n  M atr ix  - O th e r  M an u fac tu rin g  
In d u stry  M odel

Var IC/TS NI/TS OP/TP

FF/CL -0.43 0.06 -0.48

IC7TS -0.09 0.32

NI/TS -0.16

T ab le  9-23 R ela tive  C o n trib u tio n  T ests o f E ach  In d ep en d en t V ariab les • 
O th e r  M an u fac tu rin g  M odel

Variables Standardized Ranked Mosteller &  Ranked 
Coefficients Wallace's »

FF/CL 1.64 2 27.24 2

IC/TS -1.89 1 29.87 1

NI/TS •1.60 3 4.56 4

OP/TP •1.49 4 16.87 3
The Value of the overall variables D2 is 9.00

T ab le  9-24 C lassify ing  the  O th e r  M a n u fa c tu rin g  In d u stry  M odel Based 
O n  R a tio s , M acro-E conom ic, a n d  Y ear liu m m y  V ariab les

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 40 0 40

Failed 3 17 20

Error Rutes 0 » 15» 5»
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9.7.3 Sensitivity  to  P rio r  P ro b a b ilit ie s  and  M isclassification Costs

The results of each other manufacturing model efficiency comparisons under various 

costs ratios is shown in Table 9-25. The comparison between the relative cost ratios is 

made in Table 9-26. Table 9-26 shows that the function under five various input 

misclassification costs of other manufacturing model performed better than that of the 

aggregate model one year prior to failure. The other manufacturing sector is not 

statistically different from the aggregate model according to the chi-square test. Thus, 

the hypotheses H23 cannot be rejected.

T ab le  9-25 M odel (Efficiency C om p ariso n s  - O th e r  M an u fac tu rin g  
In d u s t ry  C lassification

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Other Manufacturing Mode! 
Overall Accuracy %  99 95.0 96.2 95.2 92.3
UR Aggregate Model 98.X 90.7 90.0 KM.O MM. 5

T ab le  9-26 M odel Kfficiency C o m p a riso n s  - O th e r M an u fac tu rin g  M odel 
L a c h e n b ru c h  V alidation

ClrCU 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Other Manufacturing 
Non-failed l 'A 40/40 40/40 39/40 38/40 38/44)
Failed 13/20 16/20 16/20 17/20 18/20
Overall '* 99 95.2 90.9 90.2 92.3

MunurmtunnK 0.010 0.06 0.14 0.18 0.17

T & s r
0.058 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19
5.80 3.3 4.35 5.0 7.0

FT (in Aggregate 03)18 0.12 0.16 0.23 0.28
Relative Cost Rutios 
Other Manufact. % 100 100 100 100 100
UR Aggregate V, 180 200 114 127 164
T-TesT*
T-Valur 0.304 1.307 0.259 0.366 1.307
Significance 0.381 0.233 0.611 0.343 0.253

* T-Test Other Manufacturing industry and UR aggregate model.



F igure  9-4

Other Manufacturing and UR Aggregate
Comparison of F iv s Cost Ratios

9.8 Miscellaneous Sector

A summary of the coefficients and statistics on the basis of 25 failed and 50 non- 

failed companies in the trading sector is presented as follow:

Z -  -1.93 - 0.25(TD/TA) - l.62(OP/TP) + 14. IK(QA/TA) ♦ 2.79<Log(TA))

The statistical significance of the computed function: The computed F-statistic for 

this function is 43.HI while the tabulated value for F(4.70) ■ 5.20. The model was 

statistically significant at better than a  ■ 0.001. Thus, this overall function indicate 

that the constructed trading model possesses a highly significant discriminating 

power. All of the variables were highly significant better than 0.05 percent. The 

within groups correlation which is shown in Table 9-27. This Table shows that the 

highest correlation is (0.36) between TD/TA and OP/TP.
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9.8.1 R elative ( 'o n tr ib u tio n  o f Ratios

Table 9-2M shows that the relative contribution of each variable is consistently ranked 

in each method. TD/TA and OP/TP made the highest contribution, and the Log(TA) 

contribution the least. Taking into account the ratios in order in which they appear in 

the function, the failure profiles of the trading sector can be expressed by FF/CL. 

IC7TS. NI/TS and OP/TP.

9.8.2 (Examining the  C lassification  A ccuracy

The classificatory power of the trading model is statistically significant different to 

proportional chance model, at the 0.001 significance level. Table 9-29 presents the 

model correctly classified 95** of the all the firms in the trading companies. Type II 

error is K** (4 of 46) and Type I error is 0**. The overall error rate is only 5‘* . The 

result for the Lachenbruch validation sample bias test is the same as to the original 

sample (95‘* vs 95*4). The discriminant model for the trading sector was a fairly 

successful when compared to the aggregate model one year prior to failure (95‘*  vs 

91**). However, neither macro-economic nor year dummy variables entered the 

model, suggesting this sector is not influenced by macro-economic or time series 

issues.

T ab le  9-27 W ith in  ( ¡ro u p s  C o rre la tio n  M atrix  - T ra d in g  M odel

Var OP/TP OA/TA Log (TA)

TD/TA 0.36 -0.08 0.11

OP/TP -0.11 -0.04

OA/TA -0.09
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T ab le  9-28 R elative C o n trib u tio n  T ests o f E ach  In d ep en d en t V ariab les 
M iscellaneous M odel

Variables Standardized Ranked Mosteller &  Ranked 
Coefficients Wallace's %

TD/TA -3.1 1 67.49 1
OP/TP -1.74 2 22.37 2
OA/TA 1.41 3 7.82 3
Log(TA) 1.22 4 2.30 4
The Value of the overall variables Ö2 is 10.96

T ab le  9-29 C lassify ing  the  T ra d in g  In d u stry  M odel Based O n  Ratios, 
M acro -eco n o m ic , a n d  Y ear D um m y V ariab les

Actual Classified As:
Groups Non-failed Failed Total

Non-failed 46 4 so
Failed 0 25 25

Error Rates 8 * 0 » 5.3%

9.8.3 Sensitivity  to  P r io r  P ro b ab ilities  and  M isclassification Costs

The results of each trading model efficiency comparisons under various costs ratios is 

shown in Table 9-30. The comparison between the relative cost ratios is made in 

Table 9-31. Table 9-31 shows that the discriminant model for the Miscellaneous 

sector reported a satisfactory stable level of prediction accuracy compared with the 

aggregate model one year prior to failure for the cost ratios. However, the chi-square 

test yields no evidence to reject the null hypotheses H24 above.

T ab le  9-30 M odel effic iency  C om p ariso n s  - M iscellaneous In d u stry  and  
DR A ggregate  M odel C lassification

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Miscellaneous Model
Overall % 99.2 94.0 95.1 95.9 95.5
UR Aggregate Model 9H.M 90.7 90.0 KH.O HK.5
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T ab le  9-31 M odel (Efficiency C o m p ariso n s  - M iscellaneous and  HR 
A ggregate  M odel L a c h e n b ru c h  H old -O ut V alidation

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Miscellaneous Industry
Non-failed % 50/50 46/50 46/50 44/50 44/50Failed 17/25 25/25 25/25 25/25 25/25
Overall » 97.1 94.0 95.1 93.H 94.6

W'miscelltinefHis 0.009 (MW (MW 0.12 0.12
0.05M 0.32 0.61 0.90 1.19

Tunes 6.44 4.0 7.62 7.50 9.91
E L 1I* Asstcgalc nom 0.12 0.16 IU.Ì 0.28
Relative Cost Ratios
Mis. Mcxlel % 100 100 100 100 KM)
UR Aggregate ** 2fM) ISO 200 191 233
T T r i n - —
T-Value 0.692 2.591 I.H55 0.562 0.K4I
Significance 0.406 0.107 0.173 0.453 0.359

* T-Test Comparison Between Miscellaneous industry and UR aggregate model. 

Kigure 9-5

Miscellaneous and UR Aggregate Model
Comparison of F ly» Cost Ratios

too

Cast 1:1 Coat 10:1 Coil 20:1 Coat 30:1 Coat 40:1 
Lachenbruch Validation Accuracy Test

~ m~  UR Aggregate —•— Miscellaneous Model
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The purpose of computing the aggregate model with industry-specific models is to 

test hypothesis 23 which states that "there is no difference in the predictive abilities of 

the aggregate model and the industry-specific models". The comparison is made 

between the two functions of each of models and includes the important measures of 

efficiency. The classification accuracy between the aggregate and industry-specific 

models is presented in Table 9-32. The model efficiency comparison under five input 

misclassification costs between the aggregate and industry-specific models validation 

tests is presented in Table 9-33. Table 9-32 and Table 9-33 show that the industry- 

specific models is superior to the aggregate model for the first year prior to failure. 

Therefore, the results of this comparison reject the null hypotheses above. Industry 

differences are important, and analysts working in this field must adopt one of the 

strategies for dealing with industrial differences.

9 .9  A C o m p a r i s o n  B e tw e e n  T h e  A g g r e g a te  a n d  I n d u s t r y - S p e c i f i c

T ab le  9-32  T he C lassifica tio n  A ccuracy  B etw een the A g g reg a te  and 
In d u stry -S p ec ific  M odels

ClrCII
Models

1:1 10:1 
Percentage of

20:1
Correct

30:1 40:1 
Classification

IJR Aggregate 9K.X* lXJ.7* XX.O* RR*
C ontracting 100* 100* 100* 100* 100*
General-Engineering 100* MW* 100* 100* 100*
Textile 99* 9ft* 92 * K9* XX*
Other Manufacturing 99* 95 * 9ft* 95* 92*
Miscellaneous 99** 94* 95 * 9ft* 9ft*

T a b le  9-33 M odel BfTiciency C o m p ariso n s  Betw een the  A ggrega te  u 
In d u stry -S p ec ific  M odels L a c h e n h ru c h  V a lid a tio n

C lrcn
Models

1:1
Percent of

10:1
Correct

20:1
Classification

30:1 40:1

|^U R  Agaregnlr TRfi 120 — r w r T W —
£},<'.wuraclm* 0 0 0 0 0
£ < £ ■ * » * « 0 0 0 0

140 50 130 210 2X0
100 ftO 140 1X0 170

Miscellaneous 90 xo XO 120 120



9 .1 0  R e s u l t s  T w o  a n d  T h r e e  Y e a r s  P r io r

9.10.1 Results Tw o an d  T h re e  Y ears P r io r  - C o n trac tin g  In d u stry

The overall contracting model was statistically significant at better than a  ■ 0.001 

two and three years before failure, respectively. As expected, with the cost ratios 1:1, 

the overall accuracy falls from the one year MX)4* to 9H% and 97% in year 2 and year 

3 respectively. This contracting model shows better accuracy for failed, non-failed 

and overall sample for year two and year three. Table 9-34 and Table 9-35 present 

model efficient comparisons under five various error costs classification and 

Lachenbruch hold-out Test.

T ab le  9-34 M odel Kfficiency C o m p ariso n s  - C o n trac tin g  In d u stry  
C lassification  a n d  L a c h e n h ru c h  V a lida tion  T est Second Y ear HP

Year
Prior to 
Failure

CI:CU 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

2 Non-failed Tim mo 100 95 9 5
Failed 37 100 IOO 100 MX)
Overall % 9X.I l(X) ItKI 9H 9X

2 Non-failed TOO 91 9T 01 91
Failed 37 91 100 100 100
Overall % 9H.I 91 94.4 95 96

T ab le  9-35 M odel KfTiciency C o m p a riso n s  - C o n trac tin g  Industry  
C lassification  a n d  L a c h e n b ru c h  v a lid a tio n  T est T h ird  Y ears BF

Year
Prior to CI:CII 
Failure

1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

3 Non-failed 100 91 KK '• 73------ 55
Failed 0 3M 64 64 73
Overull % 97 7M 7M 69 65
Non-failed TOO 91 86 73 55
Failed 0 0 f*4 64 64
Overall '■ 97 69 7X 69 60
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The overall General-Engineering model was statistically significant at better than a  ■ 

0.001. two and three years BF. Among the discriminant variables the significance test 

for the individual shows that their significance level are less than 0.05. As expected, 

with the cost ratios of 10:1, the overall accuracy falls from the one year I00'£ to 9591 

and X2‘4  in year two and year three. This General-Engineering model shows good 

classification accuracy and Lachenbruch hold-out test year two and three BF. Table 9- 

3ft and Table 9-37 present model efficient under five different error costs. The results 

of tests exhibit more stable classification rates second and third year BF.

9.10.2 R esults T w o and  T h re e  Y ears P r io r  - G en era l-E n g in eerin g  In d u stry

Table 9-36 Model Efficiency Comparisons - General-engineering Industry 
Classification and l.achenhruch Validation Test Second Years B F

Years 
Pika i" 
Failure

ClrCO 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

2 Non-failed inn inn "TOO loft TOO
Failed ft7 78 89 89 89
Overall ** 99 95 9ft 95 94

2 Non-failed inn inn inn 100 TOO
Failed ft7 78 78 78 78
Overall ‘4 99 95 92 89 88

Table 9-37 Model Efficiency Comparisons - General-Engineerjug Industry 
Classification and Lachenbruch Validation Test Th ird  Years B E

Years 
Prior to 
Failure

CI:CU 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Non-failed 100 94 84 83 ----- 78
Failed II 45 ftft 89 89
Overall ‘4 97.4 82 77 8ft 84
NonTaiTed 94 94 8ft 83 78
Failed II 33 ft4 89 89
Overall ‘4 92 80 78 8ft 84
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The overall textile model was statistically significant at better than a  ■ ().(X)1 two and 

three years prior to failure. Among the discriminant variables the significance test for 

the individual indicates that their significance level are less than 0.05. Textile model 

two and three years BF. with the cost ratios of 10:1. give 90*4 and X7*4 accuracy, 

respectively in Table 9-3X and Table 9-39. This textile model presents well accuracy 

for year two and three BF. Table 9-39 presents the percentage of firms correctly 

classified validation test two and three years BF using textile model. The results of 

Lachenbruch validation tests show more consistent classification accuracy second and 

third year BF to the original sample.

9.10.3 R esults Tw o and  T h re e  Y ears P r io r  - Textile  In d u stry

Table 9-38 Model KfTiciency Comparisons - (General- Textile Industry 
Classification and Lachenhruch Validation Test Second Years B F

Years 
Prior to 
Failure

CI:CII 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

I Non-failed TOO " 9 3 85 85 85
Failed 43 7X 91 91 9ft
Overall ‘4 9K.3 90 X7 XX 91
Mon-failed loo OT 85 85 8<
Failed 39 70 X7 91 91
Overall ‘4 9H.2 Xft 8ft XX XX

Table 9-39 Model FfTiciency Comparisons - Textile  Industry Classification 
and Cachenbruch Validation Te st Th ird  Years B F

Y « n  
Prior to 
Failure

c i . c n 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

Noil-failed TOO 08 9T — x5 72
Fulled X 52 74 79 83

3----------
Overall ‘4 97.3 87 85 82 78
Non-failed TOO 98 91 79" ~ 70
Failed X 52 74 74 78
Overall ‘4 97.3 87 85 7ft 74
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9.10.4 Results Tw o and Three Years P rio r - Other Manufacturing 
Industry

The overall other manufacturing model was statistically significant at better than a  -  

0.001 two and three years prior to failure. Among the discriminant variables the 

significance test for the individual indicates that their significance level are less than 

0.05. Other manufacturing model two and three years BF. with the cost ratios of 10:1. 

give 879F and 1009 accuracy, respectively in Table 9-40 and Table 9-41. This other 

manufacturing model presents good accuracy for year two and three BF. In the 

bottom half of Table 9-40 and Table 9-41 present the percentage of firms 

Lachenbruch validation test two and three years BF. The results of validation tests 

show more consistent classification accuracy to the original sample both in overall 

and non-failed accuracy.

Table 9-40 Model Ffflciency Comparisons - Other Manufacturing 
Industry Classification and Lachenhruch Validation Test Tw o Years B F

Year 
Prior to 
Failure

c i : c n 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

2 Non-failed loo 87 H7 R7 85
Failed 25 75 «5 9t> 95
Overall ‘4 97.H K4 K7 89 90

I Non-failed [Oft 87 87 85 85
Failed 25 65 M5 90 95
Overall *4 97.K K2 87 87 90

Table 9-41 Model Ffflciency Comparisons - Other Manufacturing 
Industry Classification and l.achenhruch Validation Test T h ird  Years HF

Year
Prior to CI:CII 1:1 
Failure

# 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

5 Non-failed 100 TOO 82 65 “53
Failed 5 20 50 75 85
Overall ‘4 97.2 81 71 70 70

5 Non-failed IO0 ion " 83 63 50
Failed 5 15 40 70 85
Overall ‘4 97.2 80 67 66 69
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The overall other manufacturing model was statistically significant at better than a  « 

0*001 two and three years prior to failure. Among the discriminant variables the 

significance test for the individual indicates that their significance level are less than 

0.05. Trading model two and three years BF. with the cost ratios of 10:1. give 96‘4 

and 98% accuracy, respectively in Table 9-42 and Table 9-43. This trading model 

presents good accuracy for year two and three BF. In the bottom half of Table 9-40 

and Table 41 are shown the percentage of firms Lachenbruch validation test two und 

three years BF. The results of tests show more consistent classification accuracy to 

the original sample both in overall and non-failed accuracy.

9.10.5 R esu lts  Tw o an d  T h ree  Y ears P r io r  - T ra d in g  In d u stry

Table 9-42 Model Efficiency Comparisons - Trading Industry 
Classification and Lachenbruch Validation Test Two Years B F

Year
Prior to 
Failure

ClrCD 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1

2 Non-failed I(K1 96 94 94 94
Failed 68 X4 92 92 92
Overall % 99 93 94 93 93
Non-failed 98 96 " 94 94 94
Failed 64 H4 XX 92 92
Overall *k 97 93 92 93 93

’I'ahle 9-43 Model Efficiency Comparisons - Trading Industry 
Classification and Lachenhriich Validation Test Th ird  Years B F

Year
Prior to CI:Cll 1:1 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1
Failure

Non-failed lOfi 98 94 ------- 92----- R4~
Failed 36 76 X4 XX XX
Overall 9X 93 91 91 86
Non-failed mn 94 •XI HH HI l
Failed 36 72 HO X4 XX
Overall '* 9X X9 X6 X6 84



In this chapter, results of this study show enhanced corporate failure prediction, as 
follows:

I. Prediction of failure appeared to be improved by taking into account financial 

characteristics of each specific-industry, such as Contracting. Engineering and 

Textile industries.

2 The discriminant functions of the five industries exhibited a higher predictive 

ability than that of the aggregate model, (see Table 9-32 and Table 9-33). 

However, the sire o f firms in the sample in the Contracting and General- 

Engineering industries is small. Smaller firms (Contracting and General- 

Engineering) achieved better predictiwte accuracy one year prior to failure 

compared to larger firms (Textile. Other Manufacturing and Trading). This 

may be attributable to the fact that small firms, in this study, have more 

homogeneous financial characteristics than larger firms. Conclusions

from such a small sample and a higher classification accuracy might not be 

generalizable.

3. Financial variables which classify certain specific industries successfully may 

not be guaranteed to be successful when they are applied to other industries. 

Therefore, certain variables that are appropriate for the prediction of failure in 

one industry may not be appropriate for others. For example, if one wants to 

examine the potential for failure of a clothing manufacturing, one should use 

the prediction model derived from the financial attribute of the Textile 

industry including appropriate variables.

4. Early studies by Gupta |l9f»9) and Gupta and Huefner 11972) have 

demonstrated thut different industries have different financial rutios. It would 

be valuable to identify appropriate sets of variables for different types of 

industry. It is uppurent from this research that different industries require

9 .1 1  S u m m a r y  a n d  C o n c lu s io n s
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different financial characteristics. For instance, the Contracting group included 

the FF/CL, Nl/TA, OP/TA and CA/TA variables while General-Engineering 

included the CG. YRI I. RE/TA and YR5 variables. The FF/CL. TL/TA and 

Nl/TS variables are included within Textile group while FF/CL. IC/TS. Nl/TS 

and OP/TP variables are included within the other manufacturing group. 

TD/TA, OP/TP, OA/TA and Log(TA) variables are included in the 

Miscellaneous group. These differences in discriminant variables resulted to 

industry characteristics. However. FF/CL variable makes an important 

contribution to the Contracting, Textile and Other Manufacturing groups.

5. The relative importance of the individual variables varied between different 

sets of ratios and industries. Statistical tests on the financial variables have not 

been conclusive in most previous discriminant studies because of the 

normality assumptions for financial ratios. The contribution of each financial 

variable to each industry prediction model was quite consistent among 

industries, except for the other manufacturing industry.

6. Classification accuracy rates for each industry varied over different sets of 

variables. In general, the predictive accuracy of each specific industry appears 

to yield better results than that of the aggregate model. The relatively similar 

accuracy of the textile group can be possibly explained by the fact that the 

textile sample used in this research consisted of many distressed non-failed 

firms.

7. Sensitivity to five various input misclussificution costs for contracting and 

Generul-Engineering and Miscellaneous industries are. in general, less 

sensitive than the aggregate model.

X. Inclusion of the macro-economic variables in this study did not improve 

classification accuracy of the model. The macro-economic variables (interest
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rate, annual inflation, real GNP, and industrial production) included in this 

study may be too general in nature to use as a macro-economic variables. 

Testing of economic variables that reflect economic conditions in regions of 

the country or one reflecting economic conditions within a type of specific 

industries may be u possible path of future study. Such a variable could be 

defined us the unemployment rate for a region or for an specific industry. 

However, other macroeconomic variables could be developed to represent the 

specific industries und overall economy. Testing of such variables could lead 

to a prediction of failure model which is not specific to the time period used to 

develop the models. We focus that year dummy variables contributed only 

marginally to the Textile industry.

9. Relative costs from each specific industry are lower than those from the 

proportional chunce model even when the cost ratios is varied at the five 

various levels.

10. Generalizubility of the industry specific results is limited to firms from the 

data base (Datustream) und to dutu from the years studies (1974-19K5). An 

empirical study is limited in its generalizability unless the sample is 

representative of the entire population. Using a variety of data sources would 

increase the possibility of generalizubility of results. In particular the 

behuviour of smull firms is known to differ from the Datastreum companies.

11. Industrial differences ure important, und an unalyst must develop a strategy 

which takes such differences into uccount. If there is sufficient data un 

industry specific model is one strutegy. The other strategy is to udjust the 

ratios for industry differences using the relative ratios form, und the industry 

meun us the benchmark.



C h a p t e r  1 0 : S u m m a r y  a n d  C o n c l u s i o n s

10.1 Introduction

Empirical failure prediction studies have shown how financial ratios and various other 

variables can be successful in predicting financial failure. However little attention in 

financial distress research has been given to the behaviour of fuilure prediction 

models over time und over various sectors. In particular it appears that models are 

unstable with respect to out-of-sample classifications accuracy. Our investigation has 

examined how use of industry relative ratios, consideration of homogeneous 

economic conditions, and the estimation of industry-specific models have each been 

helpful in developing stable business failure models.

There have been prior empirical tests using samples of Australian and American 

companies of the efficiency of various types of models which include factors such as 

(i) industry relative ratios, (ii) business cycles, and (iii) industry-specific models. Izan 

|I9X4| and Platt and Platt (1990) tested the use of industry relative ratios. Mensah 

119X4) analysed business cycles. Altman (1973), Marais and Harris |I977 | and 

Puntalone and Platt | l9X7b| evaluated specific industries.

In spite of this prior literature, our knowledge of the information content and 

predictive ability of industry relative ratios and business cycles is still fragmentary. 

Firstly, the concept of industry relative ratios is uncertain. There is u definitional 

choice between industry median ratios and industry mean ratios. For example. Platt 

and Platt used industry mean ratios in their American data, whereas Izan | I9X4| used 

industry median ratios in his Australian data. The Platt and Platt's 11990| results using 

industry mean ratios show at a more stable and consistent predictive ability between



cx post and ex ante sample. The results from Izan's |I9H4| using industry median 

ratios shows less stability and consistency between ex post and ex ante when 

compared to Platt and Platt's 11990) results. Inevitably because of different data sets 

there may be limited generalizability over time and across industries. In particular, 

evidence from USA and Australian data may not be generalisable to the UK-based 

context. This study has remedied this deficiency. Thirdly, economic fluctuations in 

the USA, Australian, and the UK are different, and a model developed using industry 

relative ratios or in certain parts of the business cycle may not be successful when 

applied to the UK. Unlike the above studies this work hus considered time series and 

across industries instability problems simultaneously.

In an attempt to fill a gap in the literature, this study has developed a class of UK- 

based stable failure prediction models. (I) Using industry relative (mean and median) 

ratios to tests if the predictive ability of the industry relative ratios are better than that 

of the unadjusted models, (2) the predictive ability of three methods (IRRI. IRR2, and 

UR) in three business cycles | (expansion. IRRIBI. IRR2BI. and URB1), recession 

(IRRIB2. IRR2B2. ami URB2). and recovery (IRRIB3. IRR2B3. and URB3)| are 

better than that of unadjusted ratios aggregate model. (3) the predictive ability of each 

specific industries arc greater than that of unadjusted ratios aggregate model. A 

summary of the results of this study, its conclusions und suggestions for future 

research are now presented.

10.2 Variables' Design and Their Distribution

Initially, of 42 financial ratios, one was excluded because of missing vulues. An 

examination of the distributional properties of the ratios for failed and non-failed 

firms showed the results of the study do not support the assumption of multivariate 

normality. Since normality of the variables is required for valid application of 

multivariate discriminant analysis, winsorizution and Box and Cox |!9ft4) methods of
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transformation were used to transform each ratio's distribution to approach normality. 

However, no general guide-lines were offered or principles established as to which 

transformation was appropriate in a particular instance. This bears out the conclusions 

of Deakin, [IV7ft|. A close relationship between kurtosis and skewness statistics was 

observed. Those ratios with a low skewness also had a low kurtosis. The examination 

of the distributional properties of the ratios showed that most of them were not 

normally distributed. The study showed that only WC/TA and TL/TA appeared to 

have a normal distribution. Most ratios when transformed and approached of a normal 

distribution except for cash position ratios, (for example. TC/TS. TC/TA. and TC/CL) 

For these ratios the positive value mode was located at zero which was also the lower 

bound and no amount of transformations would normalise. In general, most of the 

ratios, the histograms and normal probability plot of the non-failed group appeared to 

be closer to normality than those of the failed group. This was more particularly seen 

as the companies approach failure. However, univariate normality of ratios does not 

guarantee multivariate normality. In the case of most ratios, there was a great deal of 

improvement although not enough to accept the null hypotheses of no departure from 

normality.

10.3 Univariate (Profile) Analysis

The univariate analysis has two major objectives in this study: (I)  to evaluate the 

potential of ratio analysis through the visual inspection o f profiles to identify the 

characteristics of failed and non-failed firms; (2) to identify whether according to the 

univariate analysis uny ratio or group of rutios is able to distinguish consistently 

between failed and non-failed firms. This study shown there is a clear difference 

between the financial ratios of failed and non-failed firms on the basis of means, as 

far back as three yeurs prior to failure. For example, the best five financial indicators 

for the use of industry relative ratios in the profile analysis ure presented as follows: 

FF/CL. IC7TS, NI/NW. OP/TP, TS/NPA. It is perhaps worthwhile discussing the
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failed and non-failed group of FF/CL ratios because it is very significant in many 

models. The FF/CL appear to be relatively good univariate predictor of failure. In 

general the FF/CL ratio of failed firms is lower than non-failed firms and the 

distributions of the two groups appear reasonably separate. Amongst the financial 

ratios FF/CL appears to perform best. The implication of this ratio is that the FF/CL 

of a failed firms, five years prior to failure, is below that of a non-failed firms and 

FF/CL is therefore a good indicator. Another conclusion to be drawn from this 

analysis is that the use of univariate techniques is extremely cumbersome. Only few 

ratios have been examined, it is not possible to measure directly that contribution or 

to determine the extent to which combinations of ratios are good predictors of 

corporate failure.

10.4 Factor Analysis

In order to reduce multicollinearity problem in financial ratios, and to aid the 

fonnulation and interpretation of discriminant model, factor analysis was used for 

each group of companies separately to extract the non-collinearity best financial 

ratios. The results of the analysis showed that the factor loading extracted different 

dimensions in business cycle and specific industries models separately. We did factor 

analysis but did not use it due to instability in the loading of ratios and the difficulty 

of interpretation of the results. Factor analysis is a problematic technique in this 

context.

10.5 Cluster Analysis

The possibility of using cluster analysis to re group the I ft industries, represented in 

this study, into more homogeneous number of groups, a device used with mixed 

success by other authors |Sudarsanam and Taffler. I9H5| wus rejected because of the 

instability of financial attributes over time and across industries. |xee chapter ft.ft.ll.
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However, the sample we re grouped into broader categories (I) Contracting. (2) 

General-Engineering. (3) Textile. (4) Other Manufacturing, and (5) Miscellaneous 

industries on the basis of Standard Industry Code (SIC). The purpose of this broad 

classification was to get sufficient observations to examine if there are any differences 

in the process of business failure for groupings by industry.

10.6 Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis computes the coefficients between variables and measures the 

strength of the linear relationship between two variables and highlights collinearity 

problems. For the 41 financial ratios, collinearity can not be avoided. Incorporation of 

the collinear ratios in statistical models produces the econometric disease of 

"multicollineurity". causing it to be difficult to interpret the partial coefficients 

because of inconsistent parameter estimates. The favourable implication of the 

collinearity of accounting ratios is thut a small number of the suggested ratios will 

convey almost all the information contained in all other ratios. The unfavourable 

implication of the ratios' collinearity is that the inclusion of collinear rutios, as 

independent variables, which are related to a dependent variable in the same fashion, 

would obscure und possibly worsen the results of a multivariate analysis (Lev. 1974. 

p. 65). Therefore, the typical procedure, was used here as is used in almost all the 

multivariate studies, to exclude the highly correlated ratios. In this study, for the 

combination of all the firms, the highest correlation between ratios is 0.9H for the 

NI/TS and EBIT/TS. For the non-fuiled firms and failed firms respectively, the 

highest correlation is «.99 for the EBIT/TS and FF/TS. The lowest correlated ratios 

were FF/TS and TC/CL. When the variables are highly correlated, indicating that the 

variables related to each other, or overlap in what they measure. If the correlations 

between variables are small, it is unlikely thut they shure common fuctors.
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10.7. A Model Using Industry Relative Ratios and Unadjusted 
Ratios

This involved developing a class of UK-bused predictive models using industry 

relative ratios to control for the effect of industry. Industry mean (IRR1) and industry 

median (IRR2) were selected in generating the industry relative ratio. Using industry 

relutive ratios can standardise individual company ratios so as to reduce the 

heterogeneous nature of the companies.

Four pairwise comparisons (IRRI vs UR, IRR2 vs UR, and UR vs IRRI and UR vs 

IRR2) of fuilure prediction models were developed using stepwise discriminant and 

Multivariate Discriminant Analysis. In the comparison the model is developed first 

for the ratios form given, and then adjusted to a sub-optimal model using the second 

ratio form given in the pair. Thus (IRRI vs UR) is different from (UR vs IRRI). The 

size of the study on UK data covering 264 failed and non-fuiled firms, an 11 years 

span. 4 macro-economic variables. 41 financial rutios and 5 broad groupings has not 

been exceeded. The UR model using the unadjusted data based on the historical ratios 

included five different variables (FF/CL, NI/TS, OP/TP, CA/TA. and IC/TS). Both 

IRRI and IRR2 models included the same five variables (FF/CL. IC/TS. NI/NW. 

OP/TP. and TS/NPA). Three models performed on the basis of the following tests of 

applicability: ( I ) overall model statistical significance: (2) the relative importance of 

independent variables; (3) the Z proportional chance criterion test; (4) the ex post and 

ex ante classification accuracy; (S) the Lachenbruch validation and split sample 

technique test; (ft) Conover T  t e s t .

It was found that when the IRRI model is then constrained to include the same five 

rutios as in the UR model, the overall accuracy of IRRI performs better than that of 

UR model in the ex ante example prediction (93% vs H9‘* )  (see: Table 7-9 and 7-12). 

For the IRR2 model constrained to include the same five ratios as in the UR model, 

the overull accuracy of IRR2 model performs similur to thut of UR model in the ex



ante example prediction (X9% vs X9%) (see: Table 7 -IK and 7-21). Reversing the 

order using UR model constrained to include the same five ratios as in the 1RRI and 

IRR2 models, the overall accuracy of UR model performs less than that of IRRI and 

IRR2 models (Xft% vs 92% and Xft% vs X9%) respectively in the ex ante sample, (see: 

Table 7-29, Table 7-32. and Table 7-34). Comparison o f the three best models - UR. 

IRRI. and IRR2 to test the first three hypotheses. Findings from above analysis and 

tables are:

1. The best IRRI model is superior to the best UR model particularly in forecast 

validation result one year prior to failure (93% vs X9%) (see: Table 7-35). 

Both overall and in failed and non-failed classification, based on the sample 

prior proportion and equal misclassification cost. When incorporating a 

realistic prior probability and five different cost assumptions, the IRRI model 

still dominates the UR model with respect to every combination of expected 

cost performance and cost ratio; except that o f cost ratio »1:1. However even 

this abnormal result was not statistically significant only based on chi-square 

test (see Table 7 -3ftA).

2. The best IRR2 model is only slightly superior to the best UR model. Both 

overall and failed and non-failed classification in the ex ante example (X9% vs 

X9%) (see: Table 7-35). When incorporating a realistic prior probability and 

five different cost assumptions, the IRR2 model still slightly dominates the 

UR model with respect to every combination of expected cost performance 

and cost ratio; But. the chi square test gives no evidence to reject the null 

hypotheses H2. Thus, there is no difference in the predictive ability of the 

IRR2 model and that of UR model (see : Table 7-3ftB).

3. The best IRRI model is slightly superior to the best IRR2 model. Both overall

and failed firms in the ex ante example (93% vs X9% ) (see: Table 7-35). When



incorporating a realistic prior probability and five different cost assumptions, 

the IRRI model still slightly dominates the IRR2 model with respect to every 

combination of expected cost performance and cost ratio; However, the chi- 

square test gives no evidence to reject the null hypotheses Hj. Thus, there is 

no difference in the predictive ability of the IRRI model and that of IRR2 

model (see : Table 7-36C).

Using industry mean ratios, models developed from failed and non-fuiled firms 

quoted on the UK stock exchange yielded a Type I error of 7 per cent bused on the 

data from ex post (within sample) sample one year before failure, and also u 7 percent 

Type II error from ex ante (out-of-sample) example. These classification rates were 

stable and consistent over time and across industries one year prior to failure (as 

indicated by relatively similar ex-post and ex-ante results as compared to unadjusted 

ratios). While there was an improvement in the classification using industry relative 

(mean and median) ratios, the greatest improvement was for the sample of non-fuiled 

and failed firms. These classification rates were stable out of sample |see Table 7-35 

and Table 7-36A. Table 7-36B. and Table 7-36C).

Therefore, the UK Z-score model using the IRRI ratios performed well and were 

consistently stable from ex-post forecast to the ex-ante period. This empirical result is 

consistent with that of Platt and Platt's | l*W()| one year prior to failure. In this study, 

overall classification results with IRRI and 1RR2 models for the ex post sample 

anulysis were slightly better than the UR model. However, the greutest benefit in 

classification rates from using IRRI and IRR2 ratios came from the sample of ex ante 

firms. Thut is. the model using industry-relative ratios (particularly in IRRI model) 

cun cope with the disparity between ex post and ex unte instability.



10.8 A Model Using Industry Relative Ratios and BusinessC y c le s
Studies using financial ratios in developing multivariate failure prediction models are 

numerous. With few exceptions the performance of their ex ante (out-of-sample) 

predictive ability worsens when considering both time series and across industries. 

The possible source of instability in multivariate models of failure is different macro- 

economic environments and industry effects. Using industry relative ratios to control 

for the effect of industry and simultaneously taking into account of changing 

economic environment conditions over time is perhaps the greater challenge in 

constructing impressive failure prediction models.

Three aggregate (URAG. IRRI AG. and IRR2AG) models are developed based on the 

combined sample. The overall accuracy for URAG. IRRI AG and IRR2AG are 90%, 

93%. and 91% respectively. IRRIAG model is superior to URAG and IRR2AG 

models with respect to the percentage of correct classification. However, the study 

has shown a high proportion of failed and non-failed firms are correctly classified 

during the three business cycles of the UK economy using UR. IRRI. and IRR2 

models. Findings from the above three business cycles in the expansionary, 

recessionary, and recovery phases empirical unalysis are:

1. Unadjusted ratios in the expansionary phase model (URBI) is not very 

significantly different from URAG aggregate model based on chi-square test, 

but the percentage of correct classification of URBI model in expansionary 

phase is higher than URAG aggregate model under five vurious cost ratios 

assumption (see: Table M-20).

2. IRRIBI model in expansionary phase performed better than that of IRRIAG 

and URAG aggregate models one yeur prior to fuilure. The Ghi-squure test



gives significant evidence to reject the null hypotheses H , and Hft. (see Table

8-25).

3. IRR2BI model in expansionary phase performed consistently better than that 

of IRR2AG and URAG combined models. The comparison between the 

measures of efficiency shows that this model outperforms the IRR2AG and 

URAG aggregate models for all cost ratios 1:1. However, the Chi-square test 

gives no significant evidence to reject the null hypotheses H7 and HK.

Findings from the above business cycles in the recessionary phases empirical analysis 

are:

4. Unadjusted ratios in the recessionary phase (URB2) is not statistically different

from URAG aggregate based on chi-square test. The percentage of correct 

classification of URB2 model in recessionary phase is higher than URAG 

aggregate model for low cost ratios, that is cost ratios under 20:1 (see: Table

8-35).

5. IRRIB2 model in recessionary phase performed better than that of IRRIAG 

and URAG aggregate models with respect to the percentage of correct 

classification. The Chi-square test gives no significant evidence to reject the 

null hypotheses H |0.

h. IRR2B2 model in recessionary phuse performed better than that of IRR2AG 

and URAG combined models when cost ratios vary from 10:1 to 40:1. 

However, the Chi-square test gives no consistently significant evidence to 

reject the null hypotheses H |2 and H|3.(*ee Table 8-45).

Findings from the above three business cycles in the recovery phases empirical 

analysis are:



7. Unadjusted rutios in the recovery phase model (URB3) is not significantly 

different from URAG aggregate model based on chi-square test, but the 

percentage of correct classification of URB3 model in recovery phase is 

higher than URAG aggregate model (see: Table 8-50).

8. IRRIB3 model in recovery phase performed better than that of IRRIAG and 

URAG aggregate models with respect to the percentage of correct 

classification. The Chi-square test gives no significant evidence to reject the 

null hypotheses H ,5. Comparison with the URAG aggregate model, the chi- 

square test gives significant evidence to reject the null hypotheses H ,A except 

that cost ratios »  1:1. (see Table K-55).

9. IRR2B3 model in recovery phase performed similar to that of IRR2AG and 

URAG combined models. The Chi-square test gives no significant evidence to 

reject the null hypotheses H |7 and H)K. (see Table 8-60).

The results of classification accuracy for the expansionary, recessionary, and recovery 

phases are excellent using IRRI model rather than IRR2 and UR models again. The 

Mahalanobis D2 distance and classification accuracy was higher for expansionary and 

recessionary periods, and was lowest for the recovery period using IRRI and IRR2 

ratios one year prior to failure. This means that failing companies may be easier to 

identify in economic expansion and recession periods than in the period followed by 

an economic recovery.

In general, using UR. IRR I . and IRR2 ratios over three different economic conditions 

appear to be a better at discriminating than that of the aggregate model. The 

Mahalanobis D2 using URBI ratios were 12.38 for the expansionary period. 7.78 for 

the recessionary period (URB2). and 8.43 for the recovery period (URB3). In 

contrast, the Mahalanobis D2 using IRRIBI und IRR2BI ratios were 20.ft3 and 13.35
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for the expansionary phase, y.24 (IRRIB2) and 12.10 (IRR2B2) for the recessionary 

phase, X.92 (IRRIB3) and 5.90 (IRR2B3) for the recovery phase respectively.

The significant variables in the expansionary period using URBI ratios are FF/CL and 

FF/TA rutios. When using IRR1BI ratios are WC/TA. CA/TS. OP/1P. and NI/NW 

ratios, und when using IRR2BI ratios are FF/CL. OP/TP. and TS/TA ratios. In the 

recessionary period, the significant variables using URB2 ratios are NI/TS. EBIT/TA. 

TL/TA. and IC/TS ratios. When using IRRIB2 ratios are TD/TA. FF/TA. NI/TA. 

IC/TS. and CA/TA When using IRR2B2 raUos are TD/TA. RE/TA. EBIT/TA. IC/TS. 

and OPfTP. However, in the recovery phase, the significant variables using URB3 

ratios are TD/TA. FF/CL. NI/TS. TS/NPA. and Log(TA). When using IRRIB3 ratios 

are NI/NW. FF/CL. IC/TS. OP/TA. and CA/TA. When using IRR2B3 ratios are 

FF/CL. NI/TS, Log(TA), TSfTA, and OP/TP. Despite this wide variation in important 

ratios, as the macro-economic environment changes, one consistent finding was the 

superiority o f the IRRI form.

10.9 Industry-Specific Models

In this study, we grouped total observations across industries into Contracting. 

General-Engineering. Textile. Other Manufacturing, and Miscellaneous sectors, the 

five groupings were based on SIC codes to develop each industry-specific model. 

This is a further examination of each industry's differences as compared to an 

aggregate model with respect to the percentage of the classification accuracy. 264 

failed and non-failed firms are included in this study according to industries and 

across industries, forty-one financial ratios, four macro-economic variables, and 

eleven year dummy variables are used to examine the differences between each 

industry-specific model and the lJR aggregate model.

Findings from the above industry-specific models indicated as follows:
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1. The results of Contracting model performed better than that of URAG 

aggregate model one year prior to failure. The Chi-square test gives significant 

evidence to reject the null hypotheses H !v. There is no difference in the 

predictive ability between the Contracting industry samples and the 

unadjusted ratios aggregate model (URA<*) (see Table 9-5).

2. The results of General-Engineering ((¡E) industry performed better than that

of (URAG) aggregate model one year prior to failure. The Chi-square test 

gives significant evidence to reject the null hypotheses H2(). There is no 

difference in the predictive ability between the General-Engineering (GE) 

model and the unadjusted ratios aggregate model (URAG) (see Table 9-10).

3. The results of Textile model performed better than that of unadjusted ratios 

aggregate model (URAG) with respect to the percentage of classification 

accuracy. However, the Chi-square test gives no significant evidence to reject 

the null hypotheses H2|. Comparison with the (URAG) aggregate model, only 

two pair of comparison between Textile model and (URAG) aggregate shows 

evidence of a statistical difference in predictive ability (T ■ 3.66H and T ■ 

2.056). Thus, in general there is no difference in the predictive ability between 

Textile model and unadjusted ratios aggregate models (see Table 9-15).

4. The results of a single Textile model performed similar to that of IRRI model 

in both ex post (95% vs 93%) and ex ante (93% vs 93%) example when 

sample prior proportion and equal costs are used. The comparison between the 

measures of efficiency shows that the single Textile model outperforms the 

IRR I model in the ex ante example except for cost ratios from 20:1 to 40:1. 

However, the Chi-square test gives no consistently significant evidence to 

reject the null hypotheses H22 (see Table 9-21).
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5. The results of Other Manufacturing model performed better than that of 

unadjusted ratios aggregate model with respect to the percentage of 

classification accuracy. However, the Chi-square test gives no significant 

evidence to reject the null hypotheses H23 (see Table 9-26).

6. The results of Miscellaneous industry performed better than that of unadjusted

ratios aggregate model with respect to the percentage of classification 

accuracy. However, the Chi-square test gives no significant evidence to reject 

the null hypotheses H24 (see Table 9-31).

7. It appears that financial variables which classify certain specific industries 

successfully ure less successful when they are applied to other industries.

K. It would be valuable to identify appropriate sets of variables for different types 

of industry. It is apparent from this research that different industries require 

different financial characteristics.

9. The models for the different sectors vary in terms of the variables included; The 

relutive importance of the individual variables varied between different sets of 

ratios and industries.

1«. Foster | I9H6| has suggested that multivariate models could increase predictive 

power by incorporating macro-economic variables. Rose. Andrew, and Giroux 

|I9K2| make a similar recommendation. In this study, in an attempt to 

discover which macro-economic variables arc most related to bankruptcy, we 

exumine economic indicators suggested by economic theory. The findings 

show thut inclusion of the macro-economic variables in this study did not 

improve classification accuracy o f the model. The macro-economic variables 

(interest rate, annual inflation, reul GNP. and industrial production) included 

in this study may be too general in nature to use us u macro-economic
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variables. Because incorporating national indicators directly in a cross- 

sectional sample or even specific industries will not be useful in distinguishing 

between failing and non-failing firms, since each firm will be operating under 

the same conditions. Testing economic variables reflecting economic 

conditions in different geographical regions of the country, or even reflecting 

economic conditions within a type of specific industries may be a possible 

avenue of future study. Such variables could be. for example, the 

unemployment rate for a region or for an specific industry. While adverse 

economic conditions will hurt industry margins, industries survive even very 

severe local, national, or international economic downturns. However, other 

macro-economic variables could be developed to represent the specific 

industries und overall economy. Testing of such variables could lead to a 

bankruptcy prediction model which is not specific to the time period used to 

develop it.

11. Generalizability of the industry specific results is limited to firms from the 

data base (Datastream) and to duta from the years studies ( l¥74-1VH5).

Cressy |IW 2 | examined the influence of economy- and industry-wide factors and 

trends in the financial ratios on the explanation of bankruptcy potential of IJK small 

firms. He found thut industry factors for each of the sectors have some importance in 

the explanation of bankruptcies of small businesses. The Macro-effect was examined 

in his paper by defining year-dummies for each of the years 1V70-K0. He also 

concluded thut the year- or macro-effect alone explains u significant proportion of the 

variation of bankruptcy probabilities across firms, with some years much more 

important than others. Unfortunately, in this study, macro-economic and year- 

dummies did not play an important role in each industry-specific model und the 

aggregate model was obviously bused on UK quoted stock exchunge companies. It 

only mukes a marginal contribution to the industry-specific model.
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10.10 Classification Accuracy Test

Three models (UR. IRR1, and IRR2) outperform the proportional chance model with 

respect to the percentage of expected cost estimated, regardless o f various costs ratios. 

In general IRRI model outperforms the UR and IRR2 models with respect to the 

relative costs both in chapter 7 (comparison the UR. IRRI. and IRR2) and chapter K 

(three different business cycles). This implies that decision makers may choose IRRI 

model to minimize costs of misclassification.

In general misclassification of failed firms decreases and misclassification of non- 

failed firms increases when costs ratios increase and cut-off point shift from left to 

right. But in the three business cycle and each specific industry model, the 

misclassification of failed and non-failed firms under five different costs is not 

sensitive when compared to total sample perhaps due to more homogeneous financial 

characteristics, (see: chapter K Table K-5. K-IO. K-15 and Table K-20. H-25. K-30. and 

chapter 9)

10.11 Implications

Industry relative (mean) ratios improved the predictive ability of the MDA method as 

compared to unadjusted ratios in general model and business cycle models. A possible 

illustration for the improvement is that the industry-relative transformation produced 

a stable variable and allowed direct comparison of companies over time and across 

industries. These results have direct implications for empirical research in a number 

of other application areas of both accounting and finance, such as the effects of 

merger and acquisitions on corporate performance and bond ratings.

Industry-specific models improved the predictive ubility us compared to un aggregate 

model. Ideally, each specific industries suppose to huve similar product related.
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industry structure related, and financial related common characteristics. These results 

yield a more stable financial ratios than that of combined sample and their ratios 

allow for direct comparison of companies. In practice, the user of the failure 

prediction model needs to ensure that the sample used to derive the model has no 

companies biases because of change in SIC group compositions. It is possible that a 

failure prediction model developed from data for that industry and period will be 

biased by a incorrect SIC group if without taking into account industry properly.

Using industry relative ratios gives better predictive ability than that of unadjusted 

ratios. However, there are some problems one needs to heed. In theory, the firms of an 

industry should be homogeneous with similar operating characteristics. In practice, 

some industries contain firms that are much different, possibly because they also 

operate in other industries. For example, one company had 40% in broadcasting. 37% 

in electric appliances, and the remainder in paper industry. Firms may change their 

SIC group compositions because of business changes. To cope with the above 

problem, it seems that an alternative classification method which explicitly considers 

economic attributes of every business segment of a firm in specific industries may 

enhance the cross-sectional analysis of financial ratios. Focusing on two economic 

characteristics (I) The economic sector to which the segment's products are sold, and 

(2) the sensitivity of the segment to changes in business cycles |Amit and Livnat, 

I WO) may aid in dealing with this problem.

Due to industry/period specific effect, a homogeneous failure prediction model should 

be developed from specific industry for that economic phases in order to control for 

differences in the financial structure of firms in different industries across different 

economic environments. However, standard practice in failure prediction studies 

involves pooling data across different years so as to obtain a sufficiently large sample 

of failed firms for analysis. It is interest noted that failed firms in different industries 

are more or less affected by different business cycle phuses if data is sufficient.
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Ideally, a model developed for an industrial sector in one period is applied to the same 

sector in the other period to determine predictive accuracy outside the estimation 

period. Another model also developed for different industries in the same economic 

phase to evaluate the difference. If the size of sample is small, conclusion from such a 

small sample in that phase might not he generalizable.

Evidence from this study may provide insights useful in formulating public policy 

regarding interindustry and economic cycles policy. In addition, the study's empirical 

results may facilitate the formulation of better failure rate forecast. These forecast 

may assist government planning agencies and private investment advisers evaluate the 

unequal impacts o f economic cycles on each different industries.

10.12 Future Work

As an largely empirical study, heavily dependent on prior literature, this work has not 

found much guidance from theory. Future work on failure/distress prediction ought to 

focus more directly upon the behaviour of the corporate failure process. Because 

failing firms may have different failure processes in terms of the behaviour of 

financial and non-financial ratios. For example, in the behaviour of financial ratios. 

Laitinen |I W I | indicated that Argenti |I976, pp. I4X-I67| shows three alternative 

types of failure processes each of which is associated with different behaviour of 

financial ratios.

1 The first failure process follows a very low profile indicating that the 

performance of the firm never rises above poor before failing.

2 The second process hits upwurds to fantastic heights before crashing down

again.
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3 The third process becomes interesting at the end of a period of good or 

excellent performance where there is a partial collapse. This collapse is 

followed by a plateau after which there is rapid decline to insolvency.

However, in the behaviour of non-financial ratios, the following studies have pointed 

out:

1 Storey, et al |1V87) inferred that the age of companies was identified as an 

important variable in developing separate business failure process. Given the 

generally high rate of failure amongst young companies, it could be argued 

that failure prediction rates would be improved by developing failure process 

models for different age groups of companies. They show thut some 

significantly different relationships exist and that young small firms perforin 

very differently from old small finns. Qualitative information on a company is 

also broadly contained in their study. To develop this idea they are 

investigating whether factors such as ( I ) the characteristics of and changes in 

the ownership and management structure. (2) the financial reporting 

submission lags. (3) the incidence of audit qualifications and changes in 

auditors, and (4) the existence of loans secured on the company's assets, are 

consistently associated either with failure or non-failure.

2 The business failure is affected by the different processes of compulsory 

liquidation, voluntary liquidation or receivership. Molinero and Ezzamel 

|IW 1 | suggested that it is possible that voluntarily liquidated firms have 

financial and organizational characteristics which are significantly different 

from those firms subject to compulsory liquidation and receivership. For 

example. Ghosh, et al |I9 9 I]  displayed that a voluntary liquidation occurs 

when a corporation sells all assets, settles all outstanding claims, and 

distributes the residual to common stockholders as a liquidating dividend.
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Analysis o f such potential variables which are associated with the decision to 

voluntarily and compulsorily liquidate a company for failing and non-failing 

firms would be greatly useful in developing business failure process.

3 It is argued that information on director resignations or appointments have 

predictive ability with respect to the different failure process(es). For example. 

Peel. Peel, and Pope 119X5) reported that resignations may mirror a company's 

dissatisfaction with the managerial performance of one or more of its board. 

This in turn may reflect dissatisfaction with company performance. 

Appointment, on the other hand, may indicate expanding operations or 

alternatively an attempt to strengthen the management team. (2) Director 

shareholdings: If directors are viewed as being in a privileged position with 

regard to price sensitive information then any change in directors' 

shareholdings may correct with impending good or bad news. (3) The time lag 

between a company's accounting financial year end and the date the annual 

accounts are actually published might vary in part with the contents of the 

accounts (good or bad news). Thus, changes in directors' non-beneficial 

shareholdings and changes in substantial shareholdings may also have 

predictive content in different failure processes according to ownership 

composition.

4. Finally, given the absence of an acceptable theory of faiiure/distress. a 

thorough understanding of the present processes used by human experts 

should be used to help inform model development, was suggested by Keasey 

and Watson |199l). They indicated that human experts are able to access a 

wider range and variety of information inputs und to process it in a manner 

more suited to the specific decision context in question. They are ulso able to 

call upon the knowledge of other experts and to reach better decisions working 

collectively.
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5. As an alternative to failure companies can be restructed by live-downs, spin

offs and mergers which may not lead to defaults on financial instruments.

Whereas, in this study, we have also examined the stability problem of time scries and 

across industries according to the industry relative ratios, the state of the business 

cycle, and the industry-specific models. However, future work on fuilurc/distress 

prediction may continue to focus on the other corporate failure processes und human 

experts which were discussed above.
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A ppendix  A: L isting  F inancia l R atios in  T h is  Study

I. Profitability Ratios

R l- (NI/TS) Net Income / Sules (173/104)
R2- (FF/NW) Funds Flow /  Net Worth (133/307)
R3- (FF/TA) Funds Flow /  Total Assets (133 / 33V ♦ 35ft + 376)
R4- (NI/TA) Net Income /  Total Assets (175 /  339 ♦  356 ♦  37ft)
R5- (Nl/NW) Net Income /  Net Worth (175 /  307)
R6- (EBIT/TS) Earnings Before Interest 

and Tax / Sales
(144 + 137/ 104)

R7- (NI/TL) Net Income /Total Liability (175/321 ♦ 3*9)
R*- (EBIT/TA) EBIT/  Toul assets (144+137)/(339+396+376)

2. Capital Turnover Ratios

R9- (QA/TA) Quick Assets /  Total Assets (373 ♦ 370 /  339+356+376)
RIO- (FF/TS) Funds Flows /  Sules (135/104)
Rl I - (CA/TA) Current Assets / Total Assets (376 /  (339+356+376)
R I2 - (NW/TS) Net Worth /  Sales (307 /  104)

1 R I3 - (TS/TA) Sales /Total Assets (104 /  339 + 356 +376)
R I4- (WCVTA) Working Cupital/Total Assets (390 /(339  +356 +376)

3. Financial Leverage

RI5 -  (TS/NPA) Sules / Net Plunt Assets (I04  /  32K • 336)
RI6 -(TL /TA ) Total Liability/Total Assets (322+3*9/339+356+376)
RI7 -  (TL/NW) Toul Liability /  New Worth (322 ♦ 3*9 /  307)
RI M -(LTD/CA) Long Term Debt/ Current A ssets(319 /  376)
RI9 ■ (C.G. ) Capiul Gearing (306 + 321 + 309)/ 

(322 + 309 - 344)
R20 -(FF/C L) Funds Flow/Current Liability (135 / 3*9)
R2I -  (RE/TA) Retained Eurning/Tota! Assets (3 0 4 /339  + 356 + 376)

( 'ontd-
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R22 -  (TD/TC) Total Debt /  Total Capital (3IX ♦ 319)/322
R23 -  (TD/TA) Total Debt /  Total Assets (3 IX + 319) /  (339 + 356 + 376)
R24 -  (CA/CL) Current Assets/Current Liability (376 /  3X9)
R25 -  (OA/CL) Quick Assets /  Current Liability (375 + 770 /  3X9)
R26 ■ (CL/NW) Current Liability /  Net Worth (3X9/307)
R27 -(C L/T A ) Current Liability / Total Assets (3X9 / 339 +356 +-376)
R2X -(C L/T L) Current Liability/ Total Liability(3X9 /  321+3X9)
R3X -  (QA/TL) Quick Assets / Total Liability (375 + 370/321 +■ 3X9)

5. < ash Position

R29 -  (TC/TS) Cash /  Sales (375 /  104)
R30 ■ (TC/TA) Cash /  Total Assets (375 /  339 +356 +-376)
R3I -  (TC/CL) Cash /  Current Liability (375 /  3X9)

6. Inventory Turnover

R33 -(C A /T S) Current Assets / Sales (376 / 104)
R34 «(INV/TS) Inventory /  Sales (364 /  104)
R35 -  (TS/WC) Sales / Working Capital (104 /  390)

7. R ece iv ab le  T u rn o v e r

R36 ■ (QA/INV) Quick Assets / Inventory (370 +375) /  364

| R V7 -  (QA/TS) Quick Assets / Sales (370 +375)/ 104

X. O th e r  R atios

R39 -(IC/TS) Total Interest C'harge / Sales (153/104)
R40 -  Log(TA) Log (Total assets) (339 + 356 + 376)

! R4I -  (OP/TP) Operating Profit/Tax Profit (137 / 175)
R42 -(1C) Interest Coverage (137 + 144/153)
R32 -IC R Interval Credit Ratio

(Current Assets-Stock-Current Liability ) /  
( Sale - Dep.- Profit Before Tax)/ 365

Missing data (data not available)
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Appendix A.l Definitions of Ratio Components

N1

TS

FF
NW

TA

EBIT

TL

QA

CA

WC

NPA

LTD

C.G.

TD

TC

RE
CL

INV

1C

OP

TP

1C

Net Income (175)

Sales (104)

Funds Flow (135)

Net Worth (307)

Total Assets (33V ♦ 356 ♦  376)

Earning Before Interest and Taxes (144 + 137)

Total Liability (321 ♦  3HV) n 

Quick Assets (370 +375)

Current Assets (376)

Working Capital ( 3V0)

Net Plant Assets (32H -336)

Long Term Debt (31V)

Capital Gearing (Preferred capital Plus Subordinated debt, total 
loan capital, borrowing repayable within I year divided by total 
capital employed plus borrowing repayable within I year, and 
total intangibles) (306 + 2V5 +321 +30V) /  (322 + 30V - 344 )

Total Debt (3IK +31V)

Total Capital (322 )

Retained Earnings (304)

Current Liability (3HV)

Inventory (364)

Interest Charge (153)

Adjusted Operating Profit (137)

Adjusted After Tax Profit (175)

Interest Coveruge (137 + 144/ 153)



Appendix B: Key to Variable Definitions

Items Definition

104 Total Sales This amount of sales of goods and services to third parties, 
relating to the normal activities of the company.This amount 
does not include VAT or any other taxes relating directly to 
turnover, and will be net o f trade discouts.

135 Trading Profit This is the net profit derived from normal trading activities 
before depreciation, operating provisions and interest.

137 Operating Profit This is net profit derived from the normal activities of the 
company after depreciation.

144 Total Non-operating 
Income

This includes dividend income, interest received, rents, 
grants and any other non-operating income.

153 Total Interest Charges This shows interest on bank, covertible and other oans. 
bonds and debentures, leasing finance and hire purchase 
minus interest capitalised.

175 After Tax Profit This shows the after tax profit, adjusted for items which do 
not relate to the normal trading activities of the company, 
net of adjusted tax.

304 Reserves This is comprised of accumulated profit and loss account 
balances, general and capital reserves.

306 Preference Capital This shows capital which has a fixed dividend and does not 
participate firther in the profits of the company.

307 Total Share Capital 
and Reserve

This shows the equity capital and reserves, 
including preference capital

309 Borrowings Repayable Within 1 Year

31H Short-Term Loans This shows all loan which are due within 5 years.

319 Long-Term Loans This shows loans which are repayable in more than five 
years.

321 Total Loan Capital This relates to all loans repayable in more than 1 year. Loans 
from group companies and associates are included.

Continue..



322 Total Capital 
Employed

This shows the sum of all non-current liabilities. It is equal 
to totul assets

32K Plant and Machinery 
- Gross

Includes plant, machinery, motor vehicles, equipment, 
furniture and fittings, etc.

33ft Plant and Machinery 
- Depreciation

This includes plant, machinery, equipment, motor vehicles, 
furniture und fittings.

339 Net Fixed Assets This shows the net total of land and buildings, plant and 
machinery, construction in progress and any other fixetl 
assets. Assets leased out are excluded.
(Total gross fixed assets less total depreciation fixed assets)

344 Total Intangibles This is comprised of items such as research and 
development, goodwill, patents, trade murks.etc.

35ft Total Investment This includes both short- and long-term investments, 
investment in associates, invstment properties, land and 
properties held for development, joint venture, partnerships 
and trusts.

364 Stock and W.I.P This shows all stocks, raw materials, etc., plus work in 
progress less advances on work in progress.

370 Debtors & Equivalent Accounts receivable after I year are included in this item.

375 Cash and Equivalent

with the exact total debtors due in more than 1 year.

This includes cash, bank balances, etc., and short-term loans 
and deposits. It excludes short-term investments.

37ft Current Assets This includes stock, work in progress, debtors, cash and 
equivalent and any other current assets. Acccounts 
receivable after 1 year are included.

389 Current Liabilities This includes current provisions, creditors, borrowings 
repayable within 1 year and any other current liabilities.

390 Net Current Assets Trade accounts receivable and payuble after 1 year are 
included. Short-term securities are excluded.
(current ussets less current liabilities)
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Appendix (’: Producing Industry Relative Ratios (Mean»Computer Program.

/♦Scans the tidyed up datastream file and produces the mean */ 
/* for each ratio in each year */
TRACE OFF 
address command 
parse upper arg fn f t . 
in .title «  fn ft 'A' 
out.title ■ fn '$'ft A'
'ERASE' out_titJe 
NUMERIC DIGITS 13 
nrecs ■ RLESIZE(in_title)
EXECIO I DISKR' in.title *(VAR REC 

ratio -  WORD(REC.I)
EXECIO I DISKR' in.title (VAR REC 
REC -  OVERLAY!' '.REC.IH.6)
EXECIO I DISKW' out.tide V  F  Wl (VAR REC
recnum -  2
company. -  "
company.!) -  0
count -  0
do forever

EXECIO I DISKR in.title  (VAR REC 
if re 0  then LEAVE 
recnum -  recnum-f I 
if recnum // 250 -  0  then 

say TRUNC(recnum/nrecs* 1(XI)'% thru' in.title 
if WORDS! REC) -  I then do 

str -  W ORD(REC,l) 
if SUBSTR(str.l.l) -  R' then do 

str -  SUBSTR(str,2) 
if DATATYPE! str.’W  ) then do 

company.!) -  count 
CALL MEAN

Continue



r a t i o - WORD(REC.I)
•EXECIO I DISKR in .title  (VAR REC 
count -  0 
ITERATE 

end 
end 

end
count -  count* I 
company.count -  REC 

end
company.O -  count 
CALL MEAN 
'FINIS' in.title 
'FINIS' out.title 
EX IT«
/* MEAN */
MEAN:
do i -  I to company.«

parse upper var company.i I . 2ft col. I 35 coi.2 44 col.3 53 col.4 .ft2 col.5 7 1 . 
do j -  I to 5 col.j -  SPACE(col.j.O) 

p -  POSC.'.col.j) 
if p > « then do 

col.j -  DELSTR(col.j,p,l ) 
end
if col.j -  " then do 

col.i.j ■ "
ITERATE

end
I -  LENGTH(col.j) 
if Sl)BSTR(col.j.l.l) -  M' then do 

col.i.j -  SUBSTRlcol j .I.I-1 )• l(MM)
ITERATE

Continue
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cnd
col.i.j ■ col.j+O 

end 
end
do j ■ 1 to 5 

k » 0
do i ■ 1 to company.O 

if col.i.j ■ " then ITERATE 
k -  k+l
col.k.j ■ col.i.j 

end
col.j -  k 

end
do j ■ 1 to 5 

total ■ col. 1 .j 
do i ■ 2 to col.j 

total ■ total+col.i.j 
end
mean.j ■ total/col.j
if mean.j > 999999 then mean.j *■ RIGHT(mean.j,9)
else mean.j ■ FORMAT(mean.j,A,2)

end
RECORD -  COPIESC \H0)
RECXJRD -  OVERLA Ylratio.RECORD. 1.9) 
RECORD -  OVERLA Y(mean.l.RECORD.2A.9) 
RECORD -  OVERLA'Y(mean.2.RE('ORD.35.9) 
RECXJRD -  OVERLA Y(mean.3.RECORD.44,9) 
RE(T)RD -  OVERLA Y(mean.4.RECORD.53.9) 
RECORD -  OVERLA Y(mean..VRECORD.A2.9) 
EXECIO I DISKW out tule 1» F NO (VAR RECORD 

RETURNO
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APPENDIX I): Producing Industry Median Ratios C om puter Program

/* Scans the tidyed up datastream file and produces the median */ 
/* for each ratio in each year */

TRACE OFF 
address command 
parse upper arg fn f t . 
in_title * fn ft 'A' 
out_title « fn 'Vft A'
'ERASE' out_title

NUMERIC DIGITS 13

nrecs -  FILESIZE(in_title)

'EXECIO I DISKR in.title (VAR REC 
ra tio -  WORD(REC.I)

EXECIO I DISKR in.title (VAR REC*
REC-OVERLAY« .REC.IX.ft)
'EXECIO I DISKW' out_title '() F HO (VAR REC'

recnum -  2 
company. -  " 
company.!) -  0 
count - 0

do forever
EXECIO I DISKR in.title  (VAR REC 
if rc 0  then LEAVE 
recnum -  recnum-f I

if recnum // 250 -  0  then 
say TRUNC(recnum/nrecs*l(X))'‘/f thru' in_title

if WORDS(REC) -  I then do 
str -  WORD(REC.I) 
if SU BSTR (nr.l.l) -  R' then do 

str -  SUBSTR(str.2) 
if DATATYPE«str.W) then do 

company.!) -  count 
CALL MEDIAN

ru tio - WORD(REC.I)
EXECIO I DISKR in title (VAR REC 
count -  0 
ITERATE 

end 
end 

end

....Continue



count ■ count-f I 
company.count ■ REC 

end

company.O ■ count 
CALL MEDIAN

'FINIS’ in_title 
FINIS' out_title

EXITO

/* MEDIAN */ 
MEDIAN:

do i ■ I to company.O
parse upper var company.i 1 . 26 col. I 35 col.2 44 col.3 53 col. 4 ,6 2  col.5 7 1 
do j -  I to 5 col.j -  SPACE(col.j.O)

p ■ POS('.'.col.j) 
if p > 0  then do 

col.j ■ DELSTR(col.j.p.l) 
end

if col.j ■ " then do 
col.i.j ■ " 
ITERATE 

end

I -  LENGTH(col.j) 
if SUBSTR(col.j.l.l) -  'M' then do 

col.i.j -  SUBSTR(col.j,l,l-l)*I000 
ITERATE 

end

col.i.j ■ col.j+0 
end 

end

do j ■ I to 5 
k - 0
do i » I to coinpuny.O 

if col.i.j -  " then ITERATE

Continue
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k - k + l
col.k.j ■ col.i.j 

end
col.j -  k 

end

do j ■ I to 5 
do i I ■ I to col.j-1 

min ■ col.il.j 
do i2 ■ ¡1 + 1 to col.j 

if col.i2.j > min then ITERATE 
col.il.j ■col.i2.j 
col.i2.j ■ min 
min ■ col.i I .j 

end 
end 

end

do j * 1 to 5 
num ■ col.j 
if num //2  = 0  then do 

i ■> num/2 
median.j -  col.i.j 

end 
else do 

i ■ (num+l )/2 
median.! -  col.i.j 

end
if median.j > W W W  then median.j -  RIGHTt median, j.9) 
else median.j -  FORMAT(median.j.6.2)

end

RECORD «C OPIES( .XO)
RECORD -  OVERLA Y(ratio.RECORD. 1.9) 
RECORD -  OVERLA Y<medianl.RF.OORD.2<S.9) 
RECORD -  OVERLAYtmedian 2.REOORD.3.V9) 
RECORD -  OVERLAY(median.}.RECORD.44.9) 
RECORD -  OVERLA Ytmedian.4.RECORD..V3.9) 
RECORD -  OVERLAY(median S.RECX)RD.62.9)

EXEC IO I DISKW out title XI F NO (VAR RECORD’

RETORNO
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A ppendix E : P roducing  Industry -S pec ific  In d u s try  R elative Ratios

(1) Som e Selected In d u stry  M ean R atios F o r  B uild ing  M ateria ls  Sector

INDUS YEAR Nl/TS CA/TA TUTA CA/CL CA/TS

2 YRIV7I 4.vft 04 4 57.7V 1.4V 0.3V
2 YRI972 5 >>: 0.41 9946 1.52 0.3X
2 YRIV73 5.75 0.43 97.90 1.45 0.40
2 YRIV74 -4 16 0.42 56.6V 1.43 0.3V
2 YRI979 1 04 0 4 4 so 94 I.6X 0.40
2 YIIVM 4 J 9 0.47 57 74 1.67 0.41
2 YRIV77 4.55 0 48 S U O 1.63 0.41
2 YRI979 4.4X 0 4X 4V.77 1.67 0.41
2 YRIV7V 4.6V 047 4ft. 52 l.ftl 0.42
2 YRIVXO (i 40 42.V6 l.ftX 0.42
2 y r iv x i 3.HX 04) 43.K5 1.67 0.42
2 YRIVX2 1 M 0 42 45. VI 1.53 0.42
2 YRI99) 2.VV 0.42 4H.5I 1.4V 0.3V
2 YRI‘>X4 3.71 0.43 50.44 1.52 0.3V
2 YRI995 4.47 0.43 4V.77 1.51 0.40

(1) Som e Selected In d u stry  M edian  R atios F o r  B uild ing  M ateria ls  S ector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TUTA CA/CL CA/TS

2 YRIV7I 4.ft2 04) 54.00 1.57 0.40
2 YRI972 5.3V 049 52 IX 1.70 0.40
2 YRIV73 5.00 0.57 ss 99 1.65 0.42
2 YRIV74 1 HO 0 57 56.40 1.55 0.40
2 YRI979 3.23 0.60 56.4V 1.68 0.41
2 YRIV76 3.66 0.63 9» os 1.66 0.44
2 YRIV77 1 <1 0.67 5X.6V 1.72 0.42
2 YRIV7X « 84 < 199 51 72 1.74 0.43
2 YRIV7V 1 74 0.64 53.20 1.62 0.42
2 Y iim 2.52 0.5V 44.47 1.60 0.40
2 YRivxi : 16 II S'J 43.94 1.70 0.41
2 YRI992 i 99 0.56 45 17 1.66 0.41
2 YKIIO 2.6M 0.5X 4749 1.62 0.41
2 YK 1914 2.VX O.SX 45.22 1.60 0.40
2 YRI999 3.26 049 45.22 1.50 0.40
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(2) Some Selected Industry Mean Ratios For C ontracting Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

3 YRI97I 2.27 0.68 69.92 1.27 0.30
3 YRI972 3.58 0.70 67.67 1.40 0.38
3 YRI973 4.28 0.71 68.74 1.45 0.43
3 YR1974 3.27 0.71 69.32 1.46 0.43
3 YRI975 2.64 0.70 69.17 1.50 0.37
3 YR 1976 2.91 0.69 70.34 1.51 0.39
3 YRI977 3.(17 0.68 70.52 1.46 0.40
3 , YR I97H 3.18 0.66 60.24 1.58 0.43
3 Y R  1979 2.79 0.67 60.62 1.59 0.46
3 YR 198(1 2.05 0.66 57.26 1.55 0.41
3 YR 1981 2.13 0.66 53.18 1.60 0.44
3 YRI982 2.29 0.64 53.86 1.50 0.46
3 YR 1983 1.96 0.66 57.43 1.45 0.47
3 YRI984 2.24 0.66 57.87 1.44 0.46
3 Y R IO S 1.73 0.68 61.23 1.46 0.47

(2) Some Selected Industry M edian Ratios For C ontracting Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

3 YRI97I 2.15 0.71 60.23 1.34 0.33
3 YRI972 2.45 0.71 59.01 1.49 0.35
3 Y R  197 ( 3.43 0.72 63.45 1.48 0.36
3 YR 1974 V I 9 0.72 65.73 1.42 0.39
3 YRI975 3.13 0.73 65.85 1.44 0.34
3 YR 1976 2.88 0.71 67.37 LSI 0.33
3 YRI977 2.43 0.71 67.77 1.42 0.38
3 YR 1978 2.88 0.72 65.94 1.47 0.39
3 Y R  1979 2.83 0.71 61.38 1.45 0.41
3 YR 1980 2.39 0.71 60.71 1.39 0.36
3 YR 1981 :  12 0.70 53.20 1.45 0.33
3 YRI982 1.97 0.68 54.77 1.40 0.43
3 YlltfBS 1 92 0.69 56.21 1.37 0.43
3 YR 1984 2.14 0.71 58.07 1.33 0.42
3 Y R  198 S 2.43 0.73 58.70 1.33 0.42
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(3) Some Selected Industry Mean Ratios For Klectricals Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TUTA CA/CL CA/TS

4 YRI97I 3.4M 0.63 57.68 1.90 0.53
4 YRI972 U 7 0.65 58.03 1.85 0.56
4 YR 197.1 4.12 0.65 97J S 1.77 0.54
4 YR1974 3.51 0.67 60.54 1.66 0.53
4 YRI975 U 7 0.67 60.31 1.82 0.51
4 YR1976 3.59 0.66 64.34 1.62 0.50
4 YR1977 3.59 0.68 62.08 1.66 0.49
4 YRI978 3.64 0.69 61.03 1.68 0.52
4 YR 1979 3.21 0.69 59.36 1.57 0.53
4 YRI9H0 2.K4 0.67 57.43 1.62 0.47
4 YRI98I 2.14 0.68 58.63 1.62 0.49
4 YRI9H2 2.27 0.67 59.(8) 1.56 0.48
4 YRI9K3 2.3K 0.67 58.33 1.64 0.47
4 YRI984 3.63 0.66 57.61 1.76 0.50
4 YRI9K5 3.43 0.66 56.27 1.84 0.48

(3) Some Selected Industry M edian Ratios For Klectricals Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TUTA CA/CL CA/TS

4 YRI97I 3.48 0.63 57.68 1.90 0.53
4 YRI972 I  X7 0.65 58.03 1.85 0.56
4 YRI973 4 12 0.65 97J S 1.77 0.54
4 YR 1974 3.51 0.67 60.54 1.66 0.53
4 YR 1975 K 57 0.67 60.31 1.82 0.51
4 YR 1976 6.12 0.71 53.00 2.10 0.51
4 YRI977 4.65 0.68 51.69 1.86 0.48
4 YRI97H 4.34 0.73 50.52 1.85 0.50
4 YR 1979 4.00 0.70 42.74 1.80 0.51
4 YRI980 3.49 0.68 42.01 1.78 0.50
4 YR 198 I 2.83 0.68 38.05 2.03 0.51
4 YR 1982 2.62 0.67 41.56 2.11 0.47
4 YR 1983 3.69 0.68 40.49 1.89 0.49
4 YR 1984 3.44 0.70 44.69 1.91 0.51
4 YR 1985 4.82 0.71 43.06 1.63 0.47
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(4) Some Selected Industry M ean Ratios F or (¿eneral-Kngineering Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS C A T T A TUTA CA/CL CA/TS

7 YRI97I 3.4X 0.ft3 57.6X 1.90 0.53
7 YRI972 3.X7 0.63 5X.03 I.X5 0.56
7 YRI973 4.12 0.65 97J S 1.77 0.54
7 YRI974 3.51 0.67 60.54 1.66 0.53
7 YRI975 3.57 0.67 (S0.3I I.X2 0.51
7 YR 197ft 3.X0 0.69 ftO.ftO I.N3 0.53
7 YR1977 132 0.69 511.50 I.K4 0.53
7 YRI97X 3.41 0.70 57.56 IMO 0.53
7 YRI979 2.61 0.71 SX.26 1.67 0.52
7 YRI9X0 2.03 0.69 55.51 1.6X 0.49
7 YRI9XI I.ft2 0.69 54.2X 1.64 0.49
7 YRI9X2 1.4ft 0.69 55.32 1.66 0.50
7 YRI9X3 2.01 0.69 57.37 1.67 0.52
7 YRI9X4 2.57 0.70 5H.5X 1.64 0.50
7 YRI9K5 3.40 0.71 59.67 1.59 (1.49

(41 Some Selected Industry Median Ratios F or (¿eneral-F.ngineering Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS C A T T A TUTA CA/CL CA/TS

7 YRI97I 4.72 0.66 54.14 I.X9 0.52
7 YK 1972 4.X0 0.6X 4X.66 I.X9 0.53
7 YRI973 4.X7 0.6X 91 so 1.64 0.53
7 YRI974 4.33 0.70 54.53 1.64 0.54
7 YRI975 4.21 0.71 55.65 I.7X 0.50
7 YRI976 4.10 0.73 56.6X 1.76 0.53
7 YR 1977 3.7X 0.72 56.42 I.X3 0.51
7 YRI97H 4.03 0.72 52.X 1 1.90 0.51
7 YRI979 3.55 0.74 51.10 1.79 0.53
7 YRI9H0 2.49 0.72 49.15 I.NI 0.51
7 YRI9MI 1.62 071 47.46 1.76 0.53
7 YRI9X2 1.95 0.71 49.30 1.73 0.52
7 YR 19X3 I.XX 0.71 50.16 1.69 0.51
7 YRI9X4 2.92 0.71 50.92 1.61 0.51
7 YR 19X5 2.79 0.70 53.79 1.61 0.49
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(5) Some Selected Industry M ean Ratios For M etals & Metal Forming Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

K YR 197ft 2.31 0.7ft A9.49 1.57 0.57
X YRI977 2.47 0.77 ftX.90 I.SX 0.57
H YRI97K 2.41 0.79 ftX.4X 1.55 0.61
H YRI979 2.(>ft o.xo ft9.3X 1.4ft 0.64
K YRI9X0 I.XI O.Xft 74.24 1.31 0.H3
K YR 19X1 I.3X 0.X5 72.55 1.29 0.90
K YRI9X2 1.50 0.X4 73.36 1.24 1.09
H YRI9X3 0.55 0.X5 7X.97 1.19 1.25
K YR 19X4 1.09 0.67 5X.49 1.60 0.37
X YR 19X5 1.19 0.62 61.23 1.54 0.30

(5) Some Selected Industry M edian Ratios For M etals & Metal Forming Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

X YRI97A 2.59 0.6X 62.2X I.SX 0.44
X YRI977 2.61 0.69 59.X7 1.69 0.43
X YRI97X 2.67 0.6X 55.43 1.71 0.42
X YRI979 2.57 0.69 53.09 1.62 0.47
X YRI9X0 2.06 0.70 49.30 1.70 0.43
X YRI9XI 0.IX 0.6X 49.00 1.71 0.4X
X YR 19X2 0.95 0.67 4X.30 1.60 0.45
X YR 19X3 1.27 0.66 51.12 1.60 0.43
X YRI9X4 I.X4 0.64 54.36 1.53 0.41
X YR 19X5 2.5X 0.6X 54.35 1.47 0.39
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(6) Some Selected Industry Mean Ratios for Motors Model

IND US Y E A R NI/TS CA/TA T U T A C A /C L CA/TS

y Y R iy 7 l 3.73 0.57 50.08 1.88 0.47
y Y R |y72 3.V8 0.57 SO <7 i.y 2 0.46
y YRIV73 M l 0.3H 54.86 1.6V 0.46
y YR I974 3.08 0.60 6 0 J 3 1.53 0.46
y YR |y75 2.52 0.56 5 7 .VS 1.67 0.43
y Y f t l f M 2.yy 0.60 58.08 1.73 0.46
y YR|y77 2.7y 0.60 51.76 1.77 0.44
y YRiy7K 2.54 0.60 50.24 1.68 0.42
y Y R iy7y U S 0.63 54.47 1.61 0.43
y YRI9N0 0.55 0.5V 54.42 I.SI 0.40
y Y R iyK I -0.07 as? 55.ys 1.4V 0.40
y Y R iyK 2 0.62 0.58 5y.27 1.43 0.3V
y YRIV83 0.63 0.60 60.34 1.47 0.37
y Y R iyK 4 1.72 0.61 61.65 1.42 0.37
y v i i i f a s :  n 0.61 61.40 i.4y 0.35

(6) Some Selected Industry Median Ratios fo r Motors Model

IND US Y E A R NI/TS CA /TA T U T A C A /C L CA/TS

y Y R |y 7 l 4.10 0.60 56.88 1.47 0.41
y YR |y72 2.65 0.56 58.V3 1.37 0.32
y YRIV73 : <: 0.58 57.y6 1.41 0.36
y YRIV74 1 os 0.60 «2 23 1.34 0.38
y YRIV75 1.64 0.5V 63.38 1.31 0.35
y YRIV76 1.54 0.62 66.64 1.35 0.34
y YRIV77 2.12 0.63 64.03 1.44 0.32
y Y R iy7 8 1.86 0.60 57.81 1.55 0.30
y Y R iy 7 y I J V 0.61 58.55 1.45 0.32
y YRIVN0 0.54 0.58 56.62 1.25 0.33
y Y R iy 8 l 0.17 0.58 S7 2h 1.23 0.30
y v t u m 0.30 0.60 58.11 1.18 0.30
y YRIV83 OS3 0.60 57.77 1.24 0.28
y YRIV84 1.00 0.62 60.73 1.23 o.2y
y YR I985 1.35 0.62 6 l.y | 1.2V 0.25



(71 Some Srfrctrd  Industry Mean Ratios Fur Brewer» & Distillers Sector

(71 S < H n r  Selected Industry M rdian Katins F ur Brewers & Distillers Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

22 YRI976 4.73 0.30 40.34 1.39 0.25
22 YRI977 5.2H 0.30 43.33 1.40 0.26
22 YRI97K 4.94 0.31 40.77 I.3K 0.27
22 YRI979 4.65 0.2X 37.35 1.40 0.27
22 YRI9M0 4.39 0.2K 34.52 1.30 0.26
22 YRI9XI 3.75 0.29 30.57 1.21 0.26
22 YRI9H2 4.65 0.25 30.63 1.19 0.2X
22 YRI9M3 4.61 0.25 32.46 1.30 0.2H
22 YRI9K4 5.21 0.26 37.03 1.16 0.2X
22 YRI9X5 5.29 0.24 34.KI 1.09 0.27



(8) Some Selected Industry M ean Ratios F or Food M anafacturing Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

25 YRI976 2.64 0.64 63.35 1.74 0.30
25 YR1977 2.33 0.63 63.24 1.70 0.29
25 YRI978 2.30 0.62 63.27 I.6K 0.30
25 YRI979 2.14 0.62 60.34 1.64 0.29
25 YRI980 1.98 0.61 60.92 1.52 0.27
25 YR1981 1.92 0.60 60.44 1.50 0.27
25 YRI982 2.04 0.58 60.64 1.47 0.26
25 YRI983 I.8K 0.57 61.28 1.45 0.26
25 YRI984 2.08 0.56 60.01 1.40 0.26
25 YRI985 2.22 0.56 63.14 1.31 0.23

(8) Some Selected Industry M edian Ratios For Food M anafacturing Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

25 YRI976 2.61 0.59 60.73 1.47 0.27
25 YRI977 2.32 0.61 60.11 1.42 0.27
25 YR1978 131 0.57 57.29 1.44 0.27
25 YR1979 2.45 0.60 56.11 1.49 0.30
25 YRI9H0 2.02 0.60 54.34 1.37 0.25
25 YRI9MI 2.08 0.59 54.86 1.43 0.25
25 YRI982 1.95 0.58 53.62 1.37 0.24
25 YRI983 1.56 0.57 52.82 1.34 0.25
25 YR 1984 2.05 0.57 56.42 1.33 0.28
25 YRI98S 2.09 0.58 56.91 1.32 0.26



(9) Some Selected Industry Mean Ratios fo r Food and Retailing Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

2ft YR 197ft 1.57 0.40 5ft. K2 0.97 0.12
2ft YRI977 1.94 0.42 57.08 1.03 0.12
2ft YRI978 1.60 0.44 48.83 1.04 0.12
2ft YRI979 1.55 0.43 49.ft5 0.91 0.12
2ft YRI9H0 1.60 0.43 54.ft7 0.82 0.12
2ft YRI9HI 1.51 0.3K 48.0ft 0.8ft 0.11
2ft YRI982 1.67 0.37 49.ft8 0.82 ' 0.11
2ft YRI983 1.79 0.32 52.31 0.72 0.10
2ft YRI9K4 2.02 0.32 55.84 0.ft8 0.10
2ft YRI985 2.38 0.33 55.59 0.ft8 0.11

(9) Some Selected Industry Median Ratios for Food and Retailing Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

2ft YR 197ft 1.47 0.43 57.11 0.78 0.13
2ft YRI977 1.74 0.44 56.11 1.33 0.13
2ft YRI978 1.68 0.44 49.32 1.24 0.13
2ft YRI979 1.35 0.44 50.22 1.01 0.12
2ft YRI980 1.40 0.32 53.23 0.72 0.13
2ft YRI98I 1.45 0.53 45.13 0.76 0.13
2ft YRI982 1.34 0.4ft 56.35 0.72 0.15
2ft YRI983 1.32 0.23 53.15 0.72 0.13
2ft YRI9X4 2.34 0.42 53.36 0.78 0.12
2ft YR 1985 2.54 0.43 53.23 0.78 0.21



(10) Some Selected Industry M ean Ratios for Packing & Paper Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

31 YRI97I 2.30 0.42 57.20 1.00 0.42
31 YRI972 2.44 0.49 63.16 ISO 0.44)
31 YRI973 2.33 0.52 60.51 1.37 0.35
31 YR1974 2.50 0.50 71.15 1.53 0.36
31 YRI975 2.01 0.57 69.95 1.72 0.39
31 YR1976 2.22 0.61 71.41 1.67 0.39
31 YRI977 2.27 0.63 60.52 1.00 0.3*
31 YRI970 2.63 0.62 65.94 1.69 0.40
31 YR 197V 2.36 0.61 61.16 ISO 0.30
31 YRIVKO 1.99 0.59 61.00 1.46 41.36
31 YRI9HI 1.75 0.5K 60.66 1.44 0.33
31 YRIVK2 1.09 0.5K 60.24 1.52 41.30
31 YRI9H3 1.76 0 5 4 60.01 1.33 0.39
31 YR 19X4 1.54 0.55 64.72 1.63 0.44)
31 YRI905 2.22 0.60 64.00 1.44 0.36

(10) Some Selected Industry M edian Ratios for Packing &  Paper Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

31 YRI97I 3.14 0 5 5 55.01 1.67 0.43
31 YR 1972 3.41 0.50 A V 17 1.77 0.44)
31 YRI973 4.22 0.60 54.64 1.04 0.46
31 YRI974 3.97 0.63 64). 10 1.50 41.42
31 YR 1975 3.60 0.65 59.45 1.73 0.30
31 YRI976 2.97 0.60 50.94 1.04 0.41
31 YR 1977 2 J S 0.66 53.61 1.06 0.41
31 YR 1970 2.99 0.66 51.90 1.75 0.44)
31 YRI979 2.72 0.62 54.22 1.54 0.41
31 YR 1900 2.14 0.62 54.37 1.59 0.44)
31 YRI90I 0.90 0.63 53.37 1.52 0.39
31 YR 1902 1.22 0.65 56.12 1.40 0.39
31 YRI903 1.40 0.64 55.79 1.42 0.30
31 YR 1904 2.71 0.64 50.15 1.47 0.44)
31 YR 1905 2.66 0.62 53.94 1.54) 0.30
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( I I )  Some Selected Industry M ean Kali«» for S tores Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

34 YRI976 4.OK 0.49 46.19 I.H0 0.34
34 YRI977 4.24 0.51 46.49 I.K3 0.34
34 YRI978 4.31 0.52 45.09 I.K2 0.34
34 YRI979 4.47 0.53 43.13 1.72 0.33
34 YRI980 3.KH 0.52 41.94 1.64 0.31
34 YRI98I 3.03 0.46 41.24 1.40 0.25
34 YRI982 3.27 0.41 37.00 1.37 0.25
34 YRI983 2.KI 0.41 39.66 1.33 0.26
34 YRI984 3.62 0.41 39.57 1.30 0.25
34 YRI985 3.94 0.41 44.79 1.14 0.27

( II )  Some Selected Industry M edian Ratios fur Stores Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TL/TA CA/CL CA/TS

34 YR1976 3.47 0.62 55.86 1.57 0.47
34 YR1977 3.4K 0.66 55.33 1.66 0.45
34 YRI97K 3.46 0.68 49.71 1.65 0.42
34 YR 1979 3.64 0.68 49.69 1.68 0.46
34 YRI9K0 3.0K 0.64 49.89 1.62 0.41
34 YRI9KI 1.15 0.63 45.39 1.48 0.41
.14 YRI9K2 1.45 0.64 46.89 1.50 0.40
34 YRI9K3 I.KI 0.61 47.77 1.55 0.39
34 YRI9K4 2.08 0.60 45.68 1.48 0.39
34 YRI9K5 3.05 0.62 50.40 1.51 0.39
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(12) Some Selected Industry M ean Ratios for Textiles Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS CA/TA TU TA CA/CL CA/TS

35 YR197I 3.05 O.ftl S2.XI I.XI 0.51
35 YR1972 3.99 0.ft2 50. XX I.Xft 0.47
35 YRI973 4.92 0.ft7 22 I.XI 0.4X
35 Y R1974 4.20 0.ft9 5ft. 51 1.71 0.49
35 Y R1975 2.3X O.ftX 57.92 1.75 0.47
35 YR 197ft 2 0.ft9 59.53 1.72 0.47
35 YRI977 1 <: 0.72 57.ft4 I.XO 0.4ft
35 YRI97K 3.92 0.72 5ft.32 I.XI 0.4X
35 YRI979 3.51 0.71 SI V I 1.74 0.49
35 YRI9H0 2.3ft 0.71 52.03 I.7X 0.4X
35 YRI9HI 1.35 O.ftX 49.X 1 1.74 0.47
35 YRI9K2 1.9ft O.ftX 52.24 l.ftft 0.4X
35 YRI9X3 207 O.ftft SO. IX 1.72 0.47
35 YRI9K4 2.74 O.ftX 54.12 l.ftft 0.4X
35 YRI9K5 3.17 0.ft9 55.27 l.ftX 0.4ft

(12) Some Selected Industry M edian Ratios for Textiles Sector
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(13) Some Selected Industry Mean Ratios for Chem icals Sector

(13) Some Selected Industry Median Ratios for ( hem icals Sector

INDUS YEAR NI/TS C A T T A TUTA CA/CL CA/TS

42 YRI97I 5.4ft 0.5ft SS.K4 I.M5 0.47
42 YRI972 SJB 0.5ft 53.2H 1.63 0.4ft
42 YRI973 6.03 O.ftO 55.24 1.50 0.4ft
42 Y R 1974 5.03 0.61 61.03 1.45 0.45
42 Y R 1975 4.54 O.ftO 57.93 1.77 0.41
42 YR 197ft 4.75 O.ftO 60.05 l.ftM 0.43
42 YRI977 4.5K 0.ft5 56.07 1.70 0.41
42 YRI97K 3.72 0.5K 53.6N 1.72 0.43
42 YR 1979 3.64 0.57 4M.M2 1.54 0.43
42 YRI9K0 2 49 0.5ft 45.09 l.ftX 0.41
42 YRI9KI 2.34 0.5ft 5I.9M 1.59 0.40
42 YRI9H2 2.13 0.61 53.M6 1.49 0.42
42 YRI9H3 2.59 0.64 52.91 1.59 0.41
42 YRI9K4 3.02 0.65 55.11 1.59 0.45
42 YRI9H5 3.19 0.62 55. XS 1.53 0.42
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(14) Some Selected Industry Mean Ratios For ( onglomerates Sector

(14) Some Selected Industry M eadian Ratios F or Conglomerates Sector

IND US Y E A R N l/TS CA /TA TL/T A C A /C L CA/TS

43 YR I97I 2.75 0.52 66.22 1.51 0.47
43 YRI972 1.9? 0.62 63.37 1.46 0.44
43 Y R 1973 V72 0.57 6K.76 1.27 0.44
43 Y R 1974 V7f> 0.65 69.14 1.35 0.45
43 Y R 1975 2.MS 0.63 66.X0 1.47 0.41
43 YRI976 1.19 0.66 6X.50 1.53 0.42
43 YRI977 3.07 0.67 61.71 1.65 0.40
43 YRI97H V02 0.70 61.07 1.66 0.43
43 YRI979 2.71 0.70 63.30 1.49 0.46
43 Y R  19X0 i h : 0.64 62.24 1.54 0.36
43 YRI9KI 1.74 0.61 61.16 1.46 0.42
43 YRI9H2 1.47 0.60 63.K9 1.43 0.43
43 YRI9R3 2.07 0.61 60.47 1.34 0.42
43 YRI9K4 ) : k 0.62 63.57 1.27 0.40
43 YRI9H5 3.77 0.5N 56.77 1.40 0.43



(15) Some Selected Industry Mean Ratios For Transport Sector

INDUS Y E A R NI/TS C A /T A T U T A CA/CL CA/rs

44 YR IV76 3.16 0.34 61.4M 1.14 0.41
44 Y R 1977 2.KO 0.32 5V.V6 1.06 0.33
44 YRIV7K 1.26 0.32 5V.70 1.00 0.30
44 YRIV7V 1.72 0.34 36.41 1.10 0.2V
44 YRIVKO 1.67 0.36 56.65 1.04 0.23
44 YR IVKI 1.6V 0.36 57.22 1.04 0.24
44 YRIVK2 1.14 0.36 5K.K7 1.00 0.20
44 YRIVK3 0.67 0.40 64.67 1.03 0.20
44 YR1VH4 0.K4 0.44 5V.42 1.07 0. IK
44 YRIVK5 1.10 0.37 56.23 1.0V 0.15

(15) Some Selected Industry Median Ratios For T ran sp o rt Sector

INDUS Y E A R NI/TS C A /T A T U T A C A /C L CA/TS

44 YRIV76 5.V2 0.33 60.31 I.3K 0.47
44 YRIV77 3.7K 0.24 57.2K 1.23 0.36
44 YRIV7K 2.0V 0.24 4V.35 1.30 0.30
44 YRIV7V I.V3 0.2V 51.16 1.21 0.46
44 YRIVK0 4.06 0.30 4K.20 1.14 0.36
44 YRIVKI 2.44 n 43.KO 1.36 0.37
44 YRIVK2 1.3V 0.34 S7 g 1.27 0.36
44 YR1VK3 2.47 0.34 4V.40 1.26 0.27
44 YRIVK4 1.67 0.32 47.K6 1.30 0.26
44 YRIVK5 3.6V 0.30 54.5K 1.21 0.31



(16) Some Selected Industry Mean Ratios For Miscellaneous Sector

INDUS Y E A R N l/TS C A /T A T U T A C A /C L C A T S

4M YR I9 7 I 7.4M 0.67 46.64 2.36 0.75
4M YR I972 7.55 0.67 46.11 2.27 0.74
4M YR I973 7.14 0.64 52.40 1.79 0.6M
4M YRI974 4.27 0.67 62.9M 1.75 0.51
4M YR I975 4.01 0.66 64.09 I.9M 0.51
4M YR I976 2.95 0.65 62.27 1.97 0.36
4M Y R 1977 3.36 0.65 62.40 1.93 0.35
4M YRI97M 3.IM 0.65 59.44 1.76 0.36
4M YR I979 3.46 0.65 61.43 1.65 0.43
4M YRI9H0 2.92 0.63 59.96 1.60 0.39
4M YRI9MI 2.49 0.62 60.12 1.56 0.39
4M YRI9M2 KjOS 0.63 5M.6I 1.67 0.39
4M YRI9M3 3.16 0.63 60.30 1.65 0.40
4M YRI9M4 3.30 0.61 57.69 1.69 0.36
4M YRI9M5 4.M6 0.57 64.02 I.6M 0.40

(16) Some Selected Industry Median Ratios For Miscellaneous Sector

INDUS Y E A R N IT S C A T A T U T A C A /C L C A T S

4M YR I97I 5.66 0.67 44.29 I.9M 0.4M
4M Y R 1972 7.12 0.67 44.M2 I.M6 0.44
4M YR I973 7.13 0.66 45.47 I.M3 0.42
4M Y R  1974 5.36 0.66 4M.97 1.66 0.44
4M YR I975 4.92 0.69 51.20 2.00 0.43
4M YR I976 4.63 0.71 52.16 2.00 0.43
4M Y R  1977 4.6M 0.71 51.35 2.03 0.42
4M YRI97M 1 vs 0.71 47.65 I.K4 0.43
4M YR I979 3.93 0.71 45.34 1.90 0.45
4M YRI9M0 2.96 0.6M 42.34 I.7M 0.44
4M YRI9MI 2.23 0.67 44.19 1.79 0.43
4M YRI9M2 2.92 0.65 42.6M 1.61 0.40
4M YRI9M3 3.35 0.64 45.M2 1.90 0.41
4M YRI9M4 3.41 0.66 52.94 1.74 0.42
4M YRI9M5 4.04 0.69 56.96 I.SS 0.46
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Appendix F: Datastream Industry Adjustment Firms

HLDNG Building Materials Builders' Materials 
Building Mats

JO
CONTR Contracting Housebuilding 45

ELTCA Electricals Electrical Plant 
General Electrical 
Equipment

25

ENGEN Engineering Industrial Plant 
Mech.HAndling 
Pumps &  Valves 
Steel $ Chem. Plant 
Wire &  Ropes 
MIsc.Mech^Engg

K7

METKM Metals &  Metal 
Forming

Metallurgy
Steel

33

MOT(»P Motors Motor (Components 
Motor Distributions

33

BKDIS Brewers &  Distillers Breweries 32
FDM F t; Food Manafacturing Processfd Foods 

Sugar Confectionery 
Milling & Flour

30

PKPAP Packaging &  Paper Packaging &  Paper 21MM »1 Media Broadcasting 
Media Agencies

37

STORE Stores Department Stores 
Furnishing Stores 
MAil order 
Multiple Stores

SO

1TEXTL Textiles Floor Covering 
Clothing
Cotton & Synthetic 
Wool
Misc.Textiles

60

CHM CL Chemicals Generul Chemicals IV

CONGE Conglomerates Conglomerates 21TRNSP Transport Shipping
Transporting &  Freight 
Bus & Coach serv. 
Railways 
Airlines

Ift

MISt S Miscellaneous Fumishure &  Furns 
Household Appl. 
Kitchen &  Table 
Security & Alarms 
Tobacco
Leather &  Footwear 
Giftware 
Office Equipment

61 J
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Appendix (Í: Nun-Failed Firm's Names

( ude Year Nun-Failed Firm  Name ( ode Year Now-Falled Firm  Name
2 1977 BRIT. FITTINGS
2 1977 CAKEBREAD.ROBEY
2 19X0 GIBBS A DANDY
2 19X0 SHARPE A FISHER
2 19X1 MARSHALLS
2 19X1 NEWMAN TONKS
.5 1974 C REST NICHOLSON
5 1974 l>< M (.1 AS.ROBI RI M
5 1975 GLEESON.M.J
5 1975 TILBURY
3 I97X BCXJTH INDUSTRIES
3 I97K WIGGINS GROUP
3 19X0 WARD HOLDINGS
3 19X0 WILSON (CONNOLLY)
3 19X1 BRAITHWAITE
3 19X1 HEWDEN-STUART
3 19X2 BRITISH BLDG A EN
3 I0K2 HOWARD HOLDINGS
3 IMS COUNTRYSIDE PROP
3 19X5 FALCON INDUS
3 19X4 BEN BAILEY CONST*
3 19X4 LAWRENCE. WALTER
4 197ft BEALES HUNTER
4 197ft LEC REFRIGERATION
4 |9X5 BULGIN. A F
4 19X5 IXJWDING A MILLS
7 1974 AD WEST
7 1974 FENNER
7 I97X BROOKE TOOL ENG.
7 197X hxs < ,k< x r
7 I97X CARCLO ENGINEER
7 I97X HILL A SMITH HOLD
7 I97X METALRAX HOLDINGS
7 I97X ROTORK
7 19X0 ELLIOTT.B
7 19X0 MOLINS
7 19X5 AD WEST
7 19X5 IXiRSON PARK INDS
7 19X5 HADEN MACLELLAN
7 I9X 5 HALL ENGINEERING
7 19X5 MOLINS
7 19X5 TEX HOLDINGS
7 19X4 BMOROUP
7 19X4 POWERSCREEN
X 19X5 LEE. ARTHUR
X 19X5 SAVILLE GORIXJN
X 19X4 COOPER FREDERICK
X 19X4 GARTON ENGINEER
X 19X5 BRASWAY
X 19X5 CASTINCiS
X 19X5 CHAMBERLIN A HILL
X IMS RADIANT METAL
9 1979 BURNDENEINVS

9 197V E R F. HOLDINGS 
9 19X1 AFPLEYARD GROUP 
9 19X1 PLAXTON GROUP 
9 19X2 JESSUPS 
y 19X2 WILLIAM JACKS 
y 19X4 ABBEY PANELS INV 
9 19X4 EDBRO 
9 19X4 GATES.FRANK G.
9 19X4 KWIK-FIT
22 19X5 CL ARK.MATTHEW
22 19X5 MACALLAN-GLENLIVET
25 19X0 AC. BARR
25 19X0 MATHEWS. BERNARD
25 19X5 HAZLE WOOD FOODS
25 19X5 BUSBORNE
51 1979 API GROUP
51 197V BLAGDEN INDUSTRIES
51 19X2 BLADGEN INDUSTRIES
51 19X2 FINLAY PACKAGIN
52 19X0 HTV GROUP
52 19X0 WATMOIJGHS HOLDINGS 
52 19X1 GEERS GROSS 

i M GRAMPIAN TELE 
52 19X1 MORE O'FERR ALL 
52 19X1 WPP GROUP 
52 19X4 EMAP 
52 19X4 SCOTTISH T V.
54 19X0 COURTS (FURN.)
54 19X0 FORTNUMA MASON 
54 19X0 LIBERTY A CO 
54 19X0 OWEN Ac ROBINSON 
54 19X5 CHURCH A CO.
54 19X5 HELENE 
54 19X5 MOSS BROS GROUP 
54 19X5 OLIVER GROUP 
54 19X5 BEATTIEJAMES
54 19X5 ELYS (WIMBLEDON)
55 1975 CORAH
55 1975 HOUSE OF LEROSE 
55 1975 MACKAY. HUGH 
55 1975 PITTARD GARNAR 
55 197ft MACKAY. HUGH 
55 197ft YOUGHAL CARPETS 
55 1977 LAWTEX 
55 |M77 TOWLES 
55 1979 ATKINS HOSIERY 
55 1979 BRITISH MOHAIR 
55 1979 CONRAD CONT 
55 1979 O R HOLDINGS 
55 1979 GASKELL PLC 
55 1979 PARKLAND TEXTILES 
55 19X0 FRENCH. THOMAS 
55 19X0 DAVENPORT KNITWEAR



Code Year Non-Failed Firm  Name C«ide Year Non-Failed Firm  Name

35 1980 REXMORE 
35 1980 SEET 
33 1980 SHILOH 
33 1980 STODDARD HDGS.
35 1980 TOMKINSONS 
35 1980 VICTORIA CARPETS 
IS  MD V IV A I HOI DINGS 
IS  IWO WORTHINGTON. AJ.
IS t m  VORKLYDE 
35 1981 BECKMAN. A.
35 1981 CASKET 
35 1981 LESLIE WISE GROUP 
«  1981 RAMAR TEXTILES 
35 1981 S. LYLES 
35 1981 STIRLING GROUP 
35 1982 ALLIED TEXTILE COS. 
35 1982 AMBER DAY 
35 1982 DEWHIRST.IJ.
33 1982 LEEDS GROUP 
35 1982 PALMA GROUP 
IS  m i  RFA D IC I I l\11 
35 1983 BAIRD.WILLIAM 
35 1983 HICKING.PENTECOST 
IS  m i  HOLLAS GROUP 
35 1983 RIC HARDS 
35 1984 FORMINSTER 
35 1984 FOSTER .JOHN 
35 1984 HAWTIN 
35 1984 MARLING INDU 
35 1980 JAMES HALSTEAD 
42 1979 ELLIS A  EVERARD 
42 1979 LEIGH INTERESTS 
42 1980 PLYSU 
42 1980 THURGAR BARDEX 
42 1981 BTP
42 1981 CANNING.W
43 1977 BODYCCJTE INTERNATI
43 1977 SALETILNEY
44 1984 JOHN I JACOBS 
44 1984 OCEAN WILSONS 
44 1985 DAVIES A NEWMAN 
44 1985 FISHER JAMES

48 1978 FUTURA HOLDINGS 
48 1978 USHER WALKER 
4K m O  ARTHI R WOOO 
48 m §  CM OROI p 
48 1980 FERRY PICKERING 
48 1980 LAMBERT HOWARTH 
48 m o  PfTTAHDCIARNAR 
48 1980 PRESTIGI ( -ROI C 
48 1980 RELYON 
48 1980 RICARDO INTL.
48 1981 ATTWOODS 
48 1981 BLACK ARROW 
48 1981 BLACK .PETER 
48 1981 DELANEY GROUP 
48 1981 J W SPEAR 
48 1981 PLATKiNUM 
48 1981 SIDNEY C. BANKS 
48 1981 SILENTNIGHT HOL 
48 1982 ASTRA HOLDINGS 
48 1982 ELBIEF 
48 198.’ STONI HII I HOI 
48 1982 TIME PRODUCTS 
48 1983 CORNWELL PARK.
48 1983 COWAN.DE GROOT 
48 198.3 COFFICE A  ELEC.
48 1983 SAMUEL HEATH 
48 1983 STAG FURNITURE 
48 1983 TOYE A  C OMPANY

410



Appendix H: Failed Firms Names

( ode Y ear Failed Firm  Name ( ode Year Failed Firm  Name

2 1977 MCNEILL GROUP LTD 
2 1980 FINDLAY HARDWARE 
2 19X1 CARRON HLDGS
* 1974 NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT 
4 1975 IRELAND. ERNEST
* 1978 SOUTHERN CONSTR
4 1980 RICHARDS*WALNGTN
5 1981 CHANGE WARES
5 1982 MODERN ENGINEERS BRTL 
5 198 5 CROUCH GROUP 
5 1984 COCKSEDGE HLDGS 
4 |9 7 f t  DIMI-I I \  INDI S I NI» S 
4 198 4 DERRITRON 
7 1974 HERBERT.ALFRED 
7 1978 FAIRBAIRN LAWSON 
7 1978 GEN.ENOG.(RADCLIPP 
7 1978 WILSON WALTON 
7 1980 STONE-PLATT INDS 
7 1985 ACROW 
7 198 5 CAPPER-NEILL 
7 1985 DENNIS.JAMES H.
7 1984 ALLEN.W.G.(TIPTON)
8 1985 DANKS GOWERTON 
8 1984 FARMER S W GRP
8 1985 CASTLE (G.B )
8 1985 METAL SCIENCES
9 1979 FODENS
9 1981 CARAVANSINTERN 
9 1982 PENNINE COMMERC 
9 1984 HERMAN SMITH 
9 1984 SOLEX 
22 1985 TOMATIN DISTILL 
25 1980 LOCKWOODS F(X)DS 
25 198 5 SCOTCROS 
51 1979 INVERESK GROUP LTD
51 1982 MELODY MILLS 
42 1980 OXLEY PRINTING 
42 1981 DEANSON HLDGS
52 1981 WYATT WOODROW 
52 1984 PITMAN
44 1980 MAPLE A CO. HOLDIN 
44 1980 MICHAEL.JOHN 
44 1 98 4 BAMBER STORES
44 198 4 SC AN DATA INTL 
'4 1985 PETERS STORES
45 1975 HIGHLIGHT SPORTS 
45 1975 HOUSE OF SEARS
45 197ft WORTH. BOND.
45 1977 STAFLEX INTERN 
45 1979 BRIGRAY GROUP 
45 1979 COPE SPORTSWEAR 
55 1979 RIVINGTON REED

45 1980 BLACK WOOD.MORTON 
55 1980 BOND STR FABRICS 
45 1980 HOMFRAY CARPETS 
45 1980 PICKLES. WILLI AM 
55 1980 WILLIAMS. BEN 
55 1980 YORKS.FINE WOOL 
45 1981 BRITISH ENKALON 
55 1981 CAWDAW IND HLDGS 
55 1981 PAWSONW.L.
45 1982 B PARADISE 
45 1982 MELLINS 
45 1982 PULLMAN.R AJ 
55 1984 ELLENRrtAD MILL 
45 1984 SPENCER. OBOROE 
55 1984 INTER-CITY INVEST 
55 1984 NOV A( JERSEY )KNIT 
42 1979 B I R R I I I A C O  
42 1980 MOVITEX LIMITED 
42 1981 ALNERYNO. 152 
44 1977 BRITTAINS 
44 1984 REARDON SMITH
44 I9S5 lyle shipping
48 1978 LIDEN (HOLDINGS)
48  1 980  G O L D M A N . H
48 1980 P M A HLDGS
48 1980 VINERS
48 1980 WHITELEY. B.S
48 1981 AUSTIN.F. LEYTON
48 1981 BERWICK TIMPO
48 1981 GRIMSHAWE HOLDINGS
48 1981 LESNEY PRODUCTS
48 1982 HIGHGATE OPTICAL
48 1982 METTOY
48 1985 AIRFIX
48 1985 BARCiET
48 1985 METAMEC JENTIQUE
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Appendix I: Outliers Removal Computer Program

Wine CHCHJ; 
data LIN264; 

set LININDUS.SET;
DI -input(put(cnum.CHOU.).X.);
YEAR- _NAME_ ;

RUN;

PROC SORT DATA -  LIN264 OUT-AF2;
BY Dl ;

RUN;

proc means data -  AF2 mean ltd;
BY D l; 

var R I-R42; 
output out -  mean.list; 

run;
data mean.list; 

set mean.list; 
drop _type_ _freq_; 
if _stat_ -  MEAN’ or _stat_ -  STD'; 

run;
proc transpose data « mean.list out -  mean.trans;

BY D l; 
run;
proc datasets library -  mean; 

modify trans;
rename col I -  mean col2 -  std; 

run:
data mean.trans; 

set mean.trans;
IF D M ) THEN lr2 -  mean - (4*std);
IF D M ) THEN Irl -  mean - (2.5*std);
IF D l - I  THEN Ir4 -  mean - (4*std);
IF D l- I  THEN Ir3 -  mean - <2.5*std);
IF D M ) THEN up2 -  mean + (4*std);
IF D M ) THEN upl -  mean + (2.5*std);
IF D I-IT H E N  up4 -  mean ♦ (4*std);
IF D l - I  THEN up3 -  mean + (2.5*std); 
run;

Continue
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proc sort data«mean.trans; 
by d l  ;

run;
* inc  CHOU;
data INDUS2M.NEW <DROP-_NAME_>; 

set Iin264;
DI «input(put(cnum,CHOU. 

drop i upl up2 up3 up4 Irl lr2 lr3 Ir4 mean std; 
array aline(42) R 1-R42; 
do i ■ I to 42; 

marker ■ i;
set mean.trans point ■ marker; 
if D l«  0  AND aline(i) < Irl then do; 
if D M ) AND aline(i) <lr2 then aline(i) ■ mean; 

else aline(i) « I r l ;  
end;

if D l« () and aline(i) > upl then do;meun; 
else aline(i) ■ upl; 
end;

if  D l»1 AND aline(i) < Ir3 then do; 
if D l«  I AND aline(i) <lr4 then uline(i) ■ mean; 

else aline(i) ■ lr3; 
end;

if D l«  I AND aline(i) > up3 then do;
if D l« l AND aline(i) >up4 then aline(i) ■ mean;

else aline(i) «  up3; 
end; 

end: 
run;
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Appendix J :  Univariate Analysis (i rap  hic C om puter Program

/•proc print; run; */
%inc hpopts; 

goptions nodisplay; 
proc grepluy nofs 

igout = lin.gcat; 
delete _all_; 
quit; 

run;

OPTIONS LS-76 NOTES;

» IN C  chou; 
data lin2M.set;

SET lin2M.set; 
year -  _name_;

Dl -  INPUT(PUT(CNUM.chou.),H.);
PROC SORT DATA-lin2M  set OUT -  A F2 sorted; 

BY Dl year;
RUN;

proc summary data -  af2.sorted; 
varrl-r31 r33-r42; 
by DI year;
output out ■ results mean« r I -r31 r33-r42; 

run;
proc print; run; 
data results; 

set results:
drop _type_ _freq_ d I; 

run:
PROC SORT DATA-results OUT -res;

proc transpose data « res out ■ trans name« citarne prefix«d: 
by year;

RUN;
proc print: run;

data trans; 
set trans; 
dO ■ d l; dl ■ d2; 
drop d2 : 

run;
proc sort data ■ trans out ■ plot.set I ;

by cnume: 
run:

» in e  hpopts; 
goptions

fby ■ simplex 
coy ■ black 
hby « 1.3

Continue
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goutmode * append 
gouttype = independent 
nodisplay;

TITLE I h - l  F-SIMPLEX J -C  COM PARISON OF FAILED AND NON^AILED 
FIRMS;
TITLE2 h - l  F-SIMPLEX J-C  PROFILE ANALYSIS’;
TITLE3 h - l  F-SIMPLEX J-C  OF RATIOS ;
proc gslide gout -  lin.gcat; run;
title;
FCXiTNOTE J-l SOURCE;
M-<X.+0)THIS STUDY Red-NF Blue-F'; 
proc gslide gout « lin.gcat; run; 
title: footnote;

PROC GPLOT DATA- plot.setl gout -  lin.gcat; 
by cname; 
label cname -  '00'x;

AXIS I VALUE-(F-SIMPLEX H - l .5)
LABEL- (f « simplex h -  1.5 'MEAN')
MINOR -  NONE;

AXIS2 VALUE«<F-SIMPLEX H -1 .5 -YR5"-YR4"-YR3"-YR2'-YRI')
Order -CYR5 YR4 YR3 YR2 YRI )
LABEL -  (F-SIMPLEX H - l .5 YEARS PRIOR TO FAILURE );

SYMBOL I l -J  V-SQUARE C-RED h-2;
SYMBOL2 l-J  V-triangle C-blue h-2; 

plot dO * year
d I * year /  overlay 

frame
VAXIS -  AXIS I 
HAXIS -  AXIS2:

RUN;
W inc hpopts:
goptions gtype = dependent display: 
proc greplay /* replay catalog matched to template */ 

igout -  lin.gcat 
tc -  lin.tcmplt 
template -  sixteen 
nofs;

treplay 1:1 2:1 3:3 4:14 5:25 6:3ft 7:4011:41 V:42 10:43 
I 1:44 12:4 13:5 I4:ft 15:7 I6:H 17:9 IK: 10 19:2 20:2; 
quit; 

run;
ems sasplot hp;
proc greplay /* replay cutalog matched to template */ 

igout -  lin.gcat 
tc -  lin.tempi! 
template -  sixteen
nofs;

Continue
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Titplay 1:1 2:1 3:11 4:12 3:13 6:13 7:1 A K: 17 V:IN 1(1:19 
11:20 12:21 13:22 14:23 15:24 16:26 17:27 IK 2K 19:2 20:2: 

quit; 
run;

c m  SASPLOT HP;

proc greplay /* repluy catalog matched to template */ 
igout * lin.gcat 
tc ■ lin.tcmplt 
template ■ sixteen
nofs;

treplay 1:1 2:1 3:2V 4:30 5:31 6:32 7:33 K:34 V:35 10:37 11:3K 12:3V IV:2 20:2;
quit;

run;

%inc hpopts;
cproc greplay tc ■ lin.templt nofs;

tdef sixteen des ■ '16 rectangles plus 2 headings'

/* define panel I - left heading */ 
l / l l x - 0  l ly - 5 0  

u l x - 0  u ly -1 0 0  
urx = 50 ury -  1(H) 
l r x - 5 0  Iry -  SO

/* define panel 2 - rightheading */
2 / I U - 5 0  l ly - 5 0  

ulx -  50 uly -  1(H) 
urx -  KM) ury -  100 
Irx -  100 Iry -  SO

/* define panel IV - left footing */
IV/ IIx -  0 l l y - 0  

ulx -  0  uly -  50 
urx -  50 ury -  50 
l r x - 5 0  l r y - 0

/* define panel 20 - right footing */
20/ llx -  50 l l y - 0  

ulx -  50 uly -  50 
urx -  1(H) ury -  50 
Irx -  1(H) l r y - 0

/* define panel 3 */
3 / l lx - 5  l ly -7 1  

ulx -  5 uly -  93 
urx -  20 ury -  93 
Irx - 2 0  Iry -7 1
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